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1.0 PURPOSE AND NEED 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) has been prepared in accordance with the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] §§ 1500–1508), and U.S. Department of the 
Interior NEPA regulations (43 CFR § 46). As designated by Section 203 of the Arizona Water 
Settlements Act (AWSA) of 2004 (Public Law 108-451), the Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) is the lead Federal agency responsible for NEPA compliance. The Gila River 
Indian Community Pima-Maricopa Irrigation Project (P-MIP), the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA) San Carlos Irrigation Project (SCIP), and the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District 
(SCIDD or District) are cooperating agencies in the preparation of this document. 

This Draft EA describes and evaluates the proposed rehabilitation of SCIP Phase 2 Reaches 1–3. 
The EA tiers from the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) for P-MIP, which 
was completed in 1997. The PEIS addressed Gila River Indian Community plans to construct 
and operate a common-use irrigation system, place up to 146,330 acres of land into agricultural 
production, and rehabilitate selected SCIP Joint Works, which included a new canal to be 
constructed between Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam and a new regulating reservoir to be 
constructed north of Picacho Reservoir. The PEIS allowed for a programmatic-level evaluation 
of the SCIP Joint Works and P-MIP at full implementation. Because adequate details had not yet 
been determined when the PEIS was prepared, the PEIS included commitments to prepare 
subsequent NEPA documentation to address rehabilitation of SCIP Joint Works. A Final EA and 
Finding of No Significant Impact, which tiered to this PEIS, were completed in August 2010 for 
SCIP Rehabilitation Phase 1 (referred to in this document as the 2010 EA). 

The NEPA process for SCIP Rehabilitation Phase 2 was initiated in 2010 to address proposed 
rehabilitation of SCIP Reaches 1–4. The conceptual design information available at that time 
indicated project-related environmental impacts had the potential to be significant; therefore, 
Reclamation determined that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was appropriate. 
Subsequent to public scoping for the EIS, refinements to the preliminary designs indicated that 
potential environmental impacts of the project would be less than originally thought. With the 
new design, delivery of irrigation flows during construction could be scheduled during routine 
outages, thereby reducing potential adverse impacts to sensitive riparian habitat and bird species 
on the Gila River. Furthermore, based on engineering and construction timelines, Reach 4 was 
eliminated from the current NEPA process, removing 15 miles of canal rehabilitation from the 
Proposed Action. Based on the reduction in scope and construction footprint, potential impacts, 
and the limited number and lack of substantive comments received during public scoping, 
Reclamation concluded it was appropriate to prepare an EA to determine whether a Finding of 
No Significant Impact is appropriate or an EIS must be prepared. 
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1.2 BACKGROUND 
1.2.1 San Carlos Irrigation Project 
SCIP was authorized by Congress in the San Carlos Act of June 7, 1924 (Ch. 288, 43 Stat. 475) 
and is managed by the BIA on behalf of the U.S. government. SCIP irrigation infrastructure 
consists of three components: the Joint Works, the District Works, and the Indian Works. SCIP 
Joint Works divert and convey irrigation water from the Gila River to the Indian Works and to 
the District Works. The Indian Works begin at the reservation boundary and deliver irrigation 
water from the Joint Works to 50,546 acres of Indian farmland on the Gila River Indian 
Reservation. The District Works deliver irrigation water from the Joint Works to 50,000 acres of 
non-Indian farmland served by SCIDD. The Joint Works were modified in the 1990s to create 
four interconnections with the Central Arizona Project (CAP), enabling CAP water to be 
delivered to SCIDD and Gila River Indian Community lands served by SCIP. Operation and 
maintenance of SCIP is defined by a number of governing documents, including the 1924 Act, 
the 1938 Secretarial Joint Works Order issued by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior, and the Joint 
Control Board Agreement. SCIP’s governing authorities remain in effect, except to the extent 
modified by the AWSA and the Gila River Indian Community Water Rights Settlement 
Agreement (Settlement Agreement). 

1.2.2 AWSA and Gila River Indian Community Water Rights Settlement 
Agreement 

Section 203 of the AWSA directed the U.S. Secretary of the Interior to execute the Settlement 
Agreement (Amended and Restated, Final Version, October 1, 2005). Section 203 of the AWSA 
also directed the U.S. Secretary of the Interior to provide for the rehabilitation and replacement 
of SCIP water diversion and delivery infrastructure using Reclamation funds under Section 
403(f)(2) of the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-537, as amended). 

Exhibit 20.1 of the Settlement Agreement, incorporated by reference in Section 203 of the 
AWSA, also provides for the estimation and allocation of water conserved with the rehabilitation 
and replacement of District Works serving SCIDD lands. The Settlement Agreement also 
provides for the rehabilitation and replacement of specified SCIP Joint Works water delivery and 
diversion facilities serving District and Gila River Indian Community lands. SCIDD is 
authorized to rehabilitate certain project delivery facilities identified in Exhibit 20.1. 

The Settlement Agreement incorporated the findings of the Draft Loan Application Report for 
Distribution System Rehabilitation and Concrete Lining (Harza Engineering Company 1993), 
which provided a preliminary estimate of 47,000 acre-feet per year (AFY) as the amount of 
water that could be conserved from the rehabilitation of District Works main canals and 
numerous laterals serving SCIDD lands. Pursuant to the Third Supplement to the Repayment 
Contract (included as Attachment 6.2 of Exhibit 20.1 of the Settlement Agreement), an 
Engineering Board, consisting of three registered professional engineers with expertise in 
hydrologic evaluations, was established to update the conserved water assessment for District 
Works rehabilitation. The results of the Engineering Board analysis are discussed in Section 
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3.9.2.1 The Engineering Board analysis, however, provided conserved water estimates based on 
the assumption that all District canals and laterals will be lined and that 300 acre-feet (AF) of 
regulating reservoir capacity will be constructed in one or more locations where it can be 
effectively operated. 

1.2.3 Rehabilitation Efforts 
Rehabilitation of the canal system was planned in phases because it was anticipated that not all 
of the necessary funding would be available at one time. It was envisioned that the phases would 
proceed from upstream to downstream, and each phase would provide independent utility. 
Rehabilitation of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam and associated headworks and construction of 
a coarse sediment removal and storage facility comprised Phase 1. Completing this work first 
greatly improves SCIP’s ability to control Gila River water diversions under normal and storm 
flow conditions and removes most of the coarse sediment from the diverted surface water, 
thereby protecting the future investment of canal lining downstream in Phase 2. 

Phase 1 was addressed in the 2010 EA, which was tiered to the P-MIP PEIS. Construction of 
Phase 1 was initiated in fall 2010 and is nearly complete. Rehabilitation of Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam and associated headworks was completed in 2011. Construction of the sediment 
settling basin was also completed in 2011. In fall 2015, Reclamation issued a Supplemental 
Information Report to the 2010 EA to support construction of three decanting basins to aid with 
sediment handling adjacent to the sediment basin constructed under Phase 1. The three decanting 
basins were completed in December 2015 to remove most of the coarse sediment from diverted 
Gila River water. The water entering the SCIP conveyance system downstream of Phase 1 would 
continue to carry fine sediments, which would get deposited downstream onto agricultural fields. 
Depending on the flows, some of these sediments may settle-out in the canals at points of low 
water velocities, such as upstream of check structures. When flow rates increase during 
deliveries, corresponding flow velocities would increase, causing previously deposited sediment 
to be entrained and carried downstream. If sedimentation becomes a problem for water 
operations, mechanical removal may be necessary, especially during the interim flow operations. 

Phase 2 would include rehabilitation of the main canal system and construction of cross-drainage 
facilities, separate storm water drainage facilities, and a mid-system regulating reservoir. Phase 2 
begins at the end of the Phase 1 improvements (at the sediment settling basin) and ends where 
the Casa Grande Canal crosses Interstate 10 (I-10). The portion of Phase 2 from the sediment 
settling basin to just west of Picacho Reservoir (referred to as Reaches 1–3) is the focus of this 
EA, which is also tiered to the P-MIP PEIS. Rehabilitation of Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 is described 
in more detail in Chapter 2 of this document. It is envisioned that work on Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 
would be implemented over the next several years. 

Work on Phase 2 Reach 4 would involve the rehabilitation of the Casa Grande Canal from just 
west of Picacho Reservoir to just beyond the canal’s crossing of I-10. Drainage facilities using 
the alignment of the FCG Canal Extension between Picacho Reservoir and I-10 may also be 
proposed under Phase 2 Reach 4. Phase 3 would improve segments of the remaining main canal 

 
1 Section 3.9 addresses surface water conservation that would result from the rehabilitation of the Joint Works 

covered by Phase 2 Reaches 1–3. 
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system between I-10 and the City of Casa Grande and various laterals within the SCIDD service 
area. 

Phase 2 Reach 4 and Phase 3 are not addressed in this EA. Supplemental NEPA compliance 
would be undertaken for these additional rehabilitation activities once specific design elements 
and actions are proposed and funding becomes available. 

1.3 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION 
The purpose of this action is to conserve surface water, reduce operation and maintenance costs, 
and improve irrigation water delivery service to SCIDD and Gila River Indian Community 
farmland by implementing Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 in accordance with Congress’ direction under 
the AWSA to provide for the rehabilitation and replacement of SCIP diversion and delivery 
facilities. The rehabilitation and replacement activities are needed to update the aging structures, 
improve the hydraulic efficiency of the system, and minimize canal system water losses. 
Separate storm water drainage facilities are needed to protect and preserve the rehabilitated 
conveyance system. 

1.4 PROJECT LOCATION 
The EA addresses rehabilitation of SCIP water delivery and storage facilities from the sediment 
settling basin just downstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam to just west of Picacho 
Reservoir in Pinal County, Arizona (Figure 1). Two additional areas are included in the study 
area. The San Carlos Reservoir at Coolidge Dam is included in the study area because the 
U.S. Secretary of the Interior would have the option to retain a portion of the conserved water to 
maintain a minimum pool. The reach of the Gila River from Coolidge Dam to Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam in Gila and Pinal counties is included in the study area because the proposed 
project could affect water releases to the Gila River from the San Carlos Reservoir at Coolidge 
Dam during construction and following construction during periods when conserved water is 
being retained in the reservoir to maintain a minimum pool (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Study area, settling basin to Picacho Reservoir 
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Figure 2. Study area, Gila River, San Carlos Reservoir to Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam 
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1.5 DECISIONS TO BE MADE/FEDERAL ACTIONS 
As designated by Section 203 of the AWSA, Reclamation is the lead Federal agency responsible 
for NEPA compliance. This EA will include all the information required for Reclamation and the 
BIA to approve their respective Federal actions for any action alternative(s) selected for 
rehabilitation of SCIP facilities in Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 to meet the purpose and need and legal 
requirements of the AWSA and the Settlement Agreement. 

Congress designated Reclamation as the lead Federal agency for oversight of the construction 
and rehabilitation of SCIP authorized by the AWSA. Congress also provided that, except as 
expressly provided by Section 203 of the AWSA, nothing in the AWSA affects the responsibility 
of the U.S. Secretary of the Interior under the San Carlos Act of June 7, 1924, or any other 
financial responsibility of the U.S. Secretary of the Interior relating to operation and maintenance 
of SCIP existing on the date of enactment of the AWSA. The BIA is the delegated authority for 
the U.S. Secretary of the Interior’s obligations and responsibilities for SCIP. Federal actions 
covered by this EA include: 

• Review and approve final engineering designs for construction under Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 
(Reclamation) 

• Award funds and approve contractual documents for construction of the irrigation facilities 
under Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 (Reclamation) 

• Where necessary, issue easements/rights-of-way for new encroachments to CAP facilities 
(Reclamation) 

• Review and accept title on behalf of the United States, and, where necessary, acquire land, 
consistent with the February 11, 2010, Memorandum of Agreement entered into between the 
Department of the Interior and SCIDD (2010 MOA), to new lands and easements/rights-of-
way acquired for the final footprint of the irrigation facilities constructed as part of Phase 2 
Reaches 1–3 (Reclamation/BIA) 

• Approve encroachment permits for new third-party facilities or existing third-party facilities 
that require relocation (BIA) 

• Approve temporary or permanent relocations of BIA utility facilities affected by construction 
(BIA) 

• Approve dry-up schedules required for construction of the irrigation facilities under Phase 2 
Reaches 1–3 (BIA) 

• Enter into certain agreements with third-party beneficiaries for joint use of certain facilities and 
access (e.g., joint use agreement with Pinal County for Diversion Dam road) (BIA) 

1.6 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
The CEQ defines scoping as “an early and open process for determining the scope of issues to be 
addressed and for identifying significant issues related to a proposed action” (40 CFR § 1501.7). 
Scoping, which encourages public input and helps focus the environmental impact analysis on 
relevant issues, is an important foundation to the NEPA process. Distribution of scoping 
information typically announces the beginning of the public component of the NEPA process. 
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As mentioned in Section 1.1, public scoping for the originally proposed Phase 2 Reaches 1–4 
was initiated in 2010. A Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare EIS and notice of public scoping 
meeting was published in the Federal Register on August 31, 2010 (75 FR 168:53332–53333). 
Reclamation also distributed an initial scoping notice soliciting public comment on the proposal 
to potentially interested individuals, organizations, Tribes, and agencies on that same date, 
posted it on Reclamation’s Phoenix Area Office website (http//:www.usbr.gov/lc/phoenix), and 
submitted a news release regarding the proposal to 12 news media outlets, including The Arizona 
Republic and the Florence Reminder & Blade-Tribune newspapers on August 25, 2010. The 
news release, the Federal Register NOI, and Reclamation’s scoping notice are included in 
Appendix A. The NOI described a proposal to rehabilitate and line up to 40 miles of major 
canals, such as the Florence–Casa Grande, Casa Grande, and North Side canals, along with 
construction of new check structures and cross-drainage features. 

Reclamation held a scoping meeting to solicit public and agency input on September 18, 2010, 
at the City Council Chambers in Coolidge, Arizona. Notification of this meeting was included in 
each of the previously referenced outreach efforts. Three individuals attended the scoping 
meeting: one local rancher and two representatives of the City of Casa Grande. 

In addition to the previously referenced scoping meeting, SCIDD hosted an open house on May 
17, 2012, at the SCIP office in Coolidge. Representatives from SCIDD, Reclamation, and the 
engineering team were available to meet with interested members of the public to discuss the 
project. A list of attendees to the two public meetings is on file at Reclamation’s Phoenix Area 
Office as part of the administrative record for the project. 

The lead agency is ultimately responsible for determining the scope of an environmental 
document (36 CFR § 46.235). During internal and external (public) scoping, environmental 
issues identified by program specialists, other agency staff, and the public helped Reclamation 
define the range of resource topics that are addressed in the NEPA document and served as the 
basis for developing mitigation. 

The following environmental issues were identified as a result of internal and public scoping: 

• Effects to biological resources, including special status species (Section 3.11) 

• Effects to air quality (Section 3.14) 

• Effects to land use and ownership (Section 3.2) 

• Socioeconomic considerations (Section 3.5) 

• Effects to cultural resources (Section 3.6) 

• Effects to Indian Trust Assets (ITAs) (Section 3.7) 

• Effects to water resources (Section 3.9) 

Public and agency responses received during the scoping process and a table summarizing the 
comments and Reclamation’s responses are included in Appendix B. Eight agencies submitted 
written responses. No written responses were received from the public. 
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Subsequent to the EIS scoping process, notable changes were made to the design and size of the 
Proposed Action (refer to Section 1.1). Based on the reduction in scope, construction footprint, 
and potential impacts, and the limited number and lack of substantive comments received during 
public scoping, Reclamation concluded that an EA would be appropriate for the redesigned 
Proposed Action and that no further scoping beyond that conducted for the initial EIS would be 
necessary. 

A Notice of Cancellation to Prepare a Draft EIS for the San Carlos Irrigation Project, Arizona, 
was published in the Federal Register on September 14, 2016 (81 FR 178:63204) (Appendix C). 
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

This chapter describes the alternatives considered for rehabilitation of Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 of 
the San Carlos Irrigation Project: the No Action alternative, the Proposed Action, and one 
additional action alternative. At the end of this chapter, the alternatives considered but eliminated 
are summarized.2 

The main distinctions between the Proposed Action and the other “action” alternative evaluated 
in this EA are the proposed alignments of the main canal system and drainage management 
facilities, and the management of irrigation water during construction. Under the Proposed 
Action, the main canal system would follow the alignment of the Florence Canal. Under the 
other action alternative, the main canal system would follow the alignment of the existing FCG 
Canal. With either action alternative, the main canal system would be concrete-lined to reduce 
water seepage and conveyance losses. To the extent practicable, each alternative would establish 
dedicated (i.e., separate) facilities for the conveyance of cross drainage from storm runoff and 
excess flows diverted from the Gila River. These facilities would be generally parallel to, and 
separate from, the main canal. 

2.1 EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE AND OPERATIONS 
The existing main canal system is 71.7 miles long and extends from Ashurst–Hayden Diversion 
Dam to I-10. It is composed of the FCG Canal (which currently functions as the main canal 
system), the Florence Canal (which currently functions as a primary lateral), the FCG Canal 
Extension, and the Casa Grande Canal. The construction of Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 would improve 
the portion of this system from the sediment settling basin just downstream of Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam to just west of Picacho Reservoir (a prominent water storage facility located 
about midpoint in the main canal system) (refer to Figure 3). 

Historically, BIA schedules an annual dry-up for the SCIP system for a five-week period in 
November to allow for the annual inspection and maintenance of BIA’s facilities. During this 
time, water is not released by the BIA from San Carlos Reservoir (except as required under the 
Gila Decree to meet a call by Asarco), diverted from the Gila River into the project, or released 
into the project from the CAP. 

In collaboration with the agricultural water users who rely on the Joint Works delivery system, 
a modified water outage for construction and maintenance, now known as the 5-3-5 dry-up 
schedule, was developed to accommodate construction. This refers to a water system outage of 
five weeks to allow for accelerated construction, inspection, and maintenance, followed by three 
weeks of sufficient irrigation flows through the targeted reach to rotate and serve lands that need 
to be irrigated (referred to as the wet-up period), followed by a second outage of five weeks for 
continued accelerated construction, inspection, and maintenance. At the conclusion of the 5-3-5 
dry-up schedule, the system operations return to normal service and the contractor can proceed 
with construction of facilities for which a water outage is not required. 

 
2  Due to the length of the canal system, it has been divided into reaches for ease of discussion in the Draft EA. The 

reach terminology was developed for use in the Draft EA and does not necessarily reflect the terminology used on 
the project plans. 
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Figure 3. Existing SCIP irrigation system 
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Use of the 5-3-5 dry-up schedule began in 2010 and continued through 2016. Rehabilitation of 
Joint Works facilities and Gila River Indian Community P-MIP facilities, including the CAP 
Connection Pima Feeder Canal, FCG Canal Confluence, Pima Canal Chute, Pima Main Stem 
Off-Reservation, and portions of the Joint Works laterals, were constructed under this 5-3-5 dry-
up schedule. The 5-3-5 dry-up schedule would be the normal pattern of dry-ups to the system in 
the future for those years when construction is required. 

2.1.1 Existing Main Canal Infrastructure—Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam 
to Picacho Reservoir 

FCG Canal 
The FCG Canal, which currently serves as the main irrigation canal in the system, begins at 
Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam and extends west and then south a distance of 22.1 miles to an 
inlet to Picacho Reservoir. From there, the continuation of this canal is referred to as the 
FCG Canal Extension. The capacity of the FCG Canal is estimated to be approximately 
1,250 cubic feet per second (cfs). Under the current condition, storm water flows from the east 
and excess flows from the Gila River are conveyed in the FCG Canal along with irrigation water 
to Picacho Reservoir. Roughly 4.6 miles downstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, a 
turnout from the FCG Canal facilitates water delivery to the Northside Canal, and 0.2 mile 
farther downstream, a turnout structure diverts water to the Florence Canal. 

A key component of the SCIP water conveyance system is the China Wash Flume, an open-
channel in-line flume structure of the FCG Canal that conveys irrigation water diverted from the 
Gila River over the China Wash streambed for deliveries downstream. It was constructed around 
1925. It has far exceeded its design life, and poses a notable risk of failure in the future. The 
flume was rehabilitated in 2006 to extend its useful life by 10 to 15 years, with the expectation 
that the flume would be addressed as part of Phase 2 SCIP rehabilitation. The flume is a 
reinforced concrete structure with four 12-foot-diameter by 6-inch-thick reinforced concrete 
semicircular barrels. The barrels are suspended from five reinforced concrete arches by nominal 
steel suspension rods encased in concrete. 

Just upstream of the China Wash Flume is a critical flow concrete Parshall flume that serves as 
the legal measurement station for the Call System of the Gila Decree to account for diversions 
from the Gila River to SCIP. The unit is an adopted U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) gaging 
station under contract with the Gila Water Commissioner and is used to record flow 
measurement data for administration and enforcement of the Gila Decree. An active direct-
current electric fish barrier with a concrete structure control section is also located just upstream 
of the China Wash crossing. The electric fish barrier is operated in accordance with a 2008 
Biological Opinion. The barrier was installed to hinder or prevent upstream movement of 
nonindigenous fish and other aquatic organisms from the CAP canal to surface waters of the Gila 
River basin. 

Florence Canal 
The 17.2-mile Florence Canal currently serves as a primary lateral that parallels the FCG Canal. 
It delivers water from the FCG Canal to irrigation laterals and field turnouts along its length. It 
originates at the turnout from the FCG Canal, which is just downstream of the CAP crossing, and 
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extends southwest and then south, where it currently dead-ends north of Picacho Reservoir. The 
capacity of the Florence Canal is estimated to range between 40 and 80 cfs. 

Picacho Reservoir 
Picacho Reservoir was built in the late 1880s for water storage and flow regulation (Pfaff 1996). 
Prior to completion of the FCG Canal in 1928, the reservoir received water from the Florence 
Canal and discharged water to the Casa Grande Canal. The current configuration of the reservoir 
reflects a major rehabilitation completed in 1956 that increased the storage capacity of the 
reservoir to 18,000 AF. Under current operations, Picacho Reservoir receives water from the 
FCG Canal through a gated inlet structure and discharges to the Casa Grande Canal through a 
gated outlet works. The gated inlet structure and the reservoir embankments are in poor 
condition. Siltation and vegetation have significantly reduced storage capacity and hampered 
operational efficiency. Water levels are highly variable with little to no water storage occurring 
in some years. 

2.1.2 Existing Main Canal Infrastructure—Picacho Reservoir to I-10 
The rehabilitation of the FCG Canal Extension and the Casa Grande Canal downstream of 
Picacho Reservoir are not part of the current action evaluated in this EA. Because the Phase 2 
Reach 1–3 improvements would tie into these canals for downstream deliveries, a description of 
them follows (refer to Figure 3). 

FCG Canal Extension 
The FCG Canal Extension begins at the Picacho Reservoir inlet and ends downstream just 
beyond I-10—a distance of 18 miles. It is used to supplement conveyance capacity of the Casa 
Grande Canal and to carry intercepted cross drainage and excess flows downstream. Storm water 
from the south is intercepted by the FCG Canal Extension and conveyed to a Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) drainage channel west of I-10. The capacity of the FCG Canal 
Extension is estimated to be approximately 150 cfs. 

Casa Grande Canal 
The Casa Grande Canal is the main irrigation canal downstream of Picacho Reservoir. It begins 
at the outlet on the west side of Picacho Reservoir and extends beyond the study area to the west. 
From Picacho Reservoir to I-10, the Casa Grande Canal totals 14.3 miles. The capacity of the 
Casa Grande Canal is estimated to be approximately 200 cfs. 

2.2 NO ACTION 
A No Action alternative must always be evaluated in a NEPA document (40 CFR § 1502.14). 
“No action” represents a projection of current conditions and reasonably foreseeable actions to 
the most reasonable future conditions that could occur during the 50-year life of the project 
without any action alternatives being implemented. The No Action alternative provides a 
baseline for comparing the environmental effects associated with the Proposed Action and any 
other action alternatives. 
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For the purpose of this analysis, the No Action alternative assumes that no reconstruction, 
realignment, or lining of the canal system, as proposed under Phase 2 Reaches 1–3, would be 
implemented. With the No Action alternative, irrigation water and storm water would continue to 
be combined and conveyed through a system of parallel, unlined canals. Repair and maintenance 
of existing facilities would continue into the foreseeable future. 

It is assumed that the China Wash Flume would either be rehabilitated or replaced based on its 
age and condition. The existing China Wash Flume structure was constructed around 1925 with 
a 50-year design life, which has been extended through minor rehabilitation projects. Due to age 
and wear, its deterioration has accelerated as its structural elements (concrete and steel) have 
been subjected to physical and natural effects. 

To date, the flume has been subjected only to superficial investigations and resulting types of 
mitigation. A more analytical and/or invasive forensic investigation (e.g., X-ray, coring, 
chemical testing, finite analysis) would be necessary to determine the condition of the elements 
that are not visible. Though rehabilitation could postpone the need, it is assumed that full 
replacement of the flume would be required at some future time. If the forensic analysis results 
indicate there are unsafe and substantial structural integrity issues that require major structural 
rehabilitation to prevent failure, then rehabilitation may be infeasible. 

It is also assumed that some segments of District laterals would be relocated, lined, piped, and/or 
abandoned, as needed, to accommodate roadway improvements and new residential, commercial, 
and industrial development in, and adjacent to, the communities of Coolidge and Florence. If 
needed, separate NEPA compliance would be undertaken at the time Federal actions are 
proposed to address the impacts of any such rehabilitation, replacement, relocation, and related 
activities. 

With the No Action alternative, water would not be conserved, water delivery would not be 
improved, and the operational efficiencies and economies of consolidating the conveyance 
infrastructure into a shorter system of adequately sized canals would not be realized. The 
No Action alternative would not be consistent with the purpose and need to implement the 
rehabilitation activities for SCIP and would violate the AWSA (refer to Section 1.2). 

2.3 FLORENCE CANAL ALTERNATIVE (PROPOSED ACTION) 
Under the Proposed Action, the upper segments of the FCG Canal and the entire alignment of the 
Florence Canal would be rehabilitated and lined to serve as the new main canal system. Irrigation 
laterals would be fed directly from this main canal system. Downstream of the existing turnout 
with the Florence Canal, the existing FCG Canal would be used to manage cross drainage and 
irrigation flow mismatches that occur. This would protect the canal system when there is more 
flow diverted from the Gila River than is needed to fill irrigation orders—during emergency 
conditions, for example. 

The Proposed Action would maximize operational efficiencies and economies of scale by 
reducing the total number of miles of the main canal delivery system from that of the existing 
system (described in Section 2.1). Additional considerations in developing the Proposed Action 
focused on reducing the size of construction areas and improving constructability (the ease with 
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which a project can be constructed). With this alternative, the FCG Canal could be used to 
convey irrigation deliveries during rehabilitation of the Florence Canal. 

With this alternative, the main delivery system in Reaches 1–3 would total 26.0 miles of canal 
delivery system (24.4 miles of concrete-lined canal and 1.6 miles of temporary earthen canal). 
This length is 16.1 miles less than the existing unlined main canal delivery system in Phase 2 
Reaches 1–3, which is composed of the FCG Canal, the Florence Canal, and a segment of the 
FCG Canal Extension. Components of the Proposed Action are described in Sections 2.3.1–
2.3.7.  

The existing Casa Grande Canal and FCG Canal Extension in Phase 2 Reach 4 (beyond the 
limits of this Proposed Action) would be used for water deliveries downstream of Reaches 1–3 
until such time as the planned improvements to the Casa Grande Canal are undertaken. The Casa 
Grande Canal currently does not have adequate capacity to serve as the main canal west of 
Picacho Reservoir. 

The overall construction duration of Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 under the Proposed Action would be 
expected to be roughly 5 years (refer to Section 2.3.7), assuming an inverted siphon system is 
used to cross China Wash. The duration would be longer with the option to cross China Wash 
with a flume. Section 2.3.1 describes these two subalternatives for crossing China Wash. Section 
2.3.7 describes the management of water delivery during construction. 

2.3.1 Proposed Action Reach 1—Settling Basin Outlet to Florence Canal 
Turnout 

Reach 1 of the Proposed Action is 3.8 miles long. It would begin at the downstream limits of the 
recently completed Phase 1 project on the FCG Canal (near the outlet of the settling basin 
downstream of the headworks of the FCG Canal). For discussion purposes, Reach 1 has been 
divided into three sub-reaches (Figure 4). Reach 1 would be designed to convey 950 cfs, lined 
with 3.0-inch-thick unreinforced concrete to minimize seepage losses, and constructed with a 
more hydraulically efficient cross section than the existing FCG Canal through this segment. The 
cross section would have 1.5-foot horizontal to 1-foot vertical (1.5:1) side slopes. In Reaches 1A 
and 1B, under certain conditions, the reconstructed canal would commingle irrigation water and 
drainage3. 

The downstream limit of Reach 1 is defined by a new bifurcation structure that would be located 
in the vicinity of the existing turnout to the Florence Canal. Under normal operating conditions, 
this bifurcation structure would direct irrigation water into the Florence Canal, which would 
serve as the main canal. Floodwaters or flows in excess of the capacity of the new canal segment 
would be conveyed downstream in the FCG Canal to Picacho Reservoir. For larger storm events, 
floodwaters could be released to the Gila River from Reach 1. 

For the entire length of Reach 1, an operation and maintenance road with a 16-foot minimum 
width would be constructed on each side of the main canal. Bridges across the canal would be 
spaced at appropriate locations for maintenance and to facilitate the movement of wildlife.  
 
3 “Drainage” is used in this document to refer to cross drainage collected from runoff downstream of Ashurst-

Hayden Diversion Dam and excess flows from the Gila River. 
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Figure 4. Proposed Action Reaches 1 and 2 
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Upstream of the CAP canal crossing, wildlife and tortoise fencing would be installed along 
portions of both sides of the new concrete-lined main canal, combined with animal escape ramps 
to minimize the potential for wildlife drowning. The typical width of the reserved (existing) 
right-of-way for Reach 1 is 225 feet. 

Reach 1A 
Reach 1A work would consist of construction of a new concrete-lined main canal within the 
FCG Canal right-of-way, for a distance of 1.9 miles. The new canal would be north of the 
existing FCG Canal, running parallel, adjacent to, and, in some portions, partially overlapping 
the existing FCG Canal section. 

Following construction of this segment of the new main canal, the existing, unlined FCG Canal 
in this reach would be dedicated to storm water management and conveyance. Cross-drainage 
flows from storm water runoff would be collected in this existing segment of the FCG Canal. For 
minor storm events, these drainage flows would be impounded; for larger storm events, they 
would discharge to the new, lined main canal. A berm would be constructed on the south side of 
the FCG Canal, south of the end of Reach 1A, to impound and direct cross drainage to the FCG 
Canal through a spillway. Excess FCG Canal flows would then be discharged to the Gila River 
through an existing irrigation wasteway (channel) (refer to Figure 4). The existing radial gate at 
this location would be replaced with a new multi-slide gate and spillway structure. 

Reach 1B 
At the beginning of Reach 1B, the new parallel main canal segment constructed in Reach 1A 
would tie back into the existing FCG Canal channel. The segment of main canal in Reach 1B 
would extend approximately 0.3 mile downstream from the end of Reach 1A. 

The China Wash open-channel, in-line flume structure, which carries canal flows over China 
Wash, is in Reach 1B. Under either action alternative, this existing structure would be replaced. 
Two replacement subalternatives are being considered: Subalternative A—replacement of the 
existing flume with an inverted siphon system, and Subalternative B—replacement of the 
existing flume with a new open-channel in-line flume structure. 

Subalternative A—Replacement of China Wash Flume with an Inverted 
Siphon System 
Under Subalternative A, the existing China Wash Flume would be removed. A siphon 
system consisting of two 9-foot-diameter pipes would be constructed in place of the 
flume to convey irrigation water under China Wash. The pipes would be buried below 
the scour depth of China Wash for added protection. The new installation would extend 
beyond the current footprint to allow for a smooth hydraulic transition. One pipe would 
have no flow control gates; the other pipe would have a flow control gate on both the 
inlet and the outlet. To address water quality and sediment management concerns, most 
of the time only one pipe (the pipe barrel without the flow control gates) would be open 
to keep flow velocities as high as possible to pass the sediment through the pipes. When 
irrigation flows are higher, the flow control gates on the second pipe would be opened 
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a modified canal profile and a new flow measurement structure. Sediment management 
and the potential for plugging were identified as possible operations and maintenance 
concerns with a siphon alternative evaluated in 2014 and documented in Draft 
Technical Memorandum No. 1, China Wash Structural Evaluation and Replacement 
Options (GEI Consultants, Inc. 2014). Under Subalternative A, flows below 130 cfs 
may result in sediment deposition, which would require monitoring and possibly 
mechanical removal. 

The modified canal profile would incorporate new hydraulic conditions that would 
create passive fish barriers (physical drop) at the turnout to the Northside Canal and at 
the end of Reach 1C. These passive physical fish barriers would replace the existing 
electric fish barrier, which would be removed. 

The existing USGS flow measurement structure/gaging station would also be removed. 
A new measurement structure/gaging station, possibly a broad-crested weir (ramp 
flume), would be installed upstream of the new siphon in a straight segment of canal. 
The gaging station would meet irrigation industry measurement standards and the 
specifications requested by the USGS. This type of device is currently used in other 
locations of the project because of its accurate flow measurement, hydraulic efficiency, 
and ability to pass sediment. Construction of this type of flow measurement structure 
farther upstream would reduce the potential effects of any backwater generated from 
the wash crossing, enhance the accuracy of measurement, and reduce the need for 
calibration. 

Construction could be accommodated using a modified water outage for construction 
and maintenance (refer to Section 2.3.7), without additional canal outages. This 
subalternative would provide a 50-year design service life. 

Subalternative B—Replacement of China Wash Flume with a New Open-
Channel Flume 
Under Subalternative B, the existing China Wash Flume would be replaced with a new 
open-channel in-line flume, which would carry project water downstream within the 
FCG Canal. This subalternative assumes that the existing abutments, footings, and 
flume associated with the existing structure would be replaced. 

Sediment deposition in China Wash would continue to reduce flow capacity of the 
wash under the flume, which would be expected to require ongoing maintenance to 
clean out the sediment. The existing profile is limiting, restricting maintenance to small, 
inefficient equipment. Under Subalternative B, the flume would continue to be 
subjected to uplift forces from China Wash during high flows. The structure would 
need to be designed to handle additional lateral pressures from China Wash flows 
against the structure. 

Under current conditions, access to the settling basin and Ashurst-Hayden Dam is cut 
off whenever there are runoff flows through China Wash. With Subalternative B, a box 
culvert could be constructed in the wash to pass China Wash flows under the flume. An 
access road could be constructed adjacent to the flume to provide vehicular access to 
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the settling basin and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam when China Wash is flowing. 
The existing low-water crossing could then be abandoned. 

As with Subalternative A, the canal profile would be altered. The new hydraulic 
conditions would allow the design of a passive fish barrier (physical drop) at the end of 
Reach 1 and at the turnout to the Northside Canal. These passive fish barriers would 
replace the existing electric fish barrier, which would be removed. 

Maintaining canal deliveries during construction of the open-channel in-line flume is 
not considered feasible due to the prohibitive cost of using bypass pumping; therefore, 
construction of the new flume could require a full shutdown of the canal for the 
duration of the flume’s construction (estimated at six months). Double-shift 
construction manpower could be employed for Subalternative B to reduce the duration 
of construction and reduce the potential for associated impacts on water users during 
full shutdowns of the canal system. 

Cast-in-place methods could be used to construct the box culverts beneath the existing 
flume structure. This could be done while flows continued to be conveyed through the 
existing flume, thereby eliminating the need to discontinue water deliveries during this 
stage of construction. 

A box culvert would restrict the flow capacity of the wash and would cause water to 
pond upstream of the flume, similar to the existing structure. The flow capacity in the 
wash beneath the flume would be slightly less than the existing structure, and the new 
flume would need to be designed to handle the transverse loads imposed by water 
ponding upstream of the flume. The box culverts would likely require frequent clearing 
of sediment deposits and debris. Access to the wash by heavy equipment upstream of 
the flume would also be restricted. 

The USGS flow measurement structure/gaging station would not necessarily need to be 
relocated under Subalternative B. Following construction of the new open-channel in-
line flume, the measuring flume would need to be checked and recalibrated if it is not 
replaced. Subalternative B would provide a 50-year design service life. 

Downstream of China Wash, the reconstructed main canal would continue within the existing 
FCG Canal channel through a section of difficult terrain (bedrock and a mix of soil and 
boulders). This difficult terrain would limit the use of traditional canal construction methods in 
this area; therefore, the canal cross section would be wider than in other areas and would be 
concrete-lined by hand instead of using machine methods. 

Reach 1C 
Reach 1C extends approximately 1.6 miles downstream from the end of Reach 1B. The new 
canal would be constructed in the existing right-of-way of the FCG Canal, parallel to and north 
of the existing FCG Canal channel. A new bifurcation structure would be constructed at the end 
of Reach 1C, in the vicinity of the existing turnout to the Florence Canal. The new bifurcation 
structure would be composed of overshot gates. Under normal operating conditions, this 
bifurcation structure would direct irrigation water into the Florence Canal. Flood waters or flows 
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in excess of the capacity of the new canal segment would be directed to the existing FCG Canal, 
which would convey the flows to Picacho Reservoir. 

The new bifurcation structure would be composed of overshot gates and would provide an 
effective barrier to fish migration upstream. The height of the gates would range from 5.00 to 
7.25 feet above the downstream canal bottom. The velocity of flows over the top of the gates 
would also strengthen its barrier effect through the range of operational flows in the canal. The 
previously referenced physical drop at the turnout to the Northside Canal in a similar concept 
would also serve the function of the existing electric fish barrier. 

2.3.2 Proposed Action Reach 2—Florence Canal Turnout to Pima Lateral 
Under the Proposed Action, Reach 2 would total 11.6 miles in length. Throughout Reach 2, the 
new main canal would use the Florence Canal alignment; it would be designed to convey 950 cfs 
and would be lined with 3.0-inch-thick unreinforced concrete. The canal section would have 
1.5:1 side slopes. For the entire length of Reach 2, a minimum 16-foot-wide operation and 
maintenance road would be constructed on each side of the canal. No wildlife fencing is 
proposed in Reach 2; much of this reach would parallel the CAP canal, which provides a barrier 
to wildlife access. In addition, other portions pass through urbanized and agricultural lands, and 
do not extend through sensitive habitat for tortoise or other wildlife. The typical width of the 
reserved (existing) right-of-way for Reach 2 is 200 feet. 

At the end of Reach 2, a new 625-cfs-capacity interconnect (turnout and check structure) would 
be installed to allow conveyance of a portion of project water to the Pima Lateral, a canal that 
serves Gila River Indian Community farmland and, to a lesser extent, SCIDD farmland. 

After rehabilitation, the primary function of the FCG Canal through Reach 2 would shift to the 
conveyance of storm drainage and excess irrigation flows. 

For purposes of the EA, Reach 2 has been divided into three subreaches (refer to Figure 4). 

Reach 2A 
A 5.2-mile segment of the existing Florence Canal—Reach 2A—would be enlarged and lined 
with concrete. 

Reach 2B 
Downstream of Reach 2A, a segment of the existing Florence Canal falls within a particularly 
narrow section of right-of-way through the town of Florence where flows are run through a 
buried pipeline. For Reach 2B, the main canal alignment would be relocated south of the town in 
a new, open concrete-lined channel for a distance of 0.9 mile, as depicted in Figure 5. The 
realignment would require new crossings of State Route (SR) 79 and SR 79 Business (SR 79B). 
Three crossing methods for this option are under consideration: (1) tunnel under the roadway, 
(2) cut an open trench and install the pipeline across the roadway, or (3) bridge the canal. 
Following construction, the existing pipeline would be maintained as a lateral to deliver 
irrigation water to adjacent farmland. 
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Figure 5. Realignment of Florence Canal and land acquisitions with Proposed Action 
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Reach 2C 
In Reach 2C, the main canal would return to the existing Florence Canal alignment. The existing 
canal would be enlarged and lined with concrete for 5.5 miles, similar to the work proposed in 
Reach 2A. 

As mentioned, a new 625-cfs-capacity interconnect (turnout and check structure) would be 
installed to allow conveyance of a portion of project water to the Pima Lateral. The Gila River 
Indian Community has the first right to receive up to 625 cfs of project water in times of flow 
that would have produced 1,250 cfs or greater, should the Gila River Indian Community wish to 
call for that water at that time. SCIDD would have rights to 175 cfs, or up to 375 cfs in 
surcharged channel conditions (those limited times when water is allowed to flow through the 
canal at a higher than standard design capacity). 

2.3.3 Proposed Action Reach 3—Pima Lateral to Picacho Reservoir 
Under the Proposed Action, Reach 3 would total 10.4 miles in length and would use the Florence 
Canal alignment (Figure 6). The typical width of the reserved (existing) right-of-way in Reach 3 
is 200 feet. In Reach 3, irrigation water not diverted to the Pima Lateral would continue 
downstream in the Florence Canal, crossing under the Pima Lateral through a new, 400-cfs 
siphon, which was constructed as part of the P-MIP Pima Canal project. The main canal would 
continue along the Florence Canal to its existing terminus. From there, new canal segments 
would be constructed to connect the new main canal system to the Casa Grande Canal and the 
Florence Casa Grande Canal Extension. A minimum 14-foot-wide operation and maintenance 
road would be constructed on each side of the canal throughout Reach 3. The primary function of 
the FCG Canal along Reach 3 would be the conveyance of storm drainage and excess Gila River 
flows; it would remain unlined. The existing inlet to Picacho Reservoir would be rehabilitated, 
including the replacement of gates and minor repairs to the structure, if needed. The existing 
outlet from Picacho Reservoir to the Casa Grande Canal would be maintained for future use, 
as warranted. 

Reach 3A 
In Reach 3A, 5.3 miles of the Florence Canal would be reconstructed and lined to a design 
capacity of 400 cfs, from the end of Reach 2 to the existing terminus of the Florence Canal 
(north of Picacho Reservoir at Storey Road). 

Cross drainage upslope of the FCG Canal along Reach 3A would be intercepted by the 
FCG Canal and conveyed downstream to Picacho Reservoir. Cross drainage from the area 
between the FCG Canal and the Florence Canal would be passed under or over the new main 
canal. 

Reach 3B 
A new 3.5-mile segment of canal, referred to in this document as the link canal—Reach 3B—
would be constructed. It would extend due south from the existing terminus of the Florence 
Canal to the Picacho Reservoir, then go west and south following the northern berm of the 
reservoir to connect to the Casa Grande Canal (refer to Figure 6). The link canal would not be 
affected by cross-drainage because those flows would be intercepted by Picacho Reservoir. 
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Figure 6. Proposed Action Reach 3 
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In Reach 3B, the new main canal would be designed to convey 400 cfs. The new main canal 
would be lined with 3.0-inch-thick unreinforced concrete and would have 1.5:1 side slopes. 

Along the proposed link canal, a mid-system regulating reservoir would be constructed on a site 
of approximately 46 acres (refer to Figure 6). The reservoir itself would be about 19 acres in 
size, and would be lined with soil cement or a geomembrane lining (an impermeable membrane 
used to block the migration of fluids) topped with shotcrete slope protection or other suitable 
liner. Storage capacity of the reservoir would be approximately 300 AF. 

The reservoir would provide a means to regulate flows to reduce variability and to allow 
improved delivery flexibility. This regulating reservoir would supplement the water storage 
capacity of Picacho Reservoir. Controls would be installed in the link canal to ensure 
conveyance of irrigation water downstream; excess flow would spill to the new reservoir by 
gravity. Water stored in the new reservoir could be supplied to downstream farmland by gravity 
releases, as needed, in response to water delivery demand. 

Reach 3C 
The capacity of the existing Casa Grande Canal is approximately 200 cfs. It would not be able to 
handle all the flows being carried by the new main canal, which would have a capacity of 
400 cfs. Rehabilitation of the Casa Grande Canal is planned to occur during Phase 2 Reach 4 of 
SCIP Rehabilitation. To allow downstream water deliveries after construction of Phase 2 
Reaches 1–3, a 900-foot-long (0.2 mile) segment of new lined canal will be constructed to 
connect the link canal with the existing Casa Grande Canal. In addition, a new, interim earthen 
canal of 1.6 miles in length would be constructed to temporarily convey irrigation water in 
excess of 200 cfs from the end of new link canal to the existing FCG Canal Extension. Under 
Phase 2 Reaches 1–3, both the Casa Grande Canal and the FCG Canal Extension would be used 
for downstream delivery until such time as the planned improvements to the Casa Grande Canal 
(Phase 2 Reach 4) are undertaken. 

2.3.4 Proposed Acton—Land Acquisition 
Approximately 144 acres of land would need to be acquired for the Proposed Action. Fifteen 
acres of this land would be needed to realign the piped segment of the Florence Canal in Reach 2 
south of Florence (1 acre of Arizona Department of Transportation land and 14 acres of private 
land) (refer to Figure 5). Also in Reach 2, 1 acre of private land would need to be acquired for a 
new future pipeline between the Florence Canal and Well 80 (Figure 7). In Reach 3, 129 acres 
would be needed for the link canal, the regulating reservoir, and the new temporary earthen canal 
(30 acres of Arizona State Land Department trust land, 26 acres of Pinal County Flood Control 
District land, 18 acres owned by the City of Mesa, and 55 acres of private land)(Figure 8). 

The construction area evaluated in this EA includes land outside of the reserved right-of-way that 
could be used by the contractor during construction for stockpiling, utility relocations, etc. In 
Reach 2, 107 potential temporary construction easement areas have been identified, totaling 50 
acres. In Reach 3, 34 potential temporary construction easement areas have been identified, 
totaling 10 acres. These potential temporary construction easement areas are reflected in the 
mapping in Appendix D. 
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Figure 7. Land acquisition—Well 80, Reach 2 
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Figure 8. Land acquisitions—Reach 3 
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2.3.5 Proposed Action—Additional Project-Related Actions 
The rehabilitated main canal system would include multiple turnouts to laterals for irrigation 
water delivery throughout the SCIDD service area. A number of new check structures would be 
incorporated into this system to control the water level, facilitate canal operations, and measure 
flows. Downstream of Reach 1, all laterals would be served directly by turnouts from the 
rehabilitated Florence Canal. 

Supervisory control and data acquisition infrastructure, including repeater towers, would be 
installed along the canal alignments to allow remote control and monitoring of check structures 
and other facilities. 

Escape ladders would be installed at 375-foot intervals on alternating sides of the new concrete-
lined main canal. Safety buoys and escape ladders would be installed at the entrances to siphons, 
large check and drop structures, and major road crossings. 

Upstream of the CAP canal crossing, wildlife and tortoise fencing would be installed along both 
sides of the new concrete-lined main canal, where terrain permits, to minimize the potential for 
wildlife drowning. Wildlife escape ramps would be constructed in areas where fencing is not 
feasible. In addition, SCIDD has committed to implementing an adaptive management program 
that would assess wildlife mortality once the new facilities are placed into operation. Additional 
escape ramps would be constructed, if warranted. Bridges across the canal would be spaced at 
appropriate locations for maintenance and to facilitate wildlife movement. 

The Proposed Action would remove or plug three wasteways in the FCG Canal: two in Reach 2 
and one in Reach 3. Three crosscut canals, Crosscuts 4, 5, and 7, would be retained and 
rehabilitated for use under the Proposed Action. Crosscut 6 would not be retained and its 
connections with the FCG Canal would be plugged or removed. Improvements associated with 
two existing wells (Well 80 and Well 89) along the FCG Canal would be undertaken: one 
(Well 80) would require construction of a new connection between the well and the Florence 
Canal; the other (Well 89) would require rehabilitation of an existing connection. Appendix E 
depicts the locations of the referenced wasteways, crosscut canals, and existing wells. 

2.3.6 Proposed Action—Utility and Roadway Crossings, Encroachments, 
and Relocations 

A number of third-party utilities and roadways cross the SCIP reserved right-of-way within the 
project limits. Some of these would be in conflict with project construction and would need to be 
relocated. Tables in Appendix F list the known utility and roadway crossings by reach, including 
any potentially affected by construction, and identify the type of crossing and location of each. 
The footprint of each of the known utility and roadway crossings and any potential relocations 
falls within the construction area evaluated in this EA. Appendix F also includes figures that 
locate these crossings along the right-of-way. 

BIA encroachment permits are required for most utilities or roadways that cross the SCIP right-
of-way. BIA encroachment permits would be issued for those third-party utilities or roadways 
relocated as part of the Proposed Action. Also, the EA may be used in the future by the BIA to 
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record the remaining unpermitted third-party utilities within the right-of-way but not associated 
with the current project. 

2.3.7 Proposed Action—Management of Irrigation Water During 
Construction 

Portions of both action alternatives must be constructed when the system is dry, requiring 
extended periods of dewatering using the 5-3-5 dry-up schedule. Though the 5-3-5 dry-up 
schedule may need to be modified to fit the construction schedule; dry-ups would not exceed two 
five-week periods. Some portions could be constructed with only a localized dewatering of the 
canal system outside the 5-3-5 period. This would be accomplished by using ground water for 
irrigation supply, or by using smaller pump bypasses or other potential hydraulic linkages to 
convey water around the construction zone. 

As used in this EA, the term dry-up refers to the dry-up of the canal system (as a whole or parts 
thereof) and does not necessarily affect releases from Coolidge Dam. Depending on where the 
construction is occurring in the system, the dry-up may or may not result in the dry-up of the 
Gila River between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. 

The following paragraphs describe the anticipated approach to water delivery during 
construction and estimated construction duration by reach. 

Reach 1 
Reach 1 has no parallel delivery facilities yet serves as the uppermost connection from the 
Gila River to the water users. For this reason, the use of the 5-3-5 dry-up is especially critical for 
construction in this reach. For Reach 1 specifically, no releases from Coolidge Dam would occur 
for irrigation diversion at Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam during either of the two five-week 
dry-ups, except as required to satisfy a call by Asarco under the Gila Decree. However, water 
would be released downstream from Coolidge Dam, as normal, during the three-week wet-up. 

The contractor would line the upper portions of the canal with concrete and replace the 
China Wash Flume and flow measurement structure in the first five-week dry-up. During the 
second five-week dry-up, the contractor would line the remainder of Reach 1 downstream of the 
China Wash Flume with concrete and construct turnouts and the bifurcation structure. The 
balance of the construction would be completed after the 5-3-5 dry-up. As in all reaches, there 
are elements/locations of construction that could be completed with localized dewatering outside 
the 5-3-5 dry-up. 

The contract period for Reach 1 would allow for two seasons of dry-up, in the event that a 
second season is needed due to unforeseen conditions (e.g., inclement weather, unsuitable soils), 
with an overall construction duration of roughly 1 year. During the three-week wet-up period, 
flows to meet irrigation needs could be in the range of 150 to 300 cfs. If a second season of dry-
up is needed, an interim connection would be constructed between the completed segment and 
the remaining segment to be constructed. 

For the China Wash crossing, water delivery during construction and construction duration 
would vary depending on which subalternative is selected. In addition to the dry-up schedules 
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described above, Subalternative B would require a full shutdown of the canal for the duration of 
the flume’s construction (estimated at six months). Refer to discussion of Subalternative B in 
Section 2.3.1. 

Reach 2 
Portions of Reach 2 would need to be constructed when the system is dry, requiring extended 
periods of dewatering. The 5-3-5 approach would be used for the Proposed Action to 
accommodate this need. Construction of Reach 2 is envisioned with two contractors: one for the 
canal lining and construction of in-line structures, and one for the road crossings and appurtenant 
features. The road crossings would be constructed parallel to, and ahead of, the canal lining to 
avoid interference between contractors. The balance of the work would be completed after the 
5-3-5 dry-up. 

As with Reach 1, some elements/locations of construction could be completed with localized 
dewatering outside the 5-3-5 dry-up. Furthermore, upon completion of Reach 1, the FCG Canal 
and nonconstructed segments of the Florence Canal, existing intertie connections, and ground 
water or CAP supplies could be used to deliver irrigation water to the downstream service areas, 
increasing opportunities for construction outside the 5-3-5 dry-up schedule. It is anticipated that 
the construction of Reach 2 would require three seasons of 5-3-5 dry-up. The first five weeks 
would be the traditional dry-up, and no releases would be made from Coolidge Dam. For the 
second five-week dry-up in the sequence, the construction zone would be dry but there likely 
would be limited releases from the San Carlos Reservoir to supply water to other parts of the 
system. The overall construction duration of Reach 2 improvements is expected to be roughly 
two years. 

Reach 3 
Portions of Reach 3 would need to be constructed when the system is dry, requiring extended 
periods of dewatering. The 5-3-5 dry-up schedule would be used for the Proposed Action to 
accommodate this need. As with Reach 2, construction of Reach 3 is envisioned with two 
contractors: one for the canal lining and construction of in-line structures, and one for the road 
crossings and appurtenant features. The road crossings would be constructed parallel to, and 
ahead of, the canal lining to avoid interference between contractors. 

The opportunities for construction outside the 5-3-5 dry-up schedule increase for Reach 3, with 
greater flexibility and reduced risk, compared with Reaches 1 and 2. Upon completion of 
Reaches 1 and 2, Reach 3 facilities of the SCIDD main canal system could be constructed 
without interruption of flow through upstream Joint Works system facilities. Construction of 
specific segments of canal outside the 5-3-5 dry-up could be accomplished while water deliveries 
are made through the completed facilities in Reaches 1 and 2. The parallel Florence and FCG 
Canal system, including the crosscut canals conveying flows between the two canals, can be used 
to make water deliveries while construction activities continue through Reach 3. Flows could 
serve all downstream service areas directly from the FCG Canal, or from the Florence Canal 
using existing crosscut canal connections. Ground water or CAP water supplies can also be used 
to fill irrigation water demand, as needed. It is anticipated that construction of Reach 3 would 
require three seasons of 5-3-5 dry-up. The first five weeks would be the traditional dry-up, 
during which time no releases would be made from Coolidge Dam. For the second five-week 
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dry-up in the sequence, the construction zone would be dry but there would still likely be 
releases from the San Carlos Reservoir to supply water to other parts of the system. The overall 
construction duration of Reach 3 improvements is expected to be roughly two years. 

2.4 FLORENCE–CASA GRANDE CANAL ALTERNATIVE 
The FCG Canal Alternative would use the existing FCG Canal alignment for the main canal 
upstream of Picacho Reservoir. To convey water from the FCG Canal to the primary SCIDD 
laterals for distribution, this alternative would require construction of an additional 1.8 miles of 
new concrete-lined lateral connections and continued use of 16.9 miles of the Florence Canal. 
It would require the construction of new flood control/passage structures to prevent uncontrolled 
entry of cross drainage into the new concrete-lined main canal. 

The FCG Canal Alternative was considered because it would follow the historical main canal 
alignment and would take advantage of the existing canal right-of-way. 

Under this alternative, the concrete-lined main delivery system, including the previously 
referenced laterals and portions of the Florence Canal, would total 41.9 miles— roughly the 
same as the existing condition, but 17.7 miles more than the Proposed Action. 

With the FCG Canal Alternative, a number of components would be the same as the Proposed 
Action. In the following sections (2.4.1–2.4.7), references are provided to the discussion of the 
Proposed Action, as appropriate, and notable distinctions between the action alternatives are 
described. 

The overall construction duration of Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 under the FCG Canal Alternative 
would be expected to be roughly 7 years (refer to Section 2.4.7), assuming an inverted siphon 
system is used to cross China Wash. The duration would be longer with the option to cross China 
Wash with a new open-channel in-line flume. Section 2.3.1 describes the two subalternatives for 
crossing China Wash. Section 2.4.7 describes the management of water delivery during 
construction.  

2.4.1 FCG Canal Alternative Reach 1—Settling Basin Outlet to Florence 
Canal Turnout 

In Reach 1, depicted in Figure 6, the FCG Canal Alternative is essentially the same as the 
Proposed Action (at 3.8 miles in length) and would require the same construction of new 
facilities, as described in Section 2.3.1, with one notable exception—the bifurcation system 
proposed with the Proposed Action would not be required for the FCG Canal Alternative. 
As with the Proposed Action, no new right-of-way would need to be acquired in Reach 1. 
Similar to the Proposed Action, wildlife fencing would be installed. The same two 
subalternatives would be considered for crossing China Wash as under the Proposed Action. 
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2.4.2 FCG Canal Alternative Reach 2—Florence Canal Turnout to Pima 
Lateral 

With the FCG Canal Alternative, Reach 2 extends a total of 10.7 miles. The reconstructed FCG 
Canal would be designed to convey 950 cfs and would be lined with 3.0-inch-thick unreinforced 
concrete. The canal section would have 1.5:1 side slopes. 

For Reaches 2A and 2B (Figure 9), the first 6.1 miles of the existing FCG Canal corridor would 
be reconstructed to function as the new concrete-lined main canal. For Reach 2C, for a distance 
of 4.6 miles from SR 79, the reconstructed FCG Canal and a new parallel drainage channel 
would be centered in the existing FCG Canal right-of-way. The new drainage channel, which 
would be constructed south and east of the new FCG Canal, would intercept and convey cross 
drainage downstream. This drainage channel would be designed for a capacity of 2,500 cfs and 
would have a bottom width of 20 feet. The new drainage channel would be armored to reduce the 
potential for uncontrolled flood volumes being carried by the drainage channel to breach the 
reconstructed and concrete-lined FCG Canal. 

With this alternative, 16.9 miles of the Florence Canal, a primary lateral that parallels the 
FCG Canal for the majority of its length, would continue to be used as a lateral to distribute 
irrigation water to adjacent farmland and would be lined with concrete. Any unnecessary 
segments of this lateral would be eliminated to reduce water losses, and operation and 
maintenance costs. From the Florence Canal turnout to the intersection with SR 79, cross 
drainage and excess flows would be commingled with irrigation water in the reconstructed 
FCG Canal. 

For the entire length of Reach 2, a minimum 16-foot-wide operation and maintenance road 
would be constructed on each side of the new main canal. This reach parallels the CAP canal, 
which provides a barrier to wildlife access; therefore, no wildlife fencing is proposed in this 
reach. 

At the end of Reach 2, the existing interconnect to the Pima Lateral would be modified to 
provide better control of flows to the Pima Lateral. 

2.4.3 FCG Canal Alternative Reach 3—Pima Lateral to Picacho Reservoir 
In Reach 3A (Figure 10), a 6.2-mile segment of the existing FCG Canal alignment would be 
reconstructed to accommodate a concrete-lined main canal with a capacity of 400 cfs and an 
adjacent drainage channel similar to Reach 2. The new drainage channel would be continued 
downstream from Reach 2 and outlet into Picacho Reservoir. Necessary segments of the 
Florence Canal would be lined with concrete and used to distribute irrigation water to adjacent 
farmland. 
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Figure 9. FCG Canal Alternative Reaches 1 and 2 
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Figure 10. FCG Canal Alternative Reach 3 
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In Reach 3B, a new 2.5-mile link canal would be constructed north of Picacho Reservoir from 
the reconstructed FCG Canal to the Casa Grande Canal (refer to Figure 10). This new canal 
segment could accommodate a new regulating reservoir, estimated at 19 acres, on a 46-acre site, 
as depicted in Figure 10. The purpose of the regulating reservoir would be the same as with the 
Proposed Action (Section 2.3.3). The existing inlet to Picacho Reservoir would be rehabilitated, 
including the replacement of gates and minor repairs to the structure, if needed. The existing 
outlet from Picacho Reservoir to the Casa Grande Canal would be maintained for future use. 

In Reach 3C, as with the Proposed Action, a 900-foot-long segment of new lined canal would be 
constructed to connect the link canal with the existing Casa Grande Canal, and a new, 1.6-mile-
long interim earthen channel would be constructed from the end of the link canal to the FCG 
Canal Extension. 

A minimum 14-foot-wide operation and maintenance road would be constructed on each side 
of the canal throughout Reach 3. 

2.4.4 FCG Canal Alternative—Land Acquisition 
Approximately 313 acres of land would need to be acquired for the FCG Canal Alternative. 
Of the 313 acres, roughly 194 would be needed to expand the existing FCG Canal right-of-way 
to accommodate the new lined irrigation canal and the new drainage channel. The remaining 
119 acres would be needed for the new link canal, regulating reservoir, and temporary earthen 
canal. As with the Proposed Action, the contractor may require temporary construction 
easements, as needed, outside the reserved right-of-way for staging, stockpiling, utility 
relocations, etc. 

2.4.5 FCG Canal Alternative—Additional Project-Related Actions 
The FCG Canal Alternative would require construction or installation of the additional project-
related actions identified for the Proposed Action (Section 2.3.5), for example, supervisory 
control and data acquisition infrastructure, escape ladders, and safety buoys. However, in 
contrast to the Proposed Action, which would feed laterals directly from the main canal, the FCG 
Canal Alternative would also require the construction of lateral extensions to convey water from 
the reconstructed FCG Canal to the main SCIDD laterals for distribution. The FCG Canal 
Alternative, which generally skirts farmland and open desert areas, would require fewer road 
crossings than the Proposed Action, which would pass through an urbanized area in Florence. 

2.4.6 FCG Canal Alternative—Utility and Roadway Crossings, 
Encroachments, and Relocations 

Similar to the Proposed Action, a number of third-party utilities and roadways cross the SCIP 
reserved right-of-way within the project limits. Some of these would be in conflict with the 
project construction and would need to be relocated. The footprint of each of the known utility 
and roadway crossings and any potential relocations falls within the construction area evaluated 
in this EA. 

BIA encroachment permits are required for most utilities or roadways that cross the SCIP right-
of-way. BIA encroachment permits would be issued for any third-party utilities or roadways 
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relocated as part of the FCG Canal Alternative. The EA may be used in the future by the BIA to 
record the remaining unpermitted third-party utilities within the right-of-way. 

2.4.7 FCG Canal Alternative—Management of Irrigation Water During 
Construction 

In Reach 1, the management of irrigation water during construction with the FCG Canal 
Alternative is the same as described for the Proposed Action with Subalternative A. The 5-3-5 
dry-up schedule would be employed over up to two seasons. The construction duration would be 
roughly one year. 

As in all reaches, there are elements/locations of construction that could be completed with only 
a localized dewatering of the canal system outside the 5-3-5 dry-up. This could be accomplished 
by using ground water for irrigation supply, or by using smaller pump bypasses or other potential 
hydraulic linkages to convey water around the construction zone. 

Construction in Reaches 2 and 3 under the FCG Canal Alternative would require additional 
seasons of 5-3-5 dry-up to accommodate construction, which would extend the overall 
construction duration with the FCG Canal Alternative to seven years, or two years longer than 
the Proposed Action. Construction of the main canal under the FCG Canal Alternative in 
Reaches 2 and 3 would rely more heavily on the use of 5-3-5 dry-ups because there is no feasible 
means to bypass irrigation deliveries around the construction site. The Florence Canal does not 
currently have adequate capacity for this purpose, and it dead-ends north of Picacho Reservoir. 

2.5 RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION PROCESS 
Under the Rights of Way Reserved to United States for Canals and Ditches Act of August 2, 
1890 (Canal Act) (Ch. 837, 26 Stat. 371), the United States holds a reserved right-of-way for 
ditches and canals over lands west of the 100th meridian patented after August 30, 1890. 
Reclamation and the BIA can use these lands by exercising these Reserved Rights. Under the 
Compensation for Canal Rights-of-way Act of September 2, 1964 (78 Stat. 808), just 
compensation, including severance damages, must be paid to the owners of private land used for 
ditches or canals in connection with any Reclamation project, or any unit or any division of a 
Reclamation project, provided the construction of said ditches or canals commenced after 
January 1, 1961, and such compensation shall be paid notwithstanding the execution of any 
agreements or any judgments entered in any condemnation proceeding prior to September 2, 
1964. 

Under the Canal Act, the United States has an existing reserved right-of-way for the full length 
of the FCG Canal, which includes all areas needed to operate and maintain the system. These 
lands can generally be described as consisting of the canal prism, the associated operation and 
maintenance roads, the outer banks of these roads, drainage features that protect the canal (e.g., 
berms and drainage swales), sediment management areas, and access pads to check structures, 
turnouts, and wells. A 1920 Land Owners’ Agreement established a 200-foot-wide right-of-way 
for the full length of the Florence Canal. 

For future facilities and operations of the canal system, however, additional right-of-way beyond 
the existing right-of-way would need to be acquired. Additional land would be required for either 
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action alternative in order to construct the following: (1) a new segment of canal (the link canal) 
in Reach 3B, (2) the regulating reservoir (Reach 3B), and (3) the interim earthen canal to connect 
the link canal to the FCG Canal Extension (Reach 3C). For the Proposed Action, land would also 
be required to realign the existing piped segment of the Florence Canal (Reach 2B). For the FCG 
Canal Alternative, a strip of land adjacent to the existing FCG Canal right-of-way would also 
need to be acquired to make room for construction of an irrigation canal and a drainage channel. 
Landowners would be compensated for these acquisitions. Three potential ways to acquire these 
lands have been identified: 

• Reclamation would claim new lands on behalf of the United States under the Canal Act, 
records the new right-of-way in the name of the United States, and compensates the 
landowners. The management of these Federal rights-of-way would be transferred to the BIA 
through an administrative action. It is anticipated that this process would be used for most of 
the land acquired. 

• SCIDD would acquire right-of-way under its own authority using project funds from 
Reclamation and the transfer these lands to the United States. 

• SCIDD would purchase specific parcels through fee simple title and then transfer these lands to 
the United States. This type of acquisition would be employed on a case-by-case basis, if 
warranted. An example of a condition that might warrant purchase by fee-simple title is when 
the entire parcel must be acquired. 

All acquisition of right-of-way, including those made by SCIDD on behalf of the United States, 
would require compliance with U.S. Department of the Interior property acquisition standards 
and guidelines. Title reports, appraisals, and Phase I hazardous substances site assessments 
would be completed for these lands before the rights-of-way are recorded, in accordance with the 
U.S. Department of the Interior environmental compliance memorandum ECM-10-2, Pre-
Acquisition Environmental Assessment Guidelines for Federal Land Transactions (U.S. 
Department of the Interior 2010). Negotiations on compensation would occur with affected 
landowners. 

2.6 ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS 
The following environmental commitments (Table 1) would be employed during implementation 
of either action alternative. These commitments were developed by Reclamation in cooperation 
with the Arizona State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), the Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD), the BIA, the Gila River Indian 
Community, P-MIP, and SCIDD. Comments received during preparation of the NEPA document 
from the public, Federal, state, tribal, and local agencies, including the cooperating agencies, 
provided valuable feedback to Reclamation regarding identification of appropriate measures to 
reduce environmental impacts. 
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Table 1. Summary of environmental commitments. 
Environmental Commitment Commitment Specification 
Transportation 
Provide traffic controls Contractor Responsibility 

• Flaggers, physical barriers, or electric signals will be employed to bypass 
traffic around lane closures on public roads with minimal delay. 
Reasonable measures will be implemented to avoid blocking private roads. 

Cultural Resources 
Identification of historic 
properties 

Reclamation Responsibility 
• All lands within the area of potential effects (APE) will be surveyed, 

historic properties will be identified, and eligibility and effect for these 
lands will be consulted on before construction begins. 

Treatment/mitigation of adverse 
effects on historic properties 

Reclamation Responsibilities 
• Reclamation will develop a Historic Properties Treatment Plan (HPTP) to 

mitigate adverse effects on historic properties, evaluate the eligibility of 
sites that cannot be assessed based on their surface remains, and identify 
the extent of sites within the APE, where appropriate. The HPTP will be 
reviewed by and submitted for concurrence to the consulting parties per 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 

• Reclamation will summarize the terms of the accepted HPTP in a 
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), which will be reviewed and signed 
by the consulting parties per Section 106 of the NHPA. 

• The results of Phase I data testing, eligibility testing, and boundary testing 
will determine whether Phase II data recovery is required. Mitigation 
measures that are developed as a result of data testing will take into 
consideration future adverse impacts to the portions of the sites adjacent to 
the right-of-way, especially if construction would affect surface flow, 
runoff, off-road activities, realignment of existing utilities, or any other 
potential impact. Reclamation will oversee Phase I and Phase II data 
recovery, which will be funded by SCIDD in accordance with the Gila 
River Indian Community Water Rights Settlement Agreement. 

• Reclamation will develop an MOA specifically for the treatment of 
China Wash Flume, a unique resource on SCIP. A Historic American 
Engineering Record (HAER) and interpretive displays will be developed 
to mitigate adverse effects of the proposed action to the flume. 

SCIDD Responsibilities 
• SCIDD will be responsible for funding implementation of the MOA(s) and 

HPTP, including archival research, HAER development, Phase I data 
testing, eligibility testing, boundary testing, Phase II data recovery, and 
monitoring at all sites within the APE. 

• All cultural resources within the APE will be treated according to the 
terms and conditions set forth in the MOA(s) and HPTP. 

• SCIDD will fund the preparation of a HAER and interpretive media for 
China Wash Flume prior to any alteration of that historic structure. 
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Table 1. Summary of environmental commitments. 
Environmental Commitment Commitment Specification 
Halt to construction in the event 
of discovery 

Contractor Responsibility 
• In the event of discovery of human remains or a burial, or other cultural 

resources during ground-disturbing activities, the construction contractor 
will immediately stop work in the immediate area, leave the material in 
place, restrict access to the location, and notify Reclamation’s Phoenix 
Area Office and BIA/SCIP to arrange for a professionally qualified 
archaeologist to evaluate and recommend appropriate treatment of the 
discovery. Construction will not resume until Reclamation has cleared the 
discovery. 

Reclamation Responsibility 
• In the event of discovery of human remains or a burial, or other cultural 

resources during ground-disturbing activities, Reclamation will send a 
professionally qualified archaeologist to evaluate and recommend 
appropriate treatment of the discovery. Reclamation will authorize 
resumption of construction activities in the vicinity of the discovery once it 
has been cleared. 

Geology and Soils  
Soil stabilization Contractor Responsibility 

• The contractor will implement erosion control measures and post-
construction site stabilization in the study area, as necessary. Measures for 
controlling sediment and erosion would include placement of silt fences, 
straw dikes, and other structural controls, as appropriate. 

Seeding Contractor Responsibility 
• Where appropriate, all disturbed soils that are not landscaped or otherwise 

permanently stabilized by construction will be seeded by the contractor 
using species native to the project vicinity. 

Water Resources  
Clean Water Act (CWA) 
Section 402 compliance 

SCIDD Responsibility 
• The SCIDD Engineer will review and approve the contractor’s Storm 

Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), NOI, and Notice of 
Termination (NOT) prior to submission to the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality (ADEQ). 

Contractor Responsibilities 
• The contractor will develop a SWPPP to describe erosion controls in 

accordance with a CWA Section 402 Arizona Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (AZPDES) construction general permit for storm 
water discharges. The contractor shall submit the SWPPP to the SCIDD 
Engineer for approval. 

• The contractor will prepare a NOI and NOT and submit it to the SCIDD 
Engineer for approval. 

• The contractor, upon approval from the SCIDD Engineer, will submit the 
NOI and NOT to the ADEQ. 

Floodplains and Flooding 
Selection of stockpile locations Contractor Responsibility 

• Whenever feasible, the contractor will locate equipment storage and 
material stockpiling areas outside the 100-year floodplain to minimize the 
potential of the project to raise the elevation of floodwaters. 
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Table 1. Summary of environmental commitments. 
Environmental Commitment Commitment Specification 
Biological Resources 
Protection of migratory birds SCIDD Responsibility 

• Upon completion of burrowing owl surveys, SCIDD will contact the 
Phoenix Area Office of Reclamation to provide survey results. If any 
burrowing owls are located during preconstruction surveys or construction, 
SCIDD will employ a biologist holding a permit from the USFWS to 
relocate burrowing owls from the construction area, as appropriate. 
Organizations such as Wild at Heart and Liberty Wildlife may also be 
contacted to remove/relocate burrowing owls. 

Contractor Responsibilities 
• The contractor will employ a qualified biologist to ensure compliance with 

the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Every attempt will be made to complete 
land-clearing activities between September 1 and February 28 to avoid the 
breeding season of migratory birds. Between the dates of March 1 and 
August 31, all vegetation scheduled to be disturbed by the proposed 
project that may contain active bird nests will be surveyed immediately 
prior (within 48 hours) to being disturbed. If an active nest is discovered, 
vegetation clearing activities will not be allowed to proceed in the vicinity 
of the nest(s). No activities will occur within an appropriate buffered 
distance from active nests until after the young birds have fledged from 
the nest. 

• A biologist who possesses a burrowing owl survey protocol training 
certificate issued by the AGFD will conduct burrowing owl surveys 4 days 
or 96 hours before construction. If burrowing owls or active burrows are 
identified during the preconstruction surveys or during construction, no 
construction activities will take place within 100 feet of any active 
burrows until the owls are relocated. 

Protection of Sonoran Desert 
tortoises 

Contractor Responsibility 
• If Sonoran Desert tortoises are encountered during construction, the 

contractor will follow the “Guidelines for Handling Sonoran Desert 
Tortoises Encountered on Development Projects” (AGFD 2014). A 
biologist trained under the “Guidelines” will relocate tortoises, as needed.  
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Table 1. Summary of environmental commitments. 
Environmental Commitment Commitment Specification 
Wildlife exclusion fence SCIDD Responsibility 

• Project design plans will include specifications for deer and tortoise 
exclusionary fencing on both sides of the length of the main canal in 
Reach 1 from the sediment settling basin just downstream of Ashurst–
Hayden Diversion Dam to a point upstream of the CAP siphon. Fencing 
will be built to Reclamation’s specifications, designed to exclude deer and 
tortoise and other smaller wildlife, and include one-way gates that allow 
deer and other larger mammals to escape from within the fencing. Design 
plans will also include specifications for wildlife escape devices for areas 
where installation of exclusionary fencing is not feasible and these devices 
will be built to Reclamation specifications. 

Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will install deer and tortoise fencing on both sides of the 

length of the main irrigation canal in Reach 1 from the sediment settling 
basin just downstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam to a point 
upstream of the CAP siphon. Fencing will be built to Reclamation’s 
specifications, designed to exclude deer and tortoise and other smaller 
wildlife, and include one-way gates that allow deer and other larger 
mammals to escape from within the fencing. In areas where fencing is not 
feasible due to terrain, wildlife escape ramps will be constructed to 
Reclamation specifications, and buoys will be installed across the canal to 
guide wildlife to the ramps. The effectiveness of wildlife fencing will be 
addressed through an adaptive management approach. If the use of buoys 
and escape ramps does not minimize wildlife drowning, alternative or 
additional measures will be evaluated by Reclamation and SCIDD, in 
coordination with the AGFD.  

Wildlife crossings SCIDD Responsibility 
• The design plans will include construction of a new 6-foot-wide wildlife 

bridge at the lower end of Reach 1. The crossing design will generally 
conform to guidelines provided by the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) Wildlife Crossing Structure Handbook: Design and Evaluation 
in North America, Publication No. FHWA CFL/TD-11-003, March 2011 
(FHWA 2011a). 

Contractor Responsibilities 
• The contractor will construct a new 6-foot-wide wildlife bridge at the 

lower end of Reach 1. The crossing design will generally conform to 
guidelines provided by the FHWA Wildlife Crossing Structure Handbook: 
Design and Evaluation in North America, Publication No. FHWA 
CFL/TD-11-003, March 2011 (FHWA 2011a). 

• Wildlife crossings at China Wash and at existing public, private, and farm 
road crossings will be retained. 
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Table 1. Summary of environmental commitments. 
Environmental Commitment Commitment Specification 
Monitoring of canal operations SCIDD Responsibilities 

• For the first three years of canal operations following construction, 
SCIDD ditch tenders will monitor the lined canal system in Reaches 2 and 
3 on a daily basis, coincidental to normal operation and maintenance 
activity. Tenders will be equipped with pole-mounted hooks to retrieve 
any animals from the canal. A standardized form will be used to report the 
detection of any dead animals and the sightings of wildlife in or along the 
canal. SCIDD will prepare and submit a summary of the monitoring 
results monthly to Reclamation. 

• Consultation between SCIDD, Reclamation, and the AGFD will be 
conducted annually to review the results of monitoring, determine the need 
for remedial actions, and identify the type and location of remediation 
required (fencing, escape ramps, drinkers, or others to be determined). 

Wildlife impact mitigation 
financial assurance fund 

SCIDD Responsibility 
• A financial assurance fund will be maintained by SCIDD on deposit with 

Reclamation to ensure that funds are readily available to pay for 
implementation of remedial measures, if needed, during the first three 
years of operation following construction. Those measures will be based 
on the results of canal monitoring and may include installation of wildlife 
escape ramps and additional fencing and/or crossings. The amount of the 
financial assurance fund will be determined in consultation with 
Reclamation. Funds remaining at the end of the three-year period that are 
not needed for implementation of remedial measures will be returned to 
SCIDD. 

Transplant saguaro cacti SCIDD Responsibility 
• All single-stem saguaros will be transplanted by the contractor from 

proposed disturbance areas to adjacent or nearby undisturbed areas. The 
contractor will monitor these saguaros through the term of construction 
and replace any saguaros that do not survive over this period. Following 
construction, SCIDD will assume responsibility for the monitoring of 
transplanted saguaros to provide a total of 10 years of monitoring, 
including the contractor’s term of monitoring. SCIDD will replace any 
saguaros that do not survive over this period. Transplanting of saguaros 
will not occur from July 1 to September 30 to avoid potential effects on 
lesser long-nosed bats that may be foraging in the area. 

Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor shall transplant all single-stem saguaros from proposed 

disturbance areas to adjacent or nearby undisturbed areas. The contractor 
shall monitor the transplanted saguaros during the term of construction and 
replace any saguaros that do not survive during this period. Transplanting 
of saguaros will not occur from July 1 to September 30 to avoid potential 
effects on lesser long-nosed bats that may be foraging in the area. 

Prevent introduction of invasive 
plants 

Contractor Responsibility 
• To prevent the spread of invasive plant species, all construction equipment 

will be washed at the contractor’s storage facility prior to entering the 
construction site. In addition, the contractor will inspect construction 
equipment and remove all attached plant debris prior to leaving the 
construction site to prevent the spread of invasive plant species to off-site 
locations. 
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Table 1. Summary of environmental commitments. 
Environmental Commitment Commitment Specification 
Installation of wildlife drinker SCIDD Responsibility 

• SCIDD will include in the project plans the installation of one new drinker 
near the China Wash wildlife crossing. Design of the drinker will conform 
to AGFD standards and will include ramp edges sloped for easy access and 
escape, and a float valve to avoid overflow and spill-induced vegetation 
growth (AGFD Wildlife Water Construction Standards, revised August 
2008) (AGFD 2008). 

Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will install one new drinker near the China Wash Wildlife 

crossing. Design of the drinker will conform to AGFD standards and will 
include ramp edges sloped for easy access and escape, and a float valve to 
avoid overflow and spill-induced vegetation growth (AGFD Wildlife Water 
Construction Standards, revised August 2008) (AGFD 2008). 

Noise  
Ensure noise control devices are 
properly functioning 

Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will ensure that exhaust systems on equipment are muffled 

in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications, and engine enclosures 
and intake silencers are functioning properly. The purchase of new 
equipment by the contractor will be subject to new product noise emission 
standards. 

Compliance with Pinal County 
Noise Control Ordinance 

Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will comply with the Pinal County Noise Ordinance. In 

populated areas, construction activities will be limited to daytime hours as 
specified in the ordinance. 

Restrictions on staging area 
locations 

Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will site staging areas and stationary equipment away from 

residences and other noise-sensitive receptors. 
Air Quality  
Dust suppression in construction 
areas 

Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will obtain a Pinal County Nonattainment Area Dust Permit 

and comply with its terms and conditions as codified in the Pinal County 
Air Quality Control District Code of Regulations Chapter 4, Article 7, and 
Arizona Revised Statute Section 49-480. All active construction areas, 
including on-site haul roads, staging areas, and storage piles, will be 
effectively stabilized against dust emissions by applying water, chemical 
suppressants, and/or other reasonable measures. Land disturbances will be 
limited to areas needed for construction. 

Dust suppression on unpaved haul 
roads outside construction areas 

Contractor Responsibilities 
• The contractor will apply water and/or chemical suppressants on all 

unpaved haul roads that are not public roads. Speeds of less than 25 miles 
per hour will be maintained on unpaved public roads that are used for 
construction haulage. 

• To suppress dust on staging areas and to stabilize open stockpiles, the 
contractor will use watering trucks, chemical dust suppressants, or other 
reasonable precautions. 

Reduce dust emissions from haul 
trucks 

Contractor Responsibilities 
• Trucks hauling soil or sediment will be covered. 
• Speeds of non-earthmoving equipment will be limited to 15 miles per hour 

and earthmoving equipment to 10 miles per hour in areas where there are 
no dust control measures in place. 

• Construction traffic plans will be developed where warranted. 
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Table 1. Summary of environmental commitments. 
Environmental Commitment Commitment Specification 
Engine exhaust control Contractor Responsibility 

• The contractor will not operate equipment and vehicles that show 
excessive emissions of exhaust gases until corrective repairs or 
adjustments are made to reduce such emissions to acceptable levels. 
Unnecessary idling of diesel-powered construction equipment will be 
minimized. 

Track-out monitoring and cleanup Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will immediately clean up any track-out onto a paved 

public roadway that exceeds 25 feet in length or exhibits a track-out pack-
depth greater than 0.25 inch. All visible track-out will be removed at the 
end of each work day. 

Reduce public exposure to diesel 
exhaust 

Contractor Responsibility 
• As noted under Noise, staging areas will be placed in areas that are not 

adjacent to populated areas. This commitment will also reduce public 
exposure to diesel exhaust and its hazardous constituents. 

Limitations on burning Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will not be permitted to dispose of construction materials 

by burning. Burning of cleared plant materials will comply with local 
regulations and terms and conditions of a burn permit. 

Hazardous Materials 
Management of hazardous wastes 
and materials 

Contractor Responsibility 
• Materials and wastes defined as hazardous by 40 CFR § 261.3 or other 

Federal, state, or local laws or regulations, used by the contractor will be 
containerized, labeled, and disposed of in accordance with applicable 
Federal, state, and local laws and regulations. The contractor will test any 
unknown waste materials that may be hazardous and submit the test results 
to Reclamation’s hazardous materials coordinator and the Contracting 
Officer for review. 

Storage of fuels Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will provide lined secondary containment for any fuels 

stored in the construction area. Fuels and lubricants will be stored in 
clearly marked above-ground containers. 

Remedial action for spills Contractor Responsibility 
• Spills of hazardous material will require immediate notification to 

Reclamation’s hazardous materials coordinator and immediate cleanup, 
and any contaminated soils will be appropriately containerized and 
labeled. Contaminated material will be disposed of in accordance with 
Federal, state, and local laws and regulations. 

Safety and Health 
Compliance with Occupation 
Health and Safety Administration 
requirements 

Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will ensure that appropriate Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration recommendations and other Federal guidelines are 
followed for levels of personal protective equipment (i.e., dust masks and 
protective eyewear to minimize contact with airborne dust) to be used by 
all persons entering or working in the construction area. 

Provide exclusionary fencing and 
warning signs 

Contractor Responsibility 
• The contractor will use exclusionary fencing to minimize the potential for 

public access onto the construction site during the workday or after hours. 
Signage will warn the public of the dangers present. 
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2.7 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT ELIMINATED 
One design option and one alternative alignment were considered and eliminated prior to 
detailed evaluation because of anticipated technical inferiority. Documentation of the design 
process and corresponding engineering decisions are in the project file at Reclamation. Design 
alternatives that were eliminated and the primary reason for their rejection follow. 

2.7.1 Using Picacho Reservoir as Regulating Reservoir 
Picacho Reservoir is broad, shallow, and heavily vegetated. Over the years, siltation and 
vegetation have reduced storage capacity and impeded the flow regulation function of the 
reservoir. Continued use of this reservoir for regulating flows within the main canal system 
without major alteration would result in high seepage and evapotranspiration losses. These high 
seepage and evapotranspiration losses would directly conflict with the AWSA and its primary 
goal to conserve irrigation water. Substantial alteration of Picacho Reservoir would be expected 
to have significant adverse effects on cultural and biological resources, including riparian and 
wetland habitat. 

2.7.2 Constructing a New Main Canal Parallel and Adjacent to the 
FCG Canal in Reaches 2 and 3 

Because this alternative would construct a new main canal rather than rehabilitating an existing 
canal, it would result in the largest area of new disturbance and the highest construction cost of the 
action alternatives considered and had no notable advantages over the other action alternatives. 

2.8 ALTERNATIVES SUMMARY 
Table 2 outlines the primary elements of the alternatives under consideration. Table 3 compares 
the environmental consequences anticipated with construction and implementation of these 
alternatives. 

Table 2. Summary of alternatives. 

Elements No Action 
Florence Canal Alternative 
(Proposed Action) FCG Canal Alternative 

Main canals that 
would be used for 
irrigation 
conveyance by 
reach 

Reach 1: 
FCG Canal 

Reaches 2 and 3: 
Existing FCG 
Canal and 
existing Florence 
Canal 

Reach 1A and 1C: New FCG 
Canal constructed in existing 
canal right-of-way adjacent and 
north of existing FCG Canal 

Reach 1B: Existing FCG Canal 

Reaches 2 and 3: Existing 
Florence Canal and new link 
canal 

Temporary earthen canal 
connection to FCG Canal 
Extension 

Reach 1A and 1C: New FCG 
Canal constructed in existing canal 
right-of-way adjacent and north of 
existing FCG Canal 

Reach 1B: Existing FCG Canal 

Reaches 2 and 3: Existing FCG 
Canal, Florence Canal, and new 
link canal 

Temporary earthen canal 
connection to FCG Canal 
Extension 
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Table 2. Summary of alternatives. 

Elements No Action 
Florence Canal Alternative 
(Proposed Action) FCG Canal Alternative 

Canals that would 
be used primarily 
for storm water 
drainage 

No canals 
dedicated to 
storm water 
drainage; storm 
water would 
commingle with 
irrigation water 

Reach 1A and 1C: Existing 
FCG Canal 

Reach 1B: None 

Reaches 2 and 3: Existing FCG 
Canal 

Reach 1A and 1C: Existing FCG 
Canal 

Reach 1B: None 

Reaches 2 and 3: New channel 
parallel to existing FCG Canal 

Total length of main 
canal system, 
including primary 
laterals 

42.1 miles Concrete-lined main canal 
system: 24.2 miles. 

Temporary earthen canal: 
1.6 miles. 

Dedicated drainage canals: 
17.2 miles 

Concrete-lined main canal system: 
41.9 miles. 

Temporary earthen canal: 
1.6 miles. 

Dedicated drainage canals: 
17.2 miles 

China Wash 
crossing 

Existing flume 
over China Wash 
would be 
periodically 
rehabilitated 

Subalternatives under 
consideration for crossing 
China Wash: 
• Subalternative A—new 

inverted siphon system 
• Subalternative B—new 

open-channel flume 

Subalternatives under 
consideration for crossing China 
Wash: 
• Subalternative A—new inverted 

siphon system 
• Subalternative B—new open-

channel flume 
Fish barrier Retains electric 

fish barrier 
Replaces electric fish barrier 
with passive fish barrier 
(physical drop) at end of 
Reach 1 and turnout to 
Northside Canal 

Replaces electric fish barrier with 
passive fish barrier (physical drop) 
at end of Reach 1 and turnout to 
Northside Canal 

USGS flow 
measurement 
structure/gaging 
station 

Existing flow 
measurement 
structure retained 

• Subalternative A—flow 
measurement structure 
removed and replaced 

• Subalternative B—flow 
measurement structure 
checked and recalibrated, if 
it is not replaced 

• Subalternative A—flow 
measurement structure removed 
and replaced 

• Subalternative B—flow 
measurement structure checked 
and recalibrated, if it is not 
replaced 

Estimated length 
of construction 
duration 

Not applicable Approximately five years based 
on Subalternative A; longer 
duration with Subalternative B 

Approximately seven years based 
on Subalternative A; longer 
duration with Subalternative B  
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Table 3. Summary of environmental consequences of alternatives. 

Resource Topic No Action 
Florence Canal Alternative 
(Proposed Action) FCG Canal Alternative 

Land ownership No new right-of-way 
required 

Requires 144 acres of new 
right-of-way  

Requires 313 acres of new right-
of-way 

Land use No change in land use Converts 92 acres of prime or 
unique farmland to irrigation 
conveyance 

Converts 60 acres of prime and 
unique farmland 

Transportation No effect Results in traffic congestion 
and delays during some 
construction activities 

Same as Proposed Action 

Visual resources No effect Adds regulating reservoir and 
5.1 miles of new canal on 
new alignments not adjacent 
to existing canals 

Adds regulating reservoir and 
5.9 miles of new canal on new 
alignments not adjacent to 
existing canals 

Environmental 
justice 

No effect Would not result in 
disproportionate impacts 
on protected populations 

Same as Proposed Action 

Cultural 
resources 

Ongoing maintenance 
and repair of the 
existing main canal 
system would have 
few adverse effects on 
cultural resources 
because the areas 
around the canals are 
already disturbed and 
the SCIP system and 
its features have been 
recorded in a HAER. 

Sites eligible or of unknown 
eligibility identified to date 
along corridor within the 
APE: 30 

Expected to impact a greater 
number of eligible and 
potentially eligible sites due to 
substantially more ground 
disturbance 

Indian Trust 
Assets 

No effect; existing 
water source is less 
reliable due to aged 
infrastructure and 
significant water 
losses during delivery 

Provides beneficial effect by 
improving operational 
efficiencies, increasing 
reliability of water deliveries, 
reducing operational and 
maintenance costs, and 
reducing water losses 

Same as Proposed Action 

Geology and soils Continues to deposit 
fine sediments on 
downstream farmland 

Continues to deposit fine 
sediments on downstream 
farmland; results in temporary 
soil disturbance and 
compaction 

Same as Proposed Action 

Disturbs soils during 
construction, including 
92 acres of agricultural land 
and 268 acres of desert scrub 

Expected to disturb more acres 
of soil during construction due to 
substantially more ground 
disturbance than Proposed 
Action 

Water 
resources—
surface 

No water 
conservation 
realized 

Conserves approximately 
20,150 AFY of water in a 
normal year with proposed 
improvements to SCIDD and 
Joint Works main canals  

Same as Proposed Action 
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Table 3. Summary of environmental consequences of alternatives. 

Resource Topic No Action 
Florence Canal Alternative 
(Proposed Action) FCG Canal Alternative 

Standard five-week 
maintenance canal 
dry-ups would 
continue 

Uses 5-3-5 dry-up sequence 
each year of construction; 
requires roughly five years to 
construct based on 
Subalternative A 

Uses 5-3-5 dry-up sequence each 
year of construction; requires 
roughly seven years to construct 
based on Subalternative A 

Water 
resources—
ground 

No change in water 
infiltration patterns 

Shifts water infiltration to 
broader portion of study area, 
resulting in only minor 
impacts to the Pinal Active 
Management Area as a whole; 
loss of seepage along newly 
lined segments of the canal 
system could adversely affect 
some individual wells 

Same as Proposed Action 

Water quality No change No change No change 
Floodplains and 
flooding 

Maintains existing 
drainage patterns with 
small-scale localized 
flooding occurring 
periodically  

Improves control and capacity 
of system; protects system up 
to 50-year flood event; 
reduces frequency for 
localized flooding 

Same as Proposed Action 

Reduces risk of flood damage 
to lined system during 
construction and 
implementation compared 
with other action alternative 

Substantially increases risk of 
flood damage to lined system 
during construction and 
implementation compared with 
the Proposed Action 

Biological 
resources—
vegetation 

No removal or 
disturbance of Arizona 
Upland or Lower 
Colorado River Valley 
Subdivision Sonoran 
Desertscrub vegetation 

Removes or disturbs up to 
98 acres of Arizona Upland 
and up to 170 acres of Lower 
Colorado River Valley 
Subdivision Sonoran 
Desertscrub vegetation 

Expected to disturb more 
vegetation during construction 
due to substantially more ground 
disturbance than Proposed 
Action 

Biological 
resources—
wildlife 

No removal or 
disturbance of 
Sonoran Desertscrub 
wildlife habitat 

Removes or disturbs up to 
268 acres of Sonoran 
Desertscrub wildlife habitat 

Expected to disturb more 
Sonoran Desertscrub wildlife 
habitat during construction due 
to substantially more ground 
disturbance than Proposed 
Action 

Biological 
resources—
threatened and 
endangered 
species 

No effect on 
threatened or 
endangered species 
and no adverse 
modification of 
proposed or 
designated critical 
habitat 

May affect but is not likely to 
adversely affect the 
endangered lesser long-nosed 
bat, the endangered 
Southwestern willow 
flycatcher, the threatened 
yellow-billed cuckoo, and the 
endangered Yuma Ridgway’s 
rail 

May affect but is not likely to 
adversely affect the endangered 
lesser long-nosed bat, the 
endangered Southwestern willow 
flycatcher, the threatened yellow-
billed cuckoo, and the 
endangered Yuma Ridgway’s 
rail 

No change in potential 
habitat for the 

No effect on the endangered 
spikedace 

No effect on the endangered 
spikedace 
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Table 3. Summary of environmental consequences of alternatives. 

Resource Topic No Action 
Florence Canal Alternative 
(Proposed Action) FCG Canal Alternative 

endangered 
Southwestern willow 
flycatcher, the 
threatened yellow-
billed cuckoo, or the 
endangered Yuma 
Ridgway’s rail at 
Picacho Reservoir 

No adverse modification of 
proposed or designated 
critical habitat 

No adverse modification of 
proposed or designated critical 
habitat 

Compared with No Action, 
has potential to increase 
habitat for the endangered 
Southwestern willow 
flycatcher, the threatened 
yellow-billed cuckoo, and the 
endangered Yuma Ridgway’s 
rail as a result of more storm 
water discharge to Picacho 
Reservoir 

Compared with Proposed Action, 
this alternative is less likely to 
increase potential habitat for the 
endangered Southwestern willow 
flycatcher, the threatened yellow-
billed cuckoo, and the 
endangered Yuma Ridgway’s 
rail at Picacho Reservoir 

Biological 
resources—other 
special status 
species 

No removal or 
disturbance of 
desertscrub or other 
potential nesting 
habitat for migratory 
birds, including the 
Western burrowing 
owl 

Removes or disturbs up to 
268 acres of desertscrub that 
serves as potential nesting 
habitat for migratory birds 

Potential disturbance or 
displacement of Western 
burrowing owls that may be 
nesting along the existing 
canal banks 

Greater effects on migratory bird 
nesting habitat and Western 
burrowing owls compared with 
Proposed Action due to 
substantially more ground 
disturbance 

Biological 
resources—
invasive species 

No increase in 
introduction or spread 
of invasive plant 
species 

Promotes introduction or 
spread of invasive plant 
species on up to 268 acres of 
newly disturbed area 

Greater effects with regard to 
invasive species compared with 
Proposed Action due to 
substantially more ground 
disturbance 

Riparian zones 
and wetlands 

No change in the total 
area of wetland or 
riparian vegetation at 
Picacho Reservoir or 
along the Gila River 
below Coolidge Dam 

Limited effects on riparian 
vegetation along the Gila 
River below Coolidge Dam as 
a result of 5-3-5 dry-ups 
implemented in fall/winter 

Potentially increases the total 
area of wetland and riparian 
vegetation as a result of more 
storm water discharge to 
Picacho Reservoir 

Similar to Proposed Action but 
less likely to increase the total 
area of wetlands and riparian 
vegetation at Picacho Reservoir 

Noise No construction noise Noise-sensitive receptors 
close to construction area 
subjected to up to 
94 A-weighted decibels of 
intermittent typical exterior 
noise 

Same as Proposed Action 

Air quality and 
climate 

No construction-
related generation of 
particulate matter or 
greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) 

Generation of particulate 
matter and GHG emissions 
from construction over 
five years would not affect 
regional attainment status or 
contribute substantially to 
climate change 

Generation of particulate matter 
and GHG emissions from 
construction over seven years 
would not affect regional 
attainment status or contribute 
substantially to climate change 
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Table 3. Summary of environmental consequences of alternatives. 

Resource Topic No Action 
Florence Canal Alternative 
(Proposed Action) FCG Canal Alternative 

Particulate matter and 
GHG emissions from 
maintenance activities 
higher than the action 
alternatives due to 
additional canal length 
(71.7 miles) to 
maintain 

Particulate matter and GHG 
emissions from maintenance 
activities lower than the 
No Action alternative due to 
reduced canal length and 
fewer maintenance 
requirements due to concrete 
lining 

Particulate matter and GHG 
emissions from maintenance 
activities lower than the No 
Action alternative due to fewer 
maintenance requirements due to 
concrete lining, but higher than 
the Proposed Action due to 
longer canal length 

Hazardous 
materials 

Generation of 
hazardous materials 
limited to ongoing 
maintenance and 
repair of existing 
system 

Requires short-term use of 
hazardous materials to 
operate equipment during 
construction, with potential to 
contaminate soil and water; 
disturbs about 92 acres of 
agricultural land, with 
potential agricultural 
chemical residue 

Similar to Proposed Action but 
disturbs less agricultural land 

No generation of 
hazardous materials 
and no change in 
exposure to the public; 
ongoing maintenance 
and repair activities 
not expected to 
generate hazardous 
materials or alter or 
disperse any existing 
hazardous materials 

Residual concentrations of 
pesticides/herbicides, which 
could be present in soils in 
agricultural lands, could be 
dispersed with construction 
activities 

Similar to Proposed Action but 
disturbs less agricultural land 

Public health and 
safety 

No change in public 
health and safety; 
existing potential for 
human injury or 
drowning persist 

Increases potential for human 
injury or drowning with 
canal’s steeper sides, concrete 
lining, and higher flows 
compared with the No Action 
alternative; less than 1 percent 
of the new main canal would 
be near residential 
development 

Increases potential for human 
injury or drowning similar to the 
Proposed Action but has fewer 
miles of main canal near 
residential development 

1 More sites could potentially be detected if a Class III survey were conducted of the FCG Canal alignment between the bifurcation and the 
proposed link canal. 
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3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSEQUENCES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the EA, the term “construction area” is used to refer to the area directly affected by 
construction and right-of-way acquisition. Construction could occur on either side of the canal 
centerline along the entire length of the main canal system, along new canal alignments, and at 
the site of the new regulating reservoir, as defined in Chapter 2, and within areas needed for 
material and equipment staging or stockpiling. 

The term “study area” is used to refer to the construction area as well as surrounding lands where 
indirect effects of the project are likely to occur. The study area includes the SCIDD service area 
and appurtenant facilities such as Picacho Reservoir that are outside the construction area (refer 
to Figure 1). For biological resources, water resources, and land use, the study area includes the 
reach of the Gila River from Coolidge Dam to Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam (refer to 
Figure 2). 

Within the study area, short-term or temporary impacts would result from construction, where 
environmental conditions generally revert to preconstruction levels within a relatively short 
period of time. Long-term or permanent impacts would result from operation of the constructed 
facility and occur through the life of the project. 

Construction and operation of the proposed project would also result in direct or indirect 
impacts, and could contribute to cumulative impacts. Direct impacts occur at the same time and 
place where the action is occurring. Indirect impacts occur later in time or at a location that is 
spatially separated from the action. Cumulative impacts result from the impact of the action, 
together with impacts of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions, regardless of 
what agency or person undertakes such other actions. 

3.2 LAND OWNERSHIP, JURISDICTION, AND LAND USE 
3.2.1 Affected Environment 
Land Ownership and Jurisdiction 
Land in the study area is owned by private parties, municipal and county governments, Native 
American Tribes, the State of Arizona, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Reclamation, 
and the BIA. A 20-mile reach of the Gila River downstream of Coolidge Dam forms the 
boundary between the Needles Eye Wilderness managed by the BLM and the San Carlos 
Apache Tribe. Figure 11 depicts the general land ownership in the study area. 

The study area encompasses portions of Gila and Pinal counties. From the east end of the study 
area at Coolidge Dam to just west of Hayden, Arizona, the county line follows the Gila River, 
with Gila County to the north and Pinal County to the south. From this point west, the study area 
is in Pinal County. 
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Figure 11. Land ownership
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Land Use 
With the exception of several small towns (e.g., Hayden, Winkelman, and Kearny), land uses 
proximal to the Gila River above Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam consist mostly of grazing and 
dispersed recreation (refer to Figure 2). 

The Shores and Christmas recreation areas along the Gila River, 6 and 10 miles upstream of 
Winkelman, respectively, are managed by the BLM and provide access to the Gila River for 
river-related recreation. Recreation opportunities include small-craft floating, tubing, fishing, 
bird-watching, picnicking, and camping. The quality of the visitor experience is affected by the 
availability of adequate flow in the river. 

Two BLM-managed wilderness areas are in close proximity to the study area. The Needles Eye 
Wilderness Area abuts the north side of the study area along the Gila River downstream of 
Coolidge Dam. The White Canyon Wilderness Area is in close proximity to the study area on the 
north side of the Gila River downstream of Kelvin. No national parks, wildlife refuges, wild and 
scenic rivers, or other special status lands or waters are in the study area. 

The general character of the study area below Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam is rural. Though 
surrounding lands include large areas of native, undeveloped desert, agriculture and ranching are 
predominant land uses in areas outside urban centers of Florence and Coolidge. The City of Casa 
Grande is west of the study area. Land devoted to agriculture varies from active cultivation to 
fallow fields. Below Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, a network of SCIP and SCIDD canals 
convey irrigation water from the Gila River and the CAP canal to farmland in the SCIDD service 
area and the Gila River Indian Reservation. Ground water wells are also integrated into the local 
canal grid and contribute to the water entitlement afforded SCIDD and Gila River Indian 
Community lands (refer to Section 3.9.1). Overhead electric distribution lines, some providing 
power to project wells, cross the service area. Picacho Reservoir, a prominent water storage 
facility, is popular for fishing and sustains important wildlife habitat (Section 3.11). Residential 
development outside the urban centers consists of widely scattered single-family homes and 
several small unincorporated communities. 

The existing alignment of the Florence Canal passes through the southern part of Florence. 
Between SR 79 and SR 79B, the Florence Canal is piped and buried. This segment of canal is 
bordered by residences and a single industrial facility (refer to Figure 5); however, the bulk of 
the residential, commercial, recreational, governmental, and institutional (e.g., churches and 
schools) development is north of the canal alignment. Immediately east of Florence, the Arizona 
State Prison Complex–Florence abuts the Florence Canal (refer to Figure 5). Figure 12 depicts 
the general categories of land use in the study area. 
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Figure 12. General land use 
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Potential Future Changes in Land Use 
An in-situ copper recovery mine is under construction in the northeastern portion of the SCIDD 
service area, approximately 1 to 3 miles northwest of the center of Florence. Curis Resources 
(Arizona), Inc. (Curis), acquired 1,182 acres of mostly active and fallow agricultural land south 
of Hunt Highway within the incorporated boundary of Florence. Of this acreage, 990 acres are 
addressed in a General Plan amendment filed with the Town of Florence by Curis. According to 
Curis, 510 acres of the property would be used for in-situ copper recovery, with the balance 
available for other uses, such as recreation, education, and agriculture. 

Two separate solar power generation projects are planned within the limits of the Town of 
Florence. The first is a 400-acre S Power solar project in the vicinity of Hunt Highway and 
Attaway Road. The second is a 320-acre Sun Power project near the Gila River and the Quail 
Road alignment. Both properties were previously farmed. The Town of Florence and City of 
Coolidge future land use plans anticipate the expansion of development in their individual 
jurisdictions, including areas specifically in or adjacent to the study area. This expansion of 
development would result in the conversion of agricultural or undeveloped lands to commercial, 
industrial, or residential uses. Anticipated future land use changes specific to the study area and 
surrounding land are discussed in further detail in the following paragraphs. 

The Town of Florence 2020 General Plan Future Land Use Map (Town of Florence 2014) 
covers the town’s study area. Land use changes in, or adjacent to, the study area are focused in 
three locations: (1) a large block of land on both sides of the FCG Canal in the area of the 
Arizona State Prison Complex anticipated to support future heavy industrial use, (2) a 
moderately large location at the SR 79 split anticipated to support the development of 
commercial and residential communities, and (3) the west side of the FCG Canal south of SR 79 
within Town of Florence jurisdiction anticipated to continue development of low-density 
residential communities (refer to Figure 4). All of these areas are currently undeveloped, 
minimally developed, or in agricultural use. 

The City of Coolidge General Plan Land Use Map (City of Coolidge 2007) covers the study area 
from approximately Riggs Road/Combs Road (outside of the study area of this EA) south to 
Bartlett Road). Specific to the study area and adjacent lands, the expansion would occur over the 
full length of the study area and adjacent areas within City of Coolidge land use planning 
boundaries, including both sides of the FCG Canal. For the majority of the area, following the 
FCG Canal from approximately Vah Ki Inn Road south to Storey Road, the General Plan 
designates the area as mixed use. The very southern portion, from Storey Road to Steele Road, is 
designated as low-density residential. Currently, these areas are either undeveloped or in use for 
agriculture. Coolidge Airport is on the east side of the CAP canal and, though surrounding land 
is currently undeveloped, a large portion of the surrounding land is zoned for future industrial 
use (refer to Figure 6). 

Prime Farmland 
A notable portion of the study area and vicinity has been used for agriculture. Prime farmland is 
land that has the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics for producing food, 
feed, fiber, forage, and other agricultural crops. Unique farmland is land other than prime 
farmland that is used for the production of specific high-value food and fiber crops. Designation 
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of prime or unique farmland is made by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Farmland of 
statewide or local importance is land, in addition to prime and unique farmlands, that is 
important for the production of food, feed, fiber, forage, and oilseed crops. Designation of this 
farmland is determined by the appropriate state or local agency. The Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) website was reviewed for soil types that would be considered 
prime or unique. According to the website, irrigated agricultural lands adjacent to the existing 
canal right-of-way in Reaches 2 and 3 are considered prime or unique farmland. In addition, 
some of the vacant land in the vicinity of Picacho Reservoir is considered unique farmland. 
The land proposed for construction of the regulating reservoir is considered prime farmland 
because it is irrigated. 

The Farmland Protection Policy Act (FPPA) (7 CFR § 658) governs the definition and 
identification of farmlands. The FPPA states that the purpose of the act is to minimize the extent 
to which Federal programs “contribute to the unnecessary and irreversible conversion of 
farmland to nonagricultural uses.” As defined by the FPPA, “farmland” is land that is not already 
in or committed to urban development. The FPPA requires that Federal agencies identify 
proposed actions that would affect any land classified as farmland before Federal approval of any 
activity that would convert farmland into nonagricultural uses. The NRCS, which is a part of the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, administers the FPPA as it relates to protection of farmland. 
To determine the existence of prime or unique farmland or farmland of statewide or local 
importance in the study area, the NRCS soil survey was used, and consultation with NRCS was 
undertaken. 

3.2.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no direct impact to ownership and jurisdiction 
because no project would be constructed or implemented. It is assumed that current management 
and operation of the SCIP and SCIDD irrigation systems would continue and there would be no 
significant change in existing patterns of land use. Though the No Action alternative would not 
cause the conversion of farmland, it is assumed that agricultural acreage in the service area 
would decrease to some extent in the future as a result of urban growth and implementation 
of the proposed in-situ copper recovery mine and two solar power generation projects. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
Much of the reconstruction of the main conveyance system with the action alternatives would 
be accommodated within existing canal right-of-way/easement under BIA/SCIP ownership. Both 
of the action alternatives would require acquisition of new rights-of-way to construct a new link 
canal, regulating reservoir, and temporary earthen canal. 

Livestock on BLM land adjoining Reach 1 currently have unrestricted access to water in the 
canal. The rehabilitated canal, with its concrete lining, steeper side slopes, increased flow 
velocities, and fencing along Reach 1 would preclude livestock access to this water. Concern 
regarding this loss of access was expressed by an existing grazing permittee during the scoping 
process. Subsequently, the BLM and the affected grazing permittee have agreed to share in the 
cost of drilling a well on BLM land for production of livestock water. 
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The total acreage in cultivation would continue to vary from year to year, depending on the 
supply of water; however, a slight increase in average acres cultivated could occur in years when 
surface water supplies are abundant and water conservation is maximized as a result of the 
proposed project. Generally, surface water supplies alone are not adequate to irrigate the full 
acreage (50,000 acres) of the SCIDD service area, though all of the 50,000 acres have been in 
production at one time or another. No new lands would be converted to agriculture as a result of 
the project. The long-term trend for the area is expected to be declining acreage in agriculture 
due to changes in land use in the SCIDD service area. 

No residences or commercial businesses are in the proposed construction area of either action 
alternative. Therefore, none would have to be acquired, and no residents or businesses would 
need to be relocated. 

The proposed project would cross and potentially conflict with existing utility infrastructure in a 
number of locations. Appendix F includes a list of known utility and roadway conflicts and maps 
depicting the locations. The affected third-party utilities would require relocation to 
accommodate construction and operation of the Proposed Action. Many of these third-party 
utilities would be relocated at a greater depth to accommodate the new canal. For the existing 
bridges that would require improvements, third-party utilities that hang on these facilities would 
likely require relocation. It is assumed that all overhead power lines and poles would be 
relocated out of the canal right-of-way. Relocations of third-party utilities would be expected to 
require short-term, temporary disruptions of service to customers, unless the utility company can 
reroute service temporarily. Any third-party utilities relocated within the SCIP right-of-way 
would require an encroachment permit from the BIA. 

Farmland that is affected by the proposed project would not fall under the purview of the FPPA 
because the project would not convert farmland to a nonagricultural use. In addition, the 
proposed project improves the agricultural infrastructure necessary to provide irrigation water to 
adjoining farmland. 

Florence Canal Alternative (Proposed Action) 
In addition to the land acquisition requirements described previously for both action alternatives, 
if the Proposed Action is implemented, a new canal right-of-way would be acquired in Reach 2 
on undeveloped land near the southern boundary of the Town of Florence to bypass residential 
and industrial properties farther north. The other lands impacted by these new facilities are 
undeveloped range land/desertscrub. It is possible that other areas of right-of-way acquisition 
may be identified as project designs are refined. If new areas are identified outside the study area 
evaluated in the EA, subsequent NEPA review would be undertaken as appropriate. 

The acquisition of new right-of-way under the Proposed Action would total approximately 
144 acres. Fifteen acres would be needed to realign the piped segment of the Florence Canal 
south of Florence (1 acre of Arizona Department of Transportation land and 14 acres of private 
land). The remaining 129 acres would be needed for the link canal, the regulating reservoir, and 
the new temporary earthen canal (30 acres of Arizona State Land Department trust land, 26 acres 
of Pinal County Flood Control District land, 18 acres of City of Mesa land, and 55 acres of 
private land). The acreage of right-of-way on private land to be acquired under the Proposed 
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Action (69 acres), however, represents only 0.008 percent of the total acreage of privately owned 
land in the county as a whole (877,900 acres). 

Active or fallow agricultural land classified as prime or unique farmland could be affected by the 
Proposed Action: approximately 3 acres in Reach 1, 24 acres in Reach 2, and about 65 acres in 
Reach 3. Because this acreage would be used in support of agriculture, the resulting 
encumbrance would not fall under the purview of the FPPA, which was developed to mitigate 
actions that would convert farmland to nonagricultural uses. The remaining lands potentially 
impacted by the Proposed Action would be located on rangeland/desertscrub (including 
relatively undisturbed to highly fragmented segments). 

FCG Canal Alternative 
In addition to the land acquisition requirements described previously for both action alternatives, 
the FCG Canal Alternative would require acquisition of a strip of new right-of-way along the 
length of the FCG Canal to provide adequate width to reconstruct the FCG Canal and construct a 
new parallel drainage channel. New right-of-way acquisition with the FCG Canal Alternative 
would be substantially higher than with the Proposed Action. Right-of-way acquisition 
requirements for this alternative were estimated at 313 acres. 

Active or fallow agricultural land classified as prime or unique farmland could be affected by the 
FCG Canal Alternative. In Reaches 1 and 3, the acreage of farmland potentially affected would 
be of similar magnitude to the Proposed Action; however, no farmland would be impacted by the 
FCG Canal Alternative in Reach 2, compared with 24 acres of loss for the Proposed Action in 
Reach 2. 

Because the farmland acreage would be used in support of agriculture, the resulting encumbrance 
would not fall under the purview of the FPPA, which was developed to mitigate actions that 
would convert farmland to nonagricultural uses. The remaining lands potentially impacted by the 
FCG Canal Alternative would be located on rangeland/desertscrub (including relatively 
undisturbed to highly fragmented segments). 

Cumulative Impacts 
The cumulative effect of the project on land use would be a slight decrease in the acreage of land 
along the main canal system dedicated to agricultural production and open range/desertscrub. 
The effect on agriculture would be somewhat counterbalanced by the provision of conserved 
water for crop production, particularly if the conserved water induces production on land that is 
currently fallow. Historically, construction of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, diversion of Gila 
River water at this location, and development of the SCIP canal system allowed large-scale 
agricultural development in the study area, which resulted in a substantial loss of open range and 
desertscrub beginning in the 1930s. In recent decades, urban expansion associated with the Town 
of Florence and the City of Coolidge has also resulted in a gradual reduction in agricultural land 
and rangeland/desertscrub. The future land use plans for these communities identify additional 
future residential, commercial, and industrial development surrounding their existing urbanized 
cores, which will contribute to conversion of farmland and rangeland to other uses. In addition, 
the development of a proposed in-situ copper recovery mine on the north side of the Gila River 
approximately 1 to 3 miles northwest of the center of Florence and the development of solar 
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power generation projects would result in long-term conversion of irrigated farmland to 
nonagricultural land uses. 

Loss of prime or unique farmland would be expected with both action alternatives, though more 
agricultural land would be affected under the Proposed Action. The incremental changes in land 
use with the two action alternatives when compared with past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions would not be substantial. 

3.3 TRANSPORTATION 
3.3.1 Affected Environment 
Several state highways access the study area. SR 77 parallels the north bank of the Gila River 
from Christmas to Winkelman, and SR 177 parallels the north bank from SR 77 at Winkelman to 
Kelvin. SR 79 crosses the study area, including the construction area, in a general north–south 
orientation through Florence (refer to Figure 4). SR 87 crosses the study area from north–south 
through Coolidge. SR 287 and SR 387, which originate in Casa Grande, intersect SR 87 in the 
study area (refer to Figure 6). The study area contains numerous other roadways—paved and 
unpaved. Because the project is in a rural area, traffic volumes are quite low, with the exception 
of the state highways previously referenced. The Coolidge Airport is east of the study area 
approximately 7 miles south of Florence (refer to Figure 6). 

The Arizona Department of Transportation is currently conducting a North–South Corridor 
Study in support of a future continuous north to south transportation corridor through central 
Pinal County. The North–South Corridor is a proposed 45-mile transportation corridor that 
would link US 60 near Apache Junction to I-10 near Eloy. 

A Union Pacific Railroad line begins in the community of Picacho and extends north, traversing 
Coolidge. The main line of the Copper Basin Railway, which extends from Magma to 
Winkelman north of the Gila River, traverses the project vicinity in an east–west direction. 

3.3.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
With the No Action alternative, there would be no impact to existing or planned transportation 
infrastructure. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
Construction activities would result in a temporary increase in truck traffic on highways and 
roads in the study area for the transport of construction materials and equipment to and from the 
active construction zone. The action alternatives would cross numerous municipal, county, and 
state roads and highways (Appendix F provides a list of the roads that would be crossed by the 
Proposed Action). Temporary road or lane closures could be required during construction 
of these crossings, depending on the type of structure to be installed, the construction technique, 
and the construction phasing. Tunneling under the roadway would be less likely to disrupt traffic 
than cutting a trench across the roadway. 
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Any required lane closures could result in temporary traffic congestion and delays for motorists, 
and would require permits from the Arizona Department of Transportation, Pinal County, and/or 
local municipalities. The severity of the delays would vary based on the volume of traffic on the 
roadway at the time of the lane closures. Full road closures, if needed, would require the 
establishment and signing of detour routes. During construction at these crossings, traffic control 
and public safety measures would be required. 

State highways, with generally higher traffic volumes and higher posted speed limits, would 
require more detailed plans for traffic control and detours during construction. The action 
alternatives would cross SR 79, which consists of two travel lanes in each direction and a two-
way center-turn lane. If construction of this crossing involves tunneling under the highway, 
impacts on traffic would be minimal. If trenching is used, temporary lane closures would be 
required. Typically, at least two travel lanes would remain open during construction, allowing 
one lane of traffic for each direction of travel. Because SR 79 in this area generally parallels 
SR 79B, the business route could be used as a traffic detour for full highway closures, if 
required. SR 79B has one travel lane in each direction and a two-way center-turn lane. 

Similar to the SR 79 crossing, construction of the crossing at SR 79B could involve tunneling or 
trenching. If trenching is used on SR 79B, traffic could be detoured temporarily to SR 79, or one 
lane of SR 79B could be closed at a time, with the remaining lane used to carry traffic in 
alternating directions of travel using traffic control measures (e.g., flaggers and lead vehicles). 
Close coordination with the responsible road agency would be required before construction of 
any road crossings. 

Both action alternatives would cross a number of county and farm roads; however, the Proposed 
Action would cross the most. No permanent change in access to adjacent properties would result 
with either action alternative. Except as noted, the effects on transportation would be slightly 
more with the Proposed Action than the FCG Canal Alternative; however, no long-term impacts 
would result from either action alternative. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Impacts on transportation and traffic under the action alternatives would be temporary. No future 
actions were identified in the study area that would impact transportation infrastructure or traffic 
concurrently with the action alternatives. Therefore, no cumulative effects on transportation or 
traffic are anticipated. 

3.4 VISUAL RESOURCES 
3.4.1 Affected Environment 
A viewshed is the area of land, water, or other physical elements visible to the human eye from 
a fixed vantage point. Visual resources constitute a composite of cultural and natural landscape 
features that characterize an area and influence the public’s perception of that area. Visual 
resources are described in terms of the foreground, midground, and background. 

Landscape preservation is occasionally enforced by local or regional regulations or policies. 
Upstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, the BLM has jurisdiction over lands along the 
study area. The BLM uses specific visual management objectives for lands under its jurisdiction. 
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Downstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, the project’s construction area falls under the 
jurisdiction of Pinal County, and a small percentage falls within the jurisdiction of the Town of 
Florence. Neither of these governments has plans, policies, or regulations that govern the 
preservation of visual resources. 

The following paragraphs describe the visual setting of the study area from Coolidge Dam on the 
east to Picacho Reservoir on the west. Downstream of Coolidge Dam, the Gila River is narrowly 
confined in canyons as it flows through the Mescal Mountains and Needles Eye Wilderness 
(managed by the BLM). These mountains block views of the midground or background, with the 
exception of openings due to side canyons. At SR 77, the Gila River turns south. SR 77 parallels 
the river in this area. 

SR 77 is a two-lane highway with occasional guardrail and is situated above the Gila River 
floodplain. The foreground to the west consists of SR 77, with hills immediately beyond the 
highway. Views of hills in the foreground are also present to the east. Between Winkelman and 
Kelvin, the Gila River flows through a broader floodplain flanked by hillsides. As it flows 
through communities in this area, the foreground views include mining facilities and commercial 
and residential buildings. The midground opens up in these areas, with a view of mountains in 
the background to the southeast. 

Downstream of Kelvin, the Gila River floodplain becomes constricted by the Tortilla Mountains 
to the south and the White Canyon Wilderness (managed by the BLM) to the north. Just 
upstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, the terrain opens up to a relatively flat foreground 
and midground, with hills visible in the background to the north. 

From Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam to Picacho Reservoir, the foreground and midground 
views are dominated by relatively flat agricultural lands, interspersed with undeveloped lands 
with low desertscrub and occasional residential or industrial development. Background views 
include a flat horizon interrupted by low, volcanic mountains. 

Several towns and small cities are along the length of the study area, generally north of the 
construction area. In these communities, the foreground views include roads, traffic, commercial 
buildings, residential buildings, and parks, in addition to agriculture. 

The construction area with both action alternatives is predominantly flat agricultural land with 
expanses of low desertscrub. The construction area does not contain any special status land uses 
such as national wilderness areas, national wild and scenic rivers, national parks, or other 
congressionally and administratively designated areas where decisions have been made to 
preserve a natural landscape. Therefore, no impact to these resources would result from 
implementation of either action alternative. 

3.4.2 Environmental Consequences 
Visual resource impacts are generally defined by the extent to which a project would modify the 
perceived characteristics of the landscape. Effects on visual resources with the action alternatives 
would be associated with the alteration of existing facilities and the construction of new facilities 
in the construction area downstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. No change to visual 
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resources would occur in the area between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam 
because no construction is proposed for this area. 

No Action 
The No Action alternative would have no effect on visual resources because no significant 
construction would occur. Maintenance and repair of SCIP irrigation facilities would 
occasionally produce minor modifications that would be consistent with the existing visual 
setting. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
Rehabilitation of existing canal segments throughout the construction area would result in only 
minor alterations of foreground views, consistent with the existing visual character and quality 
of the agricultural landscape. Because these alterations would be of low profile, no noticeable 
change to midground or background views would be expected. 

The new link canal segment (Reach 3B) and the new interim earthen canal would add new 
man-made, low profile features on the landscape and would constitute a minor change in the 
visual character of foreground views. The new regulating reservoir would result in a moderate 
change to the visual character of the site, transforming previously cultivated farmland to a 
relatively large manufactured facility that would intermittently store surface water. The size of 
this facility would make it more visible in midground and background views, though these views 
would be somewhat limited due to the relatively flat landscape surrounding the site. 

Other improvements include new culverts or bridges needed for crossing highways and 
roadways. In general, these improvements would be consistent with the existing visual character 
of the transportation corridor being crossed. Due to their profile, bridges may be more noticeable 
than culverts. 

The installation of communication towers would constitute the highest profile feature of the 
action alternatives but would be consistent with other utility and transportation infrastructure 
crossing the study area. The number and location of these towers have not yet been determined. 

With only minor changes to visual setting, visual character, and visual quality, and with no 
special status lands affected, overall effects on visual resources under the Proposed Action and 
the FCG Canal Alternative would be minor. 

Proposed Action 
Most of the Proposed Action would be constructed on or adjacent to existing canal alignments 
consistent with the existing visual setting and character. Key exceptions include the construction 
of 3.5 miles of new concrete-lined canal on new alignment in Reach 3B (link canal) and 
construction of 1.6 miles of an interim new earthen canal in Reach 3C to connect the link canal 
to the FCG Canal Extension. These exceptions would constitute a minor to moderate change to 
foreground views, with the introduction of a new element on the landscape. These changes to the 
landscape would be of low profile and, therefore, would be less noticeable in the midground and 
background views. 
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Under Subalternative A, the China Wash Flume structure would be removed and replaced with 
an inverted siphon system, which would be buried below ground. This would constitute a 
moderate change in visual setting due to the removal of a prominent man-made structure from 
foreground and midground views. Under Subalternative B, the existing flume would be replaced 
with a similar structure; no notable change in visual setting or character would be anticipated. 

FCG Canal Alternative 
Most of the FCG Canal Alternative would be constructed on or adjacent to existing canal 
alignments consistent with the existing visual setting and character. Key exceptions include the 
construction of 1.8 miles of new crosscut canals to connect the FCG Canal with SCIDD laterals, 
construction of 2.5 miles of new concrete-lined canal on new alignment in Reach 3B (link canal), 
and construction of 1.6 miles of an interim new earthen canal in Reach 3C to connect the link 
canal to the FCG Canal Extension. Similar to the Proposed Action, these exceptions would 
constitute a minor to moderate change to foreground views, with the introduction of a new 
element on the landscape. These changes to the landscape would be of low profile and, therefore, 
would be less noticeable in the midground and background views. 

Changes in visual setting with the two China Wash subalternatives would be essentially the same 
as with the Proposed Action. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Cumulative impacts on visual resources would be minor because construction activities 
associated with the proposed project would primarily involve upgrading portions of an existing 
irrigation system. The exception would be the new communication towers. 

3.5 ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 
3.5.1 Affected Environment 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 ensures that individuals are not excluded from 
participation in, denied the benefit of, or subjected to discrimination under any program or 
activity receiving Federal financial assistance on the basis of race, color, or national origin. 
Executive Order (EO) 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority 
Populations and Low-Income Populations, signed by President Clinton on February 11, 1994, 
directs that Federal programs, policies, and activities not have disproportionately high and 
adverse human health and environmental effects on minority and low-income populations. 

Data used in the EA for the environmental justice analysis were taken from the American 
Community Survey (ACS) provided by the U.S. Census Bureau (2014). The ACS uses a random 
sample design to collect data representative of the overall population in an area. Data used in the 
EA are from the most recent five-year running average (2010–2014). These data were used in 
place of the 2010 decennial census data for three reasons: ACS data are more recent, ACS data 
for race and low-income populations are available for block groups (geographic subdivisions of 
census tracts that contain the most finite data), and the 2010 census does not currently include 
information on low-income populations for all block groups in the construction area. 
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Consideration was given in this environmental justice analysis to those block groups that are 
adjacent to or overlap any segment of the construction area. Table 4 provides the data for total 
minority populations and low-income populations for each of the selected block groups and the 
comparison populations. 

Total Minority 
For the purpose of environmental justice evaluations, a racial or ethnic minority population is an 
aggregate composed of the following categories: Black/African American, American Indian and 
Alaska Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander, Some Other Race, Two or 
More Races, and Hispanic. 

Data from the 2010–2014 ACS indicate that minority populations occur in the selected block 
groups, as shown in Table 4. The percentages of minorities for Census Tract (CT) 9.02 Block 
Group (BG) 1 (64.2 percent) and CT 8.03 BG 2 (62.8 percent) are meaningfully higher than 
the corresponding percentages for Pinal County (41.9 percent) and the State of Arizona 
(43.1 percent), and represent a majority of the population in these block groups. The percentages 
of minorities for CT 8.03 BG 1 (60.4 percent) and CT 12 BG 2 (51.4 percent) are not 
meaningfully higher than the comparison populations but represent a majority of the population 
in these block groups. For this EA, the four referenced block groups are considered protected 
populations, warranting further environmental justice analysis. 

Table 4. 2010–2014 American Community Survey total minority and below poverty 
level populations. 

Area 
Total 

Population 

Total Minoritya Total Population 
for Whom Poverty 

Is Determined 

Below Poverty Level 

# % # % 
CT 8.02, BG 1 1,270 456 35.9 879 62 7.1 
CT 8.03, BG 1 4,213 2,543 60.4 83 0 0.0 
CT 8.03, BG 2 7,557 4,749 62.8 753 91 12.1 
CT 9.02, BG 1 3,307 2,122 64.2 3,225 811 25.1 
CT 12, BG 2 2,314 1,190 51.4 2,289 640 28.0 
Pinal County 390,160 163,322 41.9 364,937 61,397 16.8 
Arizona 6,561,516 2,826,663 43.1 6,411,354 1,169,309 18.2 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2014 
CT = Census Tract, BG = Block Group, # = No., % = Percentage 
a “Total Minority” is composed of all people who consider themselves Non-White racially plus those who consider themselves White Hispanic. 
Shaded areas denote percentages notably higher than comparison areas’ percentages or percentages representing a majority of the population in 
the Census Tract. 

Below Poverty Level 
Data from the 2010–2014 ACS indicate that individuals living below the poverty level reside in 
the selected block groups. As shown in Table 4, the percentages of people living below the 
poverty level in all block groups are not meaningfully higher than the corresponding percentages 
for Pinal County (16.8 percent) and the State of Arizona (18.2 percent) and do not represent 
majorities of the populations of these block groups. Though these populations would not be 
protected based on their percentages of population living below the poverty level, they are 
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considered protected populations in this EA because they contain minority population 
concentrations (refer to Total Minority). 

3.5.2 Environmental Consequences 
Where populations defined under EO 12898 are present in the project’s area of potential direct 
and indirect effects, consideration is given to whether the effects on these protected populations 
would be disproportionately high and adverse. 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no rehabilitation of existing SCIP facilities or 
construction of new facilities; therefore, there would be no impacts on the populations or 
communities defined under EO 12898. With the exception of the Phase 1 rehabilitation 
improvements under construction, existing conditions would be expected to continue into the 
foreseeable future. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
The effects on environmental justice would be essentially the same under both action 
alternatives. 

Though residential development is present in the larger study area, it is in the proximity of the 
proposed construction area only in one location—in Florence. This area is considered to be a 
protected population (CT 9.02, BG 1). The segment of the project in proximity to this protected 
population is approximately 0.9 mile long, or 3.7 percent of the 24.2-mile new main canal under 
the Proposed Action. It is expected that the action alternatives could require the relocation of 
some infrastructure and facilities, such as fencing; however, residences and businesses can be 
avoided. The action alternatives would not displace residences or businesses. 

With either action alternative, short-term construction-related impacts would be expected when 
construction is ongoing in the vicinity of residential populations. These impacts could include the 
generation of air pollutants (e.g., dust), an increase in noise levels, and public safety risk 
associated with the construction site. Because these effects would occur in the entire construction 
area, not just the area adjacent to a protected population, populations protected under EO 12898 
would not be disproportionately affected. In accordance with local and regional rules, 
regulations, and ordinances, mitigation measures would be implemented to minimize these 
effects throughout the construction area. 

Cumulative Impacts 
There would be no cumulative impacts on protected populations because the project would not 
result in a disproportionate impact on these populations. 

3.6 CULTURAL RESOURCES 
Cultural resources are the physical remains of past human activity. They include any prehistoric 
or historic sites, districts, buildings, structures, objects, landscapes, and natural features that are 
significant to groups associated with them, specifically communities, states, Native American 
Tribes, and nations. Cultural resources that (1) are at least 50 years of age, (2) retain integrity of 
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location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and (3) are identified 
as significant because they are associated with important events or people, embody a distinctive 
style, or have the potential to yield important information about the past, are termed “historic 
properties.” Historic properties are afforded certain protections in accordance with state and 
Federal legislation, specifically the NHPA. These regulations also include consideration for 
Traditional Cultural Properties, which are historic properties that are associated with the cultural 
practices, traditions, beliefs, lifeways, arts, crafts, or social institutions of a living community 
(often, but not always, Native American groups). 

Section 106 of the NHPA requires Federal agencies to take into account the effects of their 
actions and programs on historic properties. In 2014, Public Law 113-287 moved NHPA’s 
provisions from Title 16 of the U.S. Code to Title 54. Section 106 was retained within Title 54 as 
Section 306108. Regulations for Protection of Historic Properties (36 CFR § 800), which 
primarily implement Section 106, were most recently amended in 2004. These regulations define 
a process for responsible Federal agencies to consult with SHPO, Native American groups, other 
interested parties, and, when necessary, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, to ensure 
that historic properties are identified, that they are evaluated for potential adverse effects, and 
that these effects are mitigated during the project planning and implementation process. 

3.6.1 Affected Environment 
Culture History 
The Middle Gila River Valley has a rich and diverse history of human occupation. Though 
uncommon in the study area, Paleoindian and Archaic archaeological sites, which are the 
remnants of the earliest human occupations in Arizona, may be deeply buried in the alluvial soils 
of the Valley. Cultural resources associated with the Hohokam occupation (also referred to as the 
Huhugam) are much more common in the study area and comprise the majority of historic 
properties investigated as part of this project. The study area is located in the ancestral territory 
of the Akimel O’odham (Pima) and Piipaash (Maricopa) peoples. Likewise, the area also was 
settled and used by nonindigenous populations in the historic period, including people with 
European, African, and Chinese ancestral ties. Cultural resources associated with these groups 
are present in the study area. 

Several recent, detailed cultural histories have been prepared for the Middle Gila River Valley by 
Archaeological Consulting Services, Ltd. (Florie et al. 2010; Florie and Luhnow 2009; Gregory 
et al. 2016; Ryan et al. 2010; Schilling et al. 2009a, 2009b) and others (Craig 2001a; Woodson 
2000, 2010), and farther south for the Eloy and Casa Grande areas (Florie and Fangmeier 2009). 
A brief discussion of the current understanding of the culture history of the Phoenix 
Basin/Middle Gila River Valley follows. 

Prehistoric Period 
The Paleoindian period (10,000–7500 B.C.) represents the earliest well-documented human 
occupation of North America. Paleoindian lifeways were characterized by small, nomadic bands 
that hunted megafauna and gathered wild plants. Numerous sites from this period have been 
found in southern Arizona (Cordell 1984; Haury 1950; Huckell 1982, 1984), but evidence for 
Paleoindian occupation farther north is sparse and largely limited to isolated projectile points 
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(e.g., Crownover 1994; North et al. 2005). No Paleoindian sites have been reported in the project 
vicinity. 

The Archaic period (7500 B.C.–A.D. 300/500) is divided into Early, Middle, and Late. People 
living during the Early Archaic (7500–4800 B.C.) followed a generalized hunter-gatherer 
lifeway and employed a subsistence-settlement strategy involving high residential mobility, 
annual procurement rounds, and a wide interaction sphere. By the Middle (4800–1500 B.C.) and 
Late Archaic (or Early Agricultural) (1500 B.C.–A.D. 300) period, populations began settling in 
semi-permanent and/or permanent villages of circular pit houses where inhabitants focused on 
cultivating maize and foraging for wild plants (Huckell 1990; Mabry et al. 1997; Roth 1992). 
Substantial Archaic occupations have been reported from east-central and southern Arizona and 
the Tucson Basin (e.g., Bayham et al. 1986; Doyel 1993; Huckell 1990; Mabry and Archer 1997; 
Matson 1991; Roth 1992; Whalen 1971). Though few Archaic sites have been found in the 
project vicinity, several have been recorded farther downstream on the Gila River Indian 
Community, and upstream at Kearny (Clark 2000). 

The Hohokam archaeological culture spread throughout the region following the Late 
Archaic/Early Agricultural period. Archaeologists have identified three general periods of 
growth and change for the Hohokam (Doyel 1979; Haury 1976). The Early Formative (Pioneer) 
period (ca. A.D. 1–A.D. 700) is characterized by the development of agriculture and pottery, and 
the establishment of settled villages, leading to a more sedentary lifestyle (Cable and Doyel 
1985; Doyel 1993; Wilcox et al. 1981). The large village site of Snaketown, situated downstream 
on the Gila River Indian Community, was occupied during the Early Formative period (Gladwin 
et al. 1937, 1948; Haury 1976). The Late Formative (Colonial and Sedentary) period (A.D. 700–
1050) is characterized by the development of extensive irrigation systems, large villages, ornate 
arts and crafts industries, public architecture such as ball courts and trash/flat topped mounds, 
formalized mortuary ritual, and geographic expansion (Gregory 1987, 1991; Wilcox and 
Sternberg 1983). Several large Late Formative sites occur in the study area and vicinity, 
including Grewe (Craig 2001b) and the Preclassic phase of Casa Grande Ruins, which has a 
large impressive ballcourt (Wilcox and Sternberg 1983). 

The last period in the Hohokam sequence is the Classic period (A.D. 1050–1350), during which 
populations further expanded their irrigation systems in some areas; shifted settlement patterns 
and architectural styles from pit houses to above-ground walled villages; constructed platform 
mounds, and, in the Middle Gila River Valley, multistory adobe great houses; manufactured and 
used different pottery and craft assemblages; shifted burial patterns from primarily cremation to 
extended inhumation; and reorganized their exchange networks (Downum and Bostwick 2003; 
Doyel 1981; Gregory 1987; McGuire and Howard 1987). 

Though the Classic period was originally described as a time of increased Hohokam power, 
wealth, and cultural achievements, others have interpreted the Classic period as a time during 
which people adopted more complex social structures, expanded their trading relationships, and 
in some cases moved to new areas in an attempt to adapt to the uncertainties associated with 
unprecedented social and environmental stress (Abbott 2000). In the Middle Gila River Valley, 
many large Classic period sites were regularly spaced along the south side of the river, from 
Pinal Pueblo west to Florence Ruin/Saturday Site to Adamsville Ruin and Casa Grande Ruins in 
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and around Coolidge. All of these sites were aligned along major canals and attest to the vitality 
of the land and water in this area (Woodson 2010). 

A Post-Classic Polvorón phase has been proposed (A.D. 1350–1450/1500) for the Hohokam 
sequence (Crown and Sires 1984; Sires 1984), but the validity of the phase remains the subject of 
some debate (e.g., Andresen 1985; Bostwick et al. 1996; Chenault 2000; Doyel et al. 1995; 
Henderson and Hackbarth 2000; Zyniecki 1996). Polvorón phase components suggest a decline 
in complexity and a trend toward more egalitarian, possibly household-based, social 
organization. Evidence for large-scale irrigation and organized ritual disappears, and the 
distribution of sites suggests varied subsistence strategies. The phase is characterized by a return 
to pit house architecture, low frequencies of buffware ceramics, high frequencies of Salado 
polychrome and red ware, and an apparent increase in obsidian use, suggesting a reorganization 
of trade networks. Polvorón phase components have been identified at many sites in the Lower 
Salt and middle Gila river valleys (Andresen 1985; Bostwick et al. 1996; Chenault 1996, 2000; 
Doyel 1991a; Doyel et al. 1995; Henderson and Hackbarth 2000; Sires 1987; Zyniecki 1996), but 
have not been found in areas to the south. 

Protohistoric Period 
The Protohistoric period (A.D. 1450–1750) is defined as the transition from the prehistoric 
period to the historic period. In the Middle Gila River Valley, this stretches from the end of the 
Hohokam Classic period to the establishment of Spanish missions and presidios farther south 
(Doelle 1981; Gilpin and Phillips 1998; Wilcox and Masse 1981). The descendants of those who 
lived along the Salt and Gila rivers at the time of the Spanish entrada became known as the 
Akimel O’odham (Doyel 1991a). The descendants of those who left Arizona prior to or during 
the Protohistoric period have been linked via archaeological remains, oral histories, and 
linguistic data with the Hopi (Bahr 2007; Bahr et al. 1994; Teague 1993), Yuman and Piman 
speakers (Shaul and Andresen 1989) (though refer to Malhi et al. 2003 for a different 
interpretation based on mitochondrial DNA evidence), and Zuni (Hale and Harris 1979; Shaul 
and Hill 1998). 

Some protohistoric sites have been found in southeastern Arizona, including the Tucson Basin 
(Effland et al. 1989; Ravesloot and Whittlesey 1987), and on the Ak-Chin Indian Community 
(Gasser 1990), but fewer sites from this period have been identified in the Salt and Gila river 
valleys (Loendorf 2012; Wells 2006). Until recently, the Protohistoric period was relatively 
uncontroversial; however, this time span is becoming increasingly intriguing as investigations 
reveal the complex patterns of human behavior following the end of the Hohokam Classic period 
(Bostwick et al. 1996; Chenault 1996, 2000; Zyniecki 1996). Recent discoveries of protohistoric 
remains at Pueblo Salado in the Salt River Valley post-date the proposed A.D. 1450 end of the 
Polvorón phase by 150 years or more, and link the Hohokam and Akimel O’odham occupations 
of the Salt River Valley (Bostwick et al. 1996; BRW 1989; Greenwald et al. 1996). 

Many similarities link the prehistoric Hohokam and protohistoric O’odham cultures, including 
habitation structures, council houses, and public plazas; ball games; subsistence practices and 
domesticated crops; plain brown, polished red, and red-on-buff pottery; and inhumation and 
cremation burials (Doyel 1991a). Though the Piipaash could have influenced the Akimel 
O’odham production of red-on-buff pottery and cremation burial patterns (Bahr 1983; 
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Doyel 1981, 1989; Ezell 1963, 1983; Haury 1976), Hohokam cemeteries uncovered at late 
Classic period sites reveal striking parallels to historic O’odham burial patterns (Doyel 1991b; 
Mitchell 1992). 

The Bachi phase (A.D. 1450–1750) has been proposed for the Akimel O’odham occupation 
of the Picacho Mountains and the Middle Gila River Valley (Doyel 1991a, 1991b). Phase 
characteristics include pit houses, possibly round houses or ki styles; polished red ware ceramics; 
small village and ranchería settlement patterns; and a mixed subsistence strategy. In the late 
seventeenth century, the Spanish documented six Pima villages along the Middle Gila River 
Valley west of Casa Grande Ruins. Another village was found along the Santa Cruz River near 
Picacho Peak. Villages were self-sufficient, politically autonomous, and organized as patrilineal 
extended families. Each had a community leader and possibly a shaman. The O’odham 
population was estimated between 2,000 and 3,000, though the number of villages and the 
population estimates may be low (Ezell 1983). 

Doyel (1991a) proposed the term Blackwater phase (A.D. 1750–1870) to designate the period 
of Akimel O’odham occupation of the Middle Gila River Valley between Pima Butte and 
Casa Grande Ruins. In this phase, earlier characteristics persisted while new elements were 
introduced. Around A.D. 1750, the O’odham acquired horses and began growing wheat in 
irrigated fields (Doyel 1991a). The newly adopted crop provided them with a reliable winter 
food source, and the horse helped to promote a highly integrated militaristic society to combat 
invading Apaches (Doyel 1991a). 

Nucleated villages developed in response to Apache aggression (Doyel 1989). Residents 
cultivated corn, beans, squash, and cotton, and foraged for mesquite beans, cactus fruits, and 
other native products. Other adaptations included horses, cattle, and other livestock; metal 
implements; trade; and slave raiding. Akimel O’odham agricultural technology included dams, 
dikes, ditches, and perhaps irrigation canals, but whether they used canals at the time of contact 
is still debated (Doelle 1981; Ezell 1961, 1983; Haury 1976). By A.D. 1840, the Akimel 
O’odham were participating in cash markets by supplying beef and wheat to nonnative people 
passing through the area (Ezell 1983). The Mexican-American War (A.D. 1846–1848) and the 
subsequent Gadsden Purchase (A.D. 1853) resulted in the American takeover of some Akimel 
O’odham homelands, but no Euro-American religious or military facilities were constructed in 
the Middle Gila River Valley area (Barnes 1984; Weber 1982). 

Historical Period 
Beginning in the seventeenth century, the Spanish Empire asserted loose control of the territory 
that would become Arizona and held it until 1821, when Mexico gained its independence. In the 
brief period of Mexican control (1821–1848), the nonindigenous population in northern Sonora 
and southern Arizona was sparse; many of the Sonoran missions were abandoned or severely 
depleted. Euro-American settlements in southern Arizona were essentially limited to the isolated 
presidios of Tubac and Tucson. 

In 1848, the bulk of lands north of the Gila River that would later be designated Arizona 
Territory became part of the United States through the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. However, 
all of southern Arizona (including Tucson and Tubac) south of the river remained under the 
jurisdiction of Mexico until 1854, when it was acquired through the Gadsden Purchase. Euro-
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American interest in the territory was sparse until 1848–1849, when gold was discovered in 
California and speculators began traveling in larger numbers across Arizona Territory to reach 
the West Coast. 

Conflict between Native Americans—especially the Apache in the highlands to the east and 
southeast—and Euro-American miners and settlers was inevitable. Despite a government policy 
of peaceful negotiations, soldiers and settlers embarked on hostile campaigns against the Apache. 
Retaliation by Apache-Yavapai coalitions throughout central Arizona led to the establishment 
of Fort McDowell on the lower Verde River in 1865. Eventually, Euro-American settlers would 
count on a defensive line of forts stretching throughout the Apache-Yavapai territories, from 
Prescott to present-day Silver City, New Mexico (Spicer 1986), though no forts were built on the 
Gila River. 

Euro-American development of the Middle Gila River Valley was slow, even after the Apache 
were relocated to their present-day reservations, because of a limited water supply. The initial 
development (1860s) and completion (1880s) of the original Florence Canal system took 
virtually all of the water from the Gila River at the expense of downstream O’odham and 
Piipaash farmers on the Gila River Indian Community (Introcaso 1986). A new Florence Canal 
system was built in the 1880s (Baldwin 1941) comprising an enlarged main canal that extended 
15 miles south of Florence to a basin known as the Picacho Reservoir. Another canal was 
extended west to irrigate lands southwest of Florence, including the Casa Grande Valley. Flood 
damage and financial problems hindered the canal company’s ability to properly maintain the 
system, however, and by 1900, the initial irrigated acreage had not been substantially expanded 
(P-MIP 2002a). This had the effect of limiting the growth of Florence and nearby communities. 

The San Carlos Project 
Euro-American settlers considered the fertile soil of the Middle Gila River Valley the greatest 
resource in Pinal County, but they struggled to develop the means to deliver sufficient water for 
farming. Since the 1890s, the residents of Florence and Casa Grande, as well as others who had 
an interest in developing the region, had been promoting the development of a large-scale 
irrigation system that they called the San Carlos Project. The proposed irrigation system required 
construction of a dam on the Gila River near the Apache Agency at San Carlos to store the 
floodwaters that typically washed through the Valley every spring (Introcaso 1986). The passage 
of the National Reclamation Act of 1902 raised hopes of getting Federal funding for the project, 
but Pinal County was unable to compete successfully against the Salt River Valley, where 
extensive farmland had already been developed. Therefore, while the Salt River Project was 
funded, the San Carlos Project remained conceptual. 

Federal projects on the Gila River Indian Community had focused on developing ground water 
and capturing floodwaters, but these proved to be ineffective, supplying little water, though the 
Federal government had promised to provide enough to irrigate 50,000 acres (P-MIP 1999). 
Initially, non-Indian interests opposed allowing the reservation to receive any surface water from 
the Gila River and instead promoted more ground water development, even suggesting that tribal 
lands be sold to pay for the project (Introcaso 1986). 

Casa Grande Valley farmers eventually changed their views, however, and recognized that a 
combined effort to supply the reservation with water as well as bring irrigation to new private 
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lands might be the best approach to securing Federal funding. At that time, the San Carlos 
Project was promoted as a means to supply water for 40,000 acres on the reservation and 
55,000 acres of nonreservation lands (Introcaso 1986; P-MIP 2002b). Water was in even higher 
demand as the population increased with the relocation of the Territorial Prison to Florence in 
1907 (Gregory et al. 2016). 

Senator Henry Ashurst and Representative Carl Hayden introduced a bill for the San Carlos 
Project in both houses of Congress in 1914. It provided funds to build a dam at San Carlos and a 
diversion dam above Florence, as well as cover the cost of lining canals with concrete to cut the 
loss of water from seepage. The bill had the support of Pinal Mutual Irrigation (successor to the 
Florence Canal Company) and the Casa Grande Valley Water Users’ Association, but it was not 
passed. Nonetheless, Ashurst and Hayden were successful in getting an appropriation in 1916 to 
build the Florence Diversion Dam, the first component of the planned irrigation system. 

In anticipation of this construction, the current FCG Canal was begun east of, and parallel to, the 
old Florence Canal in 1915, and the Pima Lateral from it flowed west to supply the Gila River 
Indian Community during times when the flow in the river channel was too low. Construction of 
the diversion dam began in 1921 and was completed in 1922. The dam was dedicated on May 
10, 1922, when it was renamed Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. Construction of the Sacaton 
Diversion Dam was then initiated farther downstream; that diversion structure was completed in 
June 1925 (P-MIP 2002b). 

By the mid-1920s, the Federal government had a considerable investment in water development 
in Pinal County, but the Gila River Indian Community was still not receiving an adequate supply 
of water. In 1924, Congress approved the San Carlos Act, which authorized construction of a 
storage dam and reservoir (Introcaso 1986). After that, the project became known as the 
San Carlos Irrigation Project (SCIP). Construction was completed in 1929, and two distinct 
organizations were formed to manage the distribution of the water: the Indian Works served the 
Indian lands and SCIDD provided water for non-Indian lands. The common canals and facilities 
became known as the Joint Works. 

By the time the San Carlos (now Coolidge) Dam and reservoir were completed, an extended 
drought curtailed the total amount of water flowing through the watershed, and the reservoir 
never filled as anticipated. As a result, SCIDD started relying on pumping ground water 
from wells along the canal for a considerable portion of the water needed for irrigation 
(Introcaso 1986). Nevertheless, this had a large impact on central Pinal County. From 1928 to 
1938, irrigated land nearly doubled from 75,000 to 132,000 acres (Weisiger 1995). 

As a result of a more reliable supply of water for irrigation, the existing towns grew, and new 
settlements were established. The existing and new agricultural towns, including Coolidge, 
Randolph, La Palma, and Eloy, were linked by transportation networks to facilitate movement 
of produce. Smaller agricultural centers were established near cotton gins. Land speculation was 
rampant leading up to the Great Depression. The irrigated land in Pinal County doubled from 
150,000 acres in 1920 to nearly 300,000 in 1930 (Keane 1991). 

Throughout the 1930s, most new agricultural lands that were developed in Arizona were located 
in Pinal County, though agricultural development was proceeding at a slower pace, and most 
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were irrigated with pumped ground water (Sheridan 1995). In 1950, the permanent workforce in 
the county was 12,000, but that number more than doubled each year as migrant farm workers 
arrived for the fall cotton harvest (Arizona Employment Security Commission 1955). After 1960, 
however, fewer laborers were employed (LeSeur 2000), though agriculture continued to 
dominate the economy of Pinal County. 

Cultural Resources in the Study Area 
The Middle Gila River Valley has been, and remains, an important region for past and present 
inhabitants who have left their mark on the landscape and the history of the area. The 
information that follows summarizes what is currently known regarding cultural resources 
recorded within the APE of the Proposed Action. 

One of the initial tasks undertaken for the project was the preparation of an updated Class I 
literature review for the entirety of the Joint Works system, which includes not only the main 
canals, such as the FCG Canal, Florence Canal, and the FCG Canal Extension, but the network 
of primary laterals that come off of them, with exclusions limited to alignments that were not 
part of the project, including the Pima and Blackwater laterals. Archaeological Consulting 
Services, Ltd., prepared the updated Class I document (Florie et al. 2010), which demonstrated 
that more than 100 documented cultural resource sites occur in the Joint Works system and 
vicinity. The Class I document concluded that additional sites would likely be identified during 
pedestrian survey of the APE given the unevenness of previous research coverage and the age of 
many of those prior projects. For example, many historical-period resources that were not 
50 years of age when originally identified may be considered historical-period sites now under 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) criteria. 

Archaeological Consulting Services, Ltd., completed a Class III pedestrian survey of the 
Proposed Action APE in 2006, from the edge of the settling basin to the western edge of Picacho 
Reservoir. Class I and Class III survey has identified 43 cultural resources within the APE of the 
Proposed Action (Table 5). Of this total, 20 are previously recorded archaeological sites, two are 
cultural resources listed in the Arizona Register of Historic Places (ARHP) that do not have 
assigned Arizona State Museum site numbers, and 21 are newly recorded archaeological sites. 
Seventeen historic properties have been determined eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, 
12 archaeological sites have been determined ineligible, and 14 sites lack sufficient data to 
adequately evaluate them for NRHP eligibility. Six of the 14 sites listed as unevaluated were not 
relocated during archaeological investigations—four archaeological sites and two ARHP-listed 
properties. 
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Table 5. Cultural resources data and management recommendations from the 
Proposed Action Class III survey, settling basin outlet to Picacho Reservoir. 

Site Number/ 
Site Name1 Site Type Comments 

Eligibility 
(Criterion) 

Management 
Recommendations 

Previously Recorded 
AA:2:130 
Pima Lateral 

Historical-
period canal 

Constructed 
1925–1928 

Determined 
eligible (A) 

Features within APE have been 
adequately mitigated by field 
documentation and SCIP HAER. 
No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

AA:2:133 
Florence–Casa 
Grande Canal 
Extension 

Historical-
period canal 

Constructed 
1928–1930 

Determined 
eligible (A and D) 

Features within APE have been 
adequately mitigated by SCIP 
HAER and field documentation. 
No additional cultural resources 
work recommended.* 

AA:2:216 
Bartlett Road 

Historical-
period road 

Constructed ca. 
1920 

Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work recommended.* 

AA:3:117** Prehistoric 
lithic scatter 

Archaic Unevaluated Not relocated within APE. No 
additional cultural resources 
work recommended.* 

AA:3:209 
Casa Grande 
Canal 

Historical-
period canal 

Constructed in 
1889 

Determined 
eligible (A and D) 

Features within APE have been 
adequately mitigated by SCIP 
HAER and field documentation. 
No additional cultural resources 
work recommended.* 

AA:3:211 
Florence Canal 

Historical-
period canal 

Constructed 
1886–1889 

Determined 
eligible (A and D) 

Features within APE have been 
adequately mitigated by SCIP 
HAER and Phase 1 archival 
research. No additional cultural 
resources work required. 

AA:3:215 
Florence–
Casa Grande 
Canal 

Historical-
period canal 

Constructed 
1928–1930 

Determined 
eligible (A) 

Features within APE have been 
adequately mitigated by SCIP 
HAER and field documentation. 
No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

AA:3:324 
Picacho 
Reservoir 

Historical-
period reservoir 

Constructed 
1889–1890 

Determined 
eligible (A) 

Features within APE have been 
adequately mitigated by SCIP 
HAER and field documentation. 
No additional cultural resources 
work recommended.* 

AA:16:303 
Ashurst–
Hayden 
Diversion Dam 
Maintenance 
Facility 

Historical-
period 
structures 

ca. A.D. 1920s–
1950s 

Determined 
eligible (A and C) 

Features within APE have been 
adequately mitigated by SCIP 
HAER and field documentation. 
No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

FF:9:17 
US 80/89 

Historical-
period road 

Site has been 
heavily modified 
within the APE 

Determined 
eligible (A and D) 

Features within APE have been 
adequately mitigated by 
previous documentation. 
No additional cultural resources 
work required. 
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Table 5. Cultural resources data and management recommendations from the 
Proposed Action Class III survey, settling basin outlet to Picacho Reservoir. 

Site Number/ 
Site Name1 Site Type Comments 

Eligibility 
(Criterion) 

Management 
Recommendations 

U:15:5** Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

Not relocated 
within APE 

Unevaluated  Eligibility testing revealed no 
cultural deposits within APE. 
No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:6(ARS)** Historical-
period structure 

ca. A.D. 1912; 
not relocated 
within APE 

Unevaluated Not relocated within APE. No 
additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:13 
U:15:46 
U:15:31 
(MNA) 
Aqueduct 14 

Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450; 
Hohokam 

Determined 
eligible (D) 

Site is heavily disturbed within 
the APE. No additional cultural 
resources work required. 

U:15:47** 
NA 15671 
U:15:35(MNA) 

Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 
with features 

A.D. 300–1450; 
Hohokam 

Unknown  Eligibility testing revealed no 
cultural deposits within the APE. 
No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:124 
Florence Ruin, 
Saturday site, 
Florence 
Pueblo 
(U:16:664) 

Prehistoric 
village with a 
historic 
component 

A.D. 300–1450, 
1870–1962; 
Hohokam; 
only a few 
sherds visible 
within APE 

Determined 
eligible (D) 

Initial Phase 1 data recovery 
within the APE did not identify 
any subsurface deposits. 
Additional Phase 1 data 
recovery required within the 
expanded APE. 

U:15:661 
U:15:7(REC) 
SCIP Utility 
Line 

Historical-
period utility 
line 

Post–A.D. 1930; 
numerous 
segments occur 
within APE 

Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:662 
U:15:5(REC) 
Diversion Dam 
Road 

Historical-
period road 

A.D. 1892–
present; parallels 
the Florence–
Casa Grande 
Canal 

Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:676 
U:15:1(REC) 

Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450; 
Hohokam 

Determined 
eligible (D) 

Boundary testing revealed one 
feature within the APE. Phase 2 
data recovery required. 

U:15:678 
U:15:5(ARS) 

Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450; 
Hohokam 

Determined 
eligible (D) 

Eligibility testing revealed no 
cultural deposits within the APE. 
No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

V:5:198 
Eastern Mining 
Area Hayden–
Coolidge 
Transmission 
Line 

Historical-
period utility 
line 

A.D. 1961–
present for this 
newly recorded 
segment 

Determined 
eligible (A) 

The entire Eastern Mining Area 
Transmission Line is eligible; 
however, this segment has been 
determined noncontributing to 
the site’s overall eligibility. No 
additional cultural resources 
work required. 

90-I (SHPO)** 
Florence 
Archaeological 
District 

Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

B.C. 1200–A.D. 
1450; 
unidentified 
archaeological 
culture(s) 

ARHP-listed (C) No data about this district was 
available from SHPO, and the 
district was not relocated within 
the APE. No additional cultural 
resources work required. 
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Table 5. Cultural resources data and management recommendations from the 
Proposed Action Class III survey, settling basin outlet to Picacho Reservoir. 

Site Number/ 
Site Name1 Site Type Comments 

Eligibility 
(Criterion) 

Management 
Recommendations 

131-I 
(SHPO)** 
Arizona State 
Prison Captain 
of the Guards 
House 

Historical-
period structure 

A.D. 1908–1967 ARHP-listed 
(A and C) 

No data about this site was 
available from SHPO, and the 
site was not relocated within the 
APE. No additional cultural 
resources work required. 

Newly Recorded for This Project 
AA:3:280 Historical-

period trash 
dump 

A.D. 1870–1962 Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

AA:3:283 Historical-
period road 

A.D. 1920s–
1962 

Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

AA:3:284 Historical-
period road 

A.D. 1920s–
1962 

Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

AA:3:285 Historical-
period trash 
scatter 

A.D. 1870–1962 Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

AA:3:286 Historical-
period road 

A.D. 1920s–
1962 

Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

AA;3:287 Historical-
period trash 
scatter 

A.D. 1870–1962 Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:663 
U:15:253 

Prehistoric and 
historical-
period artifact 
scatter 

A.D. 300–1450, 
A.D. 1870–1962 

Determined 
eligible (D) 

Phase 1 data recovery identified 
additional subsurface deposits. 
Additional Phase 1 data 
recovery in the expanded APE 
and Phase 2 data recovery 
required. 

U:15:665 Historical-
period wagon 
road 

A.D. 1870–
1920s 

Determined 
eligible (A and D) 

Archival research mitigated 
effects related to Criteria A and 
D. No additional cultural 
resources work required.  

U:15:666 
Arizona State 
Prison 

Historical-
period structure 

A.D. 1910s–
1920s 

Determined 
eligible (A and D) 

Archival research mitigated 
effects related to Criteria A and 
D. No additional cultural 
resources work required. 

U:15:667 Historical-
period road 

A.D. 1920s–
1962 

Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:852 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450; 
Hohokam 

Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:853 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450; 
Hohokam 

Determined 
ineligible 

No additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:854 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450 Unevaluated Features within the APE have 
been adequately mitigated 
during field recording. No 
additional cultural resources 
work required. 
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Table 5. Cultural resources data and management recommendations from the 
Proposed Action Class III survey, settling basin outlet to Picacho Reservoir. 

Site Number/ 
Site Name1 Site Type Comments 

Eligibility 
(Criterion) 

Management 
Recommendations 

U:15:855 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450 Unevaluated Features within the APE have 
been adequately mitigated 
during field recording. No 
additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:856 Prehistoric 
lithic scatter 

B.C. 12000–
A.D. 1450; 
unidentified 
archaeological 
culture(s) 

Unevaluated Features within the APE have 
been adequately mitigated 
during field recording. No 
additional cultural resources 
work required.* 

U:15:857 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450 Unevaluated. Features within the APE have 
been adequately mitigated 
during field recording. No 
additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:858 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450 Unevaluated. Features within the APE have 
been adequately mitigated 
during field recording. No 
additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:859 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450 Recommended 
ineligible* 

Features within the APE have 
been adequately mitigated 
during field recording. No 
additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:860 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450 Determined 
eligible (D) 

Features within the APE have 
been adequately mitigated 
during field recording. No 
additional cultural resources 
work required. 

U:15:861 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450, 
Hohokam 

Unevaluated Avoidance or eligibility testing 
required. 

U:15:862 Prehistoric 
artifact scatter 

A.D. 300–1450, 
Hohokam 

Unevaluated Avoidance or eligibility testing 
required. 

1 Site numbers are AZ…(ASM) unless otherwise noted. 
* Denotes that consultation on management recommendations for this site has not yet been completed. 
** Denotes previously recorded sites that were not relocated during survey. 
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Based on the Class I and Class III survey data, the majority of the previously and newly 
documented prehistoric sites within the APE are associated with the Hohokam archaeological 
culture, though one previously recorded site reportedly is associated with the Archaic, several 
other sites cannot be accurately characterized based on the observed surface remains, and some 
sites may contain later occupations. These later occupations form a cultural and physical bridge 
between the Hohokam and the modern Native American groups in the area today, specifically 
the Akimel O’odham and Piipaash groups of the Gila and Salt river valleys. Thus, it is not 
unexpected that these modern groups maintain a fundamental interest in the ancient villages, 
resource procurement sites, and irrigation canals that can be found throughout these river valleys 
and adjacent desert lands and mountains. These Native American groups maintain continuing 
long-term cultural and social ties to these ancient sites on the landscape; to them, the past is not 
an abstraction but an ongoing, tangible part of their everyday lives (Bahr 2007; Darling and 
Lewis 2007; Lopez 2007). Because the descendants of the Hohokam remain in the study area and 
vicinity, the cultural environment and the archaeological sites documented in the construction 
area take on added meaning and relevance that must be taken into consideration. 

The historical-period sites range from irrigation features associated with the SCIP system to 
homesteads, ranches, and businesses of settlers and entrepreneurs, to territorial prison buildings, 
to linear transportation resources such as wagon roads, farm roads, and railroads. Euro-
Americans began settling the region in the latter half of the nineteenth century, focusing 
primarily on mining and farming activities. The potential productivity of the land was recognized 
early on, and preliminary attempts at irrigation and development of agricultural fields involved 
reusing available Hohokam canals and engineering new canals, such as the original Florence 
Canal to supply water from the Gila River. With the construction of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion 
Dam in the 1920s, existing towns such as Florence grew in size and importance, while others, 
such as Coolidge, were established to take advantage of the now reliable water source. During 
the Great Depression, the area’s abundant cotton fields attracted migrant workers fleeing the 
Dust Bowl states. Many migrant workers stayed and established small towns, such as Randolph 
and La Palma. Many of the little towns, buildings, and facilities they built are now gone, leaving 
behind only foundations and artifact scatters, while other built features of the cultural 
environment remain, such as irrigation features associated with the SCIP system. 

In the early 1990s, Reclamation prepared two documents on SCIP. The first was an overview 
and evaluation of significance of SCIP (Pfaff 1994), which was followed by a HAER (Pfaff 
1996) that served as mitigation for the planned future rehabilitation of the Joint Works. The 
Arizona SHPO accepted the draft HAER document (Appendix G letter dated October 3, 1995) 
and the National Park Service accepted the final HAER document (Appendix G letter dated 
April 18, 1996) as mitigation for the rehabilitation. 

3.6.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
With the No Action alternative, there would be no rehabilitation or significant new construction 
on the existing main canals. However, ongoing maintenance and repair of the SCIP system 
would have the potential to affect some or all of the cultural resources located along the existing 
main canals. 
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Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
Both action alternatives would use similar upper FCG Canal and link canal alignments. 
Consequently, the number of sites potentially affected along these alignments is similar between 
the action alternatives. Mitigation of adverse effects on historic properties requires that the 
strategy be tailored to the site, specifically to address adverse effects on the NRHP criteria under 
which it is eligible. To mitigate adverse effects on historic properties located within the APE, 
sites can be avoided or those eligible under Criterion A or B would likely require archival 
research; sites eligible under Criterion C, such as China Wash Flume, would require archival 
research and a HAER; and sites eligible under Criterion D would require Phase 1 data recovery. 
Avoidance or eligibility testing would be required for sites where the eligibility is unknown 
while boundary testing would be necessary in cases where it is unclear whether a site extends 
into the APE. 

Within the existing canal right-of-way, the known cultural resources have been severely 
disturbed, with lesser disturbance along the outer margins of the alignments. Disturbances along 
these margins are expected where access roads, drainage outflow channels, and utility lines 
occur, and from agricultural activities, which can disturb sediments as deep as several feet below 
the surface. The degree of disturbance to sites can vary as a result. For example, some 
components of prehistoric sites tend be deeper than the plow zone, such as burials, canals, and 
structural floors and subfloor features, and, therefore, remnants may still exist along the margins. 
Given the depth and width of the existing canal alignments, little is expected to have survived 
within and directly adjacent to them. However, beyond the previously impacted areas, it is 
expected that many of the sites have significant data remaining along the outer margins of the 
canal right-of-way. 

Class III survey has been completed for the Proposed Action APE. 

Once Reclamation has received concurrence on eligibility determinations and effect for the 
cultural resources identified therein, Reclamation will submit an HPTP to all consulting parties 
outlining its recommendations for mitigation of adverse effects on all identified historic 
properties and potentially eligible sites, including as appropriate, avoidance measures, archival 
research, HAER preparation, Phase 1 data recovery, eligibility testing, and/or boundary testing. 

Upon receipt of concurrence with the HPTP, Reclamation would develop an MOA in concert 
with the consulting parties, identifying the historic properties requiring mitigation, outlining 
those mitigation strategies, and identifying protocols for inadvertent discoveries. The MOA must 
be signed by all concurring parties prior to issuance of a Final EA. Cultural resource mitigation 
would only be implemented if a Finding of No Significant Impact is issued for the project. 

Florence Canal Alternative (Proposed Action) 
Excluding the six sites not relocated during archaeological investigations, at least 25 eligible or 
potentially eligible sites occur within the Proposed Action APE, of which 12 are prehistoric sites, 
11 are historical-period sites, and two are multicomponent sites. Ashurst–Hayden Diversion 
Dam, the FCG Canal, the Florence Canal, the Pima Lateral, and Picacho Reservoir are included 
among the historical-period sites. 
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The Florence Canal, the upper FCG Canal, and highways and transmission lines, which 
constitute a majority of the historical-period sites along the Proposed Action alignment, will not 
have significant subsurface deposits associated with them; their significant data lie with archival 
data detailing their construction and social histories. However, the farmsteads, ranches, 
commercial, and prison-related sites along the corridor may contain significant subsurface 
deposits in the construction area, in addition to potential archival data housed at various 
repositories, such as local museums, libraries, historical societies, and government archives. 

Though it is clear that this alternative may potentially require a substantial level of cultural 
resources mitigation for the eligible sites, it should not be considered a fatal flaw given the 
general high density of prehistoric and historical-period sites along the Gila River and 
surrounding Florence and Picacho Reservoir. That is, it is likely that any alignment through these 
areas would encounter the same number, or possibly even a larger number, of eligible sites. 
Because this alternative would primarily use existing canal right-of-way, most of the potential 
sites along the right-of-way are already known, except where new construction would occur 
(primarily the segment of the Florence Canal to be relocated in Reach 2). Previously 
undocumented sites are likely to occur along the proposed link canal. 

FCG Canal Alternative 
The FCG Canal Alternative would require substantially more ground disturbance than the 
Proposed Action. The FCG Canal Alternative would involve construction of 24.5 miles of new 
canal and drainage channels on new alignment as well as the rehabilitation of an additional 35.9 
miles of existing canal. By comparison, the Proposed Action would result in the construction of 
8.6 miles of new canal or drainage channels on new alignment, and rehabilitation of 17.2 miles 
of existing canals. Compared with the Proposed Action, the FCG Canal Alternative would 
potentially affect a greater number of eligible and potentially eligible sites because extension of 
the FCG Canal to connect with the proposed link canal could affect previously recorded sites 
north of Picacho Reservoir and widening of the canal would be expected to result in the 
identification of new sites. 

Cumulative Impacts 
The action alternatives would incrementally contribute to adverse effects on historic properties in 
the study area. Those effects would be cumulative to effects from other major actions, such as 
past agricultural and urban development, road construction, and installation of utilities. 
Additional sites are likely to be impacted by reasonably foreseeable future actions, such as the 
construction of Phase 3 canal and lateral improvements; widening of I-10; installation of the 
Tucson Electric Power and Salt River Project high-voltage transmission lines; development of 
the in-situ copper recovery operation; development of solar power generation projects, and 
development of future planned residential, commercial, and industrial land uses surrounding 
Florence, Coolidge, and Casa Grande. 

The Proposed Action would have fewer cumulative adverse effects on historic properties 
compared with the FCG Canal Alternative. 
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Consultation 
Consultation with SHPO and interested Native American Tribes has been initiated and is 
ongoing. Reclamation initially contacted several Native American Tribes (refer to list in 
Section 4.1.2) that potentially had interests or concerns associated with the proposed 
undertaking, as well as SHPO. The Ak-Chin Indian Community, the Hopi Tribe, SHPO, and the 
White Mountain Apache Tribe responded to Reclamation’s initial notice. The Hopi Tribe and 
SHPO requested continuing consultation on the project. The Ak-Chin Indian Community 
deferred to the Gila River Indian Community, and the White Mountain Apache Tribe stated that 
the project would not affect its cultural heritage resources (Appendix B). Reclamation has 
continued to consult with the Gila River Indian Community, the Hopi Tribe, and SHPO as well 
as other project partners, such as BIA/SCIP, SCIDD, and P-MIP, in compliance with Section 106 
of the NHPA. Based on consultation conducted through December 2016, no Traditional Cultural 
Properties or sacred sites have been identified in the study area. 

Reclamation completed a Class III historic and archaeological resources survey of the 
Proposed Action’s construction area for Reaches 1–3 and forwarded it to all consulting parties 
for consultation. SHPO concurred with Reclamation’s determinations and recommendations 
(Appendix G). Reclamation developed an MOA with stipulations for treatment of historic 
properties identified during the survey that was signed by the consulting parties and 
implemented. Reclamation consulted on the results of the treatment plan and received 
concurrence on its determinations and recommendations. Subsequent revision and expansion of 
the APE necessitated additional survey on portions of Reaches 1–3 that Reclamation completed 
in 2016. Reclamation will continue to consult with the consulting parties regarding eligibility, 
effect, mitigation of adverse effects, and sufficiency of mitigation. Reclamation will develop an 
MOA for treatment of those historic properties identified within the expanded APE following 
receipt of concurrence on eligibility and effect. Additional detail on compliance requirements 
under Section 106 of the NHPA is provided in Section 6.0. 

3.7 INDIAN TRUST ASSETS 
3.7.1 Affected Environment 
ITAs are legal interests in assets held in trust by the United States for Native American Tribes or 
individual Native Americans. These assets are held by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior as the 
trustee. ITAs can include, but are not limited to, land resources, water rights, minerals, and 
hunting and fishing rights. The United States, including all of its bureaus and agencies, has a 
fiduciary responsibility to protect and maintain rights reserved by or granted to Indian Tribes or 
individual tribal members by treaties, statutes, and EOs. This trust responsibility requires that all 
Federal agencies ensure their actions protect trust assets. Secretarial Order 3175 (incorporated 
into the Departmental Manual [DM] at 512 DM 2) requires that the potential impacts of U.S. 
Department of the Interior bureau actions on ITAs must be addressed in planning and decision 
documents, such as this EA. 

In 1935, the U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona issued the Globe Equity No. 59 
Decree (Gila River Decree), which recognized the right of the United States to demand and 
divert Gila River water for irrigation of 50,546 acres of Indian farmland on the Gila River 
Indian Community. Water rights described in the Globe Equity Decree and the Settlement 
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Agreement are held in trust by the United States on behalf of the Gila River Indian Community 
and are considered an ITA. Gila River water associated with these water rights is conveyed 
through the SCIP Joint Works and Indian Works facilities to the Gila River Indian Community. 

3.7.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
With the No Action alternative, rehabilitation would not be undertaken, there would be no 
improvements to operational efficiencies or surface water reliability, operation and maintenance 
costs would not be reduced, control and measurement of surface waters would not be improved, 
and water conservation would not be realized. Water losses through infiltration and spillage 
would continue throughout the SCIP system and would negatively affect irrigation water 
supplies important to protecting and fulfilling the Gila River Indian Community’s surface water 
rights. Furthermore, without replacement of the China Wash Flume, the flume would be at a 
heightened risk of failure. If the flume fails, water delivery to Gila River Indian Community 
farmland downstream would be halted for an extended period until such time as a replacement or 
temporary bypass system could be constructed. With the No Action alternative, there would be 
no construction and, therefore, no impact to Indian lands held under trust. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
From the bifurcation of the Florence Canal/FCG Canal to the Pima Lateral Canal, the proposed 
rehabilitation would have a beneficial effect on the Gila River Indian Community’s access to 
water from the Gila River and the associated water rights. As part of the larger system 
improvements, rehabilitation would improve operational efficiencies of the SCIP main 
conveyance system, increase the reliability of water deliveries, reduce operation and 
maintenance costs, and reduce water losses from the system (i.e., conserve water). The conserved 
water would enable the Gila River Indian Community to develop additional on-Reservation land 
and put more of its SCIP water to beneficial use.4 

The improvements associated with the Proposed Action and the FCG Canal Alternative would 
not be within the jurisdiction of the Gila River Indian Community and, therefore, construction 
would not directly affect lands held under trust. 

The effects on the ITA would be effectively the same under either action alternative. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Positive effects on the ITA have resulted from past Phase 1 SCIP rehabilitation activities, which 
included the rehabilitation of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam and headworks and the 
installation of facilities to remove coarse sediment from irrigation water. In addition, P-MIP is 
currently rehabilitating/lining the SCIP-owned Pima Lateral canal (which delivers irrigation 
water from the FCG Canal to the Gila River Indian Community) and on-Reservation SCIP canals 
that convey Gila River water directly to agricultural lands. These past and present improvements 
contribute positive effects on the ITA by improving conveyance efficiency and reliability, 

 
4 The PEIS completed in 1997 for P-MIP addressed on-Reservation development that would result from 

rehabilitation of SCIP canals. 
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improving water quality, conserving water, reducing maintenance requirements and associated 
operating costs, and extending the life of the SCIP system. 

The lining of the main irrigation canals, the replacement of the China Wash Flume, and other 
improvements to Joint Works under the action alternatives for Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 would 
represent an incremental beneficial cumulative impact on the ITA when considered with these 
past and present actions. Cumulative effects on the ITA would be effectively the same for either 
action alternative. 

3.8 GEOLOGY AND SOILS 
3.8.1 Affected Environment 
The Lower Basin and Range Province of Arizona is characterized by numerous mountain ranges 
that rise from broad, plain-like valleys or basins. The study area consists of plains with low 
mountains that range from 1,000 to 3,000 feet in elevation.5 Potentially active faults that could 
generate 6.5 to 7.2 magnitude quakes are scattered throughout southeastern and central Arizona. 
All of those faults have low slip rates, long intervals between rupture, and have had little historic 
activity. The study area has a low, or moderate to low, earthquake hazard level (Arizona 
Geological Survey 2000; USGS 2014). 

Quaternary and upper Tertiary sedimentary deposits characterize the study area and vicinity 
(Hendricks 1985). Four soil types occur in the study area. Soils from the Picacho Reservoir to the 
Florence vicinity are in the Casa Grande–Mohall–La Palma Association. These are well-drained 
soils formed in mixed old alluvium on valley plains and lower slopes. Soils southeast of 
Coolidge and northeast of Florence are in the Torrifluvents Association. This association consists 
of well-drained to somewhat excessively drained soils in sandy or clayey alluvium. Soils east of 
Coolidge are in the Mohall-Vecont-Pinamt Association. These are well-drained soils formed in 
mixed old alluvium on broad valley plains. Soils near Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam are in the 
Chiricahua-Cellar Association. These soils consist of well-drained soils formed on low granitic 
mountains and pediments of strongly weathered, coarse-grained granite. Soils generally consist 
of loam, clay loam, and sandy to fine sandy loam. 

3.8.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
With the No Action alternative, no construction would occur; however, approximately 950 acres 
would be subjected to recurrent maintenance (e.g., sediment dredging and spoiling, canal bank 
maintenance, road maintenance). The SCIP Phase 1 sediment removal facilities, which became 
operational in the first quarter of 2012, allow coarse sediment to be removed from Gila River 
water and stockpiled near Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. Fine sediments (silt and clay) 
suspended in irrigation water would continue to be conveyed through the canal system and 
deposited on agricultural fields downstream. Depending on the flows, some of these sediments 
may settle-out in the canals at points of low water velocities, such as upstream of check 
structures. When flow rates increase during deliveries, corresponding flow velocities would 
increase, causing previously deposited sediment to be entrained and carried downstream. 
 
5 Elevations in this document are referenced to mean sea level. 
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Under the No Action alternative, excess irrigation or storm water would continue to be conveyed 
to Picacho Reservoir, where the water would be stored for an undefined length of time, 
depending on downstream irrigation orders and storage capacity. The level of sedimentation in 
Picacho Reservoir would continue to vary over time, based on the amount and size of sediment 
carried in the flows directed to the reservoir and the length of time water is impounded. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
The main impacts to geology and soils through implementation of the project would be related 
to excavation and compaction and the transport of sediment in the study area. The action 
alternatives would require the reconstruction of existing canal segments, construction of new 
canal segments, and construction of a regulating reservoir. Construction of the adjacent 
maintenance roads on both sides of the new main canal would also require earthwork and soil 
compaction. 

As described under the No Action alternative, most of the coarse sediment would be removed 
from Gila River water, and fine sediments (silt and clay) suspended in irrigation water would 
continue to be conveyed through the canal system and deposited on agricultural fields 
downstream. Some of these sediments may settle-out in the canals at points of low water 
velocities. When flow rates increase during deliveries, corresponding flow velocities would 
increase, causing previously deposited sediment to be entrained and carried downstream. 

Under the action alternatives, storm runoff carrying sediment would be conveyed downstream to 
Picacho Reservoir. The level of sedimentation in Picacho Reservoir would continue to vary over 
time, based on the amount and size of sediment carried in the flows directed to the reservoir and 
the length of time water is impounded. 

The potential for ground subsidence and earth fissuring would not increase with the action 
alternatives because the action does not involve the extraction of ground water. With the study 
area’s low seismic potential, the project would not likely be affected by seismic activity. 

The use and storage of heavy equipment and other vehicles during construction would result in 
temporary soil disturbance and compaction in the construction area and at locations used for 
staging and stockpiling. However, these soils would be expected to recover in the long-term once 
equipment is removed and vehicular traffic ceases. Though these impacts would generally occur 
within existing canal right-of-way, the realignment of a portion of the Florence Canal and the 
construction of the link canal and regulating reservoir would be the exceptions. Supplemental 
environmental review would be undertaken if staging or stockpiling areas are identified beyond 
the limits of the construction area evaluated in the EA. 

Florence Canal Alternative (Proposed Action) 
The Proposed Action would require the reconstruction of the existing canal segments along the 
length of the proposed main canal alignment (from the settling basin outlet to Picacho 
Reservoir), the construction of a new parallel concrete-lined canal in Reach 1A and 1C, a 
realignment of the existing piped segment of the Florence Canal in Florence (Reach 2B), a new 
link canal (Reach 3B), a new regulating reservoir (Reach 3B), and a new interim earthen canal 
(Reach 3C). The Proposed Action would be expected to impact soils on 268 acres of desert scrub 
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and 92 acres of agricultural land; the other disturbances would be on existing canals and 
associated features, including maintenance roads. A total of 8.6 miles of the system would be 
constructed on a new alignment. Impacts associated with excavation and soil compaction would 
be permanent but would not extend beyond the immediate area of construction. 

FCG Canal Alternative 
The types of permanent and temporary excavation and soil compaction impacts anticipated with 
the FCG Canal Alternative would be similar to the Proposed Action, though the FCG Canal 
Alternative would involve additional disturbance, excavation, and compaction with the 
construction of additional miles of canal. In contrast with the Proposed Action, the FCG Canal 
Alternative would disturb soils and geology with the construction of the new drainage channel 
and new laterals in Reaches 2 and 3. The FCG Canal Alternative would place 24.5 miles of the 
system on a new alignment, compared with 8.6 miles for the Proposed Action. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Impacts to geology and soils with the action alternatives would be cumulative with other past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable actions in the study area. Past actions that have affected soils 
include farmland development, urbanization, and construction of transportation, irrigation, and 
utility infrastructure. Activities such as field leveling, crop tilling, and construction excavation, 
fill, and compaction have impacted soils over a broad area, including significant portions of the 
proposed construction area for the action alternatives. Future actions could incrementally impact 
soils in areas potentially affected by infrastructure around Florence and Coolidge, combined with 
highway improvement projects, development of the in-situ copper recovery mine, solar power 
generation projects, and construction of several new electrical power transmission lines. 

Cumulative effects would be similar between the action alternatives, though the cut and fill 
limits of the Proposed Action would be somewhat smaller than the FCG Canal Alternative. 
Cumulative effects of both action alternatives on soils and geology would be minor in 
comparison with other land disturbances in the study area, which collectively have had or will 
have a significant effect on the environment. 

3.9 WATER RESOURCES AND WATER QUALITY 
3.9.1 Affected Environment 
Surface Water Resources 
The study area is in the Middle Gila River watershed, which includes the Gila River 
between Coolidge Dam and Painted Rock Dam. The 649-mile Gila River originates in western 
New Mexico, flows generally west–southwest across Arizona, and outlets in the Colorado River 
near the city of Yuma. In its upper reaches, above Coolidge Dam, the Gila River is free-flowing. 
Coolidge Dam, which impounds the San Carlos Reservoir, is at the northeast end of the study 
area. 

The Gila River flows east to west through the study area from Coolidge Dam to Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam—a distance of approximately 70 miles. A review of topographic maps identified 
more than 100 ephemeral tributaries of the Gila River in this area. In addition to the identified 
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tributaries, a number of smaller ephemeral washes drain into the Gila River. West of Ashurst–
Hayden Diversion Dam, the Gila River flows parallel to, and north of, the study area before 
turning northwest and diverging from the study area near Coolidge, Arizona. 

Stream flow in the Gila River upstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam is highly variable 
and is dependent on upstream releases from Coolidge Dam; flows from tributaries, including the 
San Pedro River (downstream of Coolidge Dam); and precipitation in the watershed. Today, 
releases from Coolidge Dam are based almost entirely on irrigation water orders from SCIDD 
and the Gila River Indian Community. Except during large flood events, all of the water that 
reaches Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam is diverted to the FCG Canal for irrigating farmland 
downstream; therefore, the Gila River downstream of the diversion dam is usually dry. An 
overall 17-year average annual Gila River water delivery to SCIDD and the Gila River Indian 
Community is 112,575 and 140,459 AF, respectively, based on unpublished data provided by 
SCIP in 2012 (L. Nelson, BIA/SCIP, personal communication, March 5, 2012). Due to transit 
losses and evapotranspiration, an average of only 56,654 and 89,825 AF, respectively, is actually 
delivered to the croplands of each part. These averages are lower than historic averages that 
occurred prior to 2000 due to persistent drought. Deliveries to each entity can exceed 
200,000 AF in years when water supplies are not constrained by drought. The acreage of 
agricultural land cultivated varies from year to year, mainly dependent on water availability. 

Occasionally, water stored above Coolidge Dam is depleted due to drought conditions and, 
despite water orders from downstream farmers, little or no water can be released from the dam, 
leaving the Gila River between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam relatively 
dry. Historically, the SCIP system has been shut down for a five-week period in November to 
allow for annual inspection and maintenance of facilities. During that time frame, water is not 
released from San Carlos Reservoir for irrigation deliveries to SCIDD and P-MIP agricultural 
users. Starting in 2010 and continuing through 2016, a modified seasonal water outage was 
developed to accommodate construction. This modified water outage is now known as the 5-3-5 
dry-up, and consists of two five-week water outages separated by a three-week period of 
irrigation delivery. The first of the five-week outages would coincide with the annual 
maintenance dry-up. The 5-3-5 dry-up sequence is expected to be the normal pattern of dry-ups 
to the system in the future for those years when construction is required. 

The suspension of irrigation water releases from Coolidge Dam during these construction and 
maintenance dry-ups results in temporary but substantial reductions of flow in the Gila River 
downstream of Coolidge Dam. During these dry-ups, the Gila River still experiences low levels 
of flow from several sources, including minor leakage from the Coolidge Dam spillway, flows 
into the Gila River from tributaries downstream of Coolidge Dam, and occasional surfacing of 
shallow subsurface flows due to localized geologic conditions. With increasing distance 
downstream, however, surface flow becomes negligible and often disappears before reaching the 
community of Kelvin, approximately 20 river miles upstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion 
Dam. 

Data on stream flows for the period from 1999 to 2013 were collected from the USGS stream 
gauge on the Gila River below Coolidge Dam (Station No. 09469500) and the USGS stream 
gauge on the FCG Canal near Florence (Station No. 09475500) below Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam (USGS 2015). These data show that the greatest flow levels occurred from 
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March through August, with a monthly average flow rate of 328.8 cfs in the Gila River and 318.7 
cfs in the FCG Canal. The highest average monthly flow rate of 894.1 cfs in the Gila River and 
847.4 in the FCG Canal occurred in July 2010. Comparatively, the average monthly flow for 
January and February of that year was 76.6 cfs in the Gila River and 177.5 cfs in the FCG Canal. 
These numbers indicate that agricultural interests rely most heavily on irrigation water from 
Coolidge Dam in the spring and summer months. The scheduled annual maintenance dry-up or 
5-3-5 dry-up begins at the end of October or early November and thus limits the effect of the 
dry-up on agricultural interests. 

The average monthly flows in October are 127 cfs in the Gila River and 111 cfs in the 
FCG Canal. For November, the average monthly flows are 5 cfs and 1 cfs, respectively. Table 6 
details the average monthly flow at the USGS gaging station below Coolidge Dam and at the 
USGS gaging station at the FCG Canal near Florence for the 15-year period of 1999 through 
2013 (USGS 2015). 

From the Pima Lateral to the north end of Picacho Reservoir, four ephemeral washes flow from 
the east and cross the CAP canal via overchutes or siphons before outfalling (discharging) to the 
FCG Canal, where they are conveyed to Picacho Reservoir. An unidentified number of smaller 
ephemeral washes enter the proposed construction area and greater study area between Ashurst–
Hayden Diversion Dam and Picacho Reservoir. These smaller washes may flow along the 
CAP canal before crossing at an overchute and flowing into the FCG Canal or the 
FCG Diversion Drainage Channel. 

Currently, the CAP is a minor secondary source of surface water available to SCIDD. There are 
five existing turnouts that can deliver CAP water to SCIDD: one to the North Side Canal, two to 
the FCG Canal upstream of the Pima Lateral, one to the Pima Lateral, and one to the Hohokam 
Main Canal. Colorado River water from the CAP is used to supplement ground water during the 
annual maintenance dry-ups and when there are water shortages on the Gila River. Total 
CAP water supplied to SCIDD from 2000 through 2013 was 52,446 AF, with an annual average 
of 5,245 AF. Unlike the Gila River Indian Community, which has a CAP water entitlement under 
a contract with the United States, SCIDD has no entitlement and must purchase excess 
(Agricultural Settlement Pool) CAP water on an annual basis from the Central Arizona Water 
Conservation District. 
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Table 6. Average monthly flows (cfs) from the USGS station on the Gila River below Coolidge Dam (Below Coolidge) and 
the USGS station on the FCG Canal below Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam (FCG Canal) from 1999 through 
2013 and identification of the scheduled annual dry-up for canal maintenance. 

Year 
USGS 
Station Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Scheduled 
Annual  
Dry-Up Period 

1999 Below 
Coolidge 

72.5 160.4 355.1 156 250.8 0.918 47.1 321.8 125.4 84.5 1.88 168.8 Oct. 25–Dec. 3 

FCG 
Canal 

105.9 167.6 329.1 174.7 218.8 15.4 121.7 361.4 183.5 74.6 0 149.6 

2000 Below 
Coolidge 

72.4 131.4 277.7 357.1 121 3.42 4.87 21.6 18.7 0.345 3.54 229.1 Oct. 23–Nov. 30 

FCG 
Canal 

84.6 148.9 259.9 329.5 119.1 17.7 11.2 108.8 32 97.1 0.41 229.1 

2001 Below 
Coolidge 

41.3 122.6 403.8 462.8 543.7 627.8 704.9 462.3 269.6 204.1 0.81 258.4 Oct. 28–Dec. 1 

FCG 
Canal 

83.1 161 390.3 504.9 508.7 580 718.9 486.6 244.4 194.6 0 215.8 

2002 Below 
Coolidge 

96.5 142.7 235.9 22.9 21.8 1.09 1.32 56.7 58.1 112.9 12.6 117.9 Oct. 26–Nov. 29 

FCG 
Canal 

109.9 129.2 239.1 29.9 0.466 0 0 35.2 32.2 82.6 0 104 

2003 Below 
Coolidge 

72.9 152.3 326.5 218.2 95.5 7.53 32.8 1.05 1.25 0.781 0.59 70.5 Oct. 27–Dec. 3 

FCG 
Canal 

76.5 173 357.4 209.3 80.7 1.8 38.6 30.7 5.97 0 0 29.5 

2004 Below 
Coolidge 

98.1 146.3 284.9 405.5 238.3 1.38 1 115.1 79.2 38 20.1 125 Oct. 24–Nov. 26 

FCG 
Canal 

71.9 122.7 274.4 346.8 197.1 0 2.58 104.2 54.9 22.3 0 106.9 

2005 Below 
Coolidge 

106.6 69 379.9 641.2 564 721.3 817.5 519.2 471.3 223.2 1.12 304 Oct. 31–Dec. 1 

FCG 
Canal 

114.7 287.7 348.3 581.6 498.6 644.1 756.4 535.4 486.5 222.7 0.24 275.8 

2006 Below 
Coolidge 

176.1 228 218.3 399.3 491.6 500.9 383.8 336.5 293 230.7 0.954 306.6 Oct. 30–Dec. 9 

FCG 
Canal 

174.4 237 218.6 375.9 435.6 439 406 561.6 407 258.5 0 266.9 
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Table 6. Average monthly flows (cfs) from the USGS station on the Gila River below Coolidge Dam (Below Coolidge) and 
the USGS station on the FCG Canal below Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam (FCG Canal) from 1999 through 
2013 and identification of the scheduled annual dry-up for canal maintenance. 

Year 
USGS 
Station Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Scheduled 
Annual  
Dry-Up Period 

2007 Below 
Coolidge 

194.1 201.1 439.4 490.7 536.4 666.4 665.4 413.9 204.4 153.5 0.392 101 Oct. 29–Dec. 3 

FCG 
Canal 

209 211.4 398.5 453.5 461.6 578 646.3 451.4 198.1 151.9 0 176.6 

2008 Below 
Coolidge 

138.2 166.1 532.6 674.1 521.9 616.9 589.3 379 241 236.5 0.945 220.9 Oct. 27–Dec. 1 

FCG 
Canal 

256.6 317.3 516.3 634.5 467.9 504 589.2 424.3 245.3 230.5 0 215.4 

2009 Below 
Coolidge 

164.2 229.6 503.9 550.2 587 370.8 453.8 560 196.6 187.1 0.837 58.9 Oct. 26–Nov. 30 

FCG 
Canal 

172.3 272.1 484.2 531.8 548.2 343.3 415 512 196.2 191.4 0 44.9 

2010 Below 
Coolidge 

41.8 111.4 239.4 584.2 622.5 837.9 894.1 635.7 397.6 264.2 0.96 317.1 Nov. 1–Dec.5; 
Dec. 27–Jan. 29 
(2010/2011)  FCG 

Canal 
136.1 218.8 429.8 576.8 540.2 732.2 847.4 661.9 402.9 278.0 13.3 289.8 

2011 Below 
Coolidge 

52.4 228.1 372.8 678.7 361.3 357.3 312.2 120.4 1.06 0.995 3.89 38.9 Oct. 31–Dec. 5; 
Dec. 26–Jan. 30 
(2011/2012)  FCG 

Canal 
21.6 255.5 346.7 362.5 329.9 298.0 325.5 149.4 48.8 0 0 20.1 

2012 Below 
Coolidge 

38.1 157.5 138.3 175.3 179.1 52.5 0.797 8.14 54.9 40.0 9.87 48.2 Oct. 29–Dec. 3; 
Dec. 24–Jan. 28 
(2012/2013)  FCG 

Canal 
4.9 140.3 117.8 154.9 164.3 52.7 21.1 47.1 58.8 32.0 2.37 46.2 

2013 Below 
Coolidge 

13.6 99.7 110.5 262.0 17.1 0.9 28.3 204.2 126.8 130.4 18.5 103.4 Oct. 28–Dec. 2; 
Dec. 23–Jan. 27 
(2013/2014)  FCG 

Canal 
31.2 102.2 115.8 222.2 38.0 0 22.9 159.4 118.1 110.6 0 85.3 

1999–
2013 
(cfs)1 

Below 
Coolidge 

92 156 321 385 343 318 329 277 169 127 5 165 NA 

FCG 
Canal 

110 196 322 366 307 280 328 309 181 111 1 150 NA 
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Table 6. Average monthly flows (cfs) from the USGS station on the Gila River below Coolidge Dam (Below Coolidge) and 
the USGS station on the FCG Canal below Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam (FCG Canal) from 1999 through 
2013 and identification of the scheduled annual dry-up for canal maintenance. 

Year 
USGS 
Station Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Scheduled 
Annual  
Dry-Up Period 

1999–
2013 
(AF)2 

Below 
Coolidge 

5,647 8,648 19,702 22,869 21,053 18,889 20,194 17,002 10,038 7,795 297 10,127 NA 

FCG 
Canal 

6,752 10,866 19,764 21,740 18,844 16,632 20,133 18,966 10,751 6,813 59 9,207 NA 

Source: USGS 2015 
1 Flow rate in the study area averaged by month across all years 
2 AF per month averaged across all years 
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Surface Water Quality 
Water supplied through the SCIP system is used almost exclusively for crop irrigation. 
Relatively minor amounts of water are delivered for landscape irrigation in Florence and 
Coolidge. With respect to these water uses, there are no water quality restrictions on surface 
water supplies. The primary surface water quality issue is the sediment load conveyed by the 
Gila River, particularly during flood events. Approximately 1,320 AF of sediment (equaled or 
exceeded 75 percent of the time) is diverted annually into the FCG Canal at Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam. As a result of this high sediment load, sediment is deposited throughout the 
distribution system in the headworks, canals, reservoirs, and on irrigated fields within SCIP, 
resulting in increased operation and maintenance costs, and reduced conveyance capacities. The 
new sediment settling basin completed in the Phase 1 rehabilitation efforts is designed to remove 
coarser sediment from Gila River water before it is discharged to the SCIP main canal system for 
downstream delivery. Suspended concentrations of fine sediment will continue to be conveyed 
throughout the system. Depending on the flows, some of these sediments may settle-out in the 
canals at points of low water velocities, such as upstream of check structures. It is anticipated 
that these sediments would be entrained and carried downstream as canal deliveries increase. 
If sediment deposition becomes a problem for water operations, mechanical removal may be 
necessary. 

Though no quantitative measurement has been made, anecdotal sources suggest that another 
potential source of water quality concern stems from animal access to the canals. Much of the 
canal system is unfenced, and domestic livestock and wildlife are known to enter canals to obtain 
water. On occasion, animals are unable to escape from the canal and drown. The carcasses can 
remain in the canal for days until maintenance crews discover and remove them. Decaying 
remains could affect water quality downstream. 

The salt content of surface water supplies is within an acceptable range for irrigation of crops 
and turf. The average total dissolved solids (TDS) of Gila River water at Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam is 550 milligrams per liter (mg/l) (Central Arizona Salinity Study 2003).6 
Salt buildup is managed on agricultural fields in the SCIDD service area by farmers, who apply 
additional water to the fields, as needed, to leach salt out of the plant root zone. 

Salinity of water supplied by the CAP varies considerably, depending on where in the system the 
water is sampled. For 2013, the salt content of CAP water at the McKellips Road sampling 
location ranged from 540 to 640 mg/l of TDS (CAP 2013). 

Ground Water Resources 
Ground water resources in Arizona are defined and managed pursuant to the Arizona 
Groundwater Management Act (GMA), which was created in 1980 by the Arizona State 
Legislature in recognition of the need to manage the state’s finite water resources. The GMA 
identified specific areas with depleting ground water resources and designated these as Active 
Management Areas (AMAs) under the oversight of the Arizona Department of Water Resources 
(ADWR). The SCIDD service area is in one of these areas—the Pinal AMA. The statutory goal 
identified for the management of the Pinal AMA is to preserve the agriculture-based economy 

 
6 Noticeable effects of TDS begin around 800 mg/l (Anderson et al. 1978). 
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for as long as feasible while considering the need to preserve ground water for future non-
irrigation uses. 

The Pinal AMA covers approximately 4,000 square miles in south-central Arizona and is divided 
into five subbasins. The study area for this EA is within the Eloy Subbasin. The Eloy Subbasin 
covers approximately 1,260 square miles (ADWR 2010). 

Four geologic units with the potential to yield ground water are identified in the Pinal AMA: 
hydrologic bedrock, lower basin fill, upper basin fill, and stream alluvium. The ADWR estimates 
22.6 million AF of ground water are in storage in the Eloy Subbasin to a depth of 1,000 feet 
(ADWR 2010). Groundwater flow is generally to the north toward the Gila River and the 
Phoenix AMA (ADWR 2010). Three ground water zones have been identified in the Eloy 
Subbasin: the lower water zone, the upper water zone, and local water zone. The lower water 
zone is the most extensive and is contained in the lower basin fill. The upper water zone is the 
most productive for wells and is contained in the upper basin fill. Local water zones within the 
study area include the Casa Grande zone and the Picacho Reservoir zone. The local water zones 
are recharged by incidental recharge from agricultural irrigation and seepage from the SCIP 
canal system and Picacho Reservoir (Towne 2008). 

Predevelopment hydrologic conditions in the Pinal AMA were in dynamic equilibrium (roughly 
equal ground water inflow and outflow). This equilibrium was altered beginning in the 1930s 
when depletion of ground water occurred because ground water pumping exceeded ground water 
recharge, mostly due to large-scale ground water withdrawals from irrigation wells for 
agricultural purposes. Prior to the availability of CAP water in 1987, nearly all agricultural 
demand within the Pinal AMA was met with ground water or with surface water supplies from 
the Gila River. CAP water represented a significant shift in the source of water supply 
(ADWR 2010), resulting in documented periods of increased ground water levels in some areas 
in recent years. During this period, ground water conditions were substantially affected by 
CAP water use in agricultural areas where overall agricultural pumping declined (Corkhill 2012). 
Incidental recharge from irrigation water and recharge from Gila River flood events also 
substantially impacted ground water conditions in the Pinal AMA (Corkhill 2012). In the Eloy 
Subbasin, ADWR observed a general rise in water levels in irrigation districts using CAP water 
and a general decline in water levels outside the CAP service area, including the SCIDD service 
area, and in other non-irrigation district agricultural areas (Corkhill 2012). 

Approximately 5,000 ground water wells are registered in the Eloy Subbasin, according to the 
ADWR well registration database (ADWR 2013). Well yields in excess of 500 gallons per 
minute to more than 2,000 gallons per minute are common (ADWR 2010). Of the total number 
of registered wells, roughly 3,000 are non-exempt (i.e., wells with a pump capacity of greater 
than 35 gallons per minute). For the 2012 annual reporting year, the approximate makeup of the 
non-exempt wells is 86 percent for irrigation, 10 percent for industry, and 3 percent for 
municipalities (L. Williams, ADWR, personal communication, February 11, 2013). 

SCIP operates approximately 100 irrigation wells, identified as project wells in the two 
Appendix H figures. SCIP uses ground water from these wells to supplement available surface 
water supplies from the Gila River up to the amount of the annual water entitlements for SCIDD 
and the Gila River Indian Community. In drought years, ground water is the predominant source 
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of irrigation water for the SCIDD service area. For example, for the 2012 irrigation season, 
ground water represented 95 percent of the total water apportionment due to a lack of surface 
water (A. Fisher, BIA/SCIP, personal communication, September 3, 2015). In contrast, in years 
when surface water supplies are not limited by drought, ground water use is generally less than 
25 percent of the total water apportionment) (D. Mason, SCIDD, personal communication, 
December 31, 2012). 

Approximately half, or about 50, of the SCIP-operated wells primarily serve SCIDD farmland. 
Roughly 15–20 of these wells are located immediately along the main canal system. Most of the 
SCIP wells immediately adjacent to the main canal system pump ground water to supply 
agriculture in two ways: (1) pumping water into the main canal for conveyance to downstream 
farms, and (2) pumping water directly into farm sub-laterals (C. Begay, BIA/SCIP, personal 
communication, February 4, 2013). 

The remaining 30–35 SCIP wells that serve SCIDD are farther removed from the main canal 
system. These wells supply irrigation water directly to farmland in the well vicinity—farmland 
for which delivery from the main canal system is inefficient. Ground water is the sole source of 
SCIP irrigation water for some of these lands (C. Begay, BIA/SCIP, personal communication, 
February 4, 2013). 

The remaining wells registered in the Eloy Subbasin are privately owned. These wells are 
identified as non-project wells in the two Appendix H figures. 

To determine whether the Pinal AMA will meet the previously referenced statutory goal, future 
demand, supply utilization, and ground water overdraft are projected by the ADWR in a Demand 
and Supply Assessment (water budget). The basic budget components are demand, supply, 
artificial recharge, and offsets to overdraft. The seepage from the main canal system—the subject 
of this EA—is represented in the artificial recharge component as incidental recharge. Incidental 
recharge is defined as a byproduct of human activities resulting from storm runoff, agricultural 
irrigation, and seepage from unlined canals and laterals. The incidental recharge from agriculture 
(percolation of water below the root zone of irrigated crops) is the largest single source of 
ground water recharge in the Eloy Subbasin (E.F. Corkhill, ADWR, personal communication, 
January 31, 2013). 

Ground Water Quality 
According to the ADWR (1999), ground water quality in the Eloy Subbasin is suitable, in most 
cases, for agricultural use, and no major water quality concerns were identified. Isolated areas 
with high levels of nitrate-nitrogen (>10 mg/l) occur in the vicinity of Florence, Coolidge, and 
Casa Grande. TDS concentrations normally range from <500 mg/l to 1,000 mg/l; however, 
TDS concentrations up to 10,000 mg/l have been recorded near Coolidge and Casa Grande. In 
areas where ground water TDS concentrations exceed 1,000 mg/l, the effects of these levels on 
soils and agriculture are mitigated by leaching and crop rotation. 
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3.9.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
With the No Action alternative, separate conveyance systems would not be developed for 
irrigation water and storm water. In Reaches 1, 2, and 3, irrigation water and storm water would 
continue to be combined in the FCG Canal, which is the only canal currently available to collect 
and convey both irrigation waters and storm drainage. With a single canal system, the No Action 
alternative would have less capacity than the action alternatives to collect and convey captured 
storm water downstream for storage in Picacho Reservoir. Storm waters in the Gila River in 
excess of what could be safely conveyed in the canal system would not be diverted at Ashurst–
Hayden Diversion Dam but directed downstream in the Gila River instead. These waters would 
be effectively lost for irrigation purposes. 

The main canal system would not be lined with concrete and loss of irrigation water through 
seepage would continue along the length of the unlined canals and laterals. No conservation of 
surface water would be realized. With the No Action alternative, ground water infiltration would 
continue as it is currently, with only minor impacts to the Pinal AMA as a whole. 

Under the No Action alternative, canal seepage would continue to contribute to subsurface flow 
and could contribute to localized ground water mounding along the canals. With this seepage, the 
individual wells, particularly the shallow wells along the main system that tap the subsurface 
flow, would be less likely to be affected under the No Action alternative than the action 
alternatives. Similar to the action alternatives, wells along the canal alignment that tap deeper 
water zones (i.e., the upper water zone and the upper basin fill) and other wells further removed 
from the canals are not expected to be affected. 

Without improvements to the canal system, the No Action alternative would not reduce operation 
and maintenance costs, nor would it improve irrigation water delivery service to SCIDD and 
Gila River Indian Community farmland. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
Implementation of either of the action alternatives would result in more capacity in the SCIP 
system to convey excess flows associated with storm events. This potential could reduce the 
volume of water that is spilled into the Gila River from Reach 1 downstream of Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam during storm events. Conversely, a potential increase in surface water discharge 
to the Gila River could result from changes in cross-drainage management in Reach 1. Cross 
drainage currently intercepted by the FCG Canal along Reach 1A and conveyed downstream in 
the canal would instead be collected and conveyed to the Gila River through a wasteway. In 
general, the existing patterns of cross drainage intercepted by the FCG Canal would be 
maintained with the action alternatives. 

With the implementation of either action alternative, the quantity of surface water available to 
SCIDD farmers would increase with the conservation of water. The action alternatives would 
shift the pattern of water infiltration across the study area; rather than seeping along the canals, 
the water would be applied for agricultural irrigation and a portion of that water would percolate 
below the agricultural fields. However, ground water recharge would continue from the unlined 
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drainage channels when conveying excess river flows and storm cross drainage, and from 
Picacho Reservoir. 

Impacts to the Pinal AMA as a whole would be minor to moderate. From a localized perspective, 
however, the loss of seepage along newly lined segments of the canal system would, over time, 
tend to flatten or dissipate any ground water mounding beneath these canals that may have been 
associated with these canals prior to lining. This potential could adversely affect some individual 
wells, particularly shallow wells along the main system that tap the canal subsurface flow. Wells 
along the canal alignment that tap deeper water zones (i.e., the upper water zone and the upper 
basin fill) and other wells further removed from the canals are not expected to be affected by the 
shift in water infiltration from the action alternatives. 

A shallow water table is present along major rivers and washes in the study area (i.e., Gila River 
above Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam and China Wash) (ADWR 2011). These localized areas 
would not be impacted by the shift in seepage because the shallow water table is sustained 
primarily by the presence of water in the river/wash and is not dependent on the water seeping 
into the ground water from the canal system. 

The action alternatives could affect the volume of water discharged to Picacho Reservoir. 
Compared with the existing condition, the action alternatives would potentially divert and deliver 
more water from the Gila River and intercepted upslope runoff during storm events. Under either 
action alternative, the water in Picacho Reservoir would be drawn down, as needed, in response 
to irrigation water orders. Though more water would, at times, be discharged to Picacho 
Reservoir, water levels in this reservoir would continue to fluctuate based on the magnitude and 
frequency of storm events and irrigation water demand. 

Under the action alternatives, irrigation flows carrying finer sediment would be conveyed in a 
dedicated and lined irrigation canal system and deposited on irrigated fields in SCIDD and the 
Gila River Indian Community. Storm water runoff from upslope terrain, which tends to carry 
coarser sediment and suspended solids, would be captured and conveyed in a dedicated storm 
water channel (i.e., the existing unlined FCG Canal). Unlike the No Action alternative, the 
separation of these flows under the action alternatives would prevent the introduction of coarser 
sediment from storm flows into irrigation water supplies, protecting water quality. Irrigation 
water quality could be temporarily affected if livestock or wildlife perish and decay in the canal 
system. 

Temporary impacts to surface water quality could result due to construction activities associated 
with the action alternatives. Excavation materials would be stockpiled away from the canals and 
natural drainages to minimize the risk of unintentional transport of excavated materials into 
surface water supplies. Project construction would require the short-term use of fuels, lubricants, 
and other fluids to operate construction equipment, which would have the potential to 
contaminate water resources if spilled. 

The use of fertilizers and pesticides on farmland can be a source of pollutants to the water 
supply. With project implementation, the volume of fertilizers and pesticides applied to 
cultivated lands in the service area would vary from year to year, proportionate to the number 
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of acres cultivated. No change in the quality of ground water and associated potable water 
supplies is expected as a result of the project. 

Agricultural fields in the service area are designed and managed to allow all applied irrigation 
water to soak in; therefore, irrigation runoff from the fields does not typically occur and is not 
expected to increase with the project. 

Implementation of the action alternatives would require compliance with the CWA. An 
investigation of potential Waters of the United States (WUS) in the study area identified 
Picacho Reservoir and two prominent cross drainages (Bogart and China washes) that likely 
were jurisdictional for purposes of CWA Section 404 compliance. Though Picacho Reservoir, 
which may support wetlands, falls in the study area, no construction would take place within the 
reservoir under either action alternative. 

Florence Canal Alternative (Proposed Action) 
Under the current condition, the four primary SCIP canals are not lined; therefore, water 
infiltration to the aquifer occurs along their full lengths. Lining of the future main canal system 
(totaling 24.2 miles under the Proposed Action) would reduce the infiltration along these canals. 
The new regulating reservoir would also be lined to minimize future seepage losses. Relegation 
of the FCG Canal to primarily storm drain status would also result in reduced infiltration along 
this canal. 

The Engineering Board developed a model for quantifying water seepage and potential water 
savings in each reach of District main and lateral canals based on soil texture measurements and 
information provided by ditch masters. Seepage measurements were conducted on selected 
lateral canal reaches to supplement soil texture–based estimates. District surface water supplies 
(excluding ground water) were calculated for dry, normal, and wet years, as required under the 
Third Supplement to the Repayment Contract (Exhibit 20.1 of the Settlement Agreement). 
The three-year types and associated water supply quantities used in the model are: (1) dry–
45,000 AFY, (2) normal–115,000 AFY, and (3) wet–175,000 AFY. 

Following construction of Phase 2 Reaches 1–3, the quantity of surface water available to 
SCIDD farmers would increase relative to the amount of conserved water. In normal to wet 
years, the quantity of surface water available (including that conserved with the project) could 
offset the amount of ground water that would be pumped to supplement surface water supplies. 
In drought years, however, when SCIDD farmers would receive only a small percentage of their 
full entitlement of irrigation water from surface supplies, the pumping of ground water would not 
likely be reduced as a result of the action alternatives because pumping would remain critical for 
supplementing surface water supply. 

Though the Settlement Agreement addresses the conservation of water specifically from the 
rehabilitation of District Works, this EA also considers the additional surface water that would 
be conserved as a result of the rehabilitation of the Joint Works described in Exhibit 20.1 of the 
Settlement Agreement, because the rehabilitation of these Joint Works would further contribute 
to surface water conservation. Table 7 provides a breakdown of the estimated surface water that 
would be conserved under the Proposed Action, differentiating between dry, normal, and wet 
years. This table provides the combined savings from rehabilitation of the Joint Works main 
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canals (i.e., FCG Canal from the Diversion Dam to the bifurcation, and the Florence Canal to the 
Pima Lateral) and the Florence Canal below the Pima Lateral that serves SCIDD). The estimates 
of total surface water conserved (District and Joint Works) for Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 would range 
from 12,750 AFY in dry years to 26,230 AFY in wet years. 

Table 7. Estimates of surface water conserved for District and Joint Works main canals 
with implementation of the Proposed Action for Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 in dry, 
normal, and wet years. 

Surface Water 
Supply1 

Joint Works Main Canals 
Conserved Water 

(AFY) 

District Works 
Main Canals 

Conserved Water 
(AFY) 

Total 
(AFY) 

Florence Canal 
(above Pima 

Lateral) 

FCG Canal 
(above 

bifurcation) 

Florence Canal  
(below Pima 

Lateral)2 
Dry year (45,000 AF) 5,9003 2,500 4,350 12,750 
Normal year (115,000 
AF) 

6,6003 2,800 10,750 20,150 

Wet year (175,000 
AF) 

7,0004 3,000 16,230 26,230 

1 Surface water supply based on year type (Clemmens et al. 2013) 
2 Includes water savings from abandonment of two cross cuts and construction of mid-system regulating reservoir (Clemmens et al. 2013) 
3 B. Clemmens, West Consultants, Inc., Engineering Board, personal communication, March 1, 2013 
4 B. Clemmens, West Consultants, Inc., Engineering Board, personal communication, March 6, 2013 

Portions of the Proposed Action would need to be constructed when the canal system is dry, 
requiring annual periods of dewatering. This dewatering refers to the dry-up of the canal system 
(as a whole or parts thereof) and would not necessarily result in the dry-up of the Gila River 
between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. Depending on where the 
construction would be occurring in the system, the dry-up might or might not affect releases 
from Coolidge Dam. 

For those portions of the Proposed Action that would need to be constructed when the canal 
system is dry, construction would use the same annual 5-3-5 dry-up schedule (Section 2.2.7) 
used for other system construction projects over the past six years. Under the Proposed Action, 
releases from Coolidge Dam would continue to be suspended each construction year during these 
dry-ups. Because the dry-ups occur during times of minimal irrigation demand in fall–early 
winter, and because the dry-ups are limited to five-week durations separated by three weeks of 
irrigation delivery, the impact to agricultural lands and irrigation demand would be minor and 
comparable to that of the current condition. Subalternative A, construction of an inverted siphon 
in place of the existing flume, would require a shorter construction duration than Subalternative 
B, construction of a new open-channel flume in place of the existing flume. 

Other portions of the action alternatives could be constructed through the use of localized 
dewatering and could, therefore, be conducted outside the 5-3-5 dry-up. Localized dewatering 
would be accomplished through the use of ground water, smaller pump bypasses, and other 
potential hydraulic linkages. 
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Picacho Reservoir falls within the study area; however, no construction would take place within 
it with either of the action alternatives. At its crossing with Bogart Wash (just northeast of Valley 
Farms Road), the Proposed Action would divert all Bogart Wash flows into the unlined FCG 
Canal for conveyance to Picacho Reservoir. 

With the Proposed Action, the FCG Canal would cross China Wash either by means of a siphon 
system or a new flume. These are the only activities identified that would involve work within a 
wash potentially under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). 
Coordination with USACE was undertaken, as described in Chapter 6.0. Due to the nature of the 
project activities, it is determined that the CWA exemption for construction and maintenance of 
irrigation ditches (40 CFR § 232.3(c)(3)—Activities Not Requiring Permits) applies to the 
project, and no further consultation or Section 404 permitting would be required. With 
Subalternative A, China Wash would not be altered or obstructed and would continue to convey 
flows to the Gila River during storm events. There would be no reduction in the flow capacity of 
China Wash from that of the existing condition, no increased frequency in wash sediment 
removal (cleaning), and access for cleaning of the wash crossing sediment deposition from the 
wash or river backwater would be improved. Because the construction duration for 
Subalternative A would be shorter than for Subalternative B, Subalternative A would reduce the 
risk of the wash running during construction. The need for a CWA Section 404 permit is not 
anticipated with Subalternative A or Subalternative B because of the agricultural exemption 
granted under 40 CFR § 232.3(c)(3)—Activities Not Requiring Permits. 

The Third Supplement to the Repayment Contract, as included in Exhibit 20.1 of the Settlement 
Agreement, describes the apportionment of conserved water that would be derived from 
rehabilitation of District Works. Under this apportionment, SCIDD has an annual priority to the 
first 25,000 AF of conserved water. The U.S. Secretary of the Interior has the right to use the 
next increment of 8,000 AF of conserved water by exchange to maintain a permanent minimum 
pool of water in San Carlos Reservoir to benefit fish and wildlife. If the conserved water exceeds 
33,000 AF in any year, the U.S. Secretary of the Interior may exercise an option to exchange 
2 AF of project-stored water for each additional 3 AF of conserved water, up to 10,000 AF, to 
maintain a permanent pool in San Carlos Reservoir, but only pursuant to a water rights 
settlement with the San Carlos Apache Tribe to be negotiated at a future date. The allocation 
allowed by Exhibit 20.1 of the Settlement Agreement (Third Supplement to the Repayment 
Contract), based on year type and proposed improvements, is shown in Table 8. 

Table 8. Allocation of conserved water under Phase 2 based on priorities established by 
the Third Supplement to the Repayment Contract. 

Surface Water Supply 
Allocation of Water Conserved from District Works Under Phase 2 (AFY) 

To San Carlos Reservoir To SCIDD 
Dry year (45,000 AF) 0 11,260 
Normal year (115,000 AF) 0 21,020 
Wet year (175,000 AF) 4,380 25,000 

 

Since 2008, San Carlos Reservoir has fluctuated between approximately 370,000 AF of storage 
and empty. Periods of low storage (empty to nearly empty) occurred in 2009 and 2011–2014. 
Maximum storage capacity of the reservoir is currently estimated to be 910,000 AF. The existing 
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and proposed amended allocations of conserved water that would be available for retention in 
San Carlos Reservoir in any given year represents less than 1 percent of the maximum storage 
capacity. There is a dead pool of approximately 3,000 AF that remains in San Carlos Reservoir 
when the reservoir is technically empty. The dead pool represents water that physically cannot be 
drained from the lowest portion of the reservoir. Any conserved water that is retained in the 
reservoir would be in addition to the dead pool. 

Based on the USGS gaging station below Coolidge Dam, there was an annual mean discharge to 
the Gila River from San Carlos Reservoir of approximately 162,261 AF for the period from 
January 1999 to Dec 2014 (refer to Table 6). During that period, the lowest annual discharge was 
53,004 AF in 2002, and the highest annual discharge was 299,372 AF in 2010. Under the 
existing priority and allocation, no conserved water could be retained in the San Carlos Reservoir 
in dry to normal years. Up to 8,000 AF of conserved water could be retained in the reservoir in a 
wet year. Conserved water that is retained in San Carlos Reservoir by the U.S. Secretary of the 
Interior would not be available for release to the Gila River. 

FCG Canal Alternative 
The FCG Canal Alternative would contribute two new sources of cross drainage to the 
Gila River, from Reach 1A (as described under the Proposed Action) and from an 
additional watershed subbasin in Reach 1C. 

Similar to the Proposed Action, the lining of the main canals (totaling 41.9 miles under the FCG 
Canal Alternative) would reduce the infiltration along the main irrigation canals. The regulating 
reservoir would also be lined to minimize future seepage losses. With this alternative, the new 
drainage channel and the existing FCG Canal Extension (a total of 17.2 miles in length) would 
be relegated to primarily storm water conveyance and would not be lined. The segments of the 
Florence Canal that would be needed under this alternative to function as primary laterals to 
deliver irrigation water to agricultural fields (16.9 miles) would be lined; the remainder would be 
abandoned. The quantities of water that would be conserved as a result of implementation of the 
FCG Canal Alternative would be similar to those of the Proposed Action, as reported in Table 7. 

The FCG Canal Alternative would be somewhat more limited than the Proposed Action in its 
capacity to convey additional storm water to Picacho Reservoir because it must commingle 
(combine) storm water with irrigation water in Reach 2. If irrigation orders are being filled at the 
same time that storm water is available in the Gila River, irrigation water would tie up some of 
the canal capacity, limiting the capacity available to convey excess storm water. Currently, 
the cross drainage that is intercepted along Reach 2 is conveyed to Picacho Reservoir where it 
can be stored for irrigation purposes, but under the FCG Canal Alternative, this intercepted 
cross drainage would be discharged instead to the Gila River through existing drainages such as 
Bogart Wash. 

As with the Proposed Action, construction of those portions of the system that require a full dry-
up would be accommodated using the annual 5-3-5 dry-up (Section 2.2.7). Releases from 
Coolidge Dam would continue to be suspended each year during these dry-ups. Because the dry-
ups occur during times of minimal irrigation demand in fall–early winter, and because the dry-
ups are limited to five-week durations separated by a three-week duration of irrigation delivery, 
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the impact to agricultural lands and irrigation demand would be minor and comparable to that of 
the current condition. 

As with the Proposed Action, other portions of the FCG Canal Alternative could be constructed 
through the use of localized dewatering and could, therefore, be conducted outside the 5-3-5 dry-
up. Localized dewatering would be accomplished through the use of ground water, smaller pump 
bypasses, and other potential hydraulic linkages. The construction duration for the FCG Canal 
Alternative would be two years longer than the Proposed Action. 

Similar to the Proposed Action, the need for a CWA Section 404 permit is not anticipated with 
the FCG Canal Alternative. China Wash is the only WUS potentially affected by the FCG Canal 
Alternative. The need for a CWA Section 404 permit is not anticipated with Subalternative A or 
Subalternative B because of the agricultural exemption granted under 40 CFR § 232.3(c)(3)—
Activities Not Requiring Permits. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Cumulative impacts to water resources under the action alternatives include those resulting from 
past water resource projects, including implementation of Phase 1, prior agricultural and urban 
development, and future expansion of residential, commercial, and industrial land uses in the 
study area. Concurrent with future water conservation, long-term irrigation demand will likely 
decrease as more land in the SCIDD service area is converted from agriculture to other uses. 

The action alternatives would contribute to cumulative effects on irrigation water quality and 
quantity, reducing accidental spillage and infiltration during conveyance. Irrigation water quality 
would be incrementally improved through the action alternatives by separating irrigation flows 
from storm water and excess flows. The potential future concrete lining of other delivery canals 
and laterals in the SCIDD system under Phase 3 based on currently available funding would 
further reduce seepage losses of surface water and contribute to conservation of surface water 
supplies. Phase 3 delivery canals and laterals to be subject to rehabilitation would be based on 
available funding. 

The total amount of water conserved from proposed improvements under Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 
and anticipated improvements under Phase 2 Reach 4 and Phase 3 would be approximately 
12,330 AF for dry years, 24,120 AF for normal years, and 34,210 AF for wet years (Clemmens 
et al. 2013). Based on these cumulative totals and the allocation prescribed in Exhibit 20.1 of the 
Settlement Agreement, the U.S. Secretary of the Interior could exercise an option to exchange 
approximately 8,000 AF for wet years in San Carlos Reservoir for the benefit of fish and 
wildlife. Conserved water not otherwise exchanged by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior in San 
Carlos Reservoir would be available to irrigate farmland in the SCIDD service area. 

The action alternatives and the future Phase 3 lining would shift the pattern of water infiltration 
across the study area. There would be less seepage along the canals and more percolation at the 
fields as farmers expand cultivation. The conserved water could also supplement water supplies 
and potentially reduce the need for ground water pumping. Impacts to the Pinal AMA overall 
would be minor to moderate. 
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The canal lining under the action alternatives and future Phase 3 lining could, however, 
contribute to a potential flattening of ground water mounding that may be present along the canal 
alignments. This potential could adversely affect some individual wells, particularly shallow 
wells along the main system that tap the canal subsurface flow. No impact on ground water 
quality would occur with the action alternatives. The long-term effect of water conservation on 
ground water levels would be offset near urban centers where cones of depression associated 
with municipal ground water extraction would be expected to gradually enlarge as a result of 
urban growth and increased water consumption. 

Global climate change could also affect water supplies in the region. In the Desert Southwest, 
climatic projections include warmer temperatures with prolonged periods of drought interspersed 
with episodic rain events. The proposed project would be better equipped to deal with the effects 
of drought and episodic storms through improved flow management and water conservation. 

3.10 FLOODPLAINS AND FLOODING 
3.10.1 Affected Environment 
EO 11988, Floodplain Management, which was signed by President Carter on May 24, 1977, 
requires Federal agencies to avoid, where practicable alternatives exist, the short- and long-term 
adverse impacts associated with floodplain management. In carrying out its responsibilities, 
Federal agencies are required to reduce the risk of flood loss; minimize the impacts of floods on 
human safety, health, and welfare; and restore and preserve the natural and beneficial values 
served by floodplains. FEMA provides floodplain and flood hazard boundary maps through the 
Flood Insurance Rate Map program that identify flood hazard areas, base flood elevations, and 
flood insurance risk zones. 

According to a review of FEMA floodplain and flood hazard boundary maps, several 100-year 
floodplains intersect or run parallel to the construction area (FEMA 2011a). Upstream of 
Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, the study area is entirely within the Gila River channel and its 
associated 100-year floodplain. Though the riverbed downstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion 
Dam is usually dry due to water diversions to the FCG Canal, the regulation gates in the 
headworks structure at the dam are closed off during large flood events to cease water diversions 
and to allow sediment-laden floodwater to flow downstream of the diversion dam in the Gila 
River channel. These floodwater flows occur infrequently. 

Data from the USGS Gila River at Attaway gauge in Coolidge, Arizona (USGS gauge 
09477570), indicate that flows occurred in the Gila River downstream of Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam in seven of the 84 months in the period of record (October 2002 to September 
2009) (USGS). These flows occurred in January and February 2005, July and August 2006 and 
2007, and January 2008). No other flows were recorded at this gauge during the period of record. 

From Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam downstream to the point where the Florence Canal 
diverges from the FCG Canal, the Gila River 100-year floodplain is parallel to, and occasionally 
overlaps, the construction area. The China Wash 100-year floodplain also bisects the FCG Canal 
in this area. Farther downstream, from the start of the Florence Canal to Picacho Reservoir, three 
braided floodplains associated with ephemeral washes flow from the east across the CAP canal 
and end at the eastern side of the FCG Canal. An additional two braided floodplains associated 
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with ephemeral washes flow from the east across the CAP canal, the FCG Canal, and the 
Florence Canal and continue to the west toward the Gila River. 

Picacho Reservoir is surrounded by dikes and is entirely within a 100-year floodplain. The 
spillway from Picacho Reservoir releases water into the Casa Grande Canal. Water is generally 
released from Picacho Reservoir on a regular basis to supply irrigation water to consumers 
downstream. 

Storm water and excess flows in the FCG Canal upstream of Picacho Reservoir are conveyed 
to Picacho Reservoir for storage. When there is an excess of water in the system downstream 
of Picacho Reservoir, water can be conveyed from the FCG Canal Extension to the Casa Grande 
Canal for irrigation use downstream or released to one of three existing outlets. West of Reach 3, 
excess drainage could be released to an existing crosscut canal along SR 87. Currently, this 
crosscut canal conveys irrigation water to the Casa Grande Canal. When excess flows from the 
FCG Canal Extension exceed the capacity of the Casa Grande Canal, excess water spills over the 
canal banks and flows north in an existing drainageway along the east side of the highway. 
Farther west and outside the study limits, cross drainage or excess in-canal flows can be released 
to the existing Clark Drain. The Clark Drain originates near the end of the FCG Canal Extension, 
flows north to cross the Casa Grande Canal, and continues north then west to outlet in the 
Arizola Drain parallel to, and west of, I-10. Excess flows can also be released directly to the 
Arizola Drain just west of I-10. 

The Arizola Drain, which accumulates flows from the mountains north of Casa Grande and 
drainage from adjacent developments, ultimately outlets to the North Branch of Santa Cruz 
Wash. The Dave White Municipal Golf Course is within the floodway of the North Branch 
of the Santa Cruz Wash (FEMA 2011b). As a result of this accumulation of flow, the drain 
is sometimes overtopped, resulting in localized flooding of the golf course grounds. 

3.10.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
The No Action alternative would not result in any direct impact to 100-year floodplains because 
no construction activities would occur. During larger storm events, the regulation gates in the 
headworks of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam would be closed to direct sediment-laden flood 
flows from the Gila River and its tributaries downstream via the river channel. 

With the No Action alternative, there would be no increase in canal capacity for conveyance of 
cross drainage or flood flows; existing drainage patterns would continue. The FCG Canal and the 
FCG Canal Extension would continue to convey commingled irrigation water, intercepted cross-
drainage flows, and flood flows downstream through the study area and further downstream. 
Under the existing condition, excess flows that cannot be stored in Picacho Reservoir or used for 
irrigation periodically overtop the canal system and result in small-scale localized flooding. 
Because no regulating reservoir would be constructed and no measurement or control facilities 
would be installed, periodic overtopping of the canal would not be reduced under the No Action 
alternative. 
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Excess flows and intercepted drainage would also be released, as necessary, to the unnamed 
drain west of Picacho Reservoir, the Clark Drain, or the Arizola Drain. Releases to the Clark and 
Arizola drains during flood events would be the same as under the existing condition. Therefore, 
the potential for flooding of the Dave White Municipal Golf Course, which crosses the 
floodplain and floodway of the North Branch Santa Cruz Wash (FEMA 2011b), would not be 
reduced. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
Both action alternatives would necessitate construction within the 100-year floodplain. Based on 
the nature of the project, it would not be expected to decrease floodplain capacity nor raise the 
100-year flood elevation. 

In Reach 1A, with both action alternatives, a new box culvert is proposed to collect the storm 
flows (approximately 1,600 cfs) intercepted over the 1.8 miles of this reach and convey them to 
the Gila River via an existing drainageway. The contribution of additional storm flows of this 
magnitude to the Gila River would not be expected to create additional flood hazards or bank 
overtopping. 

Under the existing condition, excess flows can spill over the canal banks, resulting in small-scale 
localized flooding. The action alternatives provide the option during storm events to use the 
dedicated drainage canal system for the interception of cross drainage and conveyance of excess 
flows from the Gila River downstream to Picacho Reservoir. For both action alternatives, this 
setup would protect the system up to the 50-year flood event (Proposed Action) or greater 
(FCG Canal Alternative). As under the current conditions, with the 100-year flood event 
(estimated at 2,200 cfs), drainage flows in Reach 3 would overtop the left bank (east bank) of the 
FCG Canal and pond or flow along the canal downstream to Picacho Reservoir. 

The timing of water releases into Picacho Reservoir with both action alternatives would 
be similar to the existing condition, with short periods of high volume flow interspersed by 
longer periods with no flows. The action alternatives could potentially increase the volume of 
water discharged to Picacho Reservoir. Compared with the existing condition, the action 
alternatives would potentially divert and deliver more water from the Gila River during storm 
events. Under all alternatives, the water in Picacho Reservoir would be drawn down, as needed, 
in response to irrigation water orders. Water levels in the reservoir would continue to fluctuate 
based on the magnitude and frequency of storm events and irrigation water demand. 

The approximate 4,500-AF capacity of Picacho Reservoir would not be altered as part of the 
project, but the level of water stored in it would continue to fluctuate, depending on precipitation 
levels and drought conditions. 

Downstream of Reach 3, under the action alternatives, irrigation water would be conveyed in the 
unlined Casa Grande Canal, allowing the existing capacity of the FCG Canal Extension to be 
used for the conveyance of storm flows and cross drainage. The new regulating reservoir would 
reduce the frequency for spillage along the system by providing a place to temporarily store 
irrigation water overruns. The new measurement and control devices along the system and at the 
regulating reservoir could further reduce the potential for spillage. The action alternatives would 
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be expected to reduce the potential for localized flooding compared with the existing condition 
and the No Action alternative. 

As under the existing condition, cross drainage or excess flows that cannot be used for irrigation 
or stored would be manually released, as necessary, to two existing outlets: the Clark Drain and 
the Arizola Drain. The Clark Drain drains into the Arizola Drain, which ultimately drains to the 
North Branch of Santa Cruz Wash. The action alternatives would not increase flood flows to 
these drains or appreciably reduce the potential for flooding of the Dave White Municipal Golf 
Course downstream in the North Branch of Santa Cruz Wash. 

Construction of the action alternatives would require the operation of heavy equipment and other 
vehicles within the 100-year floodplain. Whenever feasible, equipment storage and material 
stockpiling would be sited outside the 100-year floodplain to minimize the potential of the 
project to raise the elevation of floodwaters. 

Florence Canal Alternative (Proposed Action) 
With the Proposed Action, reconstructing existing canal segments and constructing a new 
parallel, concrete-lined canal in Reaches 1A and 1C, a new crossing at China Wash 
(Subalternatives A or B), and a canal segment on a new alignment in Reach 2B would require 
construction within the 100-year floodplain. In most areas, canal alignments cross the floodplain; 
however, the new parallel canal in Reach 1 would overlap the 100-year floodplain of the 
Gila River for approximately 2 miles. 

FCG Canal Alternative 
With the FCG Canal Alternative, reconstructing existing canal segments and constructing a new 
parallel drainage channel would require construction within the 100-year floodplain. As with the 
Proposed Action, canal alignments mainly cross the floodplain; however, the new parallel canal 
in Reach 1 would overlap the 100-year floodplain of the Gila River for approximately 2 miles. 

In Reach 1A, cross drainage would be discharged to the Gila River, as described under the 
Proposed Action. However, unlike the Proposed Action, due to construction constraints, a new 
drainage channel cannot be constructed in the segment between China Wash and the Florence 
Canal turnout. Cross drainage intercepted in this reach (estimated at 1,300 cfs) would be 
discharged to the Gila River via a box culvert or overchute and a new drainageway. Though this 
would result in the discharge of more water to the Gila River during storm events, it is not 
expected to cause flooding. 

Unlike the Proposed Action, the FCG Canal Alternative would construct a new drainage channel 
parallel to the existing FCG Canal in Reaches 2 and 3. The new drainage channel would have a 
capacity of 500 cfs at its starting point—just downstream of SR 79—and would ramp up to 2,000 
cfs before discharging to Picacho Reservoir. With the new drainage channel under this 
alternative, the system could be protected from a larger storm event (more than the 50-year 
flood) than with the Proposed Action, though flows from a 100-year flood event may still 
overtop the east bank of the channel. 
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Distinct from the Proposed Action, the FCG Canal Alternative would operate a drainage channel 
close (approximately 20 feet from bank to bank) to the new concrete-lined main canal. If storm 
flows breach the drainage channel, the surrounding banks could become saturated and cause the 
concrete lining of the main canal to buckle or fail. The risk of damage to the lined system would 
be substantially greater with the FCG Canal Alternative than the Proposed Action and could 
extend to surrounding private properties. Armoring and strengthening of the embankments 
between the two canals would be required to reduce this potential. 

The risk of flooding during construction of the FCG Canal Alternative would be substantially 
greater than under the Proposed Action. During construction of a bypass canal under this 
alternative, there would be no means to control cross drainage, increasing the risk of flood 
damage. Following construction of the bypass canal, construction of the main canal would occur 
while the adjacent bypass channel conveys irrigation flows around the construction zone, 
requiring extensive dewatering efforts to keep water from seeping into the work zone. 

Cumulative Impacts 
There would be no cumulative effects on the 100-year floodplain because the project would not 
affect floodplain capacity or flood elevation. 

3.11 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
The following section evaluates potential impacts to vegetation; wildlife; federally listed 
endangered and threatened, and other special status species; and invasive species. 

3.11.1 Affected Environment 
The study area is in the Middle Gila River watershed and extends from Coolidge Dam at an 
elevation of 2,990 feet to the community of Casa Grande at an approximate elevation of 
1,400 feet and includes biological resources that use the Gila River. 

The study area has considerable variation in landform and natural features. The reach of the 
Gila River downstream of Coolidge Dam is narrowly confined in canyons as it flows along the 
south end of the rugged and remote Mescal Mountains and Needles Eye Wilderness to the 
confluence with the San Pedro River near Winkelman. Between Winkelman and Kelvin, 
the Gila River flows through a broader floodplain flanked by hillsides. Downstream of Kelvin 
to Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, the Gila River floodplain again becomes constricted by the 
Tortilla Mountains to the south and the rugged White Canyon Wilderness to the north. At 
Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, flows in the river are diverted into the FCG Canal, which flows 
southwest to Picacho Reservoir and into the Casa Grande Valley. This broad valley supports the 
rural, agricultural, and municipal areas that comprise Florence, Coolidge, Casa Grande, and the 
Gila River Indian Community. 

Vegetation 
The study area occurs within the Sonoran Desertscrub biome. Based on the classification system 
developed by Brown (1994), the upper portion of the study area (roughly upstream of Florence, 
Reach 1, and a small portion of Reach 2A) is mapped as Arizona Upland Subdivision Sonoran 
Desertscrub, and adjacent upland areas support primarily Paloverde–Cacti–Mixed Scrub Series 
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vegetation. Dominant plant species in adjacent upland areas include creosote bush (Larrea 
tridentata), foothills paloverde (Parkinsonia microphylla), ironwood (Olneya tesota), saguaro 
(Carnegiea gigantea), and other cactus species. 

The lower portion of the study area, within the Casa Grande Valley (Reaches 2 and 3), is mapped 
as Lower Colorado River Valley Subdivision Sonoran Desertscrub. Upland areas at the slightly 
higher elevations at the eastern edges of the Casa Grande Valley support Creosote Bush–Bursage 
Series vegetation dominated by creosote bush and bursage (Ambrosia spp.), while the lower 
elevations support Saltbush Series vegetation dominated by cattle saltbush (Atriplex polycarpa), 
with interspersed velvet mesquite (Prosopis velutina) and desert-thorn (Lycium spp.). 
A substantial portion of the study area in the Casa Grande Valley (i.e., the SCIDD service area) 
consists of actively cultivated or fallow agricultural lands. Riparian and wetlands vegetation 
in the study area is described in Section 3.12.1. 

Wildlife 
Wildlife habitat type and quality varies in the study area. Arizona Upland Sonoran Desertscrub, 
which occurs adjacent to the upper and middle portions of the study area, typically supports a 
diverse assemblage of species. Mammals likely include desert mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus 
crooki), javelina (Tayassu tajacu), mountain lion (Puma concolor), bobcat (Felis rufus), gray fox 
(Urocyon cinereoargenteus), coyote (Canis latrans), and ringtail cat (Bassariscus astutus). The 
more remote upper and middle portions of the study area are expected to provide the best habitat 
for these species, which likely rely to some extent on the Gila River as a source for water and as 
a travel corridor, and use the associated riparian habitat for cover and prey/forage. Smaller 
mammals that are less reliant on surface water availability include black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus 
californicus), cottontail (Sylvilagus auduboni), white-throated woodrat (Neotoma albigula), and 
several species of pocket mouse (Perognathus spp.) and kangaroo rat (Dipodomys spp.). 

Bird species typically associated with this biome include roadrunner (Geococcyx californianus), 
mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), lesser nighthawk (Chordeiles acutipennis), verdin 
(Auriparus flaviceps), cactus wren (Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus), black-tailed gnatcatcher 
(Polioptila melanura), phainopepla (Phainopepla nitens), black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza 
bilineata), Gambel’s quail (Callipepla gambelii), Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae), and 
Gila woodpecker (Melanerpes uropygialis) (Brown 1994). Riparian habitat along the perennial 
upper and middle reaches of the Gila River in the study area supports important habitat for 
riparian-associated bird species such as Bell’s vireo (Vireo bellii), yellow warbler (Dendroica 
petechia), summer tanager (Piranga rubra), hooded oriole (Icterus cucullatus), and yellow-
breasted chat (Icteria virens). 

Reptile species in the study area and adjacent uplands are expected to include rattlesnakes 
(Crotalus spp.) and other snake species, Sonoran Desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii), zebra-
tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides), desert spiny lizard (Sceloporus magister), and other 
lizard species. The Gila River in the middle and upper portions of the study area supports a 
primarily nonnative fish assemblage that includes, in general order of abundance, red shiner 
(Cyprinella lutrensis), mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis), channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus), 
common carp (Cyprinus carpio), green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus), and flathead catfish 
(Pylodictis olivaris). Native fish species in this reach of the river are generally limited to desert 
suckers (Pantosteus clarki) (Kesner and Marsh 2010), though Gila longfin dace (Agosia 
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chrysogaster chrysogaster) and Sonora suckers (Catostomus insignis) have also been recorded. 
The FCG Canal and other canals downstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam (and Picacho 
Reservoir when surface water is present) support a number of the same fish species. 

In the portion of the study area below Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, wildlife habitat quality 
and quantity is reduced by water diversion and agricultural and rural development. Habitat for 
riparian-associated bird species and reliable sources of surface water for larger mammals are 
largely eliminated in the Gila River below Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam (Reach 1) as a result 
of diversion of river flows into the FCG Canal. The canal, roads, and agricultural and rural 
development along Reaches 2 and 3 have eliminated or fragmented habitat for wildlife species. 

Picacho Reservoir, near the end of Reach 3, provides important wildlife habitat due to the 
periodic collection and storage of surface water that results in at least temporary aquatic habitats 
and associated riparian vegetation. In past years when surface water has been present and 
relatively extensive, the reservoir has supported a high number of breeding birds and has 
provided habitat for wintering and migrating land and shorebirds. The reservoir has supported 
reproducing populations of nonnative fish, likely originating from the FCG Canal, providing 
forage for water birds such as ducks (Anatidae); grebes (Podicipedidae); cormorants 
(Phalacrocorax spp.); and herons, egrets, and bitterns (Ardeidae). The tamarisk habitat 
surrounding the reservoir has been considered an important area for nesting white-winged doves 
(Zenaida asiatica) (Jakle and Baucom 1983). 

The lower portions of the study area, in and surrounding the community of Coolidge, provide 
only limited habitat for wildlife due to extensive agricultural and rural development. 
Nevertheless, these areas continue to support some species, such as coyote, gray fox, burrowing 
owl (Athene cunicularia hypugaea), water birds attracted to perennial surface water in the canals 
(e.g., great blue herons [Ardea herodias], great egrets [A. alba]), and migrating ducks, geese, and 
shorebirds attracted to periodically flooded farm fields. The limited remaining patches of 
undisturbed natural area support predominantly saltbush and scattered mesquite. Though mostly 
fragmented, these areas may continue to provide habitat for coyote, kit fox (Vulpes macrotis), 
black-tailed jackrabbit, round-tailed ground squirrel (Spermophilus tereticaudus), burrowing 
owl, other bird species, and a relatively diverse assemblage of lizards. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 
Table 9 summarizes the potential occurrence of threatened and endangered species identified in a 
USFWS Information for Planning and Conservation (IPaC) lists generated for the study area on 
April 7, 2017 (USFWS 2017) (Appendix I). 
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Table 9. Potential or known occurrence of federally listed and proposed species in the 
study area or project vicinity. 

Name Status Habitat Requirements Known or Potential Occurrence 
Acuña cactus 

Echinomastus 
erectocentrus var. 
acunensis 

Designated critical 
habitat 

E Tops or upper slopes of granite or 
andesite hills in Arizona Uplands 
Sonoran Desertscrub. 

Elevation: 1,300 to 2,600 feet. 

The species is not known or expected to 
occur in the study area. Occurrence has 
been documented in the hills north and 
south of the Gila River between Florence 
and Kearny. In the project vicinity, 
potentially suitable soils/substrates occur 
only in upland areas between Ashurst–
Hayden Diversion Dam and Kearny, 
outside the study area and where no 
activities are proposed. Critical habitat 
Units 5 and 6 (Mineral Mountain and 
Box O Wash) occur in these areas but 
would not be affected by proposed 
activities. 

Arizona hedgehog 
cactus 

Echinocereus 
triglochidiatus var. 
arizonicus 

E Ecotone between interior 
chaparral and Madrean evergreen 
woodland. 

Elevation: 3,200 to 5,200 feet. 

The species is not known or expected to 
occur in the study area. The study area lies 
at 500 feet or more below the species’ 
elevational range. The nearest known 
population is at least 25 miles from the 
study area 

Gila topminnow 

Poeciliopsis 
occidentalis  

E Warm waters with slow currents 
and abundant aquatic vegetation 
along shallow margins of main 
river channels, backwaters, 
tributaries, and associated natural 
springs. 

Elevation: <4,500 feet. 

The species is not known or expected to 
occur in the study area. The species 
historically occurred in backwaters of large 
rivers, including the Gila River, but is 
currently isolated to small streams and 
springs. The Middle Gila River supports a 
diverse population of introduced fish, some 
of which represent predators of this species. 

Gray wolf 

Canis lupus 

NE Oak and pine/juniper savannahs 
in the foothills and mixed-conifer 
woodlands. 

Elevation: >4,000 feet. 

The species is not known or expected to 
occur in the study area. The species 
historically ranged throughout Arizona, 
except in desert areas. No known records 
are from the study area or vicinity. The 
species has been reintroduced into portions 
of eastern Arizona. The species is not 
expected to occur because the study area is 
at elevations of less than 4,000 feet and is 
dominated by desertscrub habitats.  

Headwater chub 

Gila nigra  

PT Medium-sized streams in large, 
deep pools often associated with 
cover such as undercut banks or 
deep places created by trees or 
rocks. 

Elevation: 3,000 to 6,700 feet. 

The species is not known or expected to 
occur in the study area. The study area is 
below the known elevational range of this 
species and outside the known occupied 
habitat (East Verde River and tributaries, 
Fossil Creek, Wet Bottom Creek, 
Deadman Creek, Tonto Creek and 
tributaries, San Carlos River, Ash Creek, 
and the upper Gila River in New Mexico). 
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Table 9. Potential or known occurrence of federally listed and proposed species in the 
study area or project vicinity. 

Name Status Habitat Requirements Known or Potential Occurrence 
Lesser long-nosed bat 

Leptonycteris curasoae 
yerbabuenae 

E Desertscrub habitat with agave 
and columnar cacti present as 
food plants. 

Elevation: <6,000 feet. 

There are no records from the immediate 
project vicinity, but this species may occur 
seasonally in the study area. Upland areas 
in the upper portions of the study area 
support potential foraging habitat 
(i.e., saguaros) and potential roost sites 
(i.e., caves and abandoned mines) for this 
species. The nearest historic roost site 
(record dating to 1988) is about 8 miles 
from Picacho Reservoir. The nearest known 
maternity roost is more than 50 miles from 
the study area. 

Northern Mexican 
garter snake 

Thamnophis eques 
megalops 

Proposed critical habitat 

T Cienegas, stock tanks, large-river 
riparian woodlands and forests, 
streamside gallery forests. 

Elevation: 130 to 8,500 feet. 

The species is not known or expected to 
occur in the study area. Occurrence is 
limited to the southeast corner of Arizona 
and the Agua Fria River, Oak Creek, the 
Verde River, and the upper Salt and Black 
rivers and tributaries. The species is 
considered likely to be extirpated from the 
Gila and San Pedro rivers and, therefore, is 
not anticipated to occur in the study area. 
Proposed critical habitat occurs along the 
San Pedro River, which flows into the 
Gila River at Winkelman, near the center of 
the action area. No critical habitat has been 
proposed along the Gila River in the study 
area. 

Ocelot 

Leopardus pardalis 

E Desertscrub habitats with dense 
cover. 

Elevation: <8,000 feet. 

The species is not known or expected to 
occur in the study area. One occurrence 
record is from Gila County and three 
records are from Cochise County since 
2009. Regular occurrence in the study area 
is unlikely. 

Razorback sucker 

Xyrauchen texanus 

Designated critical 
habitat 

E Medium and large streams and 
rivers at intermediate to low 
elevations. 

Elevation: 181 to 5,000 feet. 

The species is not known or expected to 
occur in the study area. Natural adult 
populations exist only in Lake Mohave, 
Lake Mead, and Lake Havasu on the lower 
Colorado River. Reintroduced in large 
numbers through the 1980s into the 
Gila River near Clifton (in eastern Arizona, 
well upstream of Coolidge Dam) but with 
little recorded survival. Not anticipated to 
occur in the reach of the Gila River in the 
study area. Designated critical habitat for 
the razorback sucker includes the Gila 
River upstream of Coolidge Dam, including 
San Carlos Reservoir. 
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Table 9. Potential or known occurrence of federally listed and proposed species in the 
study area or project vicinity. 

Name Status Habitat Requirements Known or Potential Occurrence 
Roundtail chub 

Gila robusta 

PT Cool to warm waters of rivers 
and streams; often occupy the 
deepest pools and eddies of large 
streams. 

Elevation: 1,000 to 7,500 feet. 

The species is not known or expected to 
occur in the study area. The study area is 
outside the geographic range of this 
species. No known populations are along 
the Gila River downstream of 
Coolidge Dam. 

Southwestern willow 
flycatcher 

Empidonax traillii 
extimus 

Designated critical 
habitat 

E Cottonwood/willow and tamarisk 
vegetation communities along 
rivers and streams. 

Elevation: <8,500 feet. 

The species is known to occur in the study 
area. Breeding habitat occurs along the 
Gila River in the study area between 
Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam, where the species has been 
recorded as recently as 2015. Designated 
critical habitat in the study area occurs 
along the Gila River from Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam to Dripping Springs Wash. 

Spikedace 

Meda fulgida 

Designated critical 
habitat 

E Moderate to large perennial 
streams, with moderate- to fast-
velocity waters over gravel and 
rubble substrates. 

Elevation: <6,000 feet. 

The species is not expected to occur in the 
study area. Current distribution is restricted 
to the upper reaches of the Gila River in 
New Mexico, Aravaipa Creek, Eagle Creek, 
and the Verde River. Spikedace have not 
been reported in the Middle Gila River 
since 1991 despite repeated surveys. A 
reach of the Gila River in the study area 
supports a diverse population of introduced 
fish, some of which represent predators of 
this species. 

Yellow-billed cuckoo 

Coccyzus americanus 

Proposed critical habitat 

T Large blocks of riparian 
woodlands. Cottonwood, willow, 
or tamarisk galleries. 

Elevation: <6,500 feet. 

The species is known to occur in the study 
area. Occurrence has been recorded along 
the Gila River between Coolidge Dam and 
Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, where the 
species has been recorded as recently as 
2015, and at Picacho Reservoir, where the 
species was recorded prior to 1998. Critical 
habitat has been proposed for Picacho 
Reservoir and the Gila River between 
Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam. 

Yuma Ridgway’s rail 
(formerly Yuma 
clapper  rail) 

Rallus longirostris 
(obsoletus) yumanensis 

E Fresh-water marshes dominated 
by cattail or bulrush. 

Elevation: <4,500 feet. 

The species is known to occur in the study 
area. Occurrence has been recorded at 
Picacho Reservoir in some years and as 
recently as 2011. 

E = Endangered; NE = Proposed Experimental Population, Non-Essential; PT = Proposed Threatened; T = Threatened 

Lesser Long-Nosed Bat 
The lesser long-nosed bat was listed as endangered in 1988 without proposed or designated 
critical habitat (USFWS 1988). 
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Lesser long-nosed bats are found in southern Arizona from the Picacho Mountains southwest to 
the Agua Dulce Mountains, southeast to the Galiuro and Chiricahua mountains, and south into 
Mexico. This species is seasonally present in Arizona in the saguaro-dominated desert of south-
central Arizona as far north as the Picacho Mountains of southern Pinal County, with isolated 
records as far north as Phoenix and the Bill Williams River (USFWS 1995a) and late summer 
occurrences in the agave-rich grasslands of southeastern Arizona (Hoffmeister 1986) and 
southwestern New Mexico (USFWS 1995a). 

Critical resources for this species are day roosts and concentrations of food plants. Day roosts, 
including maternity roosts, are found primarily in caves and mines (USFWS 1995a). Primary 
food plants vary, depending on the time of year and blooming season, but consist of columnar 
cacti flowers and fruit, and the flowers of paniculate agave. This bat is usually found below 
3,500 feet elevation from April through July and ranges up to 5,500 feet elevation from about 
late July to October. Males and pregnant females arrive in Arizona between April and early May 
to feed on the nectar and pollen of columnar cacti, especially saguaros (Wilson 1985). Between 
late July and early August, adults and young disperse from maternity roosts to feed on the nectar 
and pollen of agave (Agave spp.). 

Lesser long-nosed bats are not known to occur in the study area. Several lesser long-nosed bats 
were noted roosting in a mine in 1988 in the Picacho Mountains, which are within 8 miles of 
Picacho Reservoir in the lower portion of the study area. There are additional records from 
southeastern Arizona and at least one historic record of an individual bat from the Phoenix 
metropolitan area. Potential foraging resources (i.e., saguaros) occur in the upper portions of the 
study area. 

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher 
The Southwestern willow flycatcher was listed as endangered in 1995 (USFWS 1995b). Critical 
habitat was designated in 2013 and within the study area includes 50 miles of the middle 
Gila River from Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam to the confluence of the Gila River and 
Dripping Springs Wash (USFWS 2013). 

The historic range in Arizona included portions of all major river systems (i.e., Colorado, Salt, 
Verde, Gila, Santa Cruz, and San Pedro rivers) and probably their major tributaries 
(USFWS 1995b). This species lives and nests in dense willow and tamarisk thickets and riparian 
woodlands. Primary habitat elements necessary for this species are dense, closed canopy riparian 
woodlands. 

In the study area, Southwestern willow flycatchers have been recorded along the Gila River 
between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam and at Picacho Reservoir. Based on 
recent surveys extending from 2008 to 2015, they are known to occur in substantial numbers of 
breeding pairs along the Gila River between Winkelman and Dripping Springs Wash. A migrant 
Southwestern willow flycatcher was recorded at Picacho Reservoir in 2011, but no breeding was 
observed during surveys conducted there between 1994 and 2011. 

Yellow-Billed Cuckoo 
The Western yellow-billed cuckoo was listed as threatened in 2014 (USFWS 2014a). Critical 
habitat was proposed in 2014 (USFWS 2014b) and in the study area includes Picacho Reservoir 
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and the reach of the Gila River from the confluence of the San Pedro River to Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam. 

The current breeding range of the yellow-billed cuckoo in the western United States includes 
riparian woodland habitat in portions of Arizona, California, and New Mexico (Halterman 1991; 
Laymon and Halterman 1987). This species arrives in Arizona in late May and June, with peak 
nesting activity in southeastern Arizona occurring from mid-June to September (Corman 2005; 
Corman and Magill 2000; Halterman 2002). Nesting habitat is predominantly dense lowland 
riparian woodland consisting of cottonwood, willow, velvet ash, Arizona walnut, mesquite, and 
tamarisk (Corman 2005). 

There are historic breeding records (based on surveys prior to 1998) of yellow-billed cuckoos 
from the vicinity of Winkelman and Grayback Mountain, between Ashurst–Hayden Diversion 
Dam and Kelvin, and from Picacho Reservoir. There are also breeding season records from 1998 
and 1999 for the Gila River above Winkelman, near Kearny, and at Picacho Reservoir (Corman 
and Magill 2000). More recently, probable breeding habitat has been identified along the 
Gila River in the reach at, and downstream of, the San Pedro River confluence (Corman 2005). 
Cuckoos have been detected incidentally during WIFL surveys and monitoring in low numbers 
throughout the reach from just upstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam to Dripping Springs 
Wash as recently as 2015. Nesting by yellow-billed cuckoos was documented at Dripping 
Springs Wash in 2009 (personal communication, Allen Graber, SWCA, Inc., to Alexander 
Smith, Reclamation, June 1, 2011). 

Yuma Ridgway’s Rail 
The Yuma Ridgway’s rail (formerly Yuma clapper rail) was listed in 1967 without critical 
habitat (USFWS 1967). 

This species occurs along the Colorado River from Lake Mead to Mexico; on the Gila and Salt 
rivers upstream to the area of the Verde River confluence; on the Tonto Creek arm of Roosevelt 
Lake; and at Picacho Reservoir (USFWS 2002). Though up to 70 percent of the population 
overwinters in the breeding range during mild winters, some depart from the breeding range by 
late September, presumably west to coastal Sonora, Sinaloa, and Nayarit in Mexico, returning 
around March or April (Todd 1986). Yuma Ridgway’s rails require a wet substrate, such as a 
mudflat, sandbar, or slough bottom, supporting dense stands of bulrush and cattail adjacent to 
shorelines. 

Yuma Ridgway’s rails were recorded during surveys conducted annually at Picacho Reservoir 
from 1975 to 1984 and from 1988 to 1995, with the exception of 1990. The most recent record of 
this species at Picacho Reservoir is from 2011. The remainder of the study area is not expected to 
support suitable habitat for this species. 

Other Special Status Species 
The AGFD Arizona Environmental Online Review Tool was used to generate lists of other 
special status species with documented occurrence within 3 miles of the study area (Appendix I). 
Table 10 lists records of species, by project segment, considered sensitive by the BLM, classified 
as Species of Greater Conservation Need (SGCN) or Wildlife of Special Concern in Arizona 
(WSC) by the AGFD, and/or covered under a Candidate Conservation Agreement (CCA). This 
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table does not include federally listed threatened or endangered species; these are identified in 
the previous section. 

Invasive Species 
Based on EO 13112, Invasive Species, signed by President Clinton on February 3, 1999, all 
projects will, “subject to the availability of appropriations, and within Administration budgetary 
limits, use relevant programs and authorities to: (i) prevent the introduction of invasive species; 
(ii) detect and respond rapidly to, and control, populations of such species in a cost-effective and 
environmentally sound manner; (iii) monitor invasive species populations accurately and 
reliably…[and] (iv) provide for restoration of native species and habitat conditions in ecosystems 
that have been invaded.” 

Table 10. Documented occurrence of other special status species within 3 miles of the 
study area, by segment. 

Name Status Habitat 

Recorded in Study 
Area or Vicinity Above 

Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam 

Recorded in Study 
Area or Vicinity Below 

Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam 

Plants 
Pima Indian mallow 
Abutilon parishii 

S Terrestrial   

Fish 
Desert sucker 
Catostomus clarkii 

S, SGCN Aquatic   

Gila longfin dace 
Agosia chrysogaster chrysogaster 

S, SGCN Aquatic   

Sonora sucker 
Catostomus insignis 

S, SGCN Aquatic   

Amphibians 
Lowland leopard frog 
Lithobates yavapaiensis 

S, SGCN Aquatic   

Birds 
American peregrine falcon 
Falco peregrinus anatum 

S, SGCN Terrestrial   

Bald eagle 
Haliaeetus leucocephalus 

S, WSC, 
SGCN 

Riparian   

Golden eagle 
Aquila chrysaetos 

S, SGCN Terrestrial   

Western burrowing owl 
Athene cunicularia hypugaea  

S, SGCN Terrestrial   

Mammals 
California leaf-nosed bat 
Macrotus californicus 

S, WSC, 
SGCN 

Terrestrial   

Pale Townsend’s big-eared bat 
Corynorhinus townsendii pallescens 

S, SGCN Terrestrial   

Reptiles 
Desert box turtle 
Terrapene ornata luteola 

S, SGCN Terrestrial   
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Table 10. Documented occurrence of other special status species within 3 miles of the 
study area, by segment. 

Name Status Habitat 

Recorded in Study 
Area or Vicinity Above 

Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam 

Recorded in Study 
Area or Vicinity Below 

Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam 

Tucson shovel-nosed snake 
Chionactis occipitalis klauberi 

SGCN Terrestrial   

Sonoran Desert tortoise 
Gopherus morafkai 

CCA, 
SGCN 

Terrestrial   

,CCA = Candidate Conservation Agreement, S = BLM sensitive, SGCN = AGFD Species of Greater Conservation Need, WSC = Wildlife of 
Special Concern in Arizona 

An invasive plant species survey was completed in 2010 in the area extending from Ashurst–
Hayden Diversion Dam approximately 2 miles downstream. Table 11 lists invasive plant species 
observed. These and other invasive plant species are expected to occur throughout the study area, 
to varying degrees. The portion of the study area below Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam to the 
project terminus near Picacho Reservoir is expected to support the highest number and the 
highest abundance of invasive plant species due to the greater extent of habitat disturbance from 
roads, canals, farm fields, and rural/municipal development. The upper portion of the study area 
(Coolidge Dam to Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam) is less disturbed and likely supports fewer 
invasive plant species. Those species that occur, however, may be present at relatively high 
densities along the riparian corridor (e.g., tamarisk, cocklebur). 

Table 11. Invasive plant species observed in 2010 in the vicinity of Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam. 

Common Name Scientific Name 
Asian mustard Brassica tournefortii 
Athel tamarisk Tamarix aphylla 
Bermudagrass Cynodon dactylon 
Cheeseweed mallow Malva parviflora 
Common cocklebur Xanthium strumarium 
London rocket Sisymbrium irio 
Mediterranean grass Schismus sp. 
Nettleleaf goosefoot Chenopodium murale 
Prickly lettuce Lactuca serriola 
Prickly Russian thistle Salsola tragus 
Redstem stork’s bill Erodium cicutarium 
Tamarisk Tamarix sp. 
Spiny sowthistle  Sonchus asper 
Tree tobacco Nicotiana glauca 

 

A number of other nonindigenous species are known to occur in the study area, primarily aquatic 
(fish) and semiaquatic (amphibian) species that have been recorded in the Gila River, the 
FCG Canal, and Picacho Reservoir (Kesner and Marsh 2010; Jakle and Baucom 1983). Table 12 
lists aquatic and semiaquatic species recorded in these water bodies that are considered aquatic 
nuisance species due to their potential adverse effects on biodiversity, listed species, water 
quality, economics, and other factors (University of Arizona 2002). 
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Table 12. Documented occurrence of aquatic nuisance species in the study area. 

Common Name Scientific Name Recorded Occurrence 
Gila River FCG Canal Picacho Reservoir 

Black bullhead Ameiurus melas    
Black crappie Pomoxis nigromaculatus    
Bluegill Lepomis macrochirus    
Bullfrog  Rana catesbeiana    
Channel catfish Ictalurus punctatus    
Common carp Cyprinus carpio    
Flathead catfish Pylodictis olivaris    
Green sunfish Lepomis cyanellus    
Largemouth bass Micropterus salmoides    
Mosquitofish Gambusia affinis    
Redear Lepomis microlophus    
Red shiner Cyprinella lutrensis    
Spiny softshell Apalone spinifera    
Threadfin shad Dorosoma petenense    
Tilapia Tilapia sp.    
Yellow bullhead Ameiurus natalis    

 

The April 20, 1994, USFWS Biological Opinion (USFWS 1994) mandated that an electric 
barrier be placed on the Florence–Casa Grande Canal just south of China Wash. The placement 
of the barrier was intended to protect against introduction of nonnative fishes from the CAP into 
the Gila River and its tributaries by prohibiting their movement upstream beyond the diversion at 
Ashurst–Hayden Dam. Since the barrier has been constructed, it has been met with challenges 
that have limited its effectiveness. It relies solely on an electrical current to impede the 
movement of fish in an area where power is unreliable. In addition, siltation on the barrier’s 
electrical components has, at times, made it less effective, but it undergoes regular maintenance 
and cleaning to ensure it is operational. 

3.11.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
Vegetation 
Under the No Action alternative, rehabilitation of the canal system would not take place and 
there would be no associated permanent or temporary impacts to vegetation. The annual 
maintenance dry-up of the system would continue, resulting in a five-week dry-up of the 
Gila River. Associated temporary reductions in flow in the Gila River between Coolidge Dam 
and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam would occur near the end of the growing season and would 
have little effect on vegetation. Effects on riparian and wetlands vegetation are discussed in 
Section 3.12.2. 

Wildlife 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no project-related removal or disturbance of 
wildlife habitat. Canals in the system would remain unlined and would continue to be subject 
to access by wildlife for drinking water and occasional incidental drowning. 
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Threatened and Endangered Species 
The No Action alternative would have no effect on endangered, threatened, proposed, or 
candidate species and would not result in adverse modification of any proposed or designated 
critical habitat. There would be no construction-related changes in flow in the reach of the Gila 
River from Coolidge Dam to Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, no removal or disturbance of 
habitat, and no construction-related disturbance. In Reach 1, there would be no removal of 
saguaros, which represent potential foraging resources for the endangered lesser long-nosed bat 
and no construction-related disturbance of this species. There would be no project-related change 
in potential habitat at Picacho Reservoir for the endangered Southwestern willow flycatcher, the 
threatened yellow-billed cuckoo, or the endangered Yuma Ridgway’s rail. 

Other Special Status Species 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no effect on other special status species or their 
habitats. 

Water quality conditions for other special status fish species in the canal system would remain 
unchanged. Under the No Action alternative, there would be no construction-related disturbance 
of other special status bird species such as the American peregrine falcon, the golden eagle, or 
the Western burrowing owl. The No Action alternative would not affect nesting habitat for 
species protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) or the Bald and Golden Eagle 
Protection Act. 

Invasive Species 
The No Action alternative would have little or no effect on the distribution or spread of invasive 
species. There would be no construction-related spread or change in distribution of invasive plant 
species. Water quality conditions in the canal system would remain unchanged, and there would 
be no change in habitat conditions for invasive aquatic species. Under this alternative, the 
electric fish barrier at China Wash would remain. The effectiveness of this feature in preventing 
upstream movement of nonnative fish species would continue to be limited by unreliable power 
supply and siltation of electrical components. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
Vegetation 
Rehabilitation of the canal system under the action alternatives would result in permanent and 
temporary impacts on vegetation. Construction of parallel canal segments, the Pima Lateral 
interconnect, the link canal, and a regulating reservoir would result in the removal or disturbance 
of about 98 acres of vegetation mapped as Arizona Upland Sonoran Desertscrub (Paloverde–
Cacti–Mixed Scrub Series) in Reach 1 and about 170 acres of vegetation mapped as Lower 
Colorado River Valley Subdivision Sonoran Desertscrub (Creosote Bush–Bursage Series and 
Saltbush Series) in Reaches 2 and 3. Based on the current condition of other previously disturbed 
sites in the study area, the areas affected would be unlikely to substantially revert to natural, 
preexisting conditions and plant communities, though some vegetation would likely become 
reestablished. These effects would, therefore, be largely permanent in nature. 

Under both action alternatives, the proposed mid-system regulating reservoir and improvements 
downstream of that reservoir would reduce the diversion of water into system laterals that exceed 
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the quantity required by farm gates drawing water from the laterals. This would reduce spillage 
or excess diversion of irrigation water into system laterals and ultimately into farm drains. 
Because farm drains are open ditches and spillage occurs infrequently and in low volumes, there 
is little associated vegetation. Therefore, elimination of spillage under the action alternatives 
would not have a substantial effect on vegetation in the study area. 

Wildlife 
Permanent impacts to wildlife under the action alternatives include the removal of habitat as a 
result of system rehabilitation and associated construction activities. This permanent removal of 
habitat would have the most pronounced effects in Reach 1 (generally upstream of where the 
CAP canal crosses the FCG Canal), where the project is contiguous to the Gila River floodplain 
and areas of relatively undisturbed Arizona Upland Sonoran Desertscrub habitat on both sides. 
The remaining reaches of the project (Reaches 2 and 3) are primarily in agricultural and rural 
developed areas and have less wildlife use. Patches of Lower Colorado River Sonoran 
Desertscrub remain along these reaches, but a portion of these are substantially fragmented or 
isolated from other areas of natural habitat by the CAP and/or the FCG Canal, existing roads, 
agricultural and rural development, and, to some extent, include or consist of nonnative 
vegetation that has become established along the canals. 

Lining the existing and new canal segments with concrete under both action alternatives would 
make it more difficult for wildlife that fall into a canal to escape. Under the action alternatives, 
deer and tortoise fencing would be installed, where terrain permits, along both sides of the new 
concrete-lined main canal in Reach 1 above the CAP canal crossing to minimize the potential for 
wildlife drowning. In areas where fencing is not feasible due to terrain, wildlife escape ramps 
would be constructed to Reclamation specifications, and buoys would be installed across the 
canal to guide wildlife to the ramps. The effectiveness of wildlife fencing would be addressed 
through an adaptive management approach. If the use of buoys and escape ramps does not 
minimize wildlife drowning, alternative or additional measures would be evaluated by 
Reclamation and SCIDD, in coordination with the AGFD. In addition to wildlife fencing, a new 
6-foot-wide wildlife bridge would be constructed at the lower end of Reach 1. 

Concrete lining and fencing of canals would also eliminate a source of drinking water for some 
wildlife. SCIDD would install one new drinker and would maintain access to all existing laterals 
and farmlands that provide access to water. To varying degrees, the action alternatives would 
result in temporary impacts on wildlife from management of flows, noise disturbance, and 
removal or disturbance of vegetation during construction. 

Because irrigation demands and plant growth/productivity are typically limited during fall–winter, 
implementation of the 5-3-5 dry-ups at this time of the year during construction would not 
substantially affect the availability of surface water, cover, and foraging resources for wildlife in 
the reach of the Gila River between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. The fish 
fauna in this reach is predominantly nonnative, has persisted over the long-term despite historic 
fluctuation in flows during this period, and therefore is unlikely to be substantially affected. 

Under the action alternatives, construction activities would result in some displacement or 
avoidance by wildlife of adjacent natural areas due to noise and/or human presence. These 
effects would also be temporary and limited to the period of construction. Removal of vegetation 
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present in places within the canal right-of-way due to rehabilitation of existing canal segments 
would eliminate habitat for some wildlife species. 

As discussed under the effects on vegetation, elimination of spillage under the action alternatives 
would not have a substantial effect on wildlife habitat in the study area. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 
The action alternatives would result in the removal of some saguaros that may serve as foraging 
resources for the endangered lesser long-nosed bat. The number of saguaros that would be 
removed would be small, and all salvageable saguaros that cannot be reasonably avoided would 
be transplanted to an adjacent area. The action alternatives could result in potential disturbance 
of lesser long-nosed bats in Reach 1 during periods of construction. 

The action alternatives would have limited effects on critical habitat for the endangered 
Southwestern willow flycatcher and the threatened yellow-billed cuckoo along the Gila River 
between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. During construction of the project, 
the 5-3-5 dry-up schedule (Section 2.2.7) that has been implemented since 2010, starting at the 
end of October to early November, would continue. This has involved cessation of flows from 
Coolidge Dam for the first five-week period, followed by a three-week wet-up period of normal 
releases from Coolidge Dam. During the second five-week period, portions of the canal system 
have been subjected to dry-up while releases from Coolidge Dam would deliver irrigation water 
to other portions of the canal system, as feasible. In years when only maintenance has been 
required, dry-up has occurred during one five-week maintenance dry-up in the fall, which 
includes the cessation of releases from the dam. 

During construction of Reach 1 under the action alternatives, cessation of releases from 
Coolidge Dam may be required for the first and second five-week periods for up to two 
consecutive years. Curtailed releases from Coolidge Dam during construction of Reach 1 in the 
first two years would occur in winter, generally outside the growing season for riparian 
vegetation, and outside the period when Southwestern willow flycatchers or yellow-billed 
cuckoos are present. As construction moves progressively downstream along Reaches 2 and 3, 
dam releases would incrementally increase in the second five-week dry-up period because 
irrigation water deliveries can resume in upstream portions of the service area. After completion 
of construction, the normal 5-3-5 dry-up schedule would resume, except for years when only 
maintenance work is planned and dry-up is limited to one five-week maintenance dry-up. 

The action alternatives may affect the lesser long-nosed bat, the Southwestern willow flycatcher, 
the yellow-billed cuckoo, and the Yuma Ridgway’s rail but would not adversely affect these 
species and would not adversely affect or modify proposed or designated critical habitat. 

Other Special Status Species 
The action alternatives, to varying degrees, may affect other special status species through 
removal/disturbance of habitat and disturbance of individuals from construction-related noise 
and human presence. The action alternatives would result in potential disturbance or 
displacement of Western burrowing owls that may be nesting along the existing canal banks in 
Reaches 2 and 3 of the study area. This would affect only a small portion of the potential habitat 
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for this species that exists in the agricultural areas surrounding the study area. Both action 
alternatives would also result in some removal of potential nesting habitat for migratory birds. 

Because construction in Reach 1 would take place within the existing canal easement and in 
relatively disturbed areas in or near the Gila River floodplain, the action alternatives would not 
impact habitat likely to support shelter or den sites for Sonoran Desert tortoises but could result 
in some construction traffic–related mortality of tortoises moving between areas of suitable 
habitat. 

Invasive Species 
To varying degrees, construction activities associated with rehabilitation of the canal system 
under the action alternatives may result in the introduction or spread of invasive plant species 
into newly disturbed areas through incidental transport via equipment and vehicles and by 
colonization from adjacent agricultural areas. 

Florence Canal Alternative (Proposed Action) 
Vegetation 
In addition to the 98 acres of Arizona Upland Sonoran Desertscrub vegetation removed or 
disturbed, this alternative would remove or disturb an estimated 170 acres of vegetation mapped 
as Lower Colorado River Valley Subdivision Sonoran Desertscrub (Creosote Bush–Bursage 
Series and Saltbush Series) in Reaches 2 and 3. Most of this represents vegetation in or 
immediately adjacent to existing canal easements and access roads and may include, in places, 
nonnative species such as Athel tamarisk (Tamarix aphylla). 

Wildlife 
The Arizona Upland Sonoran Desertscrub habitat and some of the Lower Colorado River Valley 
Subdivision Sonoran Desertscrub habitat affected by the Proposed Action is contiguous or 
adjacent to other areas of desertscrub habitat, providing higher value wildlife habitat. Other 
habitat is substantially fragmented in nature (isolated from larger tracts of remaining desertscrub) 
due to existing canal alignments, agriculture, and other development. These substantially 
fragmented areas provide lower value wildlife habitat. 

Temporary impacts to wildlife from noise and human presence during construction would occur 
over a five-year period under the Proposed Action. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 
Under the Proposed Action, periods of increased water at Picacho Reservoir could result in some 
increase in potential habitat for the endangered Southwestern willow flycatcher, the threatened 
yellow-billed cuckoo, and the endangered Yuma Ridgway’s rail, though any additional water 
may be subsequently withdrawn to fulfill irrigation orders and water levels would continue to 
fluctuate based on the magnitude and frequency of storm events and irrigation water demand. 

A Biological Evaluation (BE) has been prepared for the Proposed Action and will be submitted 
to the USFWS for consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act. The BE 
concludes that the Proposed Action may affect the lesser long-nosed bat, the Southwestern 
willow flycatcher, the yellow-billed cuckoo, and the Yuma Ridgway’s rail but would not 
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adversely affect these species and would not adversely affect or modify proposed or designated 
critical habitat. 

Other Special Status Species 
The Proposed Action may affect other special status species through removal or disturbance of 
habitat. The Proposed Action would result in potential impacts to nesting bird species protected 
under the MBTA through the removal or disturbance of up to 268 acres of desertscrub 
vegetation. Management of flows during construction would occur outside the breeding season 
for bald eagles in known breeding areas along the Gila River between Coolidge Dam and 
Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. It would also result in potential disturbance or displacement of 
Western burrowing owls that may be nesting along the existing canal banks in Reaches 2 and 3 
of the study area. 

Invasive Species 
Construction activities associated with rehabilitation of the canal system may result in the 
introduction or spread of invasive plant species into 268 acres of newly disturbed areas through 
incidental transport via equipment and vehicles and by colonization from adjacent agricultural 
areas. 

This alternative would improve the irrigation district’s effectiveness of impeding upstream 
movement of nonnative fish through the placement of a new bifurcation structure. The structure 
would replace the existing electric fish barrier at the transition between Reaches 1 and 2. While 
the bifurcation structure would serve a dual purpose, its physical and operational characteristics 
would make it a more reliable and effective barrier. The structure would be composed of 
overshot gates that would give it an effective barrier height that ranges from 5 to 7.25 feet above 
surface elevation. The velocity over the top of the gates would also help with its barrier effect. 

FCG Canal Alternative 
Vegetation 
Because more miles of new canal would be constructed and more acres impacted, the FCG Canal 
Alternative would result in greater impacts to vegetation compared with the Proposed Action. 

Wildlife 
Because more miles of new canal would be constructed and more acres impacted, the FCG Canal 
Alternative would result in removal or disturbance of a greater number of acres of wildlife 
habitat compared with the Proposed Action. 

Temporary impacts to wildlife from noise and human presence during construction would extend 
over a seven-year period, compared with a five-year period under the Proposed Action. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 
Compared with the Proposed Action, this alternative would be less likely to increase or enhance 
potential habitat for the endangered Southwestern willow flycatcher, the threatened yellow-billed 
cuckoo, or the endangered Yuma Ridgway’s rail at Picacho Reservoir. 
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Other Special Status Species 
The FCG Canal Alternative would result in greater impacts to other special status species 
compared with the Proposed Action due to construction of more miles of new canal. 

Invasive Species 
The FCG Canal Alternative would have a greater potential to introduce and spread invasive plant 
species compared with the Proposed Action due to more miles of new canal construction. 

Effects of the FCG Canal Alternative with regard to nonnative fish movement would be the same 
as under the No Action alternative. The electric fish barrier at China Wash would remain and the 
effectiveness of this structure in impeding upstream movement of nonnative fish would continue 
to be limited by an unreliable power source and siltation of electrical components. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Cumulative impacts to biological resources under the action alternatives include those resulting 
from past agricultural, urban, and water resource development; implementation of Phase 1 of this 
project; continued maintenance of the canal system; future canal system improvements, 
including rehabilitation of laterals under Phase 3; and future development of residential, 
commercial, and industrial land uses in the study area, as identified on local land use plans. 

Due to regulation of flows, construction and operation of Coolidge Dam has promoted the 
establishment of exotic tamarisk along the Gila River between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–
Hayden Diversion Dam. This has reduced or eliminated habitat for a number of native species 
but has likely enhanced habitat conditions for some species, such as the endangered 
Southwestern willow flycatcher. 

The original construction of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, continuing diversion of Gila River 
water at this location, and development of the SCIP canal system resulted in elimination of 
perennial flows in downstream reaches of the Gila River and allowed large-scale agricultural 
development in the Casa Grande Valley. In combination with rural and urban development, this 
contributed to the conversion of thousands of acres of Sonoran Desertscrub to agricultural land 
uses and resulted in the associated loss of native vegetation and wildlife habitat. 

Construction and maintenance of SCIP and associated agricultural development in the 
Casa Grande Valley has eliminated habitat for many native species but has improved habitat for 
some species, such as the Western burrowing owl. Implementation of Phase 1 of this project 
(rehabilitation of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam and associated headworks and construction of 
a sediment removal and storage facility) disturbed an estimated 260 acres that consisted 
primarily of fallow agricultural lands but could have served as habitat for the Western burrowing 
owl and/or other wildlife species. Phase 1 activities have increased the extent of disturbance and 
the amount of habitat for invasive plant species. 

Annual maintenance dry-ups of the SCIP system over the month of November (near the end of 
the growing season) would continue, resulting in an associated dry-up of the Gila River between 
Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. The annual maintenance dry-up would be 
used for the first five-week dry-up for each year of construction. A second five-week dry-up 
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would occur during construction but would be outside the growing season. Therefore, the 
Proposed Action would not contribute to cumulative effects on biological resources in the study 
area. 

Future improvements to canals and laterals in the SCIDD service area under Phase 3 and future 
agricultural, residential, commercial, and transportation development in the Casa Grande Valley 
would also contribute to cumulative impacts on biological resources. The latter would primarily 
affect areas of Lower Colorado River Sonoran Desertscrub that are substantially fragmented due 
to extensive agricultural and rural development. Because Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 would primarily 
rehabilitate the existing canal system, the action alternatives would have a limited effect on 
biological resources compared with the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions. 

3.12 RIPARIAN ZONES AND WETLANDS 
3.12.1 Affected Environment 
Riparian vegetation along the Gila River between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion 
Dam varies from monotypic tamarisk (Tamarix spp.) to mixed exotic/native vegetation, 
primarily tamarisk, Goodding’s willow (Salix gooddingii), and Fremont cottonwood (Populus 
fremontii) (Graber and Koronkiewicz 2011). The ephemeral reach of the Gila River below 
Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam is composed of a braided floodplain dominated by clumps of 
tamarisk and singlewhorl burrobrush (Hymenoclea monogyra). The FCG Canal and other canals 
in the lower extent of the study area generally do not support riparian vegetation, though they 
may be bordered in places by sporadic stands of mesquite, introduced Athel tamarisk (Tamarix 
aphylla), or other species. Picacho Reservoir supports wetland vegetation composed primarily of 
California bulrush (Schoenoplectus californicus) and cattail (Typha spp.), surrounded by 
tamarisk, willows (Salix spp.), and mesquite (Prosopis spp.). Fringe wetlands are anticipated to 
occur sporadically along the perennial reach of the Gila River between Coolidge Dam and 
Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. Due to steep banks and currents, the canals in the remainder of 
the study area (Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam to Picacho Reservoir) generally do not support 
wetlands, except for small, isolated patches of wetland vegetation that occur at some locations 
where there is seepage of irrigation water from existing canal release gates. 

3.12.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, rehabilitation of the canal system would not occur, and there 
would be no associated effects on riparian zones or wetlands. Periodic annual dry-ups of the 
canal system over the month of November for maintenance would continue, but associated 
temporary reductions in flow in the Gila River between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam would occur near the end of the growing season and would have little effect on 
riparian zones or fringe wetlands. There would be no project-induced change in the amount or 
frequency of water entering Picacho Reservoir and no associated change in riparian vegetation 
or wetlands present. Mesquites and other xeroriparian tree species that occur in places along the 
existing canal right-of-way would be unaffected. Small, isolated patches of wetland vegetation 
from canal seepage would be unaffected and would be likely to persist. 
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Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
For the past six years, system 5-3-5 dry-ups have occurred from the end of October through 
January, with cessation of releases from Coolidge Dam in the first five-week period, followed by 
a three-week wet-up period and sporadic releases during the second five-week dry-up. Continued 
implementation of the 5-3-5 dry-up schedule for the action alternatives is unlikely to affect 
riparian or wetlands habitat. Other than the cessation of releases from Coolidge Dam during the 
second five-week period during the first two years of construction (Reach 1), the dry-up schedule 
would not represent a change from existing conditions. This is in the period toward the end and 
outside the growing season for plants; therefore, the action alternatives would be unlikely to have 
a substantial long-term effect on riparian or wetland vegetation along this reach of the 
Gila River. 

Rehabilitation of existing canal segments under the action alternatives would result in the 
removal of xeroriparian vegetation that has become established in places within the canal right-
of-way. Some of this vegetation may reestablish over the long-term, though this would be limited 
due to the reduction of canal seepage under all of the action alternatives. 

Improvement of the canal system would likely remove small, isolated areas of wetland 
vegetation that have resulted from canal seepage. 

Florence Canal Alternative (Proposed Action) 
Compared with the No Action alternative, the Proposed Action would allow the potential 
diversion and delivery of more water from the Gila River at Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam 
during storm events, which could result in an increased amount and frequency of water entering 
Picacho Reservoir. Water stored in the reservoir would be drawn down as needed in response to 
irrigation water orders. Though more water could at times be discharged to Picacho Reservoir, 
water levels in this reservoir would continue to fluctuate based on the magnitude and frequency 
of storm events and irrigation water demand. Some increase in the total area of wetland and 
riparian vegetation would likely occur during those periods when more water is stored in 
Picacho Reservoir under this alternative. 

FCG Canal Alternative 
Compared with the Proposed Action, the FCG Canal Alternative would have a more limited 
capacity to convey storm water to Picacho Reservoir because it would commingle storm water 
with irrigation water in Reach 2. If irrigation orders were filled at the same time that storm water 
is available in the Gila River, irrigation water would tie up some of the canal capacity, limiting 
the capacity available to convey excess storm water. In addition, the cross drainage that is 
currently intercepted along Reach 2 is conveyed to Picacho Reservoir. Under the FCG Canal 
Alternative, this intercepted cross drainage would be discharged instead to the Gila River. 
Potential increases in the total area of wetland and riparian vegetation at Picacho Reservoir 
would, therefore, be more limited and less likely to occur than under the Proposed Action. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Cumulative impacts to riparian areas and wetlands under the action alternatives include those 
resulting from past agricultural, urban, and water resource development; implementation of 
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Phase 1 of this project; continued maintenance of the canal system, future canal system 
improvements, including rehabilitation of laterals under Phase 3; and future development of 
residential, commercial, and industrial land uses in the study area, as identified on local land use 
plans. Due to regulation of flows, construction and operation of Coolidge Dam has promoted the 
establishment of exotic tamarisk and fringe wetlands in the reach of the Gila River between 
Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. Construction of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion 
Dam and continuing diversion of Gila River water at this location resulted in elimination of 
perennial flows in downstream reaches of the Gila River, associated loss of wetland and riparian 
vegetation, and establishment of exotic riparian plant species (tamarisk). 

Annual maintenance dry-ups of the SCIP system over the month of November (near the end of 
the growing season) would continue, resulting in an associated dry-up of the Gila River between 
Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. The annual maintenance dry-up would be 
used for the first five-week dry-up for each year of construction. A second five-week dry-up 
would occur during construction but would be outside the growing season. Therefore, the 
Proposed Action would not contribute to cumulative effects on riparian zones and wetlands in 
the study area. 

Construction and use of Picacho Reservoir as a storm water overflow basin resulted in the 
creation of additional riparian areas and wetlands in the study area. Implementation of Phase 1 
of this project was estimated to result in the removal or disturbance of about 7 acres of riparian 
vegetation dominated by exotic tamarisk from armoring of the river bank and long-term 
sediment storage. Future canal system improvements and maintenance would result in continued 
removal or disturbance of xeroriparian vegetation on canal banks. Because Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 
would primarily rehabilitate the existing canal system, the action alternatives would have a 
limited effect on riparian areas and wetlands compared with the effects of past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions. 

3.13 NOISE 
3.13.1 Affected Environment 
Sound is created when an object vibrates and radiates part of its energy as acoustic pressure or 
waves through a medium, such as air, water, or a solid object. Sound levels are expressed in units 
of decibels. Noise is generally defined as the undesired component of sound. Because the human 
ear does not respond equally to all frequencies, measured noise levels are adjusted or weighted to 
correspond to the frequency response of human hearing capabilities and the human perception of 
loudness. The weighted noise level corresponding to the human ear is designated as the 
A-weighted noise in decibels (dBA). 

People generally perceive a 10 dBA increase as a doubling of loudness. For example, an 80 dBA 
sound will be perceived by the average person as twice as loud as a 70 dBA sound (FHWA 
2011b). In general, when distance is the only factor considered, sound levels decrease by about 
6 dBA for every doubling of distance from the noise source. Topographic features, vegetation, 
and structures between the noise source and the receptor can also affect the perceived loudness 
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of sound. Noise levels approaching 70 dBA are typically considered intrusive in most settings 
where residential development is the predominant land use.7 

Most of the construction area for Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 is adjacent to agricultural or undeveloped 
land. The most sensitive noise receptors consist of adjacent individual residences that occur 
sporadically on agricultural land and higher-density clusters of residences that are associated 
with the Florence urban center and one unnamed rural site on the west side of the Florence Canal 
between Randolph Road and Kleck Road. The houses in the unnamed rural site are more than 
500 feet west of the Florence Canal. The high-density residential development in Florence is 
contiguous with a 0.3-mile segment of the existing FCG Canal and the proposed construction 
areas for the action alternatives. Other sensitive noise receptors, including schools, churches, and 
cemeteries, are in the greater study area; however, none of these receptors would be affected by 
peak construction noise in excess of 60 dBA. 

The area of concern for this project is the residential development in Florence (Table 13). The 
residential development in Florence is on the north side of the FCG Canal between SR 287 and 
SR 79. 

Table 13. Number of residential units close to the construction area in Florence. 
Community Number of Family Units Distance from Construction Area (Feet) 
Florence 0 family units 25–50 

2 multiple-family units ≤200 
14 single-family units 
4 multiple-family units ≤400 
32 single-family units 

 

Ambient noise levels throughout most of the study area are relatively low. Higher noise levels 
are associated with vehicular traffic on I-10 and other highways, and the passage of trains on two 
rail lines that intersect the study area. Sporadic noise is also generated from farm equipment and 
machinery in agricultural operations. In Florence, urban activities, including motor vehicle 
travel, contribute to ambient noise levels. 

Two jurisdictions that overlap the construction area have noise ordinances or regulations that 
apply to a variety of activities. These ordinances consist of the Town of Florence Code of 
Ordinances (2006); and the Pinal County Noise Ordinance (2006). Of these, only the Pinal 
County Noise Ordinance addresses construction noise and is applicable to this project. 

In Pinal County, the noise level criteria metric is based on the equivalent sound level (Leq), 
which is the constant level that, over a given period, transmits to the receptor the same amount of 
acoustic energy as the actual time elapsed. For residential areas, the Leq limits for daytime are 
60 dBA from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. and for nighttime are 55 dBA from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m. Per the Pinal 
County Noise Ordinance, the hours of construction activities are limited, as noted in Table 14. 
Construction and repair work may be conducted at different times and at higher noise levels than 

 
7 A similar threshold is used by the FHWA when evaluating the need for noise abatement on highway projects. 

FHWA guidelines define constant noise levels exceeding 67 dBA near homes, schools, hospitals, and other 
sensitive receptors as having the potential to disrupt conversation and interfere with other tasks. 
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otherwise allowed, if upon written application, a permit is obtained from the Pinal County 
Planning Services and Development Department. 

Table 14. Pinal County Noise Ordinance restrictions for construction activities. 

Activity Location Date 
Time Frame 
Allowed 

Concrete pouring Residential and nonresidential April 15–October 15 5 a.m.–7 p.m. 
October 16–April 14 6 a.m.–7 p.m. 

Other types of construction Within 500 feet of a residence April 15–October 15 6 a.m.–7 p.m. 
October 16–April 14 7 a.m.–7 p.m. 

Other types of construction More than 500 feet from a residence Throughout the year 5 a.m.–7 p.m. 
Other types of construction Residential and nonresidential Weekends and 

holidays 
7 a.m.–7 p.m. 

Concrete pouring Residential and nonresidential Weekends and 
holidays 

6 a.m.–7 p.m. 

 

3.13.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no rehabilitation of existing SCIP facilities 
or construction of new facilities; therefore, no construction-related noise or other noise sources 
would be introduced as a result of the project. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
This project is expected to require the use of various types of construction equipment. Table 15 
shows the noise level of equipment at various distances. The FHWA Road Construction Noise 
Model Version 1.1 (FHWA 2006) was used to estimate total noise levels at sensitive receptors, 
based on distance and equipment used. Direct and indirect effects would include noise and 
vibration from construction equipment and increased traffic on local roads. Referenced noise 
level estimates are for exterior spaces; noise levels inside residential structures would be lower. 
Typically, standard constructed homes provide at least a 20 dBA noise level reduction, so that if 
the exterior noise level is 65 dBA or less, the interior noise level will be 45 dBA or less, 
provided that the windows and doors are closed. 

In general, construction noise is temporary and varies widely, both spatially and temporally. 
Construction noise would vary with the type of operation, the location and function of the 
equipment, and the equipment usage cycle. Potentially disruptive noise levels approaching or 
exceeding 70 dBA would affect receptors that are within 400 feet of construction. However, 
noise levels at receptor locations would be transient, and extended disruption of normal activity 
would not be likely to occur. To reduce noise disturbance, the hours of operation of construction 
would be limited to the hours specified in the Pinal County Noise Ordinance (refer to Table 14). 

Florence Canal Alternative (Proposed Action) 
Noise impacts would be greatest among those receptors that are closest to the construction zone. 
In Florence, the distance from the edge of the construction area to the closest residential 
development is approximately 175 feet. Those residents may experience typical yet intermittent 
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exterior noise levels of 77 dBA during construction. Within 400 feet of construction, there are 
four multiple-family units and 32 single-family units that could be exposed to exterior noise 
levels ranging from 70 to 77 dBA, depending on distance from the noise source (Appendix J). 

Table 15. Construction equipment typical equivalent noise level. 

Equipment Description 
Typical Equivalent Noise Level, dBA 

25 feet 50 feet 100 feet 200 feet 400 feet 
Paver 91 85 79 73 67 
Scraper 91 85 79 73 67 
Compactor 86 80 74 68 62 
Bulldozer 91 85 79 73 67 
Excavator 91 85 79 73 67 
Motor grader 91 85 79 73 67 
Truck–concrete mixer 91 85 79 73 67 
Truck–bottom or end dump 90 84 78 72 67 
Loader–front end 86 80 74 68 62 
Truck–concrete pump 88 82 76 70 63 
Air compressor 86 80 74 68 62 
Crane 91 85 79 73 67 
Pickup truck 61 55 49 43 37 
Truck–flatbed 90 84 78 72 66 
Backhoe 86 80 74 68 62 
Generator 88 82 76 70 64 

FHWA 2006 

FCG Canal Alternative 
The distance from the edge of the construction area to the noise-sensitive receptors in Florence 
would be approximately 200 feet for the FCG Canal Alternative. For those residents in Florence 
in closest proximity to the construction zone, the typical exterior noise levels would be 76 dBA 
during construction. Within 400 feet of construction, residents at four multiple-family units and 
32 single-family units could be exposed to maximum exterior noise levels ranging from 70 to 
76 dBA. However, 12 of the single-family units are slightly more than 400 feet from the 
construction area, and residents may experience exterior noise levels less than 70 dBA. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Noise from the operation of construction equipment would incrementally contribute to existing 
noise sources, including vehicular traffic on roads and the operation of farm equipment. 
No actions were identified that would result in long-term cumulative changes in noise levels. 

Cumulative impacts of the action alternatives on noise would be short-term. Though the 
cumulative impacts would be similar between the two action alternatives, sensitive receivers 
would be slightly closer to the construction zone under the Proposed Action. Noise impacts 
would be greatest at those receptors that are closest to the construction zone. 
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3.14 AIR QUALITY AND CLIMATE 
3.14.1 Affected Environment 
Ambient Air Quality 
The air quality index (AQI) is a general expression of ambient air quality at a given location. 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) calculates the AQI for the following five air 
pollutants based on daily results from air quality monitoring stations: ozone, particulate matter, 
carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). As the AQI increases, 
an increasing percentage of the population is likely to experience adverse health effects. 
Air quality with AQI values in the good to moderate range is generally considered to have little 
impact on public health. AQI values above the moderate range are indicative of poor air quality, 
with potential health implications for sensitive receptors first, and then the general public as the 
values increase. 

Representative ambient air quality information for the proposed construction area was based on 
air quality data from the EPA for the City of Coolidge for a 10-year period beginning in 1999. 
Mean annual AQI values during the period were almost entirely in the good to moderate range, 
with the preponderance of values in the good range. AQI values in the moderate range occurred 
most often from May to August each year. With the exception of particulate matter, ambient air 
quality is not considered problematic for public health. 

Criteria Air Pollutants and Applicable Thresholds 
The Clean Air Act (CAA) of 1990 provides the principal framework for national, state, and local 
efforts to protect air quality. Under the CAA, the EPA is responsible for setting National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for pollutants that are considered harmful to human 
health and the environment. The EPA has promulgated NAAQS for six criteria pollutants: ozone, 
CO, NO2, SO2, lead, and particulate matter. Particulate matter includes PM10, inhalable coarse 
particles less than 10 but more than 2.5 microns in diameter, and PM2.5, fine particles equal to or 
less than 2.5 microns in diameter. States are required to adopt standards that are at least as 
stringent as the NAAQS. In Pinal County, the Air Quality Control District is responsible for 
protecting air quality and issuing dust permits for construction activities. 

Localities with air quality that do not meet the standards for one or more pollutants are 
designated as “nonattainment areas” for that pollutant. For nonattainment areas, states are 
required to formulate and submit State Implementation Plans (SIPs) to the EPA that outline those 
measures the state will use to attain and maintain compliance with the NAAQS (40 CFR § 51) 
within a designated time period. 

On May 31, 2012, the EPA published a Final Rule in the Federal Register—Designation of 
Areas for Air Quality Planning Purposes; State of Arizona; Pinal County; PM10 (77 FR 
105:32024–32033) The Final Rule, effective July 2, 2012, redesignated a portion of western 
Pinal County from unclassifiable (attainment) to moderate nonattainment for the 24-hour PM10 
(EPA 2010a). The redesignation follows the Proposed Rule published on October 1, 2010 
(75 FR 190: 60680–60689). The boundary of the West Pinal PM10 nonattainment area, which 
encompasses approximately the west half of Pinal County, is based on numerous recorded 
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violations of the PM10 standard. The West Pinal PM10 nonattainment area includes the SCIDD 
service area and the construction area for Phase 2 Reaches 1–3. 

Primary (health) and secondary (welfare) PM10 standards are met when the expected number of 
exceedances per year at each monitoring station, averaged over a three-year period, is less than 
or equal to one. There are three PM10 monitoring stations within 10 miles of the construction 
area. Based on sampling data from 2010–2012, two of the three monitoring stations yielded a 
three-year average expected rate of exceedance greater than one, which represents a violation 
of the 24-hour PM10 standard at those two stations (Table 16). 

Table 16. Violations of 24-hour PM10 standard for monitoring stations within 10 miles of 
the proposed construction area, 2010–2012. 

Site Name 

2010 2011 2012 Three-Year 
Average 

Expected Rate 
of Exceedance 

Maximum
24-Hour 
Average 

Expected 
Exceedance 

Maximum 
24-Hour 
Average  

Expected 
Exceedance 

Maximum
24-Hour 
Average 

Expected 
Exceedance 

Coolidge 87 0 110 0 134 0 0 
Pinal 
County 
Housing 
(near 
Eleven 
Mile 
Corner) 

128 6 212 21.2 131 5 10.7 

1 The 24-hour PM10 standard was promulgated in 1987 to be 150 micrograms per cubic meter (µ g/m3). 

In western Pinal County, the primary sources of particulate material that contribute to elevated 
PM10 levels include vehicular traffic on paved and unpaved roads, which is the single largest 
source category, followed in importance by concentrated animal feeding operations, 
construction, agriculture (tilling and harvesting), and permitted point sources. Unpaved road 
emissions during low winds and the total high wind emissions account for approximately 
92 percent of the total annual emissions inventory. Construction accounts for approximately 
3.5 percent of the total low wind PM10 emissions. Areas of relatively higher emission densities 
occur in and around population centers such as Coolidge and Florence (75 Federal Register 
60683). 

Designation of the West Pinal PM10 nonattainment area placed a requirement on the 
State of Arizona to revise the SIP8 and impose certain planning requirements to reduce 
PM10 concentrations in the area to protect human health. Major concerns for human health from 
increased exposure to PM10 particles include effects on breathing and the respiratory system, 
damage to lung tissue, and death. For individuals with a preexisting lung disease, inhalation of 
PM10 may induce inflammation and exacerbate respiratory and cardiovascular effects through the 
induction of oxidative stress and inflammation (Brown et al. 2004). With the exception of PM10, 
the area encompassing Phase 2 Reaches 1–3 is in attainment of all other NAAQS. 

 
8 ADEQ submitted the Arizona SIP revision for the West Pinal County PM10 Nonattainment Area to EPA on 

December 30, 2013. 
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Two other nonattainment areas for particulate matter are in the region. Approximately 10 miles 
east of the construction area is the Hayden Planning Area, which is classified as nonattainment 
(moderate) for PM10. The Hayden Planning Area incorporates approximately 5 miles of the 
Gila River south of the town of Hayden (ADEQ 2015) and overlaps the study area upstream of 
Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. A second area is the West Central Pinal County PM2.5 
nonattainment area, which is situated approximately 20 miles west of the construction area. 

Under the General Conformity Rule, established in accordance with Section 176(c)(4) of the 
CAA, the actions of Federal agencies in nonattainment or maintenance areas must conform to the 
initiatives established in the applicable SIP. In such areas, conformity requirements only apply 
to the pollutants for which the areas were designated. A conformity determination is required for 
each criteria pollutant or precursor when the total direct and indirect9 emissions of the criteria 
pollutant or precursor caused or initiated by a Federal action in a nonattainment or maintenance 
area exceed or equal specified annual emission levels (referred to as de minimis thresholds). 
The de minimis threshold for PM10 in nonattainment areas classified as moderate is 
100 tons/year. Annual PM10 emissions from actions that fall below this level do not require a 
conformity determination. 

Within the purview of General Conformity, the Federal action addressed in this EA is twofold: 
(1) the provision of funding by Reclamation to construct the Phase 2 project in accordance with 
the AWSA and (2) the control exerted by Reclamation as the Contracting Officer for 
construction. There would not be a Federal action that results in indirect (post-construction) 
emissions of criteria pollutants as considered under General Conformity because Reclamation 
does not exercise control over, or have continuing program responsibility for, operation and 
maintenance of the canal system. Thus, the General Conformity Rule would apply only to PM10 
emission from Phase 2 construction. In addition, because the proposed construction area is 
designated unclassifiable (attainment) for other criteria pollutants, the conformity de minimis 
thresholds for ozone, CO, NO2, SO2, and lead are not relevant to this analysis. 

The criteria pollutant PM2.5 was considered in this analysis due to the relative proximity of the 
West Central Pinal County PM2.5 nonattainment area to the study area. In general, the other 
criteria pollutants are of less concern because construction activities are not likely to generate 
substantial amounts of these pollutants. 

Diesel Particulate Matter and Hazardous Air Pollutants 
The particulate phase of diesel exhaust includes fine respirable particles (mostly PM2.5) 
composed mainly of carbon with absorbed compounds, including sulfate, nitrate, metals, and 
other trace elements. The gas phase is composed of certain hazardous air pollutants, which are 
defined as mobile source air toxics (MSATs). The MSATs typically associated with diesel 
exhaust are acetaldehyde, acrolein, 1,3-butadiene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and volatile 
organic compounds such as benzene and formaldehyde. Other components of diesel exhaust 
include PM10, carbon dioxide (CO2), CO, nitrogen oxide, and SO2. In the study area, existing 

 
9 Indirect emissions refers to those criteria pollutants in a nonattainment or maintenance area that are caused or 

initiated by the Federal action and originate in the same nonattainment or maintenance area but occur at a 
different time or place as the action, are reasonably foreseeable, can be practically controlled by the agency, and 
for which the agency has continuing program responsibility. 
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sources of diesel exhaust emissions include agricultural operations, transportation, and 
construction associated with residential, industrial, and commercial development in the urban 
centers. 

Acute exposure to diesel exhaust can cause irritation to the eyes, nose, throat, and lungs, and 
neurological effects such as lightheadedness. High levels of exposure over the short term can 
cause coughing or nausea. Based on human epidemiological studies, there is evidence that diesel 
exhaust is also a likely carcinogen. 

Specially Designated Areas 
The CAA provides special protection for visibility and other air quality–related values in 
specially designated Class 1 areas where the cleanest and most stringent protection from 
air quality degradation is considered important. These areas include National Parks and 
Wilderness Areas that have been designated Class 1 under Section 162(a) of the CAA. Class 1 
designation allows almost no degradation in air quality. No specially designated areas are in the 
study area or vicinity. 

Global Climate Change 
Climate change refers to significant change in measures of climate (particularly temperature and 
precipitation) that occur over long periods of time. Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere are 
GHGs. The CEQ defines GHGs as CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, 
perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. The common unit of measurement of GHGs is metric 
tons of CO2 equivalent (CO2-e). In considering when to disclose projected quantitative GHG 
emissions, CEQ has provided a reference point of 25,000 metric tons of CO2-e emissions per 
annum below which a quantitative analysis is not warranted (CEQ 2014). 

Globally, sources of human-induced emissions of GHGs include mainly burning of fossil fuels 
for power generation and transportation, with significant contributions of GHGs that are released 
as a result of destruction of GHG sinks, such as forests and coastal wetlands. In the study area, 
principal local sources of GHGs include combustion emissions from industry and heavy 
equipment and light vehicles used in farming, construction, and personal and commercial 
transportation. Large regional sources of GHGs include three natural gas–fired power plants and 
one coal-fired power plant. 

Emission of GHGs is believed by many scientists to affect changes in climate. Climate trends in 
the Sonoran Desert from 1960 to 2000 show widespread winter and spring warming, a decrease 
in the frequency of days with freezing temperatures, a lengthening of the frost-free season, and 
increased minimum temperatures (National Park Service 2010). An analysis of multiple climate 
models provides strong evidence for an imminent transition to a warmer and more arid climate 
in the southwestern United States (Reclamation 2011; National Park Service 2010). As a result 
of warming, precipitation and flooding events are projected to become more extreme, even as 
drought conditions intensify (National Park Service 2010). Increasing levels of soil dryness may 
also make the region more susceptible to wildfires and wind erosion, resulting in increased 
emissions of particulate matter. Potential changes in climate in the Desert Southwest are 
particularly problematic because of projected increases in population and commensurate 
increases in demand for limited water supplies. 
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Sensitive Receptors 
The potential for adverse air quality impacts on sensitive receptors is correlated to the intensity 
and duration of exposure. Air quality impacts typically associated with construction activities are 
transient; therefore, an adverse impact is most likely to occur when a sensitive receptor is acutely 
exposed to emissions. Acute exposure may result from a single high emission source or the 
additive emissions of multiple sources. Receptors that are particularly sensitive to poor air 
quality include children, the elderly, and people with illnesses or chronic diseases. Sensitive 
receptor locations include hospitals, schools, convalescent facilities, and residential areas. 

3.14.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no construction-related impacts to air quality 
because rehabilitation of the canal system would not occur. As with the action alternatives, the 
use of service vehicles (a mix of gasoline- and diesel-powered pickup trucks) to operate and 
maintain the canal system would generate minor amounts of fugitive dust and engine exhaust, 
including criteria pollutants (except lead) and GHGs. PM10 emissions would remain well below 
the 100 tons per year de minimis threshold and, therefore, would not affect regional attainment 
status. GHG emissions from operation and maintenance would not substantially contribute to 
climate change. Only negligible levels of diesel exhaust emissions would be anticipated. In the 
long-term, the No Action alternative would generate greater levels of engine combustion 
byproducts and fugitive dust than would the action alternatives because of the greater number of 
miles of main canals that would require maintenance. Furthermore, because there would be no 
rehabilitation or concrete lining with the No Action alternative, the canal system would be 
expected to require more frequent maintenance and repairs. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
Air quality impacts during construction would include particulate matter (fugitive dust and 
combustion) emissions from construction equipment and support vehicles. Fugitive dust 
emissions, including PM10 and PM2.5, would vary depending on the type, intensity, and duration 
of construction activity, site conditions, and other factors, and would result from the following 
components of project construction: 

• General construction (canal excavation, material hauling, redeposition of excavated material, 
shaping, compacting, concrete lining, and repair/replacement/installation of structures) 

• Operation of a portable concrete batch plant on-site (loading and transfer of sand, aggregate, 
cement, and cement supplement, weigh hopper and truck mix loading, and raw materials 
storage piles) 

• Vehicle travel on unpaved roads (additional to that included under general construction, such 
as contractor vehicle travel to and from the work site and materials hauling/equipment 
transport to and from off-site locations) 

• Track-out of materials onto paved roads by haul trucks and other vehicles, and subsequent 
fugitive dust generation by passing traffic. 
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Fugitive dust emissions are described and estimated for the action alternatives using emission 
factors developed by the EPA in its guidance document AP-42—Compilation of Air Pollutant 
Emission Factors (EPA 1995) and subsequent modifications/refinements (EPA 2001, 2006; 
Midwest Research Institute 1999). 

Emissions from engine exhaust (combustion emissions) would depend on the number and type of 
vehicles used during construction but would be minor and short-term (e.g., approximately five 
years under the Proposed Action and approximately seven years under the FCG Canal 
Alternative). Engine combustion associated with construction activities would generate, 
as byproducts, all of the criteria pollutants, except lead. Regional impacts from the action 
alternatives are unlikely to exceed NAAQS for any criteria pollutant because of the short-term 
and relatively small, localized sources of emissions during construction. Combustion emissions 
of PM10 from construction activities for the action alternatives are estimated based on 
information on the proposed fleet of construction equipment (e.g., equipment types and 
horsepower ratings), year-by-year activity data for each piece of equipment (e.g., hours of 
operation and fuel consumption), and emission factors from the EPA’s NONROAD model 
(EPA 2005). Combustion emissions of PM2.5 from construction activities under the Proposed 
Action are calculated as a factor of the estimated PM10 emissions from this source. The EPA’s 
NONROAD model, which served as the basis for estimating exhaust emissions from 
construction equipment, converts PM10 emissions from diesel engines to PM2.5 emissions using 
an adjustment factor of 0.97 (EPA 2010b). 

The action alternatives result in controlled PM10 emissions below the 100 tons per year 
de minimis threshold for conformity and, therefore, would not affect the future status of the 
West Pinal PM10 nonattainment area or outlying PM10 nonattainment areas (e.g., Hayden 
Planning Area). Appendix K includes emission factors, calculations, assumptions, and models 
used to estimate, for the action alternatives, PM10 and PM2.5 emissions from general construction 
activities, operation of a portable concrete batch plant, travel on unpaved roads, mud and dirt 
track-out, and combustion emissions from construction equipment. Table 17 summarizes 
estimated emissions for the action alternatives by source. 

Table 17. Estimated particulate matter emissions from project-related construction. 

Source 

Proposed Action FCG Canal Alternative 
Estimated PM10 

emissions (tons/year) 
Estimated PM2.5 

emissions (tons/year) 
Estimated PM10 

emissions (tons/year) 
Estimated PM2.5 

emissions (tons/year) 
General 
construction 

18.54 1.85 20.38 2.04 

Concrete 
batch plant  

0.99 0.10 0.94 0.09 

Unpaved 
haul/access 
road 
emissions 

20.43 2.04 14.48 1.45 

Mud and dirt 
track-out 

5.00 0.50 5.00 0.50 

Combustion 
emissions 

1.53 1.48 1.64 1.60 

Total 46.49 5.97 42.44 5.68 
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Other than residential units in some locations, no sensitive receptors to short-term and dispersed 
emissions of diesel particulate matter and MSATs have been identified along the path of 
construction. Engine exhaust emissions would be highly localized and generally transient, 
affecting mostly sparsely populated agricultural land and desert. The project would skirt only one 
location with higher population densities—Florence. This community would be affected by 
construction for approximately five months. The greatest potential for acute or chronic exposure 
to diesel exhaust exists among construction workers who are close to operating diesel equipment; 
however, the equipment would be operating in highly ventilated open spaces, which significantly 
reduces the potential for excessive occupational exposures. Exposure of residential areas to 
construction dust would be minimized through the application of environmental controls (refer to 
Table 1). There are no schools, day care centers, hospitals, or other facilities that house 
concentrated populations that are especially sensitive to the effects of air pollutants in, or 
adjacent to, the construction area. 

Emissions of GHGs associated with engine combustion products from construction equipment 
and vehicles would be temporary and well below the CEQ threshold of 25,000 metric tons of 
CO2-e emissions per annum. Consequently, a quantitative analysis of the alternatives is not 
warranted. Increased emissions would cease after construction. 

Following construction, the rehabilitation and concrete lining of the canals would reduce overall 
maintenance needs compared with the No Action alternative. PM10 emissions during the 
operational phase would be well below the 100 tons per year de minimis threshold. 

Florence Canal Alternative (Proposed Action) 
For the Proposed Action, construction activities would take place over a five-year period. 
Construction activities would result in estimated emissions of 46.49 tons per year of PM10 and 
5.97 tons per year of PM2.5. Once constructed, the Proposed Action would require maintenance 
of fewer miles of canals (26.0 miles of irrigation conveyance canals, including interim earthen 
canal) compared with the No Action alternative (42.1 miles) and the FCG Canal Alternative 
(43.7 miles irrigation conveyance canals, including interim earthen canal). Over the long-term, 
the Proposed Action would therefore result in lower emissions of these air pollutants compared 
with the No Action alternative and the FCG Canal Alternative, and would result in slightly lower 
emissions of PM10 and GHGs compared with the FCG Canal Alternative. 

Air quality impacts from fugitive dust and engine exhaust, including GHG emissions, would be 
substantially less than the No Action alternative. Following construction of the Proposed Action, 
vehicular travel on unpaved roads by service vehicles to maintain and operate a much more 
compact and concrete-lined canal system would be approximately half of the percentage traveled 
under the existing condition. 

FCG Canal Alternative 
Under the FCG Canal Alternative, construction activities would be expected to take place over a 
seven-year period. Construction activities would result in estimated emissions of 42.44 tons per 
year of PM10 and 5.68 tons per year of PM2.5. The FCG Canal Alternative would require 
maintenance of roughly the same number of miles of canal (43.7 miles) as the existing condition 
(42.1) and roughly 17.7 more miles than the Proposed Action. The need to maintain 17.7 more 
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miles of canal system under the FCG Canal Alternative would result in somewhat higher 
emissions of PM10 and GHGs compared with the Proposed Action. 

Cumulative Impacts 
Particulate matter and combustion emissions (including GHGs) from construction under Phase 2 
would be additive to pollutants emitted into the atmosphere from other natural and human 
sources in the study area. These emission sources include nearby power plants, long-term 
sediment storage and disposal operations activities under Phase 1 of the project, agricultural and 
industrial activity, construction, and transportation. During the operational phase of the project, 
there would be less cumulative impact on air quality under the action alternatives than under the 
No Action alternative due to a significant reduction in miles traveled by service vehicles to 
operate and maintain the main canal system. Under the FCG Canal Alternative, ongoing 
maintenance of an additional 17.7 miles of canal would result in somewhat greater cumulative 
air quality impacts than the Proposed Action. 

3.15 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
3.15.1 Affected Environment 
The evaluation of potential hazardous materials concerns included a review of USGS 
topographic maps, aerial photography, and agency databases. The USGS topographic maps 
identified mining or mineral-related prospect pits, excavations, or mine shafts at several locations 
in the study area upstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam—the most notable near the 
communities of Hayden and Winkelman. 

The ADWR (2013) well database identified several hundred existing wells owned by state or 
local entities or private parties in the study area upstream and downstream of Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam, including wells in, or directly adjacent to, the construction area. These wells 
vary in depth and purpose and include exempt and non-exempt wells. 

Downstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam, active or formerly active agricultural farmland 
is present in, or adjacent to, a majority of the construction area. It is possible that past 
agricultural practices may pose a minor environmental concern due to the potential presence of 
residual pesticides and herbicides in the soils. Concentrations of pesticides and/or herbicides may 
be present in the soil surfaces or the shallow subsurface. These former agricultural area soils 
could pose an environmental concern if (1) the extent of their surface area disturbances is 
significant and (2) the potential presence of residual pesticides and herbicides in the soils 
exceeds regulatory thresholds for worker health and safety or soil waste management issues. 

ADEQ (2011) and EPA (2011) databases were reviewed for the study area. These databases 
were not checked for the study area upstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam because no 
ground disturbance would occur in this area. 

Four leaking underground storage tank (LUST) sites are identified in the ADEQ (2011) database 
as within, or adjacent to, the construction area downstream of Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. 
All four LUST cases have been closed for more than 10 years. One hazardous materials incident 
was reported in the study area but outside the construction area at 5122 E. Storey Road, 
Coolidge, Arizona. The incident occurred in April 2000 and consisted of a release of an 
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unknown quantity of an unknown chemical. A material recovery facility and an active municipal 
landfill (Adamsville/Ironwood) are in the study area but outside the construction area, in 
Florence, Arizona. An inactive municipal landfill is in the city of Coolidge in the study area. 
No other areas of hazardous materials concerns were identified in or near the proposed 
construction area. 

3.15.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no generation of hazardous materials and no 
change in exposure to the public. Ongoing maintenance and repair activities would not be 
expected to generate hazardous materials or alter or disperse any existing hazardous materials. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
The use, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials and solid waste associated with 
construction have the potential to contaminate soil, water, and vegetation, and could indirectly 
affect wildlife and humans. Phase 2 construction would require the short-term use of fuels, 
lubricants, and other fluids that would be necessary to operate construction equipment and other 
support vehicles. Any impacts from these activities would be localized and would not be 
anticipated to extend beyond the construction area. No impacts associated with hazardous 
materials would occur in the area between Coolidge Dam and Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam 
because no construction is proposed for that area. 

If the project stores an aggregate of more than 1,320 gallons of oil or other petroleum products 
on-site, it would be subject to the Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) 
Regulation (40 CFR § 112), and a SPCC plan would be required. With the implementation of 
appropriate hazardous materials management and solid waste disposal, impacts on the 
environment related to these materials would be minimized. Spills of hazardous materials would 
require immediate corrective action and cleanup to minimize any potential adverse effect on 
sensitive resources. 

A hazardous substances site assessment would be conducted prior to acquisition of any new 
right-of-way required for project development in accordance with the U.S. Department of the 
Interior Environmental Compliance Manual ECM-10-2, Pre-Acquisition Environmental 
Assessment Guidelines for Federal Land Transactions (U.S. Department of the Interior 2010). 
Sites that are shown to be contaminated would be remediated. 

Proposed Action 
The Proposed Action is not expected to require the removal or relocation of any wells; however, 
the relocation and lining of the main canal would require the replacement and/or relocation of 
discharge pipes to reconnect wells to the new concrete-lined canal. Discharge pipes have the 
potential to be painted with lead-based paint. Any painted discharge pipes to be removed or 
relocated would be tested for lead prior to construction and disposed of in accordance with 
Federal and state regulations. 
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Residual concentrations of pesticides, herbicides, or both may be present in soils in agricultural 
lands in the construction area. Approximately 92 acres of soil disturbance across agricultural 
lands would occur under the Proposed Action. These residual concentrations of pesticides and 
herbicides could be dispersed due to construction but are not expected to pose an environmental 
concern. 

The Proposed Action would not be anticipated to impact the hazardous materials sites and 
incidents identified in the database search. The LUST site cases were closed more than 10 years 
ago, and all other hazardous materials incidents and facilities identified were outside the 
construction area. 

FCG Canal Alternative 
Impacts to hazardous materials with the FCG Canal Alternative would be similar to those 
described for the Proposed Action, except that less acreage of agricultural land would be 
disturbed by construction. 

Cumulative Impacts 
The project would require the short-term use of fuels, lubricants, and other fluids, which have the 
potential to result in impacts if released into the environment. With the implementation of 
controls and best management practices related to management, storage, and remedial actions, 
potential impacts are expected to be minimal and localized within the construction area. 
Therefore, there would be no potential for cumulative impacts associated with use of hazardous 
materials. 

3.16 PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY 
3.16.1 Affected Environment 
This section describes the potential public health and safety effects that could occur during 
construction, maintenance, and operation of project facilities. The topic of public health involves 
potential threats and other conditions that could interfere with human health. The topic of public 
safety involves those events or conditions that could endanger the safety of the general public 
from injury/harm or damage. 

Open canals present a drowning hazard to the public. The hazard is more pronounced for canals 
with steeper sides, concrete lining, and higher flow velocities. Proximity to residential 
development would increase risk exposure for humans. Segments of the existing main system 
that are open canals and are proximal to residential development total approximately 0.3 mile 
along the FCG Canal in Florence (Reach 2B). A segment of the existing Florence Canal is piped 
and does not represent a drowning hazard. 

3.16.2 Environmental Consequences 
No Action 
With the No Action alternative, there would be no changes in canal alignments and no concrete 
lining of canal facilities or change in flow velocities; therefore, no changes to public health and 
safety would be anticipated. Public safety hazards associated with the existing canals would 
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persist. In addition, without replacement of the China Wash Flume, the existing potential risk of 
failure of the flume would constitute a public safety hazard. 

Effects Common to Both Action Alternatives 
Lining of the main canal would allow its operation at higher flow velocities. With the action 
alternatives, the canal operating velocities would range from 3 feet per second to 5.6 feet per 
second, with velocities varying according to the volume of water diverted into the canal system. 
These higher velocities, along with the new canal’s steeper sides and concrete lining, would 
make it more difficult for a person to swim to the side of the canal and climb out, increasing the 
potential for human injuries and drowning. 

These hazards could be more pronounced in urbanized areas where more people would be 
exposed. The majority of the canal alignment falls in rural areas, removed from local 
populations. Residential development is proximal to the construction area only in one location, 
along the perimeter of the town of Florence (in Reach 2B). For the action alternatives, only 
approximately 0.3 mile (roughly 1 percent of the new concrete-lined main) would be proximal to 
residential development. In many cases, a strip of land of varying width separates the canal from 
the housing development. Many of the houses in these developments have exterior property 
fences or walls that further separate them from canal right-of-way. The land separation and 
property fences/walls may reduce the potential that younger children would accidentally fall into 
the canal. Cables and escape ladders would be incorporated into the design at regular intervals to 
help people reach the side of the canal and safely climb out. 

To a much lesser extent, the new regulating reservoir could introduce another potential drowning 
hazard. That concern, however, is somewhat obviated by siting and design characteristics of the 
reservoir, such as the proposed remote location, the absence of flow velocity, and the relatively 
shallow slope (3:1) of the banks, which would make egress relatively easy. 

Construction activities can present a temporary and localized hazard to the public. Ground 
excavation and the storage or stockpiling of equipment, chemicals, and construction materials 
at construction sites can present hazards to the public. Exclusionary fencing would be used to 
minimize the potential for public access onto a construction site during the workday or after 
hours. Signage would be used to warn the public of the dangers present. 

The potential drowning hazard would be essentially the same between the action alternatives 
except that there would be more miles of concrete-lined canal under the FCG Canal Alternative. 

The replacement of the China Wash Flume under either Subalternative A or Subalternative B 
would reduce the risk of its failure, which would notably reduce an existing public safety hazard. 

Cumulative Impacts 
The proposed lining of the main canal and its potential to increase the risk of human drowning 
would have a cumulative effect with other existing drowning hazards (e.g., other canals, laterals, 
Picacho Reservoir) in the study area. Potential future improvements to the SCIDD service area, 
such as concrete lining of additional canals and laterals under Phase 3, could result in an 
increased impact on human safety in the study area. Piping of existing laterals near urban centers 
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would result in a localized reduction of the safety risk. These cumulative impacts are not 
expected to change the overall risk to human safety in the study area. 
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4.0 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

4.1 LIST OF AGENCIES AND PERSONS CONTACTED 
Reclamation submitted information on the project proposal to the following entities during the 
development of the Draft NEPA document. The names of the individuals are retained in the 
administrative record. 

4.1.1 Cooperating Agencies 
• SCIDD 

• BIA/SCIP 

• Gila River Indian Community/P-MIP 

4.1.2 Indian Communities 
• Ak-Chin Indian Community 

• Hopi Tribe 

• Pascua Yaqui Tribe 

• Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community 

• San Carlos Apache Tribe 

• Tohono O’odham Nation 

• White Mountain Apache Tribe 

• Pueblo of Zuni 

4.1.3 Congressional Delegation 
• Senator John McCain 

• Senator Jon Kyl (former) 

4.1.4 Local Government Agencies 
• Pinal County Board of Supervisors 

• Pinal County Air Quality Control District 

• City of Casa Grande 

• Mayor Bob Jackson, City of Casa Grande 

• City of Coolidge 

• Mayor Thomas Shope, City of Coolidge 

• Town of Florence 

• Mayor Vicki Kilvinger, Town of Florence 
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4.1.5 State Agencies 
• ADEQ 

• Arizona Department of Transportation 

• AGFD 

• Arizona Department of Water Resources 

• Arizona State Land Department 

• Governor Jan Brewer 

• SHPO 

4.1.6 Federal Agencies 
• USACE 

• EPA 

• NRCS 

• USFWS 

• USGS 

4.1.7 Conservation, Environmental, and Recreation Organizations 
• Center for Biological Diversity 

• Sierra Club 

4.1.8 Grazing Organization 
• Arizona Cattle Growers Association 

4.1.9 Other Organizations 
• Union Pacific Railroad 

• Gila River Farms 

• Hohokam Irrigation and Drainage District 
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5.0 LIST OF PREPARERS 

The EA has been prepared by Reclamation with the assistance of EcoPlan Associates, Inc. The 
following individuals participated in the development of this document: 

• John McGlothlen, Reclamation 

• Alexander Smith, Reclamation 

• Sean Heath, Reclamation 

• Lauren E. Jelinek, Ph.D., Reclamation 

• Jon S. Czaplicki, Reclamation 

• F. Bruce Brown, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Leslie J. Stafford, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Ron van Ommeren, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Tricia Balluff, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Douglas Avann, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Greg Martinsen, Ph.D., EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Stephanie MacDonald, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Thomas C. Ashbeck, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Patrick E.T. Dockens, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Stephen Hale, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Abel Ramirez, Jr., EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• J. Simon Bruder, Ph.D., EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

• Robert J. Stokes, Archaeological Consulting Services, Ltd. 

• E. Melanie Ryan, Archaeological Consulting Services, Ltd. 

• Thomas Jones, Archaeological Consulting Services, Ltd. 

The following individuals contributed to the preparation of this document: 

• George Cairo, P.E., George Cairo Engineering, Inc. 

• Lisa Howard, P.E., George Cairo Engineering, Inc. 

• Scott Hindman, P.E., George Cairo Engineering, Inc. 

• Michael Urton, SCIDD 

• Douglas Mason, P.E., SCIDD 

• Chad Wegley, P.E., SCIDD 

• David Miller, P.E., Ph.D., GEI Consultants, Inc. 
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6.0 COMPLIANCE WITH RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL 
LAWS AND DIRECTIVES 

The CEQ regulations encourage agencies to “integrate the requirements of NEPA with other 
planning and environmental review procedures required by law.” Coordinating NEPA 
procedures with those of other Federal environmental statutes and EOs facilitates NEPA 
objectives by promoting efficiencies in environmental planning and development of relevant 
information on which to base agency decisions. This integrative approach to NEPA ensures 
planning, review, and compliance processes run concurrently rather than consecutively with 
procedures required by other environmental laws. 

The following is a list of Federal laws, EOs, and other directives that apply to the action 
alternatives discussed in the EA. 

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, requires Federal agencies to 
evaluate the potential environmental consequences of major Federal actions. An action becomes 
“federalized” when it is implemented, wholly or partially funded, or requires authorization by a 
Federal agency. The intent of NEPA is to promote consideration of environmental impacts in the 
planning and decision-making process prior to project implementation. NEPA also encourages 
full public disclosure of the proposed action, accompanying alternatives, potential environmental 
effects, and mitigation. 

An NOI to prepare an EIS and a public meeting announcement were published in the Federal 
Register on August 31, 2010. Scoping information was posted on Reclamation’s Phoenix Area 
Office website and distributed to more than 97 individuals, organizations, and agencies on 
August 23, 2010. News releases regarding the proposal were submitted to 12 news media outlets, 
including The Arizona Republic and the Florence Reminder and Blade-Tribune newspapers. 
A scoping meeting and an open house were held on September 18, 2010, and May 17, 2012, 
respectively, to discuss the project with the public. Public scoping comments received helped 
guide the development of the proposed project and mitigation. Subsequent to the public outreach 
process, Reclamation determined that an EA was the appropriate level of environmental analysis 
for the project due to a substantial reduction in the project scope and construction area and the 
limited response to solicitation of comments. A Notice of Cancellation to Prepare a Draft EIS for 
the San Carlos Irrigation Project, Arizona, was published in the Federal Register on September 
14, 2016 (81 FR 178:63204). 

The Draft EA was mailed to potentially affected or interested individuals, organizations, and 
agencies for public comment. The Draft EA is available on Reclamation’s Phoenix Area Office 
website. 

The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958, as amended, provides a procedural framework 
for the consideration of fish and wildlife conservation measures in Federal water resource 
development projects. Coordination with the USFWS and state wildlife management agencies is 
required on all Federal water development projects. Scoping information was provided to the 
USFWS and the AGFD for comment on mitigating losses to wildlife that may result from the 
project. A Biology Working Group that included representatives from Reclamation, the USFWS, 
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the AGFD, SCIDD, BIA/SCIP, and private consultants was formed and met on several 
occasions: November 5, 2010; December 2, 2010; and January 13, 2011, when a field review 
was conducted. Though USFWS representatives were not present at the latter two meetings, they 
were provided copies of the meeting minutes. The Draft EA was provided to the USFWS for 
review and comment. 

The Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended, provides protection for plants and animals 
that are currently in danger of extinction (endangered) and those that may become so in the 
foreseeable future (threatened). Section 7 of this law requires Federal agencies to ensure that 
their activities do not jeopardize the continued existence of endangered or threatened species or 
adversely modify designated critical habitat. Reclamation has concluded that the proposed 
project “may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect” the endangered lesser long-nosed bat, 
the endangered Southwestern willow flycatcher, the threatened yellow-billed cuckoo, and the 
Yuma Ridgway’s rail. No other federally listed species would be affected, and there would be no 
adverse modification of proposed or designated critical habitat. 

A USFWS IPaC Trust Resource Report generated for the project was reviewed by a qualified 
biologist to determine which listed species may occur in the project vicinity. Table 9 examines 
the potential for occurrence of endangered, threatened, and other species status species in the 
study area. Due to potential effects on the endangered lesser long-nosed bat, the endangered 
Southwestern willow flycatcher, the threatened yellow-billed cuckoo, and the endangered Yuma 
Ridgway’s rail, Reclamation has prepared a BE for submittal to the USFWS for consultation 
under Section 7(a)(2). The BE concludes that the Proposed Action may affect the lesser long-
nosed bat, the Southwestern willow flycatcher, the yellow-billed cuckoo, and the Yuma 
Ridgway’s rail but would not adversely affect these species or their habitats and would not 
adversely modify proposed or designated critical habitat. 

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918, as amended, implements various treaties and 
conventions between the United States and Canada, Japan, Mexico, and the former Soviet Union 
for the protection of migratory birds. The MBTA prohibits the take, possession, import, export, 
transport, selling, or purchase of any migratory bird, their eggs, parts, or nests. 

The Proposed Action would result in potential impacts to nesting bird species protected under the 
MBTA, including as the Western burrowing owl. Mitigation measures have been included to 
avoid such take. 

The Clean Air Act of 1963, as amended, requires any Federal entity engaged in an activity that 
may result in the discharge of air pollutants to comply with all applicable air pollution control 
laws and regulations (Federal, state, or local). It also directs the attainment and maintenance of 
NAAQS for six criteria pollutants: carbon monoxide, ozone, particulate matter, sulfur oxides, 
oxides of nitrogen, and lead. Air quality in the study area is in attainment of NAAQS. 

Construction activities associated with the project, which would be limited to Pinal County, 
would generate emissions, including PM10 and PM2.5. On May 31, 2012, the EPA published a 
Final Rule in the Federal Register—Designation of Areas for Air Quality Planning Purposes; 
State of Arizona; Pinal County; PM10 (77 FR 105:32024–32033) to redesignate a portion of 
western Pinal County from unclassifiable (attainment) to nonattainment for PM10. Designation 
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of the West Pinal PM10 nonattainment area places a requirement on the State of Arizona to revise 
the SIP and impose certain planning requirements to reduce PM10 concentrations in the area. 
The Draft EA concludes that the annual emissions that would be generated from project 
construction would not exceed the 100 tons/year threshold for PM10; therefore, the project would 
not require a conformity determination. No Class I airshed is located in or near the study area. 

The Clean Water Act of 1977, as amended, strives to restore and maintain the chemical, 
physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters by controlling the discharge of 
pollutants. The basic means to achieve the goals of the CWA is through a system of water quality 
standards, discharge limitations, and permits. Section 404 of the CWA identifies conditions 
under which a permit is required for actions that result in placement of fill or dredged material 
into jurisdictional WUS. In addition, a Section 401 water quality certification and a Section 402 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit are required for activities that 
discharge pollutants to WUS. The EPA has delegated the responsibility to administer water 
quality certification and NPDES programs in Arizona to the ADEQ. 

Coordination with the USACE was initiated by email on June 21, 2012, and resent on 
December 17, 2012. The applicability of a CWA exemption for construction and maintenance 
of irrigation ditches (40 CFR § 232.3(c)(3)—Exempt Activities Not Requiring 404 Permits)  was 
discussed with USACE regulatory personnel (W. Miller, USACE, personal communication, 
December 20, 2012). Due to the nature of the project activities, Reclamation subsequently 
determined that this exemption applies to the project and that no further consultation with the 
USACE or Section 404 permitting is required. 

An AZPDES Notice of Intent would be filed with the ADEQ, and a SWPPP would be 
implemented during project construction. 

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, mandates that all federally funded 
undertakings that have the potential to affect historic properties are subject to Section 106 of the 
NHPA. Federal agencies are responsible for the identification, management, and nomination to 
the NRHP of cultural resources that could be affected by Federal actions. Consultation with the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and SHPO is required when a Federal action may 
affect cultural resources in, or eligible for inclusion in, the NRHP. 

The following actions would fulfill Reclamation’s compliance requirements under Section 106 
(now Section 306108) of the NHPA: (1) completing Class III pedestrian surveys of the Proposed 
Action’s construction area, (2) consulting with Native American groups that may have interests 
or concerns to determine if there are Traditional Cultural Properties or sacred sites within the 
APE, (3) preparing eligibility assessments, as needed, for all cultural resources in the study area 
and consulting in that regard with SHPO and other interested parties, (4) making a determination 
of effect for the proposed undertaking and consulting with SHPO accordingly, (5) developing a 
Memorandum of Agreement or Programmatic Agreement, as appropriate, and 
(6) developing/administering a mitigation plan. 

Consultation with SHPO and Native American Tribes has been initiated and is ongoing. SHPO, 
the Ak-Chin Indian Community, the Hopi Tribe, the Tohono O’odham Nation, and the White 
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Mountain Apache Tribe responded to the initial consultation letter. Based on these responses, no 
Traditional Cultural Properties, including sacred sites, have been identified. 

Archaeological Consulting Services, Ltd., completed a Class III pedestrian survey of the 
Proposed Action APE in 2006, from the edge of the settling basin to the south edge of Picacho 
Reservoir. 

Class I and Class III survey has identified 43 cultural resources within the APE of the Proposed 
Action for Phase 2. Of this total, 20 are previously recorded archaeological sites, two are cultural 
resources listed in the ARHP that do not have assigned Arizona State Museum (ASM) site 
numbers, and 21 are newly recorded archaeological sites. Seventeen historic properties have 
been determined eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, 12 archaeological sites have been 
determined ineligible, and 14 sites lack sufficient data to adequately evaluate them for NRHP 
eligibility. Six of the 14 sites listed as unevaluated were not relocated during archaeological 
investigations—four archaeological sites and two ARHP-listed properties. 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, as amended, establishes thresholds and protocols 
for managing and disposing of solid waste. Solid waste that exhibits the characteristics of 
hazardous waste or is listed by regulation as hazardous waste is subject to strict accumulation, 
treatment, storage, and disposal controls. 

The proposed project is unlikely to generate hazardous waste as defined and regulated under the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. 

Executive Order 11988 (Floodplain Management) requires Federal agencies to avoid, where 
practicable alternatives exist, the short- and long-term adverse impacts associated with floodplain 
development. Federal agencies are required to reduce the risk of flood loss; minimize the impacts 
of floods on human safety, health, and welfare; and restore and preserve the natural and 
beneficial values served by floodplains in carrying out agency responsibility. 

With the Proposed Action, construction would occur within the 100-year floodplain. In most 
areas, canal alignments cross the floodplain; however, the new parallel canal in Reach 1 would 
overlap the 100-year floodplain of the Gila River for approximately 2 miles. Based on the nature 
of the project, it would not be expected to decrease floodplain capacity or raise the 100-year 
flood elevation. 

Executive Order 11990 (Wetlands) requires Federal agencies, in carrying out their land 
management responsibilities, to take action that would minimize the destruction, loss, or 
degradation of wetlands and take action to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial values 
of wetlands. 

The Proposed Action would not result in the destruction, loss, or degradation of any wetlands 
except for small, isolated areas of wetland vegetation resulting from canal seepage. It might 
increase the extent of wetlands at Picacho Reservoir through the potential diversion and delivery 
of more storm water, though this would depend on the magnitude and frequency of storm events 
and irrigation water demands. 
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Executive Order 12898 (Environmental Justice) requires Federal agencies to identify and 
address, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental 
effects of their programs, policies, and activities on minority and low-income populations. 

Protected populations were identified in proximity to the proposed construction area. Short-term 
construction-related impacts (e.g., generation of air pollutants, increase in noise, and public 
safety risk) would be expected when construction is ongoing in the vicinity of residential 
populations. Residential development is in the proximity of the proposed construction area only 
in one location—the town of Florence. This area is considered to be a protected population. The 
segment of the project in proximity to this protected population is approximately 0.9 mile long, 
or 3.7 percent of the 24.2-mile new main canal under the Proposed Action. Because these effects 
would occur in the entire construction area, not just the area adjacent to a protected population, 
populations protected under EO 12898 would not be disproportionately affected. 

Executive Order 13514 directs Federal agencies to promote pollution prevention and reduce 
emissions of GHGs from actions under their control. In accordance with EO 13514, the CEQ 
defines GHGs as carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, 
and sulfur hexafluoride. 

Emissions of GHGs associated with engine combustion products from construction equipment 
and vehicles would be temporary and well below levels generally considered to be potentially 
significant contributors to climate change. Increased emissions would cease after construction. 

Secretarial Order 3175 (incorporated into 512 DM 2) requires that if any U.S. Department of the 
Interior agency actions impact ITAs, the agency must explicitly address those impacts in 
planning and decision-making, and the agency must consult with the tribal government whose 
trust resources are potentially affected by the Federal action. 

In 1935, the U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona issued the Globe Equity No. 59 
Decree (Gila River Decree), which recognized the right of the United States to demand and 
divert Gila River water for irrigation of 50,546 acres of Indian farmland on the Gila River 
Indian Community. Water rights described in the Globe Equity Decree and the Settlement 
Agreement are held in trust by the United States on behalf of the Gila River Indian Community 
and are considered an ITA. Gila River water associated with these water rights is conveyed 
through the SCIP Joint and Indian Works facilities to the Gila River Indian Community. 

The Proposed Action would improve operational efficiencies of the SCIP main conveyance 
system, increase the reliability of water deliveries, reduce operation and maintenance costs, and 
reduce water losses from the system (i.e., conserve water). The conserved water would enable 
the Gila River Indian Community to develop additional on-Reservation land and put more of its 
SCIP water to beneficial use. 

The Farmland Protection Policy Act and 7 CFR § 658 are intended to minimize the extent to 
which Federal programs contribute to the unnecessary and irreversible conversion of farmland 
to nonagricultural purposes. Prime farmland is land that has the best combination of physical and 
chemical characteristics for producing food, feed, forage, and oilseed crops and is available for 
these uses. In general, prime farmland has acceptable soil conditions with few rocks, a favorable 
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temperature and growing season, and an adequate and dependable water supply from 
precipitation or irrigation. Unique farmland is land other than prime farmland that is used for 
production of specific high-value foods and fiber crops. 

The NRCS has general responsibility nationwide for implementing the FPPA and to review 
projects that may affect prime, unique, or statewide-important farmland and/or wetlands 
associated with agriculture. Of the land to be acquired and converted to project use under the 
Proposed Action, an estimated 92 acres involve active or fallow agriculture. Because this acreage 
would be used in support of agriculture, this conversion would not fall under the purview of the 
FPPA, which was developed to mitigate actions that would convert farmland to nonagricultural 
uses. 
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APPENDIX A 
Scoping Outreach 



 
Phoenix Area Office 
Glendale, Arizona 
 
Media Contact:  Patricia Cox (623) 773-6214  John McGlothlen (623) 773-6256 
   pcox@.usbr.gov    jmcglothlen@usbr.gov 
 
Released on August 25, 2010  

San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District Proposes 
Rehabilitation of Major Irrigation Facilities 
The San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District is proposing to reconstruct and line 
several of the major canals within the off-reservation portion of the San Carlos Irrigation 
Project.  The proposed project also includes relocating laterals or placing reaches of 
laterals in pipeline to accommodate changes in land use within the San Carlos Irrigation 
and Drainage District service area.  The project is being funded by the Bureau of 
Reclamation. 
 
Input from the public is desired to aid in the identification of key issues and possible 
alternatives related to the proposed project that should be considered in the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  A scoping meeting will be held to solicit public 
input on the scope of the environmental review, including alternatives, concerns, and 
issues to be addressed in the EIS.  The scoping meeting will be a 4-hour open house.  
The meeting will be held on Saturday, September 18, 2010, 10 am to 2 pm, at the 
Coolidge Police Department, City Council Chambers, 911 South Arizona Boulevard, 
Coolidge, Arizona. 
 
Information regarding the proposed project can be found in the Public Scoping Notice, 
which can be obtained by calling Reclamation’s Environmental Resource Management 
Division at (623) 773-6251, by e-mailing jharagara@usbr.gov , or by downloading it 
from the Phoenix Area Office website at http://www.usbr.gov/lc/phoenix/ 
 
Comments should be mailed to John McGlothlen at the Bureau of Reclamation, Phoenix 
Area Office, PXAO-1500, 6150 West Thunderbird Rd., Glendale, AZ. 85306-4001or 
faxed to (623) 773-6481, no later than October 18, 2010.   
  
Questions may be directed to Mr. McGlothlen at (623) 773-6256.    
 

### 

Reclamation is the largest wholesale water supplier and the second largest producer of hydroelectric power in the 
United States, with operations and facilities in the 17 Western States. Its facilities also provide substantial flood 
control, recreation, and fish and wildlife benefits. 
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SUMMARY: As required by 43 CFR 
2650.7(d), notice is hereby given that 
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
will issue an appealable decision 
approving the conveyance of the surface 
estate for certain lands to K’oyitl’ots’ina, 
Limited, Successor in Interest to 
Hadohdleekaga, Incorporated, for the 
Native village of Hughes, Alaska, 
pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims 
Settlement Act. The subsurface estate in 
these lands will be conveyed to Doyon, 
Limited, when the surface estate is 
conveyed to K’oyitl’ots’ina, Limited. 
The lands are in the vicinity of Hughes, 
Alaska, and are located in: 

Kateel River Meridian, Alaska 

T. 9 N., R. 23 E., 
Sec. 5. 

Containing 549.52 acres. 

Notice of the decision will also be 
published four times in the Fairbanks 
Daily News-Miner. 

DATES: Any party claiming a property 
interest in the lands affected by the 
decision may appeal the decision within 
the following time limits: 

1. Unknown parties, parties unable to 
be located after reasonable efforts have 
been expended to locate, parties who 
fail or refuse to sign their return receipt, 
and parties who receive a copy of the 
decision by regular mail which is not 
certified, return receipt requested, shall 
have until September 30, 2010 to file an 
appeal. 

2. Parties receiving service of the 
decision by certified mail shall have 30 
days from the date of receipt to file an 
appeal. 

Parties who do not file an appeal in 
accordance with the requirements of 43 
CFR part 4, subpart E, shall be deemed 
to have waived their rights. 

ADDRESSES: A copy of the decision may 
be obtained from: Bureau of Land 
Management, Alaska State Office, 222 
West Seventh Avenue, #13, Anchorage, 
Alaska 99513–7504. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: The 
BLM by phone at 907–271–5960, by e- 
mail at ak.blm.conveyance@blm.gov, or 
by telecommunication device (TDD) 
through the Federal Information Relay 
Service (FIRS) at 1–800–877–8339, 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Barbara Opp Waldal, 
Land Law Examiner, Land Transfer 
Adjudication I Branch. 
[FR Doc. 2010–21707 Filed 8–30–10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310–JA–P 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Land Management 

[AA–11144; LLAK–962000–L14100000– 
HY0000–P] 

Alaska Native Claims Selection 

AGENCY: Bureau of Land Management, 
Interior. 
ACTION: Notice of decision approving 
lands for conveyance. 

SUMMARY: As required by 43 CFR 
2650.7(d), notice is hereby given that 
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
will issue an appealable decision to 
Chugach Alaska Corporation. The 
decision will approve the conveyance of 
the surface and subsurface estates in 
certain lands pursuant to the Alaska 
Native Claims Settlement Act. The lands 
are located southwest of Cordova, 
Alaska, aggregating 23.28 acres. Notice 
of the decision will also be published 
four times in the Anchorage Daily News. 
DATES: Any party claiming a property 
interest in the lands affected by the 
decision may appeal the decision within 
the following time limits: 

1. Unknown parties, parties unable to 
be located after reasonable efforts have 
been expended to locate, parties who 
fail or refuse to sign their return receipt, 
and parties who receive a copy of the 
decision by regular mail which is not 
certified, return receipt requested, shall 
have until September 30, 2010 to file an 
appeal. 

2. Parties receiving service of the 
decision by certified mail shall have 30 
days from the date of receipt to file an 
appeal. 

Parties who do not file an appeal in 
accordance with the requirements of 43 
CFR part 4, subpart E, shall be deemed 
to have waived their rights. 
ADDRESSES: A copy of the decision may 
be obtained from: Bureau of Land 
Management, Alaska State Office, 222 
West Seventh Avenue, #13, Anchorage, 
Alaska 99513–7504. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: The 
BLM by phone at 907–271–5960, or by 
e-mail at 
ak.blm.conveyance@ak.blm.gov. Persons 
who use a telecommunication device 
(TDD) may contact the BLM by calling 
the Federal Information Relay Service 
(FIRS) at 1–800–877–8339, 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week. 

Dina L. Torres, 
Land Transfer Resolution Specialist, Branch 
of Preparation and Resolution. 
[FR Doc. 2010–21705 Filed 8–30–10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310–JA–P 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Reclamation 

San Carlos Irrigation Project, Arizona 

AGENCY: Bureau of Reclamation, 
Interior. 
ACTION: Notice of intent to prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
and notice of public scoping meeting. 

SUMMARY: The Department of the 
Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, 
announces its intent to prepare an EIS 
pursuant to the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969, as amended, on the 
rehabilitation of San Carlos Irrigation 
Project (SCIP) water delivery facilities 
near the communities of Casa Grande, 
Coolidge, and Florence in Pinal County, 
Arizona. SCIP canals convey irrigation 
water from the Gila River and Central 
Arizona Project (CAP) to agricultural 
lands in the San Carlos Irrigation and 
Drainage District (SCIDD) and Gila River 
Indian Community. 

The EIS will evaluate alternatives for 
rehabilitation of existing facilities and 
construction of new facilities to meet 
the objectives of the Gila River Indian 
Community Water Rights Settlement 
Agreement, as amended, pursuant to 
Title II of the Arizona Water Settlements 
Act of 2004 (Pub. L. 108–451). 
DATES: Written comments on the scope 
of the EIS will be accepted until October 
18, 2010. 

A scoping meeting will be held to 
solicit public input on the scope of the 
environmental document, alternatives, 
concerns, and issues to be addressed in 
the EIS. The scoping meeting will be a 
4-hour open house. The meeting will be 
held on Saturday, September 18, 2010, 
10 a.m.–2 p.m., Coolidge, Arizona. 
ADDRESSES: The public scoping meeting 
will be held at the Coolidge Police 
Department, City Council Chambers, 
911 South Arizona Boulevard, Coolidge, 
Arizona. 

Send written comments on the scope 
of the EIS to Mr. John McGlothlen, 
Bureau of Reclamation, 6150 West 
Thunderbird Road, Glendale, Arizona 
85306; or e-mail at 
jmcglothlen@usbr.gov. 

Those not desiring to submit 
comments or suggestions at this time, 
but who would like to receive a copy of 
the Scoping Notice and/or EIS, should 
write to the address given above. 
Scoping information will also be 
available on Reclamation’s Phoenix 
Area Office Web site at http:// 
www.usbr.gov/lc/phoenix. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. 
John McGlothlen at 623–773–6256, or 
e-mail at jmcglothlen@usbr.gov. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Background 
The purpose of the proposed action is 

to conserve water, reduce maintenance 
requirements and associated costs, and 
improve service to SCIDD and Gila 
River Indian Community lands. The 
SCIP system has more than 95 miles of 
main canals that are unlined, and water 
losses from infiltration and 
evapotranspiration are significant. The 
long length and large cross section of 
the canal system relative to the service 
area, combined with the system’s age, 
make operating and maintaining the 
facilities challenging. Rehabilitation and 
modernization of canals will conserve 
water and reduce maintenance 
requirements by shortening the length of 
the conveyance system needed to serve 
SCIDD and Gila River Indian 
Community lands. In addition, 
provisions for increased storage and 
modernized measurement and control 
will improve service to customers while 
providing additional avenues for water 
conservation. 

The proposed action includes the 
reconstruction and lining of major 
canals, such as the Florence-Casa 
Grande, Casa Grande, and North Side 
canals, and construction of new check 
structures and cross-drainage features. 
The existing Florence Canal and 
Florence-Casa Grande Canal Extension 
would be converted to drainage and 
recharge channels to protect 
rehabilitated canals and associated 
project lands. These conversions would 
reduce the size of the main water 
delivery system and reduce 
maintenance requirements. A new canal 
would be constructed to connect the 
rehabilitated Florence-Casa Grande 
Canal with the rehabilitated Casa 
Grande Canal. The project would also 
include relocating laterals or placing 
short reaches of laterals in pipeline to 
accommodate changes in land use 
within the SCIDD service area. 

Alternatives currently under 
consideration include: 

• Construction and repair of wells 
adjacent to the North Side Canal to 
allow delivery of a combination of 
groundwater and Gila River water to the 
SCIDD service area. 

• Construction and repair of wells 
adjacent to the North Side Canal to 
allow delivery of only groundwater to 
the SCIDD service area. 

• Implementation of an exchange 
agreement between SCIDD and the 
Central Arizona Water Conservation 
District to allow delivery of CAP water 
to rehabilitated North Side Canal 
facilities through proposed interties 
with the CAP Aqueduct. The exchange 

agreement would also allow flexibility 
during rehabilitation of the Florence- 
Casa Grande Canal and facilitate long- 
term operational reliability of the SCIP 
system. 

• Construction of mid-system and 
lower-system reservoirs to store 
irrigation water. Sites presently under 
consideration may also afford suitable 
conditions for hydropower generation. 

A portion of the water that is 
conserved from lining SCIP canals 
would be made available to the 
Secretary of the Interior for exchange 
with water stored in the San Carlos 
Reservoir to maintain a permanent 
minimum pool in the reservoir for fish 
and wildlife. Water that is exchanged 
for this purpose would be retained in 
the San Carlos Reservoir and not 
released to the Gila River. 

Indian trust assets associated with the 
proposed action consist of Gila River 
water conveyed through SCIP facilities 
to the Gila River Indian Community and 
conserved water that is retained in the 
San Carlos Reservoir to maintain a 
minimum pool. 

Special Assistance for Public Scoping 
Meeting 

If special assistance is required at the 
scoping meeting, please contact Ms. 
Jessie Haragara at 623–773–6251, or e- 
mail at jharagara@usbr.gov. Please 
notify Ms. Haragara at least 2 weeks in 
advance of the meeting to enable 
Reclamation to secure the needed 
services. If a request cannot be honored, 
the requestor will be notified. 

Public Disclosure 

Before including your name, address, 
phone number, e-mail address, or other 
personal identifying information in your 
comment, you should be aware that 
your entire comment—including your 
personal identifying information—may 
be made publicly available at any time. 
While you can ask us in your comment 
to withhold your personal indentifying 
information from public review, we 
cannot guarantee that we will be able to 
do so. 

Dated: August 25, 2010. 

Lorri Gray-Lee, 
Regional Director, Lower Colorado Region. 
[FR Doc. 2010–21642 Filed 8–30–10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310–MN–P 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Land Management 

[LLAK920000–L19100000–BJ0000– 
LRCS46810000] 

Notice of Filing of Plats of Survey, 
Alaska 

AGENCY: Bureau of Land Management, 
Interior. 

ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: Notice of Filing of Plats of 
Survey, Alaska. 

DATES: The Alaska State Office, Bureau 
of Land Management, Anchorage, 
Alaska, must receive comments on or 
before September 30, 2010. 

ADDRESS: Bureau of Land Management, 
Alaska State Office; 222 W. 7th Ave., 
Stop 13; Anchorage, AK 99513–7599. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Stephen B. Hamrick, 907–271–5481, fax 
907–271–4549, e-mail 
shamrick@blm.gov. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This 
survey of an Indian Allotment held in 
trust status and located approximately 
18 miles northerly of Talkeetna, Alaska, 
was executed at the request of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Alaska Region. 
The lands surveyed are: The dependent 
resurvey and subdivision of the SW1/4 
of the SE1/4 of section 32, Township 29 
North, Range 5 West, Seward Meridian, 
Alaska, into Lots 5, 6 and 7. 

The plat will be available for viewing 
in the BLM Public Room located on the 
first floor of the Federal Building; 222 
W. 7th Ave., Anchorage, AK 99513– 
7599. Copies may be obtained for a 
minimum recovery fee. The plat will not 
be officially filed until the day after 
BLM has accepted or dismissed all 
protests and they have become final, 
including decisions on appeals. 

Before including your address, phone 
number, e-mail address, or other 
personal identifying information in your 
comment, you should be aware that 
your entire comment—including your 
personal identifying information—may 
be made publicly available at any time. 
While you can ask us in your comment 
to withhold your personal identifying 
information from public review, we 
cannot guarantee that we will be able to 
do so. 

Authority: 43 U.S.C. 3; 53. 

Stephen B. Hamrick, 
Chief Cadastral Surveyor. 
[FR Doc. 2010–21640 Filed 8–30–10; 8:45 am] 
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MEMORANDUM

To:

From:

Subja:t:

All Interested Persons. Organizations. and Agencies

Randy N. Chandler ""'5f.?,. A< .4tk;'P"ft
Acting Area Manager

Notice oflntcnt to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and
Notice of Public MCCling on Rehabilitation of San Carlos Irrigation Proja:t Facilities.
PirwJ County. Arizona (Action by <ktobcr 18. 2010)

Attached is a scoping notice summarizing a proposal to reconstruct and line several of the major
canaJs within the oIT-reservation portion of the San Carlos Irrigation Proja:l. The proposed
action also includes relocating laterals or placing reaches of laterals in pipeline to accommodate
ehanges in land use within the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District servke area. Funding
for the projt'<:t would be provided by the Bureau ofReelamation, pursuant to Title 11 of the
AriwlIll Water Scltit'lllents Act of2004.

During this initial seoping phase. Rt'Clamation is soliciting input from the interested public to
aid in thc idemification of kcy issues ant.l alternatives related to the proposal that should be
considered in an upcoming EIS. After the public scoping period has cnded, Reclamation will
prepare an EIS to evaluate the potcntial environmental consequences of the proposed llCtion.

A seoping meeting will be Ileld to solkit public input on the scope of me environmcntal review.
including alternatives. concerns, and issues to be addressed in the E1S. The scoping meeting
will be a 4-hour open house. 11K: m~'Cting will be held on Saturday. September 18. 2010,
at 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.. at the Coolidge Police Dcpanmcnl, City Couneil Chambel1i.
911 South Arizona l3oulcvard. Coolidge, Arizona.

Comments concerning the proposed action should be submitted to Mr. John McGlothlen,
Bureau ofRL'Clamation, 6150 West Thunderbird Road. Glendale. Arizona 85306, no later than
October 18.2010. For further inform3lion regarding this action. please contact Mr. McGlothlcn
at 623-773-6256 (cmail: jmcl'!othkn'/I ushr.govl.

Attachment



RECLAMATION
Managing Water in the West

PROPOSED REHABILITATION
SAN CARLOS IRRIGATION PROJECT FACILITIES

Pinal County, Arizona

Seoping Information
and

Opportunity to Comment

u.s. Depllrtmlnt of the Interior
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INTRODUCTION

This Scoping Notice is being olTered to the public to allow early and meaningful participation in
the National Environmentall'olicy Act (NEPA) review of WI irrigation systcm rehabilitation
projcct proposed by the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District (SCIDD) witb funding
provided by the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation. After the public
scoping pcriod has ended. Redwnation. as the lead Federul agency, will prepare an
Environmental Impact StalCmt'llt (E[S) to evaluate the potential environmental COnseqllCnces of
the proposed project. The Gila River Indian CommunitylJ'ima·Maricopa Irrigation Project
(r·M[P). tbe Bureau of Indian AlTairs (BIA)/San Carlos lnigation Project (SClP). and SCIDD
will scl".·e as cooperating agencies in the preparation of the EIS.

The proposed project includcs rehabilitation and modcrni1.ation of the BlAlSClP water deli\'ery
facilities lhat convey inigation water 10 both SCIDl) and Gila River Illdian Community lands.
and the improvement offocilities used to distribute water and manage drainage within SCIDD.
The EIS will consider develOpmenl of waler exchanges to tronsfcr SClI)D-wnscrved water
upstream to maintain a pcrmanent fish pool in San Carlos Reservoir. Also. Gila River water
exchanges will be considered with the Central Ari7.ona Project (CAP) to facilitate the
continuation ofwaler deliveries during construction ofcanal improvements alld 10 facilitate long
term opcratiolllll reliability of the SClI' system. The EIS will also consider the potential for
hydropower generation. Implementation of the project ",'Ould require land acquisition.

Work to be complcted under the EIS "ill addrt.'SS water delivery facilities in the project area
downstream of the Ashurst-Hayden Diversion l)(lm. The projCCt area includes lallds ncar tile
communities ofCasa Grande. Coolidge. and Florence in Pinal County. Ari7.ona (Figure I).
Execution OfwalCr exchanges could alTcct water releases from the Sun Carlos Reservoir; hence.
the project area also includes a reach of the Gila River betwccn Ashurst-I-layden Diversion Dam
alld Coolidge Dam in Pinal and Gila counties. Ari1.Ona.

BACKGROUND

In 1976. the Gila River Indian Community filed claims with the coUI1 to ha\'e its waler rights
quantified. 1llcsc elTons culminated in lhe promulgation of the Gila River Indian Community
Water Rights Senlemenl Agrt.'Cmcnt (Amended and Rcstated. Filllll Version. October 21. 2(05),
nod Title II Oflhe Ari1.ona Water Senlemcnts Act (AWSA) (I'ublic Law [08-451. December 10.
2(04). Section 203 ofthc A WSA authorizes the t'xe<:ution oflhe Gila River Illdian Community
Water Righls Senlcment Ag.....'Cment and directs the Secrelary of the Interior to provide for the
rehabilitation and replacemenl of SClP water diversion and delivery v,'Orks. including the Joint
Works, with funds provided by Rl."Clamation under Section 403(f)(2) ofthc Colorado River Basin
Project Act (Public Law 90-537, as amended). In IIddition. Section 203 designatcs Reclamation
as the lead agency with respcctto environmental compliance and for oversighl ofconstruction
and rehabilitation of SCII' diversion and dclivery facililies.
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The SClI' conveyance facilities transpol1 water from the Gila River and the CAP Aqueduclto
50,546 acres of Indian fannland 1000ated on the Gila Ri~er Indian RL"SCrvation and served by
P-M IP. and W,OOO acres of oon-lndian filJl11land 1CIC:I1l'll outside of the Gila River Indian
Resen'ation and servL'd by SCI DO. Major components oflhc SCIP Join! Works iroelude
Coolidge Dam and Picacho Reservoir, the Ash~t-HaydenDiversion Dam, the Florenee-easa
Grande Canal (FCG), and the Pima Laleral. No modifications to Coolidge Dam and Picacho
Reservoir are included in this project.

11Ie first slage of rchabililation. which \.\'lIS addressed in a separatc Environmenlal Assessment.
included lhe repair of the Ashurst-Hayden Di~ersion Danl. construction of a senling basin. and
development of sediment handling and storage facilities. 11Ie remaining work. addressing
facilities downstream of the selliing basin. is the subjecl of this F.lS.

PURPOSE AND NEED

The purpose of the project is to conserve water. redllCC operation and maintenanc::e costs, and
improve service to SCIDD and Gila River Indian Community lands. 'The SCW system consists
of more !han 95 miles of main canals that are unlined. Water losses allribulablc to infiltration
and evapotranspiration are significant. Operation and maintenance of tIM: canal system are
challenging and costly because of 3ging structures. "ide cross se<:tions relative to service area.
length of conveyance facilities. and volume ofwaterddivered.

PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action iroeludcs lhe !'L'(;onslruclion and lining of tIM: FCG Canal and the Casa
Grande Canal. and the construction ofcross-drainage features to convey stonn "''liter across the
canal alignment and new control structures to improve operation of the rchabilit.ated canals, The
proposed action would also rehabilitate the Florence Canal. which would be converted to a linear
parklrecharge feature, and lhe existing FCG Canal Extension would be converted to a
drainage/recharge feature. Lands now served from the Florence Canal would be served from the
new FCG Canal. A new canal would connect !he FCG Canal with the Casa Grande Canal,
requiring new construction and acquisition of right-of-way. All lands west of Picacho Reservoir
would be served from the rehabilitated Casa Grande Canal.

The proposed action also includes relocating and lining SCIDD laterals or placing reaches of
tt\o$c latcmls in pipeline to accommodate changes in land use within the SCIDD service area.

A portion of tile water that is conserved from lining the SCll' canals would be made available to
the Sc<:retary of the Interior for exchange to tile San Carlos Reservoir to maintain a perrnancnl
minimum pool in the n:sen'oir for fish and \.\ildlife. Water that is ....xchanged for this purpose
would be retained in the San Carlos Rcservoir and not released to the Gila Rh'er,
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ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

A no action alternative must always be cvalllated in an E1S (40 Code of Federal Regulations
ICFRI Part 1502.14). "No actioll" repres<:nlS a projectioll of Cl1J1"Cllt coBditions lllId reascmably
foreseeable actions to lbe most reasonable future conditions tMI could occur during lhe Iifc of
the project wilhom any action allcmlttivcs being implemenled. lbc no action alternative
provides a baseline for comparison of the environmental effects associated with tIw: action
alternatives.

In addition to no aClion and the proposed action. scverol action alternalives wcre developed
under two categories. The first category of alternatives. rcfem.;d to as system alignment
altemativ~'S. involves the conveyance fealures of the main canal system and reprt'SCnlS VlIriOUS
canal alignments. As with the proposed llCtion. these alternalivcs are designed to reduce the
lenglh of main canal needed to scrve proj~'(:t lands, and capture and manage storm ",,,tel' nJnoff
and excess diversions.

1lIc se<:oJld catcgory ofaltemltlives. referred to as common alternatives. includes project
clements thai can be developed and Maly-led iJldependenlJy of alternative alignments for
rehabilitation of the main canal system. Each of the system alignment allematives. iocluding lMt
of the proposed action. can be paired with any of the common alternatives.

System Alignment Alternatives

Ahel!\iltive A. A new lined FCG Canal would be constructed adjocenllo the existing canal. and
the existing canal would be used as a drainage chanllClto intercept surfoce ""tel' nJooff aJld to
convey runofTand excess divertL'd now from the Gila River to Picocho Rescrvoir for tempornry
storage. The Florence Canal would not be modified and would fe<:eive water through interties
with tIw: new FCG Canal. Drainage flows conveyed to I'icacho Rescr.oir would be a\'ailable for
use by SCIDl) and the Gila River Indian Community. This altl"JTlative includes collStruction ofa
link canal around tIw: northwest sidc of Picacho Rescrvoir to convey waleI' from the rehabilitak'd
FCG Canal 10 the Il'habilitaled Casa Gl'llJ1de Canal, West of Picacho R<,scrvoir. all waleI'
deli"cries would be from lhe Casa Gr.mdc Canal and the FCG Canal Extension would be
converted to a drainage/rl:darge fealure.

Ahertkttive 13. llte FCG Canal would be rehabilit.ated and lined to SCI'\'C as the sole conveyance
bctwe<:n the Ashurst-I-Iayden Diversion [);Im and the Pima Laternl Jnlcrtonn...<:tion. 1lIc
Florence Canal. from its hcadworks to its siphon undercrossing of the Pima Lateral, "'·ould be
abandolK.'d and the right-of-way retained for SClDD uses such as 11000 management. Lands now
irrigated from this reach oftlw: FlorcTlCc Canal would receive water from the: rehabilitated
FCG Canal through II series ofCOl1lK."Ctor pipelincs. Downstream of the Pima Latel1ll.
SCIDD latends would be served from a Il'habilit.ated and lirlCd l'lorence Call1li that would be
extended along the north side ofPieacho Resel'\<oir to connect with the Casa Gnmdc Canal. This
extension would involve new construction and right-of-way acquisition. The FCG Canal
between the Pima Lateral lnlereonnection and Picacho Reservoir would be converted to an
interceplor drain and channel for convc)'ing 11000 waters to the reservoir. Downstream of
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I'icacho Reservoir, all water deliveries would be from the Casa Grnnde Canal and the FCG Canal
Exlension "·ould be convened 10 a drninageln:chargc feature.

Common Alternatives

New Mid·system and Lo....=er·systcm Reservoirs. Consideration would be given \0 the siting of
new mid-system lind/or lower-system r;,servoirs to store irrigation watcr. The new reservoirs
would provide a means to regulate 110ws 10 «-'(lute variability and to allow improved delivery
flexibility. These reservoirs would supplemenl thc ....'Dter storngc capacity ofl'icacho Reservoir.
The sites eurremly undcr eonsiderntion may also afTord suitable eoooitions for lhe generation of
hydropower.

Gila River Water ExchanG('S. In addition to water exchanges to allow SCIDD-conserved water
10 be retainoCd in San Carlos Rcscrvoir to support a pcrmancm fisher)' pool. exchanges of Gila
River walcr with CAP water are proposed to allow flexibility during rehabilitalion of!he
Florence-Casa Grnnde Canal and facilitate long-tcrm operational reliability of!he SCII' system.
This action would require implementation oflin cxcllnnge agreemmt between the Central
Ari1.Ona Water Conservation District and the conslruction ofllCw intenies with the CAP
Aqueduct.

Installation of Fish Bamer. To pre\·cnt nonnative fish known to be present in !he. CAP Aqueduct
from swimming upstream inlo!he Gila Rivcr. two options are under consideration:
(I) construction of a new physical fish barrier and (2) rehabilitation or replacement of!he
existing eleelric fish barrier.

PewmmissiQning of China Wash Flumc. Becausc of ils poor physical condition and bceause it
is unlikely to align with the venical profile of!he rehabilitated FCG Canal. the China Wash
Flume will be dc<:ommissioncd. Specifics ofdcoommissioning will comply wilh ils statllS as a
historic slructure.

Replacement of U.S. Geological S\lIVey Flow Mcasurement Structure at China Wash. The
U.S. Geological Survcy 110w measurement structure at China Wash will be replaced by a new
measurement facility at this location.

North Side Canal Service Area. Three alternatives an: under consideration for the North Side
Canal service area:

• Supply irrigation watcr to thc North Side Canal service area from a combination ofsurface and
groundwater soun:.:cs. This option ....uuld line the existing cllnal. rehabi litatelreplllCe canal
structures. repair the existing wells. and install new wells.

• Supply the North Side Canal sen·iee area irrigation needs solely with groundwater. This
option would repair existing wells and install new w<llls.

• Supply CAP walcr to the North Side Canal service area through implementation ofan
exchange agr~,<,ment bctwt.'Cn SCIDD and the Central Ari7.ona Water Conservation District.
This ....uuld allow rehabilitated North Side Canal facilities to receive CAP waler through
proposed and existing intcrtics wllh thc CAP Aqueduct.
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Relocation and Rehabilitation ofSCIDD LllIerals. To reali7..c the bencfits of the improvements to
the main canal sySlem, the rehabilitation program ineludes relocation and lining ofSCIDD
laterals or placing rcacbC$ of those laterals in pipelilleS to accommodate changes in land us;,:
within the SCIDD service area.

DECISION FRAMEWORK

The Responsible Official for the EIS is the regional director ofRecl:unation's l.ower Colorado
Region. This official must decide whether to implement the proposed action or an alternative
lICtion that would meet the purpose and need.

PREliMINARY ISSUES

In llCCOrdance with Department oftbe Interior NEPA regulations at 43 CFR I'an 46. Reclamation
has delCrnlined that an EIS is the appropriate level ofNEPA compliance to evaluate the potential
environmental consequences of the proposed projcct. NEPA applies 10 Federal actions;
therefore, the fin;1 step in delennining the scope of the EIS is to identify key issues related to the
cffeel of the proposed Federal action on the existing environment. I'ublie inpul during this initial
scoping process will help to focus Ihe EIS on relevanl environmental issues.

At a minimum, it is antieipall:d lhat the following issues will be addressed in the EIS:

• Effe<:ts 10 biological resources (including special status species)

• Effe<:ts 10 eullural resources

• Effl"(:ts to air quality

• Effe<:ts 10 watcr quality

• Effects to land USl: and oWIll:rship

• EffeclS to Indian trust assclS

• $oc;OCCQoom;e considerations

PUBliC MEETING

A scoping meeting will be held to solicit public input on the scope oflhe environmc:ntal
document. iJlCluding altcrnatives, cooceDlS, and issues 10 be addressed in the EIS. l1lc seoping
meeting will be oondueled using an open,housc fonna!. lltc mccting will be held from 10 a.m.
102 p.m. on Salurday, Seplember 18.2010, allhe Coolidge Police Dcpanment. City Council
Chambc~ 911 S. Arizona Blvd.. Coolidge, Arizona.
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HOW TO COMMENT AND TIME FRAME

You are encouraged to oll'er comments on the scope of the upcoming ms, including potential
environmcntal issues and alternativcs to the proposed project that would meet the stated purpose
and need, Please submit your comments by October 18,2010, in order to be considered in the
draft EIS. Include your full name. address. and proj~"Ct title (Proposed Rchabilitation: San Carlos
Irrigation Project Facilities) with your comments. Commcnts should be submillcd to Mr. John
MeGlothlen. Bureau of Reclamation. 6150 W. Thunderbird Road. Glendale. AZ 85306.
Facsimiles may be scntto Mr. McGlothlen at 623-773-6486. Hand·deliven:d ",Titlen comments
may be submitted to the above address Monday through Friday between 7:30 a.m. and 4 p.m..
cltcluding Fcd~11l1 holidays. E-mail comments may be submitted to jmcglothlen@usbr.gov.

By law. the names and addresses ofthosc providing comments are available for public review.
Howc\·er. individuals may request that their name and/or address be withheld from the record.
lltese requests will be honored to tke extem allowable by law. If you wish your nalTlC and/or
address withheld. you must state this promincntly at thc beginning of your comment letter. All
comlTlCnts from organil.ations or businesses will be available for public inspection in their
entirety.

For additional infonnation conccrning the proposed project. please contact Mr. McGlothlcn at
the address above. by telephone lit 623-773-6256. or by email atjmcglothlen@:usbr.gov.
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APPENDIX B 
Agency and Public Scoping Comments Received and 

Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
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Mr. John McGlothlcn
lJ .S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Redarnation
Phoenix Area Office
6130 West Thunderbird Road
Glendale. AZ 85306-4001

Re: Pinal County: ElS Preparation Notice --. Proposed Rehabilitation San Carlos lITigation
Project Facilities (PXA.O-] 500, Env-7.00)

Dear Mr. McGlothlen:

The Air Quality Division has. reviewed your scoping notice letter, dated August 23. 20 I0, that
was submitted to ADEQ for comments. The proposed San Carlos Irrigation Project, as described,
is located in an attainment area for 1O-micron particulate matter (PM 10), and stretches in and oul
of a proposed PMIO n<.lOattainment boundary that is expected to be designated as nonattainmenl
in the fall of 2010. Therefore, considering the area location. prevailing winds. and to comply
with other applicable air pollution control requirements and minimize adverse impacts on public
health and welfare. the following information is provided for consideration:

REDUCE DlSTURBANCE of PARTICULAIE MAITER during CONSTRUCTJON

This action. plan or activity may temporariJy increase ambient particulate matter (dust) levels.
Particulate matter 10 microns in size and smaller can penetrate the lungs of human beings and
animal.s and is subject to a National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) to protect public
health and welfare. Paniculate matter 2.5 microns in size and smaller is difficult for lungs to
expel aIld has been linked 10 increases in death rates~ heart attacks by disturbing heart rhythms
and increasing plaque and dotting~ respiratory infections; asthma attacks and cardiopulmonary
obstructive disease (COPD) aggrdvalion_ It i::; al!So subject to a NAAQS_

The following measures are recommt:nd~d to reduce dislurbance of particulale matter, induding
emissions caused by strong wind!:> a!S well as machinery and trucks lracking soil off the
construction sit~:

L Site Preparation and Construction
A- Minimize land disturbance~

Nonhern R~gional Offi(~

180 I W, Route 66 • Suite 117 • Flagstaff, AZ. 86001
(928) 779-0313

S.OUlhern RegIon.;:l I Offi<:e
400 Wes~ Congn~~~ Sueel • Suite 433 • Tu(~on, !'Z 850 701

(520} 628-67H

Primt!!d on re.cyded paper



Jonn McGIQthlen
September D, 2010
Page 20f2

B. Suppress dust on traveled paths whieh are not paved through wetting, use of
watering trucks, chemical dust suppressants, or other reasonable precautions to
prevent dust entering ambient air

C. Cover trucks when hauling soil;
D. Minimize soil track-out by washing or cleaning truck wheels before leaving

construction site~

E. Stabilize the surface of soil piles~ and
F. Create windbreaks

ll. Site Restoration
A. Revegetate any disturbed land not used;
B. Remove unused material; and
C. Remove soil piles via covered trucks-

Ine foJlowing rules applicable to reducing dust during constmction~demolition and earth
moving activities are enclosed:

II Arizona Administrative Code R18-2-604 through -607
IlIlI Arizona Administrative Code R18-2-B04
II Pinal County Code Chapter 4

Should you have further questions, please do not hesitate to can Bonnie Cockrell at (602) 77I
2378 or Dave Biddle at (602) 771-2376 of the Planning Section Staff.

Very truly yours,

Diane L. Arnst, Manager
Air Quality Planning Section

EncJosures

cc: Brct Parke, EV Administrative Counsel
David A. Biddle, Environmental Program Specialist
File No. 244060



.Arizona. AdlT.inistrative Code Page 3 ofB

c, If tb.~ burning wou;d .occur ~l 8 solid wilSIe fa.r:;ilL(y itt violat~olJ of 4,{] CFR,2.5~.:i:4 acoi the Direct01' has no1 is~~ a. vanar.ce
UJldl;r AR..S. § 49-763.01. . • • ,

E. Op~ outrlaor fires of dMJg~w material. A &e set_for th~ d:sposill of !. dang~ausmatt:rial is I!.ll~ed by \be prOV\Slons ~f thlS
~"ecti.oll,. when the m~t~al is tOQ dangcrPus to stor~ Mld 1nInSpClTt, al::d the Dir~(Ir bas .ssu~ !l ;lmrut for tt:~ firoe. A pernnt j~od
UIlda' ·this iUb!:eCtian sball ':OOtaill all provisi tI:ml ill ~b:!:ection{D)(3) =c'='¢. fat rn~seetior.s (D)(;)}~~}3lld (D~3)(f), Thr;; D.~
s.ball p'amil flIes for the dispcsaJ of dmg~Dw; m~ars {tilly whcn ;:,0 sllfe IlltmUl1Ive method Qf di.qNls&l P:.lsts, ~d ~\U11l.:llg the
mBtaiab d= not r~lt in the emko;jO!l cf baza....dous or t(l".(.ic S>.lbstam:.es ':oit."=- diI=lly or as !I produl:lof l:Omburtiot'l ll'l 1LIIl0UlllS
tb.ilt will ~d2..0g~bwth or Sllfety. : .

f, Open OUtdOOT fu~ (If bOu:3l:hlJld ''''<L!:k. A.zJ opro outdoor fu-~ for '.he disposal of housdla!d wll.5te i~ .ailcwed ~y yrOv:siOIlS of thi~

Sl:dion wben pennilted in writing by me Direcklr OJ il dele~ IlUthority. A llcnnit iS$'Iled uc.d~ t..'us l>Ilbsecrioc $ha:J. cOIl1B:iI) all
provi siollS' In scbsettioll (D}(3) exe.cpt fM mbsectioos (D)(3)(e) and (D)(3)Ct)_. Th~ pm::r::ittee shall =d~ct open ffiltdoor fires o-f
bou:schold Wime in an BpptOVed WllSte burner and ~hall ei!.b~

L Bum hDU~oldW1.Ste ~cmmtled o~-siw QJl ~An';lS or ranches of 40 acr'::s or more Wh'=Xe.110 household wasle wllo::b{ll] or dL5p(l.5a}
5C(VjC~ is aviil able; lJ5' .

2 Bum bCUS"....hold '.lf3S[e len~ed G:l-slk "vb=: no b"t.i.G~ld WllSr~ GO)]ecrlon and :JisposaJ ~~~~ i~ ~vajh.hl~ a.nd "",h~~ t!'.~

nea:rosl~dW~ful1l1lllil is &I: least 500 feet away_
G. P=il9 i~M by & deleg,ged a~thority_The Director m~y d'~legate aut.1Qrity for !he issu~c:e of open burnin~ pmnits ro 11 county l city,

town. air poUUriOD control di~ct, ur fi.~ diroict. A dl:.lcg~ I!lll.bority may no( issue 11 pe=.it fOT its ow;) opl:n burni.~g ~C.tivLt:y, The
Di==tor sbelJ Dol delegx~ Iiudlonty to LSS\le. p=it& to burn dllDgc:rous matl:rial UIld~ rubs=tiorl (E). J,. t:01lnty, r;ity, !DWIl, ~Lr

f'{Il1utioD ~()(lttohlistriCl, or fire distTi ct W'idl dl:.l cgatro 3lll.bonty from the Dircetl)r msy assi gO thfl1 authority tD one {If more private
. fuc prtrtec:tiol] s~ce providers lhat pl::lf~ fue protecl'iM~= w1:tJn the county, city, town. ill' polluthm =trol district, Dr

fD-e dismcL A private tee pr'Ot~£In pI'lWi du iliall not directly or in~y oonditiOll the issuance of open !mrniDg pamits on !be
sppl.icaul bdng a ~lolIu::r. Pctmlts issued under thls subs=tioo shall c.omply with t.!lc '~i:'Jlts in ;ubsectiOlJ (D)(3) ilDd be in ~

formatpr=~ by the Dircdbt- £a,;:t dl:.lcg~ authoril:)' :;,hall:
1. Maintain a copy ofeach pern:rit lsslJed for t.!I~ previo\lll live y= llVaiJah1e for inspection by th~ Dtr-ector. .
2. Foc cacb patIrit =ently issued, have :II m=s of Clllltll.Cting !he p=on 81lthorizedby the~t to stt ILn ope.:! fue Lf OIl wder io

~tihgu~~b opc::tIl:ruming is i~~ lL&d
3- AJ)nulilly 5'~&mjt 1.0 th~ Dirc:;tor by May 15 a r~n:l (If daily-bum Il.ctivity, ~duding household W'aSte"= p-moits. en a. fOTi:i:l

Provid~ by theD~ for !he~ous r;alrodllr 'je;i COtItIrinicg·tb~information~ in suooections (DX3Xej and (DX3)
(f).

lJ,. The Drnx=tor shall hold an a.;mual pllbli(; meeting fot ~u=stro parti es lO ~ew op~a.tiOlJS of the ope:n O'UtdtlOr~~ aDd
df~ t:missiro roiuction t~bniqu~_ . .

_L Notlring in thi~ S!:ctiw i9 iDttDdcd top~t iIlJy pn~thx: t.'l~t 15 8 violation of{lJJ)' statute, orilinmIt:e, rule, Dr~gLllation.

llirtorical Not~
Adopll;:(! c:ff~Vl:' Mil)' 14, 1979 (Supp. 79--1). Am~ded dfo;=tiv!;: October 2, 1979 (Supp. 79~S)_ CorTeCtion, l>Ilbsecrlan (C) rep~e::l

ct1~~ Oclob~ 2. 1919, Dot ~own (Supp, SO-I), F=crSection R9-3-60i ·n::DUmbl:::rCd without c1umge u Section R18·2-602
(Sopp. R7-3)" AiD~ded ctIectiVe S'9l~ber 26. 1990 (Supp.. ~1}-3). Fo=er- S~OlJ R18-2:-602 rawmbrud 10 RlB-H02, nf:W
~on RJ g...2~602 mrum~ed from Rl8-2..4{1l eff~veNav:ember 15, 1993 (Supp.. !H-4). Al:Jt:odM by fu1.a11Ul~!!rat \0

A..A.R. 388, dfee.rnc MazclJ 16. 2004 (Supp. 04-1).
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RlI--1-6CJ5. RDlLdway~ and Streets '.. "
A. NQ per.;oc shl!lll cause, ~ffer, aHow or ~l th~ life, Tcpe~T, c.ol1l:trucno~ or T=n~etlOtl of II road\N~Y or aJl~ ....,~thDIJ.t '.:Qkiog

~ason8 bl ~ pT~I;l!UriODS to pr~t~c~ve amO'Jnts of partlt:lllate m Br1.~ fror:- ~omUlg mb~me. Dust and other jlartll:1J] il,d; 5baJ 1
bd:~ to II IDillitnlUl1 by employing l.allP'O~ jla.ving, ch:~t 51J~~ll.Dts, wettlI1 g ~w~, &1ou:mg or by otbc;r r~o~lc: melmS. ,

B. No pcr<sOD IiliaJl cause, sufflrr, allow ~ PQlIDt transport~tiotl qi rna~1l1s ]ikto]y to t1ve me to~J: dust WltllO'Ut takin~ reasonabte
pr~~1ioIlB, ~W:;b Ba .....etting. llpplying dust SU~5B.DtB, or covenng th~ loo.d, to prev~t plU1:ll;l.l.!ate m~tl~ from becommg Ilirlxmle.
Earth C([' olh~ ~lUma1 tlI11t is eepesitro by tnlC:king or elLJtb moving equi~~l 5hall be r=oved fram pl!lnd~ by the pl:CSOn
respomj'b~e:fOT S'.::cl1 d~osits. '

HhtorluJ No~ ,
Adopted dfl:lCti....e M~y 14. 197~ (Supp. 79·n Fonner Section RN-605 rmurn~wilh01Jt cbnge lIS Section Rl&-2-W5' (Supp.

,87-3). Amended dfective September 26; \951[} (Supp. 9(}"3), Former Sec.!iOtl R18·2·605 r~umbl%ed to Rl8-2-.B05, n~w So:ti1JD
R18-2.-6D5 r~umb~ed from R18··l-40~ cff~tiveNov=.b« IS, 1991 (SlJpp. ~3-4). '

RlS-2..-606. Ma~ed31 HBudliDg
No p~on s:ha.Li CllUS~ SIrlier. allow or prnllit crusb:iDg, sc.=itlg. hBndliDg, trnnspmtiJJg I)r ~mJ",eyipg of Jll.att=riah or otb~<t~DS

ilkcly 10 TesWt in sigWfieQrll amQUnlS 0f airbonle dusr ""ithout takiD g re£SOt'll!.bJ e preelllltiona. &'Jc.h ItS !he use ofsprny han. wmm g: llgeots,
dust ~Il!lrs,: covmng th e load, IlDd hoods to il~~t ~t:.e:8si"c ltItlounnJ of panicutlltc mB1t.er from bcr;.omiDg 1.iIborn~

Hlr;tori~lll NoUi
SectiOIl R18-2-6(16~b~ from R 18~2-4i16 effecrivt: Navr:mb!:r 15. 1993 (Supp. 93..4).

Rllj..:.1--6D7. Stt)ra~ Piles
A. No peo;m shall CBllSe, iU1!0". alli>w. IX~ cqamc or iIlorgAllic dust producicg mll~crial to be ~ked, piled, or o.tb!nl'iltC~

without l2king reasODsh!e prea.utiOllll such lUi clJnnica1 stabllizarilJD, wttting, or caveriDg to prC\lt:nt ~:rive mlOUllOl of pllrticul.lItf:

matter from bccomin g airborne. ,
B. StacJciJlg lIDd reclaiming mB.CbiD~utilized ll1: 'Stonlg~ pil= shall be operated III 811 ttmfS wicb a. mini.nJ.u:rn faIl of m&tcrial and iD IUch

m8tUlet, 0:- wiftl ilie use of ~y blmi ll.l:la-w~g ag=:lt!l. {l.'l to pt-ev~l exusirlve a!rlI;l1Il)U of ~culll.t~ matter fium b~g
~ ,

IDilorltal NI,l~

S~on RI8-l·W7 renumbeml frtn:iI Rlg·2-407 effllCtive Nov=.her 15, 1~3 (Supp. 93-4).

lUl-2-6CB. MineraJ TllilIugs ,
No pa-:'lQD sball ca\l~~ ruffer, allow. or p=il com:truCtlOIl of tninmIl lailing piles without tUing reasOl:lable pt~tiODS to ~ebl
~:ues:sive amou:nts of particulate lIlart~ from hecorninS airbornlt R.easanable precautiOOll shaD :nean w.e:ttlog., cbern.i~ stabilimtioa,
revegetation or ~c;h otbcr mQ!SUml as~ approved by the Director. '

RIstorkaJ Nom ,
Slrtion RIS-2-{i{)8 f~umbcri:d from Rl8·2.0040B, new Sectiol1.lUll·2-408 adopled dfect:ive November 15, 1993 (Supp. 91-4).

RlS--2--<iD9. Agritultura! Pnu:tl~es
A~ sbllll not C&IlSe, ~er, allow. (J( pmnit ili;. perf'DmIIUice of agrieul~~cu,outl>ide the rbnCiWt and Yuma planniJ:I ~ 1tl't:ll.9,'
lUi d£fiDed w40 CFR. 31.303, wb.,ich i:l mCOIptmlotcd by rmnnct: Ln Rl 8-2--210.. includiIlg tilling of 1lll1d IUJd Iipp~MjOtl off~
wiiliaut~g~o[]ableprl:Cautions to pr=cot 'cxee&s:iVl;: lIllJ t71JJltlr ofpBrti t=Ulll~e marta from becoming airborne.

HlstorkaJ Not~

Section RlR-2-609 rnJumbcml ftmn R18·2-409 etf'C[;ij .... t: NQvember 15. 15'93 (SlJpp. 93-4}. Ameoded by ,fuJlll. rutem!lcinlr at 6
AAJL 2009; effective May 12, 2000 (Supp. 00(2). Amended by final rulercalting at 11 AAR. 2210, dfectiVCI July 18,2005

(Supp. 05·1).

Rlg..z.-610. DdilljljOIU wr RJ8-l.:.611
The ddinitions in Article 1 oft.hi, Chapter and the fotlowmg definitioa. ~ly to Rl8-2·6I]:

]...ACI;lI:;sI!l '[estri~tion· IIlo~ ~ctiDg or ~a.ting-p1lblic tlt.l:fS9 to nODl:l"OphUld with IrigIi9 or ph~W obstru rlioa..
2. ItA.gpgiLt~oova" QleatlS gravel. contu'le, n:cy~led road b8se, cl.1icbe, Dr othersimili.rmakria'l a.pplJ ro to noncuplaDd.
3. wArtificial wind batrier~ means II. physical barril'.l' to the wilJd. ,
4.. wBed IDllIIag=mt ~~. mCilJl5' ll. '~Il verified by sc:;ienti.llc Te9=r.b, that QII, • Qss~by.CastI bB$ia L3 p1'i!ctical,

~9J]lica1ly ~ClISible, and ~~tl;: in reducing PM 10 =.issioos from II reguU.ted agrlt:Ulturd ~"'ty.

5. "Ch=ical irrigation" mean, <q>plying a f~rriljzer, pesticide., L)r oth~ ~gri~twaI clu:mical 10 l;ToP1and tr..rougb an ~g8tiQ13
sysu~m.

6. "Combicilrg tnctot crpcratiowa means pe:rl"orming ~o Of more tillage, c.1l[ti'o'Bti'Oll. pllllltiDg, or l:.arves:ting ~01l3 with ~ single
trador or hll:l'Vest.:r pass, ' "

7. "Crnmn~e.l fll:Ttll· :n~ 10 Of mrn co~tiguous a.cr~ ofll!JJd 110ed for agri~llltunll p1.1Iposes within the boun~ of'me M'aricopa
PM I0 !lOlUI!111~e:ctarca. , '

8. "COJnmClciil.1 f.rrn t:r" mr:ans an individuaJ. entity, orjoint~on in gen~ oontrol f)f II commercial fan::ol.
9. ·Connnittee" me1U1.9 the: GOVl;:ffior's Agrici:tltural Bm MaD!8cQ).ent Pracrl~ Coumlit1Q.
lO. •Cover er0l'" means pliUltg m" ~ gr= manure crop grown f~'sea.sooa.l sl)il ptlJtectioa C'l' 5011 ;mprt7Vetr.cnt.'
ll. "Critical IU~ plllDringa means. usiIlg ~, 5hn:blI,'IfirJ ts, grw;u, Dl' oilit:r vegemtive cover 01) t1oncrop1and.
l2. wCroplllDd" meaDS l~d (ni a OCImII:ll::'J"cial fum dJ at:

a. 19 withiD lh~ timc-fnme ofSnil hltr'\lest 10 pIBot eQJq).aIet:; " •

b. fkI~ tilled in 8 vriury~ and is lUitahle for at!p ~l:tilln,but is =ently 'fiilloW; or
~~.rum·ro~ ,
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ARTlCLE 8- EJlUS$lO!'IS FROM MOBlJ.E SOURCES (NEW AM> EXISTING)'

Rlll-2-S0I. C'a~~ifk3llolJ tlf Mobile StlUT~~

.4.... This AMid:: is a?plj~.~b:e to L:lobile so\:IT.eS wlJic~ ~Lfr.er move wb.:Je elnittirl.g 1!ir =1s!l1i..."la:JJt~ 0, are fmqllcc.U)' mQv~ rluri.IJg tbl:.
~UT5e of ilie;r uti] i:alion b~t <>Ie llol Gli!.5sjfi~d as molar ....e.1i-::.lc~. agri GUlturn! \fcl:.~c1~, Of agric~lltural eqo.1i;Jm ~Dt used in ::.ormal
fann opo:.rati ODS.

a. LtL~S Clt!:.~.W'i£~ ~~.fi~. IlO rnobil~ SOUTce sbiL.l elIlit =oke'or dust t~e ~arj1y of\l,,'~rh~1(=ds 40%.

Hl~toritJIJ NQte
Ad;}p(t:(l ~ffl:.Ctiv~ February 16, 1988 (&.pp. E8.-1). Amended effoct:ive Sep1.~ll:btf 26, 19-!l-~ (Supp: 90-3). AmaJded d"e;;tiv~

Februi!I)' 3, 1993 (S1=pp. 93-1). F=~ S~on R~ 8-2-&01 rc:::nrmbo=rcd t(l Secti~1l R18·2--90l, new Sel:~cm R1 g-2-BOl
r=umbcred trom R18-2-601 dJf:Cri"'e Nov=ber 15, 1993 (Supp. ·J3-4).

Rlll-'I-!lOI. Off~rtlad Machinery
.~_ No pasoo s:haJl cause, !.l(ow Ot p~~t to be =i~~d intO the atr.::lC'ospb~e from U"J";i c-tf-road rn~chir,~. ~ok.e for IlJlY p-:rirxf gr~w

than 10 CODSQ;l.lt\ve ~~CA}llIls. th~ opadty cf which excrem 40%. Visilile =i~= when ~wting cold equipme~t s:ball be~~
fr=l tlJ..is T1~q\lir=cnl for I:'C fu-st 10 U'.inut~s.

3. OO·road tr.achiDery ~ball include trucks, graj~~ ~l;::ap~rs. rollers, locornoovell a.::.d other construc~oll wd min~l& ma.;hir,~ :mt
lJomullJy dri ....en [')D ..: C(Jmplc:t~ pubu.;. roc.d""ay. .

Hls~ tlri~1 NotE.
Adopred dfective Felrru8l)' 26. l~BE (Supp. ~s·n Aml::lJded effective Sept=ber 26, 1990 tSupp. 90--3). fonner Sectioo RI8-H()2

renumhercd to Section Rlg·2.-902, ~ew Sectio~ R1 8-2·&02 renumbm-ro fm::::l Rl B-2-601.Iill'ective N{}v~ber 15, 1993 {Sl..-PP
93-4).

R18-1-803~ ReatE-r~phlllEr Uoits
Ntl p~on shall.=, allow or permit to be l:Pli~d'into :he a1:rrJOSDb~ fm~ ;my ~~-?laner a£leT"2.red ftx t.~ pIlJpose c f reG.-:Jl1struGtiIJg
~b8.h pav=~ts smoke dle opllcity of wbleb ~C~ 2D%. HDW~et' Wee minutes' ups~ t:irc.e to any o::Je bour ~~al1 :Qat constitute a
violation of this SectiO:l.

HistGrielli Note
AOOplM ~ect:ive FeblOary 26, 19S8 (Supp. B8-1). A:rn::ndJ=.d effl::C!:ivc Sepu:o;.ber 26, 1990 f.SUpp..9'0-3). FOJmu SocnOG Rl&-2·8[}3

reoumbered to Sectioo R18·2-903. D!!:W Section Rl ~-2.-E03 l'etlUJribered ft= Rl &-2~6m Mf~ti ....e·NovmLber 15, ;993 (Supp.
. 93-4).

Rlt-1-<l04. RoatlwBY ~Dd Sf~ Cl~ning Macbinery .
A. No p=-:101l shall ~use, allow or pmnit lo bI:: c:nitled into the a.tmosph~ frOID aG)' roadway L!-lld ~ile cl~g IDILe,J:Jintry smoke or dust

for any ~od ~:-er ttan I0 =s=tivr; :>econds, the opacity (If which. ~=~o1s 40%. Vj~~ble ~:ssi(m~ when 5".artiI:.i'; cold
~pmrnt 5l'JalJ be ~~pl from Uris r~ir=~t for the fi.'"St l [) ~utes..

B. In EIrldil:i.on to complying wilh subsect1O!1 (A), nO~ shall"eause, allow orpen::Jt thl: cleaning ahDY sit~ roadway, {D'" all~ without
blking naso-nable pm:autioDs to ~ellt particula1:~ marta fium~ g; aiI~~ ~ablc ~\ltil}J1$ ID~Y IDdudc tlpp1yi.ng
d'.1St Slr.lml:.SSJl.0t9. Elirtb or' oth~ [lJatm~ ~ball be r=ovro fr= pa...ed streetl! QF..Jto wIEch eMth ~ olIer ~tllm1l1 !:1M! been
~ b)i l.."Ucl::i.rJg or !:aJ'.h Illl)vlng eq-.l.ipment, =ion by Wl!.ta- or by lJ"Jtum=~

mS((lriui Note
Adopted ~~tive F~azy i6, 198'8 {Supp. 88-1). Am eocded eff~rlve Sep=her 2.6. 19!XJ (Su;Jp. 90·n Amended dIec.1ive

FebnJa.j' 3, 1993 (Supp- 9:3.1).. Former ScctiOQ R\8·2.-8Q4 rrnurnli=d to SI:lCti.C1l Rl 8-2-904.1lC\o¥ So;;Uoo R18-2-804
. Jl:Dum~d from Rlg-2- 604 ~tI~ti"'l;: Nav=~ 1.5, 1m (Suw· 9J-4,.

Rlll-l-BOS. Asphlt Qr Tar Kfttleg
A- No per.301l ~baU ~US~ aUow or pmnit to be =.:itted ic lo the I!il:n1.J-Sp~ere from any aspball fir tar kettle !3DOU fur any pmod gree.ler

than 10 C;{)j1.!;ccutive 5CC01ld!, lle opacity ofwhkh c.xceeds 40%.. .
B. G. :!dditioo to CC1mplyiog wl::h subsec:tioo (A). no peIWll shan cau.se, allow (ll:~t the opaatio:t of an aspbalt m: ~l!I" ~~ wi':hDl.lt

mjll,mjziDg air contBIniuant o::mlssitm.9 by utilizing ill o[ the [oll tlwing contrl)]me~:
1. 1b~ rontroi oftcm~tuTer~mm~d':4by the ~ball or t&r IDanufactLl."t:l";

2. The OPd~();lof the httle .....:':h lid closed ~C~l wh:=t'l cb2ti...:l.~;

3. The p-'".llllpj;]g uf :lSphall frmtl Ib~ kt~e C!t the dr~w~"]g of asphah through cocks wi~ ~o dipping;
4. 1be ilippiGg oi tar in 1m approved lLanna;
5. The)J] llintainir:g ci t!le k~nl c in l;:~an, pr;:Jperly ~djustro, and gQod Qp::ratiug Cmlc:;ti on;
6. The fuing of :he keml;: with liquid p:trolcu.I:l gilS or olb l:T fJd.'l ~ceeptab)e to the Dirccu-:n-.

8Jstod~a.J NDft
AC:opt~ dre~rl...e F~br1:ary 26, 19&8 tSupp. 88- tr Ame:lded eflhtiv~ Sqrtl:=mb-::r Z6, 1990 (Supp. 90-3). Ponua S~tiQD R18·2-&(l5

tell\IDJbered :0 SCCtiOIl RJ 8·2-9{~5, new S~c.ticn R18-2-EO.'l rl=<,urnb~=d fr()-m Rl !l-2-605 .e~~ti·Je Novembec 15, ~993 lS·~pp.

93-4~



AK-CHIN INDIAN COMMUNITY
Community Government
4~7W1'-.& lUI RoIod • ~N'I1:otWI5I38 • T...... (SllI'J 58&-1000 • fac (~58&-1ool

Mr. John McGkMhkn.
BURau of R«Jamation
6150 West Thunderbird Road
Glmdak. Arizona SS306

RE: PXA().I500-ENV-7.00

Dear Mr. McGlothlen:

The Ak·Chin Indian Community rn:ci,'w )'our ootite summariring. proposal 10
reconstruct and line $C"ernl of tile major canals I'o;thin thc off·reservation ponion of the
Sun Carlos ITrigluion Project. Also, Notice oflntcntto prepare an environmental impact
statement and public meedng on tile proposed projt:<:t.

At this time. due 10 the location of the projccl. we \\;11 defer all comments 10 the Tribal
Historic Preservation Office. GilD Ri\"CT Indian Community. Sacaton. A7_

If )'0\1 h.a'·e any queslions. please contact Mrs. CarolillC AnlO1'1C, Cultural Resoun:c
Manager• .at 520.568·1372, or Mr. Gary Gilbert at 520.568·1369.

cc: CultUl'lll RC$OUTtt$



ENVIRONMENTAL. IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR

REHABIL.ITATION OF SAN CARL.OS IRRIGATION PROJECT FACILITIES

Public Scoping Meeting/Open House
Coolidge, Ari~ona

September 18, 2010

Altern ;idered:
City of
Casa Grande
Mary Johnson
Community Servi"". D;«c!OT

404 E..l Florence Boulevard
Cas. Grande, i\<;zono~B5/:l2
(520) 421·8677, E,t. 4510 (421-86PR)
r-"" (520) 421-8678
rnjohn>on@<."'grandeoz,gov

Issues and/or resource impacts that should be considered, and why.

$ afk/l(;,1~ -flk o/':..v? ffi1 .... ,s.... tPO....e.nl IIBsp',
rtefard/IJ '/ii."
Gltfl' VSI!. J:/I c?O/tJ

-1/1" .Jill!' U .... ti:J..... "Q,f d
of' g(,</ iJ~ ,f (:2//..,uY a d~r

II) hf1Jh .:/411"'4')1 Mol .7uty. 7
Other comments or questions:

PO </4 ufl/'(,bkd ~ .z o/JO "Y"'Ac: uVrb LJo<g l74,son j

;:~;:SS£{<5t;';f;; itf5:t,;y
~ 7 r).c ~ ~ ~ ~$ y,' ;,



THE 

September 27, 2010 
Randy N. Chandler, Acting Area Manager 
Attention: John McG iothlen, Bruce D. Ell is, Jon S. Czaplicki 
Bureau of Reclamation, Phoenix Area Office 
6150 West Thunderbird Road 
G ~cnda!c , Arizona 85306-40:l ! 

Dear Mr. Chandler, 

LeRoy N. Shingoitewa 
CHAIRMAN 

Herman G. Honanie 
I I C)~ "rz ~ VICE-CHAIRMAN 

:~puc 

This letter is in response to your correspondence dated August 23, 20 l 0, regarding a Notice to Prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement on Rehabilitation of San Carlos Irrigation Project Faci lities. The Hopi Tribe claims 
cultural affi liation to preh istoric cultural groups in Arizona, including the Hohokam cultural group in southern 
Arizona. The Hopi Cultural Preservation Office supports the identification and avoidance of prehistoric 
archaeological sites, and we consider the prehistoric archaeological sites of our ancestors to be Traditional Cultural 
Properties. Therefore, we appreciate the Bureau of Reclamation, Phoenix Area Office 's solicitation of our input and 
your efforts to address our concerns. 

In the enclosed letter dated July 30, 20 I 0, the Hopi Cultural Preservation Office reviewed the Draft 
Environmental Assessment for Phase l Rehabilitation of San Carlos Irrigation Project Facilities We stated we 
understood prehistoric archaeological site AZ U: 15: I (REC), described as a National Register eligible Hohokam 
artifact scatter and possible habitation, may be adversely affected by this proposal. We determined that that proposal 
may adversely affect cultural resources significant to the Hopi Tribe and requested copies of the proposed 
Memorandum of Agreement or Programmatic Agreement and any proposed testing or data recovery plans for 
review and comment. We received a Finding of No Significant Impact for the Phase l dated August 5, 20 l 0. 

We have now reviewed the enclosed Scoping Information and understand the proposed project includes 
rehabilitation of the BIA/SCIP water delivery fac il ities that convey irrigation water to both SCIDD and Gi la River 
Indian Community lands, and the improvement of faci lities used to distribute water and manage drainage within 
SCiDD. ifothe:· Nationai Kegister eligible prch istori~ sites are idt:ntified by the cultural resources survt:y ot'th~:: area 
of potential effect that will be adversely affected by project activities, please provide us with copies of the survey 
report and any proposed draft treatment plans for review and comment. 

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact Terry Morga1t at the Hopi Cultural 
Preservation Office at 928-734-3619 or tmorgart@hopi.nsn.)6.1' ank you for your consideration. 

uw wisiwma, Director 
tu Preservation Office 

Enclosure: July 30, 20 I 0 letter to BOR 
xc: Arizona State Historic Preservation Office 

P.O. BOX 123 KYKOTSMOVI, AZ 86039 (928) 734-3000 



 

 

November 1, 2010 
 
 
Mr. McGlothlen 
Bureau of Reclamation 
6150 W. Thunderbird Road 
Glendale, Arizona 85306 
 
Re:  Proposed Rehabilitation: San Carlos Irrigation Project Facilities 
 
Dear Mr. McGlothlen: 
 
The Arizona Game and Fish Department (Department) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the 
above referenced project in Pinal County, Arizona. The Department understands the proposed project includes 
the rehabilitation and modernization of the Bureau of Indian Affairs/San Carlos Irrigation Project water delivery 
facilities for conveying water to both San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District and the Gila River Indian 
Community lands. The improvements would be used to distribute water and manage the drainage district. We 
offer the following comments for your consideration when developing the Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS). 
 
The Department would prefer utilization of the existing canals and right of way areas, as new canals and 
disturbance areas would have larger impacts on the fish and wildlife moving through or located within the 
immediate area. We support the continued use of a fish barrier for preventing the movement of non native 
species from the CAP upstream into the Gila River and would like to provide further discussion when more 
information becomes available on the option of a new barrier. Further, the Department does have some concerns 
regarding impacts to wildlife resources to include: 
 

• connectivity and permeability of species movement,  
• habitat disturbance and loss of riparian habitat,  
• fish resource depletions, 
• potential for drowning of special status species and other wildlife,  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Mr. McGlothlen 
November 1, 2010 
 
 
The analysis within the EIS should adequately address species and potential for impacts associated with each 
alternative. Some considerations for minimizing impacts should include:  
 

• minimizing the slope to decrease the chance for wildlife drowning,  
• keeping unlined dirt canals to the maximum extent practicable,  
• limit timing of activities outside of sensitive periods for species,  
• identification of impacts on water releases from the San Carlos reservoir and thus on streamflows 

through the Coolidge Dam to Ashurst-Hayden Diversion Dam,  
• ensure Picacho Reservoir has water in it year round to support the riparian habitat and associated 

species,  
• ensure bald eagle prey base and habitat is not further degraded,  
• minimize impacts to riparian vegetation from decreased water loss along currently unlined canals, 
• consideration of mitigation measures to include: escape routes, fencing and crossing structures to 

facilitate movement and enhancement of riparian vegetation in areas where green up occurs 
 
In addition, this section of the river supports a substantial riparian vegetative community including tamarisk, 
willow, cottonwood, ash, and mesquite, along with patches of cattail and other emergent vegetation. Birds 
documented included Grey, Black, and Zone-tailed Hawks; various ducks, herons, and a variety of passerine 
species. A substantial population of willow flycatchers occurs along the San Pedro River upstream of the 
confluence with the Gila and nesting is a potential along this stretch. Some of the other common mammals that 
occur in the area including: beaver, deer, javelina, bats, coyote, and mountain lion. There are many aquatic non 
native species including: fish, frogs and turtles within the area. Fish documented along this stretch of Gila 
include: mosquitofish, green sunfish, red shiners, yellow bullhead, and channel catfish. In addition, there are 
two bald eagle breeding areas downstream of Coolidge dam that rely on fish resources during the breeding 
season. 
 
We would appreciate further coordination regarding the fish and wildlife resources in the area to assist in the 
development of the biological evaluation and EIS to identify, minimize, mitigate and/or avoid impacts. We 
would like to offer additional species specific recommendations for minimizing impacts when more information 
becomes available. At a minimum, an initial survey should be considered to determine the need for fencing or 
providing escape routes for species and/or sensitive timing that should be avoided during construction activities 
for the following species: burrowing owl, southwestern willow flycatcher, bald eagle, golden eagle, desert 
tortoise, Tucson shovel-nosed snake, Yuma clapper rail and the western yellow-billed cuckoo.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mr. McGlothlen 
November 1, 2010 
 
 

 

The Department appreciates the opportunity to provide comments during the initial scoping process for the 
project and looks forward further coordination during the development of the biological evaluation and EIS 
process. Please contact Kelly Wolff at 480-324-3550 or kwolff@azgfd.gov, if you have any questions regarding 
this letter.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Kelly Wolff 
Habitat Program Manager 
Region VI, Mesa 
 
M10-10153238 
 
cc:  Alex Smith, Bureau of Reclamation 

Rod Lucas, Regional Supervisor, Region VI 
Laura Canaca, Project Evaluation Program Supervisor 
John Windes, Habitat Program Manager, Region V 

 Dave Weedman, Aquatic Habitat Program Manager 
 James Driscoll, Birds and Mammals Program Manager 
 Bill Burger, Nongame Specialist, Region VI 
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September 23, 2010

john McGlothen
Bureau of Reclamation
6150 West Thunderbird Road
Glendale, AZ 85306

ATIN: jon Czaplicki, Archaeologist

Re: NOI to Prepare an EIS for the Rehabilitation of San Carlos Irrigation
Project Facilities, Pinal County, AZ
SHPD-2010-1253(86896)

Dear Mr. McGlothen:

Thank you for consulting with us on the above proposed project. Pursuant
to 36 CPR Part 800, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation's
regulations implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Act, we have reviewed the scoping notice and have the following
comments:

1) We note that BOR is proposing to reconstruct and line several of the
major canals within the off-reservation portion of the San Carlos
Irrigation Project (SOP). The proposed action also includes relocating
laterals or placing reaches of laterals in pipeline to accommodate
changes in land use within the area.

2) As you know, much of the SOP system is historic in age. The system
has been documented to Historic American Engineering Report
(HAER) standards. However, Dr. Bill Collins, Deputy State Historic
Preservation Officer and Historian for this office, has a concern
regarding the decommissioning of the Chino Wash Flume. This feature
of the system is a significant example of reclamation engineering and
should be preserved in place, even if it is decommissioned.

3) In addition, any work related to the activities associated with the
proposed project that will cause new ground disturbance (i.e.,
disturbance of the surface and I or subsurface in areas that have not
been previously disturbed) may require archaeological survey. We
request that you consult with Mr. jon Czaplicki, Phoenix Area Office
archaeologist, in order to ascertain if these areas have already been
surveyed. If archaeological survey is required, the survey report
should be sent to our office and relevant Tribes for review and
comment within a 3O-day review period.

We look forward to the Agency's Section 106 consultation on this
undertaking. We appreciate your continued cooperation with this office in

• OF.
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complying with the historic preservation requirements for federal undertakings. If you
have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 602/542-7138, or e-mail
me at ahoward@azstateparks.gov.

Sincerely,

~Yf~
Ann Valdo Howard
Public Archaeology Programs Manager /
Senior Archaeological Compliance Specialist
Arizona State Historic Preservation Office



-----Original Message----- 
From: Peter Steere [mailto:peter.steere@tonation-nsn.gov]  
Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2010 4:03 PM 
To: McGlothlen, John W 
Subject: EIS SCIP Rehabilitatin Project 
 
Date: September 17, 2010 
 
To: John McGlothlen, Burea of Reclamation 
 
From: Peter L. Steere, THPO - Tohono O'odham Nation 
 
Re: EIS for SCIP Rehabilitation Project 
 
Thank you for consulting with Tohono O'odham Nation on this project 
 
Please copies of technical reports - cultural resources and biology for 
review 
 
Please copy of draft EIS for review 
 
Every effort should be made to avoid cultural resource sites 
 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

7S 1400..'1..0.... 5_
$In Ff3nclKo, C.... 14105

Oetober 7. 2010

Mr. John McGlothlen
BWl:au of R«lamation
61 SO WCSllltunderbird ROiId.
Gkndak, Arizona 85306

Subj«t: Subj«t: Noticeof Inlenl (NOI) 10 Prepare an Environmental Impac1 SUllement for the
San Carl~ Irrigation I'rojttt, Pinal COunl), Arizona and Gila River Indian Community.

Dear Mr. McGlolhlen:

~ United SllItes Environmenllll Protttiion Agency (EPA) has reviewed the San Carlos
Irrigalion Projecl (SCiP}. NOt pursuant 10 the National En,ironmcntal Policy ACl (NEPA).
Council on Enm"l,rullC11ta1 Qualll) (CEQ) rqulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-150S}. and ow NEPA
m ..iewauthoril) under S«tion 309 of the Clean Air Acl. 1llese eommmts "'''CTe also~
under the authonl) or. and in ktOrd3nte ",itft. the pro,isions of the Fcd/:Q.I Gui<klines
promulgated at -10 CFR 230 UI'Kkr Seclion -I().4(bXI) oflhe Ckan Water Acl (CWA).

We commend the Gila River Indian Community and the Bureau of R«humuion for their
efforts to pro,'idc a common use irrigation system to beUcr utilize scarce water supplies and
provide lIdditional economic benefits and emplo)'ment opportunities for the Community. EPA
strongly supports sustainable agrkultUTC and efficient and reliable use o(valuable water, We also
applaud the Ktil·e public outreach efforts, and lICkoollledge the critical role ofap'icultWl: in the
C'Ultun.1 hcrila~ o(the Community_

The San Cari05 lmgauon P~ecl (SCIP) S)-stem has lnOft' than 95 miles ormain canals
thai~ unlined and slaled for rehabilillltion,~ ol;.IS "ill eva.luale altenwiw:s (Of both
rehltbilitmion ofc.... isting facilities :and consuuclion ofnew (lICililics. EPA n:comlTlC1'lds lhal
seetions of!he proposed action be priorilized for impicmenllliion, "ith primary emphasis on
rehabilitation of exisling irrigation systems and agricultural areas. We strOllgly urae thai a Sile
speci lie environmental analysis of eaeh section be full)' :lrlatyzed in the oEiS. In addition, each
site-specific environml'ntal llrnIl)·sis should e\·aluate, in detail. 1M specific environmental effects
of the seelinn and iu ewnulalil·e impacts in relation to the entire irrigalion projecl We believe It

is crueiallhal the covironmental effccts of the entire irrigation projecl be kepi in mind
lhrou;hout the build-oul of the projccl Additional recommcncbtiOl1$~ pro\'idcd in the auacbtd
lXUilcd &:oping Comments.



Wc a~iatc lite opportunity 10 review this NOI. Whm lhc DEIS is released for publie
re...icw. plcase send one hard copy llr'Id three CD ROMs to tho:: address above (llUlil code: C£0-2).
If you have llr'Iy questlons, please contllCt me at (415) 972·3800, or mUfiSOn,jamcs@'epa,gov.

Sincerely.

James Munson. Lead Re...ic....'CI'

Environmental Review Offiee
Communities and Eeosystems Di...ision

ec: list:

MargamCoolr:
Director Oepanment of Environmental Quality
Gila RiVeT Indillr'l Community
PO Box 97
S..aton, AZ 85147

Mr. William Rhodes
Go,~

Gila River lodian Community
P,O. Box 97
Sacaton. AZ 85247



EPA" ~I:liled S&:oping CommfPtJ ror Ibf SlIp C:lrloll~:llion ProjfC1, Pin:ll Count)"
Amon:l and Gil:l Rinr Indian Communil}'. October 7, ZOIO

'nle underlying need (e.l; .. un c!Teelh'e and reliable Willer supply delivery Iy,tem) alld
purpose for the projeet (e.g., rdmbilitation ofexisting earmls. ami IU5t~iBllble reuse o~waler
re5OUfCCli) should be clearly identified in tnc oEIS. The National ErlYlronmenllll Policy Act
(NEPA) requira rigorous explol'll.tion and eVlllualion of all reaJOO:lble ahemath'Cli that meet the
fl"Il105e' and need. including those not "ilhin the juri$dKtion of the lead agency (40 CFR Pari
1502.14).. The Drlll\ En,"ironmcnw Impild Stalement (oEIS) should dill:uss the poIaltial
:Id,"et5C unpacts ofc;w:h a1temlUi,'c on surf;w:e:ll1d ground"'-.ater qualily. riparian areas.. air
qualit}. fish and "ildlife habitat. and public" heallh and safely, as ,,~ll II potential actiOlllIO
o,'ercomc pouiblc projccl barriers. lOCh 31 conniets ",ith other agencie$' actiOlll.

lI'll/tr QrWlify

Potential alh'cne e!Tects to surface and groundwater quality and quantitY:lre pm:liC"ted
due to inaascd groundwater pumping; ilJCTCaJcd usc of fertilizers and~ andi~
surface "'0Itel"di\~ The oEIS should pro,ide lpCCifie infomwion regarding poIeutial
.se>-mtyand location of :salt build-up. high ground"'"8ter. and poor dr-aina&c aR:U. In addition. the
probable e!Tea on :litrlcuhwal dl3inagc "olume and "'OIter qualit}. ;round"'lIICr qualily. drinkina
water quality. lhould be fully c,,,lullted. TlIt: DEIS lhould include:l mitigation plan to minimize
polential oo,'\'f'SC impacts of the project on ""ler quality in the tong term ami during conslroClion
activiti",.

C/elm Wafrr lief Sec/ion .JO.J

The Bureau of Reclamation (llOR) should dcmonslr.lle in the OElS how poItntiai
impaeu to "'OltCl"$ of the United StalC$ (WUS) ","OUId be ll\'oidcd and minimizcci 10 the maximum
c:xtenl practicable prior to obtairul1& a Ck:ul Water Act (CWA) Section 4()4 permit (40 CFR
230.10(.) and 23U.10(d)). The DEIS~ include II ";:lten D'S SSlI""01 fJ(llPl~Dpii..tc scope
and dnaillO idcnufy scnsit;''C arcaJ in llQUlltic I)"ltcml "ith flUlCliOl15 s.usceptible 10 change. The
CWA Scclion 404(b)(l) Guidelines (Guidelines) 40 CfR Part 230.10(.) Ilalc thaI • ...no
dilChargc of dn.'dgcd or fill materiallhall be pcrmllted ifthc:re il' practicable ahemali\'C 10 the
proposed discharge \\hieh "ould h:l\'e leSli ad,·crsc impact on tbe oquatie ecosYllem. 00 long as
tbe lIhcmative docs IW)t have other signifieanl adverse cnvimlmlclltal C(lDSequences.·

R«Off1~ndaliQns;

EstiIlt:lIC WUS \'Iithin the project ~.I.lSil1& CWAjurisdiclKlnlll dclcnnirwions; lbClic
findings $hould then be JUbmiued (including maps) 10 the Army Corps ofEngineas for
nrification and consultation.



lfa CWA $«tion 404 permit is required. CWA Section 401 cer1ifications should be
obtained from both the U.S. EPA Region 9 and the Arizona [kpar1ment of
Environmental Quality. as the proje.:t occurs on bOlh slate and tribal lands.

Identify all protected resources with special designations. a~ all s~!al.aq~atic sites and
waters within State. local. and federal protected lands. Avo.d and mlnlm.ze Impacts to

these areas.

Provide specific descriptions of proposL-d activities in CWA regulated waters. including
grading plans nnd cross sections. Include the classification ofwaters and the geographic
extent ofwatCfS and adjacent riparian areas.

Characterize the functional condition of waters and adjocent riparian areas. Describe the
extent and nature of stream channcl alteration. riverine corridor continuity. and buffered
tributaries.

Include in the DEIS an evaluation of wildlife species potentially affected by the project
that could be expected to use waters or associated riparian habitat. and sensitive plant
species that are associated with watcB/riparian habitat.

AvoidollCe and Minimization Measllres

To demonstrnte compliance with CWA Guidclincs. explore alternatives to avoid or
minimize impaclS to WUS.

Recommendofio/'IJ:
Demonstrate how all potential effects to WUS will be avoided or minimized.lfimpacts
cannot be avoided or minimized. the DEIS analyses should clClltly demonstrnte how cost.
logistical and/or technological constraints prttlude avoidance and minimization of
impacts.

Both temporary and permanent impaclS on WUS for each alternative should be
quantified: for e)(aJIlple. acres of waters impacted. etc. It is helpful to prescntthese
numbcTs in a table for each altemati,·e. listing each impacted water and wetland feature.

Identify design measures and modifications to avoid and minimize impacts to water
resourees. Quantify the benefilS that would be achieved for each alternative studied. for
example, acres of WUS avoided. number of SlrcaJll crossings a,·oided. etc.

Include a compensation proposal for unavoidable impacts to CWA regulated .....aters ttlat
comply with the regulations for compensatory mitigation promulgated in April 2007 (40
CFR 230 Subpart J).



The DEIS should include. in Ortail. II description ofimp.1CU 10 !he canals. andn~
ud:cn 10 proteCt water qualily. Since portions of!he projecl area may 1\3\"e historic sia;nificancc.
ground disturbance in lhcsc _ may expose an;-hcoIogical firKb. BOR should eon~t tbc SllItC
Historic Preservation Officerrrribal Historic Preservalion Officer (SHI'OfrHPO) pnor to
making altemtions to structuI'CS o\'er 50 yealS old. 5\lCh as por1iOllll of!he canals and wells, or
ground disturbance adjacent to them.

AiTOual!,,"

The: DEIS should pro\'idc a detailed di~ussionof ambient air conditions (baseline or
existing conditiOll$). National Ambient AiT Quality Standards (NAAQS). crileria pollutant
nonanainmcnt areas. and potential air qualilY impacts of!he proposed projcd (incl\ld.i11&
cumUlall\~ and indirect Impacts). Such an C'o"aluahon is nee ry 10 cnsuR: compliance ",ith
Slate and federal air quality regulations. and 10 disclose !he potential implctS from lenlponlT} Of

cumulati>c ckgnxlation ohiT quality.

The DEIS should describe and CSIim:uc air emissions from !he proposed proja:l.
including potcntial construclion and maintenance lICti\'itics. as wcll as proposed mitigation
measures to minimize those emissions. The DEIS should specify the pollutants and lhe: emission
sources: mobile sources. stntionary soun:es. lllldlor ground disturbmlces. The DElS should
identify if there is a need for an Equipment Emissions MitigOlion Plan (EEMP). An EEMI'
would identify actions 10 reduce diesel paniculale mailer. carbon monoxide. h)"drocarbons. and
NOx llSIlOCinled "ith construction lKti\·itics. The: DmS should summarize all applicable air
quality regulations and !heir 1l11plcmenting agencies for Pinal County. including required
monitoring and cnfon:emenL

Construction EmissioM Mitigotion

The OEIS 5hould include:l tborough anal)'sis ofimp.'lCtS from the COIISIruC1ion o(lhe
proposed proj«1 altcmativ\"S, II should providc CSIim:ales ofttle emissions of all criteria
pollutants and diesel panicul:lle mailer (01'1>1) and list all applicable NMQS. illCluding the
federal 8-hour ozone standard and the pMieulale matter under 2.5 microns (1',\125) standard
Furthermore. the area is violating the panieulalc mailer under ten microns (PM 10) NAAQS and
EPA has proposed to rc-dcsisnatc it as nonnllninment. 'nle DEiS should diselose available
informal ion aboul Ihc health risks associatl:d with I"chicle emissions and mobile source air taxies.
For more information. sec; bup;(J""""".rna,gov/otllQhoxics.htm. Similarly. the DEIS should
include a Construction Emissions Mitigation I'llIl1 (CEMP) for fugjti\c dust and diesel partieulale
mailer OPM. and commit 10 this pllll1 in the DEIS. The following mitiption measures shoWd be
included in lbt CEMP in ordtt to reduce impaclS associated ",ith cmiWons ofputiculalc maner
and other toxin from oonstruelion related lKli\itks.



Mobil~ aNIsIotionaT)' SOlil'U ron/rois

Prepal'c an invenlOl')' ofall equipmenl prior 10 (:(l(lStnICIion and idmlify!he suiUlbility of
8dd-on emission controls for each piece ofequipmenl before &JOUIldbrc8killJ. Control
iC'Chnolosies such u panicle traps control8ppl'OXilTl3lCly 10 perttnl ofDPM. Spcc:i81ind
taW)"lK: converters (oxidalion C8laI)'SU) control approximately 2Q pcranl of DPM. 40
pcrant ofcarbon monoxide: emissions, and SO paQeDt of hydroe8rllon emi»ions.

Ensure IbaI diesel pov.-ercd c:oastrueIioo equipmenl is property tuned and maintained Md
sbvI ofT when IlO( in direct IDe.

Reduce use. uips, and~ idling from heavy equipment.

Prohibil engine tampering 10 il.... :lse horsepo....er and mjuire continuing Bdhue,kOe 10
lIllIIlufllctum's f'ecommmd;liions.

Lo<::ate diesel engines, motors. and equipment staging areas:as f;lf:as possible from
residmti.al :areas and sensitive receptors stK:h as schools. da)'carc centCfS.:and hospiWs.

Require the usc: of low sulfur diesel fuel «I S pans per million sulfur) for diesel
consuuclion equipment.

Rt.'tIuce construction rcllllcd lrips ofwolkers lllld equipmenl, including trucks. Develop
conslnlction tmffic and parlcing mllllagcment plans that minimizes lroffie interference:and
maintains lraffic flow.

Ifpnctic:ablc. the DEIS should commit 10 leasing new equipmcnllhlll meets the most
stringent ofapplieable Fedcml or Slate Standards. In general. only lier 2 or newer
engines should he anployro in the construction phase.

Usc lower emittina mginn and fuels. ineluding electric.liquefitd gas. h)'droscn fuel
cells. and/or altcmath~diacl formulations.

Stabilixe open SIOtDge piles:and diSlurbcd _ by covering and/or appl)ing walt:r
or chemical/organic dust palliatin \\-heft appropriate. 10 both inacth~ and aC1h~

Siles. III all times. partiaJ!:arly during lOoindy conditions.

Install \\iud fmcing and phase grlIding opcBtions 1Oo~ .WlOpriaie. and operale
Water trucks for surface 5llIbili1.lltion under "indy conditioll$.

When hauling material and opcrllting non-earthmoving equipment. prevenl
spillage and limit speeds to IS miles per hour (mph). Limit speed ofeal1h·moving
equipment 10 to mph.
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lX,elop constnK:Uon U1l1f1t and parlcing managanml piaN thai minimi~ uafflt
mtCTferenc:e and mainlllin U1lffic flow.

Greenhouse Gases

Executh'e Order 13423: "Stn;nlltltening F&:dernl Environmental. Energy, aoo
Transportation MlIrnlllement" "Section 2(0) statl'S tllat fcdcrnl agencies sholl (~) impnwe encrgy
cfficiency and rcdll(:e greenhouse ps cmissions of lho: llllcncy. throug.lt redll(:ltOn of cnergy
intensity by (i) 3 pcrttrtl annual I)' througlt the end ofrtSeal )'ear 2015, or (i.i) 30 percent by the
end offiscal ,'ear 2015. rcla.ti,-c to the b:tseline of the agCflCy's energy use In fiscal year 2003.

M

(p, 12). Simiiart). ueculi,'c Order 13514 SIlItes: -FcdrntI Go''CTTlI1'IeI\~should makc~ of
grcmhou§c gas emissions a priority. The DEIS should discuss any project clements that ",11 be
rnajoe' CGnuibutors 10~ pscs (G1~Gs)and identify ~ltat practice:s or ~jcet e1~ts
will be incorpomt&:d 10 red\llC(: 0110 cmissions 10 llelp IJICCI tlttS pl. For ITIOK I1IfOlTllatlO1l Oft

Exccu!l\'e Order 135 I~ sec:
bupD"""'"'.whi!c!KtI!S("Gov/a~sclsldos:u!!K'nts!2009fcdlcadcr 00 rel,pdf
For morc information on Executive Order 13423 sec:
hun:!""''"''"'.whjlchouS£,J!M/sitcsldcfaul\!filcsl(!mhlassct.s/nr9£ulIlnrnt grccnkol3423 instOICtio
ns,pdf.

aim.lt' Chann

l"'I'«I10[dimau r:hongc on the pnJjn:t

'The DEIS should include a dc$cription of climate cban.>e and its implicauOft$ for the San
Carlos Irrill"lion I'rojcci (SClP). For Cllillffiplc. describe and evaluak projcctcd elimale changc
consequences. sueh as incrc:ISCd frequency of high intensily SIOmu, amplifi&:d min cvents, and
lltcir potcnlial effecls on culwrts und bridges, Consider the impacts oflcmpcrnlun: increases and
cltanges in water availability. Adaptation stmtellics should be idenlifi&:d and discussed,

The DEIS 5bould include fI discussion on cumulati>'c climale change imp.1CU 10 resourttS

thaI llfl: odso aJTcc:ted by the project_ The OEIS WHiId also cleMI) describe the effects of the
pmjed on WaleT qualit~. riparian habibt. !ish passage. find smsili\"C spccic:ot in lhe l:O\'ilCJ(l of
climate ehanlle. Like"isc. cumlllati>'e imiX'Cts on public hc:lhb and cn,'ironmcnllll justi~
eommunitics from climale chonge should be included in the DEIS I .

llireCl, Indireel. ami C"mubriH Effeets

1ne NEPA «'quires evaluation ofdin:el. indin:el. and cumulative efTe<:ts lbalare caused
by the actiOll (40 CFR 1503.S(b) and 1508,1). For the cumulative impacts asscssmcnt. we
I't'COOlmCI1d fOCUSIng on n:sourccs of tonClml or rcsourttS that llfl: Mal risk- and/or signirltlUUly

'EPA', reporlA""'Y-ofdw £I!~ fl/Gh>IMl(........ _"_Ikol,IJ".~ ...~~
(a'llillblc: "",. """ clMMCKirng m LibIm W-++flMl-m!onlS;; thai EJ~1Ia.~ lou
adIlll'w npacily and 1ft em.. _ ptGIlC 10 di$proporI_ '....-u "-eli......c~.



impKta:! by the P10p0sed project. before mitigation. Identify all on-going. pIanncd. and
reaoaably fo,exeable fun= projects in lhe study _ that may toIItribute 10 =uJative
impacts, If studies exist on lhe adverse environmental impactS of~ other projeeu. use those
studies lIS a SOUll:e for quantifying cumulative impacts. If it is determined that significant
cumulative effects would occur lIS a result of the proposed project, the DEIS should identify
alternatives that would avoid, minimi7.c:. or mitigate adverse effects, Clearly state the lead
liency's mitigation resporu;ibilitic:s and the mitigation resporu;ibilities of othc:r entities.

uecuthT 0t'dc:I" 13115, CoosuIwioa and Coordination ..ith Indian Tribal Go\'CfIlmelIts
{November 6. 2OOO). ..'a$ issued in onb 10 establish regular and meaningful consultation and
eollabontion ..ith bit.! officials in the Oe\'c:loplnent orredc:ral policies that M\'c: tribal
implicllions. and 10 strmgthc:n the: United States' govemmmt-IO-govemmc:nt relationships ..ith
Indian tribes. The Projecl am may include sites ofeultum! value: to local tribes. The: area around
SCI P is pan ofan integnlled canal system tlull has been used by the tribes for generatioru;. EPA
recommends the: DEIS dc:seribc: the process and outcome of govemmenHo-govemment
consultation betwc:c:n the: BOR and each of the tribal gove:mments within tM project area. issues
that were: raised (ifany). and how tbosc: issuc:5 were: addrt:SSc:d in rell'ltion 10 the: proposed lK"lion
and IJc:lmion of a pn:fam;! alternative.

The: proposed SCIP includes ground disturbance. includina &rading. lillina, vc:gc:tation
e1c:arlng. paving. and inrn:asc:d vehicle trnflic. This disturbance could have significant impacts
on cultural, particularly tribal, rc:sourtc:s. Consultation for tribal cultural resoun::es is required
under Section 106 of the: National Ilistoric Preservation Act (NIIPA), Historic properlic:s, under
the: NIIPA, arc: properties that are included in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or
that mc:c:t the: criteria for the National Register. Section 106 of the: NilI'A requires a federal
aac:nc:y, upon dc:tc:nnining that activities under its toIIuol could affect historic properties, consult
..ith lbr appropriate State Historic P,cscrvation Officer SHPO and or the: Tribal Historic
PlcscO'ation Offic:er THPO,

Exccutiw Order 13001, Indian Sacred Sites (lo.1ay 24, 1996). requires fc:der.tl land
managUq; -smc~ 10 .c:commodale acc:c:ss 10, and Ceitillonial U5C: of, Indian $IICf'((j sites by
Indian religious pnc:titkmers. and 10 avoid ad\'C'tSC'ly affecting the: physical integrity.
accessibility, or usc ofsac:red sittS. It is important 10 note that a sacred site may not meet the
National Register criteria for a historic property and that, conversely, a historic propcny may not
meet the criteria for a sacred site.

R«:oml'Mrtdotlon:
The: DEIS 5hould identify arty s-cred sites that ..uuId be: a/T«tc:d by the P10p0s.ed project
and .tdres.s how thc:sc: sites ..ill be: protCC1c:d..

Include in the DEIS any eonsulwion ..ith tribes regardina sites that would be affected by
the: proposed proj«t.
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En";ronmt'n lal Ju.'K't'

In Feol'\Ulry 1994, th~ President issued Elte<:uth'(: Order 12898. "Federal Actions to

Address En"ironmental Justicc in Mioorit)' l'opulatiolU and l.oy,·intome Populations". 'The

DEIS should desc:ribt measuRS Ulen by the OOR 10: (l) fully anaI)~ the en\'ironmcntal effetts

of the proposed IClions on minority and loy, inrome popula!)ons. boIh wilhin the a1Tetled uibes

and in am~cted areas 001 on Iriballand: and (2) present opponunitieli for affected oommunitieli 10

parlidpate in the NEPA prote$S. intluding information and p;lnicipation materials in 1111

llU\gtJ3.i\:'s spoken by those in affected areas. The Coundl on Enyirorunental Quality's (CEQ)

en\;1'Of\Il'oCtl13l justice ,uidatK'e 10 Fedcrlll agencies should be addn:s$cld in the DEIS. Please refer

10 the CEQ's EJro'i~nluJJUSI~G"iaottt;t Urttkr 1M NQ/iono/ Em'~nluJPolky Act,

Dcttrnba 1997. hllP:NmJ.k•.do¢.go\ nroa.fn:gs;ri1llMiw,pdf.

Environmental justice consider..tions may play an important role in lhc proposed Project.

both from the slandpoint ofanticipated benefits of the l'rojecl and at!\'erse impacts. In the CQnkJ[t

of-afT~cd cnvil'Ql'Ul'lCl\c'lhe DElS should document l'Xisring hum:m health and en\ironmcntal

nsks to VliUch people in !he projfXI an:as are exposed. Tbc doeumcnl should also explon:

potenl;:!.1 mitigation measwes for an)' ad.·crse effects to thex communities.

S!!!fie< of ConeI'm

EPA m:ommmds thai the DEIS include a complete ~'icvo'of~ieli that would be

affected b) the proj~ ahf'1'T"l31h·es. The mults ofconsuluuion Vlith the United SlateS Fish and

Wildlife Service, ifappropriale, n:garding threatened or endangered spec;~oreritieal habilat

should be included in the DElS, We encourage BOR to n:locate. reduce. or elimin.::ltc ponions of

the proj~ that ool"erstly affect threatcned. endangaai. or candidate species or their potential

habitat.
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 White Mountain Apache Tribe Heritage Program 

PO Box 507 Fort Apache,AZ 85926 
1 (928) 338-3033 Fax: (928) 338-6055 

 
 

To:          John McGlothlen, Bureau of Reclamation – Phoenix Area Office 
Date:      September 01, 2010 
Project:  Proposed Rehabilitation: San Carlos Irrigation Project Facilities 
........................................................................................................................................... 
 
The White Mountain Apache Historic Preservation Office (THPO) appreciates receiving information 
on the proposed project, dated    August 23, 2010    In regards to this, please attend to the checked 
items below. 
►   There is no need to send additional information unless project planning or implementation 
results in the discovery of sites and/or items having known or suspected Apache Cultural affiliation. 
 
   The proposed project is located within an area of probable cultural or historical importance to the 
White Mountain Apache Tribe (WMAT). As part of the effort to identify historical properties that 
maybe affected by the project we recommend an ethno-historic study and interviews with Apache 
Elders. The Cultural Resource Director, Mr. Ramon Riley would be the contact person at (928) 338-
4625 should this become necessary. 
 
►  Please refer to the attached additional notes in regards to the proposed project: 
 
We have received and reviewed the information regarding the proposal to reconstruct and line several 
of the major canals within the off-reservation portion of the San Carlos Irrigation Project, as well as 
relocating laterals or placing reaches of laterals in pipeline to accommodate changes in land use within 
the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District service area, and after careful consideration we've 
determined the proposed projects  will  not have an effect on the White Mountain Apache tribe's 
Cultural Heritage Resources and/or historic properties.  We further recommend that any/all ground 
disturbance should be monitored if there are reasons to believe that human remains and/or funerary 
objects are present, if such remains and/or objects are encountered all construction activities should be 
stopped and the proper authorities and/or affiliated tribe(s) be notified to evaluate the situation. 
 
We look forward to continued collaborations in the protection and preservation of places of cultural 
and historical significance. 
  
Sincerely, 
 

Mark T. Altaha 
White Mountain Apache Tribe  
Historic Preservation Officer 
Email: markaltaha@wmat.us 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality 
Recommended measures to reduce disturbance of 
particulate matter: 
• Minimize land disturbance 
• Suppress dust on traveled paths that are not paved 

through wetting, use of watering trucks, chemical 
dust suppressants, or other reasonable precautions to 
prevent dust from entering ambient air 

• Cover trucks when hauling soil 
• Minimize soil track-out by washing or cleaning truck 

wheels before leaving construction site 
• Stabilize the surface of soil piles 
• Create wind breaks 
• Revegetate any disturbed land not used 
• Remove unused material 
• Remove soil piles via covered trucks 

Fugitive dust will be addressed through the Pinal 
County Nonattainment Area Dust Permit. Mitigation 
measures will be incorporated to reduce the generation 
of dust and diesel particulate matter. Refer to Chapter 
2.0, Table 1, Air Quality, for related mitigation 
measures. 

Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD) 
Concerns expressed regarding impacts to wildlife 
resources to include: 
• Connectivity 
• Habitat disturbance and loss of riparian habitat 
• Fish resource depletions 
• Potential for drowning of special status species and 

other wildlife 

Chapter 3.0 of the Environmental Assessment (EA) 
addresses potential impacts of the No Action and 
action alternatives on wildlife resources. 

EIS analysis should address species and potential for 
impacts associated with each alternative. Some 
considerations for minimizing impacts should include: 
• Limit timing of activities outside of sensitive periods 

for species 
• Identification of impacts on water releases from 

Coolidge Dam and the effects on Gila River flows 
between Coolidge Dam and the Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam 

• Ensure bald eagle prey base and habitat is not further 
degraded 

• Minimize impacts to riparian vegetation from 
decreased water loss along currently unlined canals 

Chapter 3.0 of the EA addresses potential impacts of 
the No Action and action alternatives on vegetation, 
wildlife, threatened and endangered species, other 
special status species, and invasive species. 

• Ensure that Picacho Reservoir has water in it 
year-round to support riparian habitat and associated 
species 

The action alternatives would allow the potential 
diversion and delivery of more water from the Gila 
River during storm events, which could result in an 
increased amount and frequency of water entering 
Picacho Reservoir. Though more water could at times 
be discharged to Picacho Reservoir, water levels in this 
reservoir would continue to fluctuate based on the 
magnitude and frequency of storm events and irrigation 
water demand. Some increase in the total area of 
wetland and riparian vegetation would likely occur 
during those periods when more water is stored in 
Picacho Reservoir. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
AGFD (continued) 
• Minimizing the slope to decrease chance for wildlife 

drowning 
• Keeping unlined dirt canals to the maximum extent 

practicable 
• Consideration of mitigation measures to include: 

escape routes, fencing and crossing construction to 
facilitate movement, and enhancement of riparian 
vegetation in areas where green-up occurs 

Lining the existing and new canal segments with 
concrete under all action alternatives would make it 
more difficult for wildlife that fall into a canal to 
escape. As documented in Chapter 2.0, Table 1, under 
all action alternatives, wildlife exclusion fencing would 
be installed and maintained in Reach 1, two existing 
wildlife bridges across the canal would be maintained, 
and a new wildlife bridge would be constructed at the 
lower end of Reach 1. The lined canal system would be 
monitored in Reaches 2 and 3. The detection of any 
dead animals and the sightings of wildlife in or along 
the canal will be reported to the Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) monthly. Consultation among the 
San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District (SCIDD), 
Reclamation, and the AGFD would be conducted to 
review the results of monitoring, determine the need 
for remedial actions, and identify the type and location 
of remediation required (fencing, escape ramps, 
drinkers, or others to be determined). 

This section of the Gila River supports a substantial 
riparian vegetative community. A substantial 
population of willow flycatchers occurs along the 
San Pedro River upstream of the confluence with the 
Gila River, and nesting is a potential along this stretch. 
There are two bald eagle breeding areas downstream of 
Coolidge Dam that rely on fish resources during the 
breeding season. 

Chapter 3.0 describes the affected environment for 
biological resources, riparian zones, and wetlands. The 
alternative initially preferred by the engineering team 
would have had the potential for substantial effects on 
federally listed species and other species of concern 
associated with the need to interrupt irrigation releases 
from Coolidge Dam to the Gila River for extended 
periods of time during construction. Through 
coordination and collaboration with an Internal 
Biology Working Group (which included AGFD 
representatives), the design team developed a “new” 
alternative that would greatly reduce construction-
related impacts on flows in the Gila River downstream 
of the Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam. Refer to 
Chapter 2.0 for a description of how water deliveries 
would be managed during construction under each 
action alternative. 

The AGFD requested further coordination regarding 
the fish and wildlife resources in the area to identify, 
minimize, mitigate, and/or avoid impacts. At a 
minimum, an initial survey should be considered to 
determine the need for fencing or providing escape 
routes for species and/or construction timing 
considerations for sensitive species: burrowing owl, 
Southwestern willow flycatcher, bald eagle, golden 
eagle, desert tortoise, Tucson shovel-nosed snake, 
Yuma clapper rail, and Western yellow-billed cuckoo. 

Reclamation organized an Internal Biology Working 
Group, with representatives from Reclamation, the 
AGFD, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, to 
identify potential concerns and explore opportunities to 
minimize impacts from the project. The EA examines 
potential impacts and includes mitigation commitments 
to minimize impacts on biological resources of concern 
(Chapter 2.0, Table 1). Refer to related concerns and 
responses listed in this table under the Internal Biology 
Working Group heading. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
Ak-Chin Indian Community 
At this time, due to the project’s location, we will defer 
all comments to the Tribal Historic Preservation 
Office, Gila River Indian Community, Sacaton, 
Arizona. 

No response required. 

Arizona State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) 
Much of the San Carlos Irrigation Project (SCIP) 
system is historic in age. A primary concern is the 
China Wash Flume, a significant example of 
Reclamation engineering. Even if decommissioned, the 
China Wash Flume should be preserved in place. The 
survey report for the project should be sent to the 
SHPO and to relevant tribes for review and comment. 

Reclamation would use an existing Programmatic 
Agreement/Memorandum of Agreement or develop a 
new one that would stipulate development and 
implementation of a treatment plan prior to initiation of 
construction. The survey report will be forwarded to 
relevant tribes. 

City of Casa Grande Parks and Recreation Department 
Concerned about the amount of drainage flowing 
through Dave White Municipal Golf Course. In 2010, 
there seemed to be more water released through the 
golf course, which has resulted in damage and/or 
washout of our bridges that allow access to the back 
nine holes. This resulted in closure of the golf course 
during our prime season (January 2010), thus loss of 
revenues, plus costly repairs to our bridges in January 
and July. 

In addition to the water that SCIDD contributes to the 
referenced drain, the drain carries flows from a large 
“contributing acreage.” The flows in the drain come 
from the mountains north of Casa Grande. In addition, 
the subdivisions that have been developed along the 
drain contribute to the flows. In particular, 
channelization of the washes within these subdivisions 
has increased the amount of flow to the drain. With the 
rehabilitation of the SCIP system, as proposed, SCIDD 
would have the capacity for off-stream water storage 
and more flexibility/control in the system operations. 
Though this would not eliminate the potential for flood 
damage or washout, the proposed project should result 
in a reduction in the SCIDD’s contribution to this 
drain.  

Interested in the possibility of entering into an 
Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) with SCIDD 
related to public access and future development of 
nonmotorized recreational trails along SCIDD 
irrigation canals. Many other communities have IGAs 
with irrigation and utility districts, which provide great 
recreational benefit to the community. 

Though the IGA request is outside of the scope of work 
of the EA, SCIDD is amenable to exploring 
opportunities to enter into an IGA with the City of 
Casa Grande for this purpose. 

Hopi Tribe  
Requested copies of the survey report and any 
proposed draft treatment plans for review and comment 
if any National Register eligible prehistoric sites will 
be adversely affected by project activities.  

Reclamation will forward copies of the survey report 
and any proposed draft treatment plans for review and 
comment by the Hopi Tribe as requested. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
Internal Biology Working Group 
Issues identified: 
• Wildlife (and livestock) mortality from concrete-

lined canals 
• Loss of water source for wildlife and livestock with 

concrete-lined canals 
• Reduction in connectivity and permeability of 

species movement/creating barriers to wildlife 
movement 

• Potential effect on vegetation from loss of canal 
seepage 

• Loss of riparian vegetation and fish resource 
depletions due to dry-up of Gila River with the 
proposed Central Arizona Project exchange 

• Loss of riparian vegetation along currently unlined 
canals due to proposed concrete lining 

• Loss of prey base for bald eagles with Central 
Arizona Project exchange 

• Habitat disturbance 
• Modified flows in Gila River pre-spring (leaf-out) 
• Loss of Tucson shovel-nosed snake habitat with 

construction of new reservoirs in creosote bush plant 
communities 

• Construction disturbance to golden eagles during 
nesting season 

• Need for Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
permit and associated time requirements 

• Spread of invasive species 
• Creation of new fire hazards 
• Need for fish barrier 

Mitigation measures suggested: 
• To provide wildlife connectivity and minimize 

drowning wildlife in the project area, consider canal 
slope design, floor substrate, pipes, culverts, and 
bridges 

• Provide wildlife habitat at the proposed regulating 
reservoirs, including the concept of retaining a 
minimum pool at each to allow for the establishment 
of marsh vegetation 

• Use Picacho Reservoir as a regulating reservoir 
• Increase the overflow storage to minimize the need 

for new regulating reservoirs 
• To minimize drowning of wildlife in lined canals, 

consider fencing, constructing wildlife crossings, or 
escape routes, or pipe short sections of the North 
Side Canal in areas of high wildlife use 

Reclamation organized an Internal Biology Working 
Group, with representatives from Reclamation, the 
AGFD, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, to 
identify potential concerns and explore opportunities to 
minimize impacts from the project. 

The EA examines potential impacts and includes 
mitigation commitments to minimize impacts on 
biological resources of concern (Chapter 2.0, Table 1). 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
Internal Biology Working Group (continued) 
• Consider the use of existing canals/rights-of-way to 

reduce potential impacts on fish and wildlife 
• Ensure Picacho Reservoir has water in it year-round 

to support the riparian habitat and associated species 
• Schedule construction to avoid sensitive periods for 

species 

 

Myers 
A grazing permittee expressed concern about wildlife 
and livestock access to water in the Florence–Casa 
Grande Canal and potential for wildlife/livestock to 
drown with concrete-lined canals. 

Because the mainstem canal is dirt-lined, livestock that 
are grazing on Bureau of Land Management land on 
both sides of the existing mainstem canal currently 
have access to water in the canal. The rehabilitated 
canal, with its concrete lining, steeper side slopes, and 
increased flow velocities, may preclude livestock 
access to this water in the future. Subsequent to the 
scoping process, the Bureau of Land Management and 
the affected grazing permittee have agreed to share in 
the cost of drilling a well for production of livestock 
water. 

Tohono O’odham Nation 
Requested that copies of technical studies (biological 
and cultural) and the Draft EIS be forwarded for its 
review. 

Reclamation will forward copies of technical 
documents and the Draft EA as requested. 

Requested that every effort be made to avoid cultural 
resource sites. 

A Class III cultural resources survey of the area of 
potential effects has been initiated and would be 
completed prior to construction. Reclamation intends to 
avoid cultural resources whenever possible. If 
avoidance is not possible, Reclamation would use an 
existing Programmatic Agreement/Memorandum of 
Agreement or would develop a new one that would 
stipulate development and implementation of a 
treatment plan prior to initiation of construction. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 9 
Alternatives Analysis 
The underlying need (e.g., an effective and reliable 
water supply delivery system) and purpose for the 
project (e.g., rehabilitation of existing canals and 
sustainable reuse of water resources) should be clearly 
identified in the Draft EIS. The National 
Environmental Policy Act requires rigorous exploration 
and evaluation of all reasonable alternatives that meet 
the purpose and need, including those not within the 
jurisdiction of the lead agency (40 Code of Federal 
Regulations [CFR] Part 1502.14). The Draft EIS 
should discuss the potential adverse impacts of each 
alternative on surface and ground water quality, 
riparian areas, air quality, fish and wildlife habitat, and 
public health and safety, as well as potential actions to 
overcome possible project barriers, such as conflicts 
with other agencies’ actions. 

Section 1.4 of the EA describes the purpose and need, 
including requirements of various legal instruments. 

Chapter 2.0 describes the alternatives evaluated in 
detail in the EA and those eliminated from further 
consideration. It also identifies the Environmentally 
Preferred Alternative. 

Chapter 3.0 addresses the potential adverse and 
beneficial effects of each alternative by resource topic. 
Table 2 summarizes the effects. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
Water Resources 
Water Quality 
Potential adverse effects to surface and ground water 
quality and quantity are predicted due to increased 
ground water pumping, increased use of fertilizers and 
pesticides, and increased surface water diversions. 

The acreage of agricultural land cultivated within the 
SCIDD service area varies from year to year, mainly 
dependent on water availability. Most years, surface 
water supplies are not adequate to irrigate the full 
acreage (50,000 acres) of the SCIDD service area, 
though all of the 50,000 acres have been in production 
at one time or another. No new lands in the service area 
would be converted to agriculture as a result of the 
project. 

Farmers pump ground water to supplement surface 
water supplies, as needed. With more surface water 
available for irrigation with the project, it is expected 
that ground water pumping would be reduced. 

With the project, the total acreage in cultivation would 
continue to vary from year to year; however, a slight 
increase in average acres cultivated could occur as a 
result of a more dependable surface water supply. The 
use of fertilizers and pesticides would also vary from 
year to year, proportionate to the number of acres 
farmed. 

Stream flow in the Gila River upstream of the Ashurst–
Hayden Diversion Dam is dependent on upstream 
releases from Coolidge Dam, flows from tributaries, 
and precipitation in the watershed. Today, releases 
from Coolidge Dam are based almost entirely on 
irrigation water orders from SCIDD and the Gila River 
Indian Community. Except during large flood events, 
all of the water that reaches the Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam is diverted to the Florence–Casa 
Grande Canal for irrigating farmland downstream. For 
these reasons, no increase in surface water diversions is 
expected with the project. In fact, the Secretary of the 
Interior could decide to retain 8,000 acre-feet of water 
in the San Carlos Reservoir to create a minimum pool 
for fish and wildlife. This could result in a slight 
decrease in water diversions at the Ashurst–Hayden 
Diversion Dam. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
Water Resources (continued) 
The Draft EIS should provide specific information 
regarding potential severity and location of salt 
build-up, high ground water, and poor drainage areas. 

Salt build-up is managed on agricultural fields by 
farmers, who apply additional water to the fields, as 
needed, to leach salt out of the plant root zone. 

High ground water is not an issue in the SCIDD service 
area. From the Ashurst–Hayden Diversion Dam to 
Picacho Reservoir, depth to ground water averages 
182 feet. From Picacho Reservoir to Interstate 10, the 
average depth of ground water is 205 feet. 

The agricultural fields in the SCIDD service area are 
designed and managed to allow all applied irrigation 
water to soak in. There is essentially no runoff from the 
fields. Poor drainage is not a concern common to this 
area. 

In addition, the probable effect on agricultural drainage 
volume and water quality, ground water quality, and 
drinking water quality should be fully evaluated. The 
Draft EIS should include a mitigation plan to minimize 
potential adverse impacts of the project on water 
quality in the long term and during construction 
activities. 

The project would not be expected to cause an increase 
in agricultural drainage over the existing condition 
because the fields are designed and managed to allow 
all applied irrigation water to soak in. 

The project is expected to have only minor effects on 
surface water quality—primarily associated with the 
construction period. Refer to Chapter 3.0 of the EA. 

Because the project would not have an adverse effect 
on ground water quality, there would be no real 
potential to affect the water quality supplies to drinking 
water wells. Effects to water quality are described in 
the EA, Chapter 3.0. 

The project would include Best Management Practices 
to control the release of pollutants into storm water 
during construction (Chapter 2.0, Table 1). 

Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 
Reclamation should demonstrate in the Draft EIS how 
potential impacts to Waters of the United States 
(Waters) would be avoided and minimized to the 
maximum extent practicable prior to obtaining a CWA 
Section 404 permit (40 CFR 230.10[a] and 230.10[d]). 
The Draft EIS should include a waters assessment of 
appropriate scope and detail to identify sensitive areas 
in aquatic systems with functions susceptible to 
change. The CWA Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines 40 
CFR Part 230.10(a) state that “…no discharge of 
dredged or fill material shall be permitted if there is a 
practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which 
would have less adverse impact on the aquatic 
ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not have 
other significant adverse environmental consequences.” 

A preliminary investigation of potential jurisdictional 
waters in the study area identified Picacho Reservoir 
and a number of drainages likely to be jurisdictional 
Waters. Though Picacho Reservoir, a special aquatic 
site, falls in the study area, no construction would take 
place within it. Based on preliminary engineering 
plans, the proposed replacement of the siphon in 
Bogart Wash under the Proposed Action is the only 
activity identified to date that would likely require a 
CWA Section 404 permit. Final design of the Bogart 
Wash crossing is pending. Coordination with the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers has been initiated, as 
required. No construction would begin prior to U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers authorization. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
CWA Section 404 (continued) 
Recommendations: 
• Estimate Waters in the project area using CWA 

jurisdictional determinations; these findings should 
then be submitted (including maps) to the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers for verification and consultation. 

• If a CWA Section 404 permit is required, CWA 
Section 401 certifications should be obtained from 
the U.S. EPA Region 9 and the Arizona Department 
of Environmental Quality, as the project occurs on 
both state and tribal lands. 

• Identify all protected resources with special 
designations, and all special aquatic sites and Waters 
within state, local, and Federal protected lands. 
Avoid and minimize impacts in these areas. 

• Provide specific descriptions of proposed activities 
in CWA-regulated Waters, including grading plans 
and cross sections. Include the classification of 
Waters and the geographic extent of Waters and 
adjacent riparian areas. 

• Characterize the functional condition of Waters and 
adjacent riparian areas. Describe the extent and 
nature of stream channel alteration, riverine corridor 
continuity, and buffered tributaries. 

• Include in the Draft EIS an evaluation of wildlife 
species potentially affected by the project that could 
be expected to use Waters or associated riparian 
habitat, and sensitive plant species that are associated 
with waters/riparian habitat. 

The project will not take place on tribal lands; 
therefore, CWA Section 401 Water Quality 
Certifications will be obtained from the Arizona 
Department of Environmental Quality. 

Picacho Reservoir is one of the few or only special 
aquatic sites in the study area. No construction will 
occur within this aquatic site. Under the project, flows 
into Picacho Reservoir may be increased slightly, a 
potential beneficial effect. Small, isolated patches of 
wetland vegetation occur at some locations where there 
is seepage of irrigation water from existing canal 
release gates. Improvement of the canal system would 
likely remove these areas of wetland vegetation. Since 
these are human-induced and isolated, the jurisdictional 
status of these areas (whether they constitute special 
aquatic sites under Section 404) is uncertain and must 
be determined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

Refer to Chapter 3.0, Biological Resources and 
Riparian Zones and Wetlands for a characterization of 
the functional condition of Waters and adjacent 
riparian areas and a description of the biological 
resources potentially affected by the project, including 
those associated with Waters/riparian habitat. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
CWA Section 404 (continued) 
Avoidance and Minimization Measures 
To demonstrate compliance with CWA Guidelines, 
explore alternatives to avoid or minimize impacts to 
Waters. 

Recommendations: 
• Demonstrate how all potential effects to Waters will 

be avoided or minimized. If impacts cannot be 
avoided or minimized, the Draft EIS analyses should 
clearly demonstrate how cost, logistical, and/or 
technological constraints preclude avoidance and 
minimization of impacts. 

• Both temporary and permanent impacts on Waters 
for each alternative should be quantified; for 
example, acres of waters impacted, etc. It is helpful 
to present these numbers in a table for each 
alternative, listing each impacted water and wetland 
feature. 

• Identify design measures and modifications to avoid 
and minimize impacts to water resources. Quantify 
the benefits that would be achieved for each 
alternative studied, for example, acres of Waters 
avoided, number of stream crossings avoided, etc. 

• Include a compensation proposal for unavoidable 
impacts to CWA regulated waters that comply with 
the regulations for compensatory mitigation 
promulgated in April 2007 (40 CFR 230 Subpart J). 

As noted previously, impacts on Waters would be 
limited to Bogart Wash. Because the design of this 
crossing has not been completed, details are not 
available to estimate the acreage of impact, etc. Based 
on available information, the development of a 
compensatory proposal would be premature. 

One alternative that would have resulted in additional 
impacts on Waters was initially considered for the 
project but was eliminated. This alternative would have 
used Picacho Reservoir as a regulating reservoir in lieu 
of building a new reservoir. Using this reservoir 
without major alteration would result in high seepage 
and evapotranspiration losses, which would have 
conflicted with the project’s primary goal to conserve 
water. Substantial alteration of Picacho Reservoir to 
improve operational efficiency would be expected to 
have significant adverse effects on cultural and 
biological resources, including wetlands. Impacts to 
jurisdictional Waters at Picacho Reservoir under this 
alternative could have exceeded 2,500 acres. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
Canals 
The Draft EIS should include, in detail, a description of 
impacts to the canals and measures taken to protect 
water quality. 

Since portions of the project area may have historic 
significance, ground disturbance in these areas may 
expose archeological finds. 

Reclamation should contact the SHPO/Tribal Historic 
Preservation Officer prior to making alterations to 
structures over 50 years old, such as portions of the 
canals and wells, or ground disturbance adjacent to 
them. 

The Florence and Florence–Casa Grande canals were 
determined eligible under Criterion A and 
recommended eligible under Criterion D. Both canals 
were documented in a previous SCIP Historic 
American Engineering Record document. 

For adjoining areas within the construction footprint, 
Reclamation is completing a Class III survey for 
historic and archaeological resources. Consultation 
with the SHPO is under way. Construction activities 
would not affect tribal land. 

Air Quality 
The Draft EIS should provide a detailed discussion of 
ambient air conditions (baseline or existing conditions), 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), 
criteria pollutant and nonattainment areas, and potential 
air quality impacts of the proposed project (including 
cumulative and indirect effects). 

The Draft EIS should describe and estimate air 
emissions from the proposed project, including 
potential construction and maintenance activities as 
well as proposed mitigation measures to minimize 
those emissions. The Draft EIS should specify the 
pollutants and the emission sources: mobile sources, 
stationary sources, and/or ground disturbances. 

The Draft EIS should identify if there is a need for an 
Equipment Emissions Mitigation Plan. This plan would 
identify actions to reduce diesel particulate matter, 
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides 
associated with construction activities. 

The Draft EIS should summarize all applicable air 
quality regulations and their implementing agencies for 
Pinal County, including required monitoring and 
enforcement. 

Chapter 3.0, Air Quality and Climate, provides a 
detailed discussion of ambient air conditions, NAAQS, 
nonattainment areas, applicable air quality regulations 
and implementing agencies, and potential air quality 
impacts. 

The project is expected to contribute more to dust than 
emission pollutants. Minor, short-term increases in 
other criteria pollutants are anticipated during 
construction. Regional impacts from the action 
alternatives are unlikely to exceed NAAQS for any 
criteria pollutant because of the short-term nature and 
relatively small localized sources of emissions during 
construction. 

The study area has been recently designated as 
nonattainment for particulate matter under 10 microns 
(PM10). The study area is not designated as 
nonattainment for any other criteria pollutants. 
Mitigation measures have been incorporated to reduce 
the generation of dust and equipment emissions (refer 
to Chapter 2, Table 1, for related mitigation measures). 

PM10 and particulate matter under 2.5 microns (PM2.5) 
emission estimates associated with fugitive dust and 
combustion engine emissions were developed for 
construction activities under the action alternatives. 
The other criteria pollutants were not quantified 
because the project is in an attainment area for these 
pollutants and no conformity determination was 
required. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
Construction Emissions Mitigation 
The Draft EIS should include a thorough analysis of 
impacts from the construction of the proposed project 
alternatives. It should provide estimates of the 
emissions of all criteria pollutants and diesel particulate 
matter and list all applicable NAAQS, including the 
federal eight-hour ozone standard and the PM2.5 
standard. Furthermore, the area is violating the PM10 
NAAQS, and EPA has proposed to redesignate it as 
nonattainment. The Draft EIS should disclose available 
information about the health risks associated with 
vehicle emissions and mobile source air toxics. 

Similarly, the Draft EIS should include a Construction 
Emission Mitigation Plan for fugitive dust and diesel 
particulate matter and commit to this plan in the Draft 
EIS. 

Refer to previous response. 

Fugitive dust will be addressed through the Pinal 
County Nonattainment Area Dust Permit. Mitigation 
measures will be incorporated to reduce both the 
generation of dust and diesel particulate matter. Refer 
Chapter 2.0, Table 1, Air Quality, for related mitigation 
measures. Health risks associated with exposure to 
PM10, vehicle emissions, and mobile source air toxics 
are described in the EA. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
Construction Emissions Mitigation (continued) 
The following mitigation measures should be included 
in the Construction Emission Mitigation Plan to reduce 
impacts associated with emissions of particulate matter 
and other toxics from construction related activities. 

Mobile and stationary controls: 
• Prepare an inventory of all equipment prior to 

construction and identify the suitability of add-on 
emission controls for each piece of equipment before 
groundbreaking. Control technologies such as 
particulate traps control approximately 80 percent of 
diesel particulate matter. Specialized catalytic 
converters (oxidation catalysts) control 
approximately 20 percent of diesel particulate matter, 
40 percent of carbon monoxide emissions, and 
50 percent of hydrocarbon emissions. 

• Ensure that diesel-powered construction equipment 
is properly tuned and maintained and shut off when 
not in direct use. 

• Reduce use, trips, and unnecessary idling from heavy 
equipment. 

• Prohibit engine tampering to increase horsepower 
and require continuing adherence to manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 

• Locate diesel engines, motors, and equipment 
staging areas as far as possible from residential areas 
and sensitive receptors such as schools, daycare 
centers, and hospitals. 

• Require the use of low-sulfur diesel fuel (<15 parts 
per million sulfur) for diesel construction equipment. 

• Reduce construction-related trips of workers and 
equipment, including trucks. Develop construction 
traffic and parking management plans that minimize 
traffic interference and maintains traffic flow. 

• If practicable, the Draft EIS should commit to 
leasing new equipment that meets the most stringent 
of applicable Federal or state standards. In general, 
only Tier 2 or newer engines should be employed in 
the construction phase. 

• Use lower-emitting engines and fuels, including 
electric, liquefied gas, hydrogen fuel cells, and/or 
alternative diesel formulations. 

Reclamation has not required the preparation of an 
equipment inventory prior to construction, as noted 
under the first bullet, because this would add 
significantly to project costs and there is no related 
regulatory requirement. Similarly, the cost of leasing 
new equipment, limiting use to Tier 2 or newer 
engines, or using only lower-emitting engines or fuels, 
as noted, would be prohibitive. To the extent 
practicable, however, mitigation measures have been 
incorporated into the EA to address the intent of the 
mitigation measures identified by the EPA for mobile 
and stationary controls. Refer to Chapter 2.0, Table 1, 
Air Quality. 

The use of low-sulfur diesel fuel was not considered 
feasible because it is not currently available in the 
project vicinity. 

The project is in a rural area and traffic volumes are 
quite low. In the limited locations where the canal 
intersects a public roadway, the EA commits to the use 
of flag persons, physical barriers, or electric signals to 
allow motorists to bypass any lane closures on public 
roads during construction activities (Chapter 2.0, 
Table 1, Transportation). 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
Construction Emissions Mitigation (continued) 
Fugitive Dust Source Controls: 
• Stabilize open storage piles and disturbed areas by 

covering and/or applying water or chemical/organic 
dust palliative where appropriate, to both inactive 
and active sites, at all times, particularly during 
windy conditions. 

• Install wind fencing and phase grading operations 
where appropriate and operate water trucks for 
surface stabilization under windy conditions. 

• When hauling material and operating 
non-earthmoving equipment, prevent spillage and 
limit speeds to 15 miles per hour. Limit speed of 
earth-moving equipment to 10 miles per hour. 

• Develop construction traffic and parking 
management plans that minimize traffic interference 
and maintain traffic flow. 

The mitigation measure related to dust suppression/ 
stabilization in the EA has been revised as follows to 
specifically reference staging areas and open stockpiles 
as well. To suppress dust on unpaved roads and staging 
areas, and to stabilize open stockpiles, the contractor 
would use watering trucks, chemical dust suppressants, 
or other reasonable precautions. 

The benefits of installing wind fencing would not be 
expected to outweigh the costs because of the long and 
narrow nature of the construction footprint. 

The contractor will obtain a Pinal County 
Nonattainment Area Dust Permit and comply with its 
terms and conditions as codified in the Pinal County 
Air Quality Control District Code of Regulations 
Chapter 4, Article 7, and Arizona Revised Statute 
Section 49-480. All active construction areas, including 
on-site haul roads, staging areas, and storage piles, will 
be effectively stabilized against dust emissions by 
applying water, chemical suppressants, and/or other 
reasonable measures. 

The contractor will apply water and/or chemical 
suppressants on all unpaved haul roads that are not 
public roads. Speeds of less than 25 miles per hour will 
be maintained on unpaved public roads that are used 
for construction haulage. 

Construction traffic plans will be developed where 
warranted. 

Greenhouse Gases 
Executive Order 13423, “Strengthening Federal 
Environmental, Energy, and Transportation 
Management”: “Section 2(a) state that federal agencies 
shall (a) improve energy efficiency and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions of the agency, through 
reduction of energy intensity by (i) 3 percent annually 
through the end of fiscal year 2015, or (ii) 30 percent 
by the end of fiscal year 2015, relative to the baseline 
of the agency’s energy use in fiscal year 2003,” 
(page 12). Similarly, Executive Order 13514 states: 
“Federal Government should make reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions a priority.” The Draft EIS 
should discuss any project elements that will be major 
contributors to greenhouse gas and identify what 
practices or project elements will be incorporated to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions to help meet this 
goal. 

Greenhouse gases are discussed in Chapter 3.0, Air 
Quality and Climate. The project would not be a major 
contributor of greenhouse gases. 

Following construction, the rehabilitation and concrete 
lining of the canals would reduce overall maintenance 
needs compared with the No Action alternative. Air 
quality impacts from fugitive dust and engine exhaust 
would be substantially less (roughly 50 percent) than 
the No Action alternative due to a reduction in miles 
traveled by service vehicles to maintain a much more 
compact and concrete-lined mainstem canal system. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
Climate Change 
Impacts on Climate Change on the project 
The Draft EIS should include a description of climate 
change and its implications for the SCIP. For example, 
describe and evaluate projected climate change 
consequences, such as increased frequency of high-
intensity storms, amplified rain events, and their 
potential effects on culverts and bridges. Consider the 
impacts of temperature increases and changes in water 
availability. Adaptation strategies should be identified 
and discussed. 

Potential impacts on climate change are discussed in 
Chapter 3.0, Water Resources and Quality, Cumulative 
Effects, and Air Quality and Climate. 

Climate Change (continued) 
Cumulative Climate Change Impacts on Resources 
Also Affected by the Project 
The Draft EIS should include a discussion on 
cumulative climate change impacts to resources that 
are also affected by the project. The Draft EIS should 
also clearly describe the effects of the project on water 
quality, riparian habitat, fish passage, and sensitive 
species in the context of climate change. Likewise, 
cumulative impacts on public health and environmental 
justice communities from climate change should be 
included in the Draft EIS. The EPA’s report Analyses 
of the Effects of Global Change on Human Health and 
Welfare and Human Systems suggests that 
environmental justice communities have less adaptive 
capacity and are thus more prone to disproportionate 
impacts from climate change. 

Potential impacts on climate change are discussed in 
Chapter 3.0, Water Resources and Quality, Cumulative 
Effects, and Air Quality and Climate. 

Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Effects 
The National Environmental Policy Act requires 
evaluation of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects 
that are caused by the action (40 CFR 1508.8[b] and 
1508.7). For the cumulative impacts assessment, we 
recommend focusing on resources of concern or 
resources that are “at risk” and/or significantly 
impacted by the proposed project, before mitigation. 
Identify all ongoing, planned, and reasonably 
foreseeable future projects in the study area that may 
contribute to cumulate impacts. If studies exist on the 
adverse environmental impacts of these other projects, 
use those studies as a source for quantifying 
cumulative impacts. If it is determined that significant 
cumulative effects would occur as a result of the 
proposed project, the Draft EIS should identify 
alternatives that would avoid, minimize, or mitigate 
adverse effects. Clearly state the lead agency’s 
mitigation responsibilities and the mitigation 
responsibilities of other entities. 

The EA considers direct, indirect, and cumulative 
effects and recommends mitigation measures for those 
resource topics where adverse effects could be 
reasonably mitigated. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
Consultation with Tribal Governments 
Executive Order 13175, Consultation and Coordination 
with Indian Tribal Governments (November 6, 2000), 
was issued to establish regular and meaningful 
consultation and collaboration with tribal officials in 
the development of federal policies that have tribal 
implications and to strengthen the U.S. government-to-
government relationships with Indian tribes. The 
project area may include sites of cultural value to local 
tribes. The area around the SCIP is part of an integrated 
canal system that has been used by the tribes for 
generations. The EPA recommends the Draft EIS 
describe the process and outcome of government-to-
government consultation between Reclamation and 
each of the tribal governments affiliated with the 
project area, issues that were raised (if any), and how 
those issues were addressed in relation to the proposed 
action and selection of a preferred alternative. 

The list of tribes consulted is included in the EA. 

National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and 
Executive Order 13007 
The proposed SCIP includes ground disturbance, 
including grading, filling, vegetation clearing, paving, 
and increased vehicle traffic. This disturbance could 
have significant impacts on cultural, particularly tribal, 
resources. Consultation for tribal cultural resources is 
required under Section 106 of the NHPA. Historic 
properties, under the NHPA, are properties that are 
included in or meet the criteria for the National 
Register of Historic Places. Section 106 of the NHPA 
requires a federal agency, upon determining that 
activities under its control affect historic properties, 
consult with the appropriate SHPO and/or the Tribal 
Historic Preservation Officer. 

Consultation with the SHPO and Native American 
tribes has been initiated. Reclamation is completing a 
Class III survey for historic and archaeological 
resources. The cultural survey report is in preparation 
and will be submitted to the SHPO upon completion. 
Based on consultation with Native American tribes, no 
traditional cultural properties, including sacred sites, 
have been identified in the study area. 

Reclamation will develop a Programmatic Agreement 
with stipulations for treatment of historic properties. 

The project is not on tribal lands; therefore, 
consultation with the Gila River Indian Community 
Tribal Historic Preservation Office was not initiated. 

Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites (May 24, 
1996), requires federal land managing agencies to 
accommodate access to, and ceremonial use of, Indian 
sacred sites by Indian religious practitioners, and to 
avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity, 
accessibility, or use of sacred sites. It is important to 
note that a sacred site may not meet the National 
Register of Historic Places criteria for a historic 
property and that, conversely, a historic property may 
not meet the criteria for a sacred site. 

Recommendations: 
• The Draft EIS should identify and sacred sites that 

would be affected by the proposed project and 
address how these sites will be protected. 

• Include in the Draft EIS any consultation with tribes 
regarding sites that would be affected by the 
proposed project. 

Based on consultation with Native American tribes, no 
traditional cultural properties, including sacred sites, 
have been identified in the study area. 

The list of tribes consulted is included in the EA. 
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Summary of Agency Scoping Comments and Reclamation Responses 
Name and Summary of Comments Response 
U.S. EPA Region 9 (continued) 
Environmental Justice 
In February 1994, the President issued Executive Order 
12898, “Federal Actions to Address Environmental 
Justice in Minority Populations and Low-income 
Populations.” The Draft EIS should describe measures 
taken by Reclamation to: (1) fully analyze the 
environmental effects of the proposed actions on 
minority and low-income populations, both within the 
affected tribes and in affected areas not on tribal land; 
and (2) present opportunities for affected communities 
to participate in the National Environmental Policy Act 
process, including information and participation 
materials in all languages spoken by those in affected 
areas. Please refer to the Council on Environmental 
Quality’s Environmental Justice Guidance Under the 
National Environmental Policy Act, December 1997. 

Environmental Justice considerations may play an 
important role in the proposed project, both from the 
standpoint of anticipated benefits of the project and 
adverse impacts. In the context of “affected 
environment,” the Draft EIS should document existing 
human health and environmental risks to which 
peopled in the project area are exposed. The document 
should also explore potential mitigation measures for 
any adverse effects to these communities. 

Chapter 3.0 of the EA considers both potential adverse 
and beneficial effects related to Executive Order 12898 
on Environmental Justice. 

Species of Concern 
The EPA recommends that the Draft EIS include a 
complete review of species that would be affected by 
the project alternatives. The results of consultation with 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, if appropriate, 
regarding threatened or endangered species or critical 
habitat should be included in the Draft EIS. We 
encourage Reclamation to relocate, reduce, or 
eliminate portions of the project that adversely affect 
threatened, endangered, or candidate species or their 
potential habitat. 

Chapter 3.0, Biological Resources, includes a review of 
species that could be affected by project alternatives. 
Refer also to the section on Riparian Zones and 
Wetlands. 

Consultation has been initiated with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service. A Draft Biological Assessment has 
been submitted. Reclamation is awaiting a draft 
Biological Opinion. 

A Biological Resources Protection Plan has been 
developed to incorporate wildlife and tortoise fencing, 
canal escape ramps, wildlife bridges, and wildlife water 
sources. The related commitments have been 
incorporated into the EA (Chapter 2.0, Table 1). 

White Mountain Apache Tribe Historic Preservation Office 
There is no need to send additional information on the 
project to the White Mountain Apache Tribe Historic 
Preservation Office unless project planning or 
implementation results in the discovery of sites and/or 
items having known or suspected Apache cultural 
affiliation. 

No response required unless planning or 
implementation results in the discovery of sites/items 
having known or suspected Apache affiliation. 
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statutory authority responsibility to 
protect the park areas it administers and 
to manage the public use thereof (54 
U.S.C. 100101, 100751, 3210102). NPS 
regulations codified in 36 CFR parts 1 
through 7, 12 and 13 are designated to 
implement statutory mandates that 
provide for resource protection and 
pubic enjoyment. NPS Forms 10–404, 
‘‘Backcountry/Wilderness Use Permit 
Application’’ and 10–404A, 
‘‘Backcountry/Wilderness Use Permit 
Hangtag’’ are the primary forms used to 
provide access into NPS backcountry 
areas including those areas that require 
a reservation to enter where use limits 
are imposed in accordance with other 
NPS regulations. Such permitting 
enhances the ability to the NPS to 
educate users on potential hazards, 
search and rescue efforts, and resource 
protection. 

II. Data 

OMB Control Number: 1024–0022. 
Expiration Date: May 31, 2016. 
Title: Backcountry/Wilderness Use 

Permit (36 CFR 1.5, 1.6, and 2.10). 
Service Form Numbers: NPS Forms 

10–404, Backcountry/Wilderness Use 
Permit’’ and 10–404A, ‘‘Backcountry/ 
Wilderness Use Permit Hangtag’’. 

Type of Request: Revision of a 
currently approved collection of 
information. 

Description of Respondents: 
Individuals wishing to use backcountry 
and wilderness areas within national 
parks. 

Estimated Average Number of 
Responses: 285,000. 

Frequency of Response: 1 per 
respondent. 

Estimated Average Time Burden per 
Respondent: 5 minutes. 

Estimated Total Annual Reporting 
Burden: 23,750 hours. 

Respondent’s Obligation: Required to 
obtain or retain a benefit. 

III. Comments 

We invite comments concerning this 
information collection on: 

• Whether or not the collection of 
information is necessary, including 
whether or not the information will 
have practical utility; 

• The accuracy of our estimate of the 
burden for this collection of 
information; 

• Ways to enhance the quality, utility, 
and clarity of the information to be 
collected; and 

• Ways to minimize the burden of the 
collection of information on 
respondents. 

Comments that you submit in 
response to this notice are a matter of 
public record. We will include or 

summarize each comment in our request 
to OMB to approve this IC. Before 
including your address, phone number, 
email address, or other personal 
identifying information in your 
comment, you should be aware that 
your entire comment, including your 
personal identifying information, may 
be made publicly available at any time. 
While you can ask us in your comment 
to withhold your personal identifying 
information from public review, we 
cannot guarantee that we will be able to 
do so. 

Dated: September 8, 2016. 
Madonna L. Baucum, 
Information Collection Clearance Officer, 
National Park Service. 
[FR Doc. 2016–22010 Filed 9–13–16; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310–EH–P 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Reclamation 

[RR03250000; XXXR4079V1; 
RA.R3441003.0960000] 

Notice of Cancellation To Prepare a 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
for the San Carlos Irrigation Project, 
Arizona 

AGENCY: Bureau of Reclamation, 
Interior. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: The Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) is terminating preparation 
of an Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) for the San Carlos Irrigation 
Project. The proposed project scope has 
been modified, and Reclamation has 
determined that an Environmental 
Assessment (EA) rather than an EIS is 
the appropriate level of environmental 
documentation for the proposed action. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. 
Sean Heath at (623) 773–6250, or email 
at sheath@usbr.gov. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
proposed project includes rehabilitation 
and modernization of San Carlos 
Irrigation Project Joint Works and 
District Works irrigation canals. Primary 
components of the rehabilitation are the 
lining of all or most of the main canals 
with concrete to reduce seepage and 
evaporation losses from the system, the 
modification of the canal prism (cross- 
sections and profiles) to increase system 
efficiency, the inclusion of a water 
storage facility, and modernized 
measurement and control amenities to 
improve delivery service. To protect and 
preserve the new lined conveyance 
system, separate storm water drainage 

facilities would be dedicated to cross 
drainage storm water management. 

A Notice of Intent to prepare the EIS 
for the San Carlos Irrigation Project was 
published in the Federal Register on 
August 31, 2010 (75 FR 53332). The 
proposed action was originally scoped 
as an EIS. Publication of the Federal 
Register notice was followed with a 
scoping letter to potentially interested 
individuals, organizations, tribes, and 
agencies, and posting of the notice on 
Reclamation’s Phoenix Area Office Web 
site. In addition, a news release was 
submitted to 12 news media outlets. 
Two public scoping meetings were held 
to solicit public comment. Reclamation 
received nine comment letters regarding 
the proposed action, none of which 
identified potentially significant effects 
to the human environment. 

The Notice of Intent described a 
proposal to rehabilitate and line up to 
40 miles of major canals, such as the 
Florence-Casa Grande, Casa Grande, and 
North Side canals, along with 
construction of new check structures 
and cross-drainage features. During 
preparation of the EIS, a new alternative 
was subsequently developed that would 
reduce potential environmental impacts 
of the project. The new alternative 
would accommodate the delivery of 
irrigation flows during construction, 
thereby reducing potential adverse 
impacts to sensitive riparian habitat and 
bird species on the Gila River. 
Furthermore, the geographic scope of 
the rehabilitation was reduced from 40 
miles to 25 miles. Reclamation has not 
identified other environmental effects of 
the proposed action that are potentially 
significant and would warrant us to 
consider preparation of an EIS over an 
EA. Based on the reduction in scope, 
and the limited response to solicitation 
of comments, Reclamation has 
determined that an EA is the 
appropriate level of environmental 
analysis for the proposed action. 

Dated: September 8, 2016. 

Marc Maynard, 
Acting Regional Director, Lower Colorado 
Region. 
[FR Doc. 2016–22053 Filed 9–13–16; 8:45 am] 
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APPENDIX E 
Wasteways, Crosscut Canals, and Wells 



WASTEWAY

WASTEWAY



WASTEWAY



APPENDIX F 
Utility and Roadway Conflicts and Known Encroachments—Proposed Action 



Reach 1—Potential Utility and Roadway Conflicts with Proposed Action 
Description Northing Easting Station Offset 
Fiber 214852.8183 396397.1519 77+81 0 
Fiber 214761.8038 396338.8374 78+75 0 
Overhead electric 214105.6504 390754.1518 140+19 0 
Road crossing 214206.256 390382.6468 144+35 0 
Overhead electric 214544.7607 390015.3273 149+46 0 
Overhead electric 211816.3839 385908.7487 206+23 0 
Cap siphon 210004.9213 383123.3087 240+00 0 
Cap fiber 209983.0262 383113.4799 240+24 0 
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Reach 2—Potential Utility and Roadway Conflicts with Proposed Action 
Description Northing Easting Station Offset 
Overhead electric 207544.3895 381072.8619 272+66 34.41' 
Overhead electric 207448.3208 381069.7264 273+33 -34.19' 
Overhead electric 206521.6631 380060.4865 287+03 -33.32' 
Overhead electric 206158.809 379624.7285 292+62 34.42' 
Overhead electric 206115.1927 379679.7578 292+77 -34.23' 
Road crossing 205186.5273 379206.0007 303+48 0 
Overhead electric 204631.9003 378615.1649 311+45 33.92' 
Overhead electric 204586.0357 378667.167 311+58 -34.18' 
Overhead electric 204010.0087 378331.4045 318+32 -34.26' 
Overhead electric 203995.0276 378326.5054 318+50 -34.26' 
Overhead electric 204008.7194 378259.2022 318+55 34.26' 
Overhead electric 203980.8308 378322.9471 318+67 -34.26' 
Overhead electric 203994.1425 378255.7257 318+68 34.26' 
Overhead electric 203878.9128 378227.7079 319+96 34.26' 
Overhead electric 202287.9147 377183.2997 339+08 33.84' 
Road crossing 201226.8291 376474.1297 351+93 0 
Overhead electric 200267.5663 375713.8809 364+14 34.26' 
Water 199993.8454 375378.8401 368+49 34.62' 
Water 199968.4352 375402.4562 368+51 0.00' 
Water 199943.933 375425.2283 368+53 -33.39' 
Overhead electric 198988.5205 374564.425 381+39 -67.40' 
Road crossing 199013.8806 374495.554 381+77 0 
Overhead electric 197869.9623 373101.7669 399+76 34.35' 
Overhead electric 197773.3738 373084.8893 400+47 -33.86' 
Overhead electric 197223.8478 372219.5922 410+69 34.32' 
Overhead electric 196662.7615 371526.326 419+60 34.33' 
Overhead electric 196141.0029 370894.1265 427+79 34.01' 
Overhead electric 196086.4732 370934.8389 427+83 -33.96' 
Overhead electric 195931.7259 370640.8245 431+08 33.71' 
Overhead electric 195867.2033 370669.4788 431+27 -34.30' 
Gas 195863.2919 370556.9711 432+16 34.26' 
Overhead electric 195859.4928 370553.3209 432+21 33.65' 
Gas 195831.9856 370573.2281 432+24 -0.24' 
Gas 195796.6553 370583.8634 432+38 -34.26' 
Road crossing 195821.9737 370560.7162 432+49 0 
Sewer 195836.2995 370524.5721 432+58 34.05' 
Overhead electric 195773.1077 370555.3086 432+75 -34.26' 
Sewer 195793.7404 370526.4794 432+84 0.00' 
Sewer 195751.0185 370528.6054 433+10 -34.26' 
Water 195175.0151 370089.8561 440+75 34.18' 
Water 195145.2418 370106.6727 440+76 0.00' 
Water 195113.537 370124.5803 440+76 -36.40' 
Well pipe 193714.9432 367689.9819 469+51 35.02' 
Well pipe 193678.4746 367700.8436 469+65 0.00' 
Well pipe 193642.5256 367711.5506 469+83 -33.52' 
Fiber 193396.2319 367521.847 472+97 -42.76' 
Gas 193390.462 367518.464 473+03 -43.78' 
Gas 193389.9281 367461.6015 473+40 0.00' 
Sewer 193345.7049 367474.5431 473+66 -37.95' 
Gas 193388.7701 367414.0439 473+71 36.16' 
Water 193339.8142 367468.7339 473+74 -37.16' 
Overhead electric 193332.0552 367460.5322 473+85 -35.69' 
Sewer 193344.5222 367424.6686 473+98 0.00' 
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Reach 2—Potential Utility and Roadway Conflicts with Proposed Action 
Description Northing Easting Station Offset 
Water 193337.3317 367418.8199 474+07 0.00' 
Overhead electric 193314.5148 367444.4231 474+09 -34.26' 
Fiber 193346.8335 367376.8295 474+27 38.57' 
Road crossing 193327.8635 367411.1185 474+29 0 
Sewer 193341.7381 367368.3778 474+36 41.91' 
Water 193332.6788 367368.116 474+43 36.40' 
Overhead electric 193330.8881 367363.6067 474+47 38.77' 
Overhead electric 193314.3042 367355.9271 474+65 34.26' 
Water 193271.2643 367365.081 474+93 0.00' 
Water 193288.5842 367335.0065 474+98 34.26' 
Sewer 193234.435 367379.2865 475+12 -34.26' 
Sewer 193248.2314 367346.3462 475+22 0.00' 
Sewer 193262.1565 367313.0986 475+32 34.58' 
16" storm drain 192914.9009 367018.1205 479+97 33.95' 
16" storm drain 192881.3588 367029.8377 480+08 0.00' 
16" storm drain 192849.591 367040.9352 480+17 -32.39' 
Irrigation siphon 192848.1727 366914.7147 481+23 34.07' 
Irrigation siphon 192813.6369 366923.8331 481+34 0.00' 
Irrigation siphon 192778.9639 366932.9878 481+44 -34.21' 
Road crossing 191980.5777 366428.9438 491+77 0 
Water 191860.5102 366424.4967 492+78 -35.17' 
Water 191865.3864 366387.3174 492+91 0.00' 
Water 191868.2034 366349.637 493+08 34.08' 
Water 191617.2141 366118.3017 496+45 -47.67' 
Underground electric 191618.7584 366109.5938 496+53 -44.63' 
Water 191631.5794 366107.0301 496+53 -31.57' 
Underground electric 191624.6801 366103.3827 496+57 -37.80' 
Underground electric 191575.8074 365808.7626 499+53 -57.85' 
Water 191581.493 365807.7812 499+53 -52.10' 
Water 191506.3416 365361.0024 504+24 -33.75' 
Overhead electric 191498.064 365347.9386 504+40 -35.20' 
Overhead electric 191518.127 365244.5867 505+19 34.52' 
Overhead electric 191434.8872 365243.9405 505+66 -34.34' 
Overhead electric 191382.7867 365043.5217 507+61 33.86' 
Overhead electric 191148.953 364694.2551 511+81 33.83' 
Water 191110.0207 364634.3911 512+53 34.78' 
Overhead electric 191108.1676 364631.6312 512+56 34.78' 
Water 191106.8481 364630.8935 512+58 34.09' 
Overhead electric 191031.9362 364519.3636 513+92 33.88' 
Overhead electric 190968.3583 364548.2803 514+03 -35.04' 
Overhead electric 191017.9822 364498.1261 514+17 34.10' 
Overhead electric 190944.3894 364512.0483 514+47 -34.80' 
Overhead electric 190872.2222 364278.3592 516+81 35.23' 
16" storm drain 190813.9658 364316.9218 516+81 -34.64' 
16" storm drain 190841.8921 364296.3763 516+83 0.00' 
16" storm drain 190870.2409 364275.5199 516+84 35.16' 
Road crossing 190768.5845 364186.8664 518+24 0 
Water 190728.7998 364127.4344 518+86 0.00' 
Water 190755.6558 364107.1963 518+88 33.58' 
Road crossing 189823.3107 363859.7663 529+09 0 
Overhead electric 189490.0969 363803.3607 532+31 -34.06' 
Overhead electric 188934.4797 362789.7306 543+72 -35.70' 
Communications overhead 188972.8457 362641.2051 544+95 53.22' 
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Reach 2—Potential Utility and Roadway Conflicts with Proposed Action 
Description Northing Easting Station Offset 
Overhead electric 188838.2143 362644.1434 545+58 -66.23' 
Fiber 188838.0899 362643.4094 545+58 -65.99' 
Communications overhead 188837.8822 362642.2215 545+59 -65.60' 
Road crossing 188890.018 362600.8728 545+80 0 
Overhead electric 188789.1569 362529.642 546+82 -54.17' 
Overhead electric 188222.5459 361562.3216 558+11 -32.62' 
Overhead electric 188171.6502 361388.0531 559+80 35.19' 
Water 187855.8777 361138.2036 563+71 41.04' 
Water 187827.9398 361169.9767 563+81 0.00' 
Water 187791.5522 361211.3595 563+95 -53.31' 
Road crossing 187742.7771 361128.9325 564+85 0 
Fiber 187694.9532 361049.1329 565+54 51.36' 
Overhead electric 187690.6992 361048.1611 565+59 50.33' 
Gas 187683.3695 361046.4868 565+66 48.49' 
Gas 187651.7413 361083.0784 565+78 1.38' 
Overhead electric 187626.1914 361126.5917 565+79 -49.05' 
Gas 187619.0609 361120.6445 565+88 -47.25' 
Overhead electric 187585.9241 361003.193 566+78 34.26' 
Overhead electric 187530.0218 361046.9873 566+97 -34.23' 
Overhead electric 187285.5434 360097.4236 577+12 34.26' 
Overhead electric 187216.6522 360067.9882 577+42 -34.26' 
Road crossing 187250.3104 360019.3599 578+00 0 
Overhead electric 185992.1936 357445.4671 609+21 34.05' 
Overhead electric 185921.9557 357446.9209 609+38 -33.97' 
Water 185368.6182 355954.9833 627+17 34.21' 
Water 185349.9846 355983.7911 627+19 0.00' 
Road crossing 185340.1065 355978.4079 627+40 0 
Overhead electric 182437.7953 354991.0144 660+47 35.17' 
Overhead electric 182418.5076 354989.8756 660+66 35.51' 
Overhead electric 182334.2582 355058.1242 661+42 -41.37' 
Overhead electric 182317.7432 355055.2257 661+58 -41.61' 
Road crossing 179198.6807 353729.417 697+90 0 
Overhead electric 178434.4644 351110.4042 730+13 37.46' 
Overhead electric 178361.8411 351067.6918 730+97 34.42' 
Overhead electric 178302.1019 351110.8723 731+24 -34.12' 
Overhead electric 178235.801 351068.3072 732+03 -33.89' 
Overhead electric 177655.6322 350487.5489 740+42 -37.55' 
Gas 177642.9727 350484.8992 740+55 -40.12' 
Gas 177642.9727 350441.2886 740+72 0.00' 
Overhead electric 177655.5889 350407.7537 740+74 35.80' 
Gas 177642.9727 350402.2086 740+87 35.95' 
Overhead electric 177601.8999 350468.8082 740+99 -41.42' 
Road crossing 177625.8589 350433.9965 741+00 0 
Overhead electric 177602.165 350378.5348 741+39 40.54' 
Overhead electric 176668.4835 349707.8666 753+18 34.54' 
Overhead electric 176480.438 349702.4657 754+93 -33.67' 
Road crossing 174826.8825 348549.3377 777+90 0 
Overhead electric 174378.759 347595.8625 790+18 62.87' 
Overhead electric 174223.8935 347319.2065 793+04 41.67' 
Overhead electric 174016.9017 347214.6903 795+18 34.35' 
Road crossing 172376.106 346433.9483 815+25 0 
Fiber 172354.4251 346428.2576 815+38 0.00' 
Overhead electric 172344.438 346463.2613 815+39 -36.39' 
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Reach 2—Potential Utility and Roadway Conflicts with Proposed Action 
Description Northing Easting Station Offset 
Fiber 172356.0501 346387.1101 815+47 40.21' 
Overhead electric 172345.5936 346387.3624 815+57 37.31' 
Road crossing 170729.3493 344970.3741 838+30 0 
2" water 170574.4206 344543.3171 842+75 13.07' 
Gas 170576.0007 344536.8457 842+80 16.92' 
Overhead electric 170579.3874 344475.9045 843+36 42.49' 
Gas 170553.669 344469.1932 843+51 21.05' 
Overhead electric 170496.3741 344482.1784 843+60 -37.00' 
Fiber 170556.894 344440.454 843+77 34.62' 
2" water 170560.9032 344438.6152 843+77 39.03' 
Road crossing 170526.613 344458.0276 843+81 0 
Fiber 170519.6085 344440.3262 843+91 0.00' 
Fiber 170477.9257 344441.8364 844+06 -39.17' 

 



Reach 3—Potential Utility and Roadway Conflicts with Proposed Action 
Description Northing Easting Station Offset 
Road 169492.1301 343498.3294 857+93 0 
Road 161760.0679 340373.029 942+00 0 
Overhead electric 161731.8404 340335.5406 942+40 24.12' 
Overhead electric 161731.401 340388.4592 942+21 -25.08' 
Pipe 156400.6622 338215.1556 1001+59 24.07' 
Pipe 156400.9533 338239.2984 1001+55 0.23' 
Pipe 156401.2437 338264.7513 1001+51 -24.91' 
Overhead electric 153974.794 337859.4779 1026+07 24.25' 
Overhead electric 153974.6474 337910.2124 1026+07 -26.49' 
Gas 153970.6899 337859.4779 1026+11 24.24' 
Gas 153969.0775 337883.8194 1026+13 -0.11' 
Gas 153967.6119 337910.0657 1026+14 -26.36' 
Pipe 153964.8273 337859.9182 1026+17 23.78' 
Road 153956.8503 337883.6786 1026+25 0 
Pipe 153955.4472 337883.8194 1026+26 -0.14' 
Pipe 153945.0404 337909.7722 1026+37 -26.12' 
Pipe 152437.3104 337629.6205 1041+67 25.39' 
Pipe 152436.1077 337655.4432 1041+64 -0.23' 
Pipe 152435.0377 337677.5325 1041+61 -22.16' 
Road 151331.869 337585.4491 1052+72 0 
Pipe 148706.6914 337419.1521 1079+26 24.48' 
Pipe 148710.1287 337446.3651 1079+14 0.08' 
Pipe 148714.0149 337475.6716 1079+00 -26.13' 
Overhead electric 148630.1462 337391.6213 1080+08 24.20' 
Overhead electric 148630.3864 337445.8602 1079+89 -26.69' 
Road 147771.5166 337040.014 1089+40 0 
Gas 146016.7051 336143.2142 1109+17 23.59' 
Gas 146016.7051 336166.9256 1109+13 0.19' 
Gas 146016.2212 336192.5732 1109+10 -25.20' 
Gas 145954.0649 336132.5678 1109+81 23.94' 
Gas 145953.5816 336156.7634 1109+77 -0.02' 
Gas 145955.0327 336183.1369 1109+72 -25.81' 
Road 143346.6443 336174.0297 1136+15 0 
Road 138205.7867 337037.8063 1193+23 0 
Overhead electric 134572.5364 336731.34 1231+58 29.23' 
Overhead electric 134346.9068 335884.4709 1240+35 26.25' 
Overhead electric 127520.6331 326447.7481 1382+82 43.65' 
Overhead electric 127520.6331 326535.2814 1382+82 -43.88' 
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ARIZONA
STATE
PARKS

1300 W. WASHINGTON
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85007
TELEPHONE 602-542·4174

FIFE SYMINGTON
GOVERNOR

STATE PARKS
BOARD MEMBERS

RUKIN JELKS
CHAIR
ELGIN

BILLIE A. GENTRY
sconSOALE

WILLIAM G. ROE
TUCSON

JOSEPH H. HOLMWOOD
MESA

SHERI J. GRAHAM
SEDONA

RUTH U. PATIERSON
ST. JOHNS

M. JEAN HASSELL
STATE LAND COMMISSIONER

KENNETH E. TRAVOUS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CHARLES R. EATHERLY
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

3 October 1995

Bruce D. Ellis, Chief
Environmental Management Division
Bureau of Reclamation
Phoenix Area Office
PO Box 9980
Phoenix, AZ 85068-0980

Attention: Tom Lincoln

RE: Gila River, HAER Doc/San Carlos Irrigation Project, BR

Dear Mr. Ellis:

I have reviewed the Draft HAER Report on the San Carlos
Irrigation Project and find it to be thorough and
complete.

We appreciate the effort the Bureau of Reclamation hilS
made in completing this project and the concerns your
office brings to the preservation and management of
cultural resources under your control.

Sincerely,

\f~/~.
James Garrison
AZSHPO

MANAGING AND CONSERVING ARIZONA'S NATURAL, CULTURAL AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE PEOPLE



United States Department of the Interior
NAnONALPARK SERVICE

hdfic West Fidd Ala
Pac:ifk: Grell Basin System Support Office

(j()() Ibrrisoo Street. SuN: 600
San FIlInl:i5c:o. California 94107-1312

IN REPLY REFER TO:

H40(PGBC-PC)

April 18, 1996

Ms. Christine Pfaff
Technical Services Center
Bureau of Reclamation
P.O. Box 25007
Denver, Colorado 80225-0007

Re: Historic American Engineering Record documentation of the San Carlos
Irrigation Project, Coolidge Vicinity, Pinal County, Arizona

Dear Ms. Pfaff:

The National Park Service acknowledges the receipt of and accepts the Historic
American Engineering Record (HAER) documentation of the San Carlos Irrigation
Project. This documentation meets the Historic American Engineering Record
standards and complies with the Memorandum of Agreement among the Bureau of
Reclamation, Arizona State Historic Preservation Officer, and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation.

The completed documentation will be transmitted to the Prints and Photographs
Division of the Library of Congress. The records are in the public domain and
will be accessible through the Library. We will provide a copy of the
documentation to the State Historic Preservation Officer.

The documentation is very thorough and well-executed and will be a valuable
addition to the record of America's historic engineering and industrial
resources.

Sincerely,

Margaret pepin-Donat
Co-Team Leader, Cultural Resources

cc:
HABS/HAER, WASO
SHPO, AZ
Advisory Council



Janice K. Brewer 
Governor 

Bryan Martyn 
Executive Director 

July 13, 2012 

Alexander Smith, Chief 
Environmental Resource Management Division 

Bureau of Reclamation 
6150 West Thunderbird Road 
Glendale, AZ 85306 
Attn: Jon Czaplicki 

• ~ 

""'"' ,_ 
"""
~ 

"'--'" , 
~ 
~ 

Arizona • 
St.ate Parks 

AZStateParks.com 

Walter D. A 
Maria Baier, -r.-T:=~::r::-r:-=:::.::.:.::...j...:!::.=.:.:::...:.:::-.j 
Kay Daggett. 
Alan Everett, ~iefll!t--+---+----i 
Larry Landry 
William C. S 1':"'"'~~-:t----+----t 

Tracey West 
r----~--~----~ 

In reply, refer to SH.,..........,~ ..... F~~~~--~ 

CLASSIFICATION 
COHllOLNO. 
PROJECT 

Re: Final Survey Report, SCIDD-Florence Canal Station 45+00 to 1224+00, Pinal County, Arizona 

Dear Mr. Alexander: 

Thank you for continuing to consult with this office concerning the above-referenced undertaking. Pursuant to 

implementation of the National Historic Preservation Act, I have reviewed the submitted document, "Final Report of 

Class III Cultural Resources Survey for the SCIDD-Florence Canal, Station 45+00 to 1224+00, Pinal County, Arizona," 

and I have the following comments: 

1. The report is well-written and meets the Secretary of Interior's Standards for Archaeological Documentation; 

no revisions are recommended. 
2. Our records indicate that previous consultation between our offices resulted in consensus National Register 

of Historic Places (NRHP) determinations for all sites listed in your cover letter except for AZ AA:3:283, 284, 

285, 286, and 287(ASM). I concur that these sites are not NRHP-eligible. 

3. Sites AZ FF:9: 17 and V:5: 198(ASM) are NRHP-eligible in their entirety, but the portions within the project 

area are ineligible, non-contributing elements. 
4. I concur with your continued efforts to relocate AZ 0:15:5 and 47(ASM) and AZ U:15:5(ARS). 

5. I concur that sites AZ AA:2:130, 215, FF:9:17, and V:5:198(ASM) require no additional fieldwork or 

documentation within the project area for the proposed undertaking. I concur with conducting additional 

archival research to document AZ AA:2:211 and U:15 :665(ASM). I concur with conducting subsurface 

investigations at AZ U:15: 124 and 663(ASM). Finally, I concur with the additional efforts proposed for AZ 

U:15:666(ASM) and also recommend that further archival research be conducted to clarify the relation of the 

architectural features to the prison complex. 
6. I look forward to reviewing a treatment plan for any eligible sites if and when they may be impacted by SCIDD 

canal upgrading. 

As always, I appreciate your cooperation with this office in complying with federal historic preservation 

requirements. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 602/542-7142, or email me at 

jcogswell@azstateparks.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
James Cogswell, Ph.D 
Archaeological Compliance Specialist 
State Historic Preservation Office 

Arizona State Parks • 1300 W. Washington Street • Phoenix, AZ 85007 
PhonerrTY: (602) 542-4174 • Fax: (602) 542-4188 
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APPENDIX I 
USFWS IPaC Official Species Lists and 

AGFD Arizona Environmental Online Review Tool Report 
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Arizona Environmental Online Review Tool Report

Arizona Game and Fish Department Mission
To conserve Arizona's diverse wildlife resources and manage for safe, compatible outdoor recreation

opportunities for current and future generations.

Project Name:
San Carlos Irrigation Project - Reservoir to Coolidge Dam

User Project Number:
07-033042

Project Description:
San Carlos Irrigation Project - Reservoir to Coolidge Dam

Project Type:
Water Use, Transfer, and Channel Activities, Water diversion/channelization

Contact Person:
Thomas Ashbeck

Organization:
EcoPlan Associates, Inc.

On Behalf Of:
CONSULTING

Project ID:
HGIS-05221

Please review the entire report for project type and/or species recommendations for the location
information entered. Please retain a copy for future reference.
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Disclaimer: 

1. This Environmental Review is based on the project study area that was entered. The report must be
updated if the project study area, location, or the type of project changes.

2. This is a preliminary environmental screening tool. It is not a substitute for the potential knowledge
gained by having a biologist conduct a field survey of the project area. This review is also not intended to
replace environmental consultation (including federal consultation under the Endangered Species Act),
land use permitting, or the Departments review of site-specific projects.

3. The Departments Heritage Data Management System (HDMS) data is not intended to include potential
distribution of special status species. Arizona is large and diverse with plants, animals, and
environmental conditions that are ever changing. Consequently, many areas may contain species that
biologists do not know about or species previously noted in a particular area may no longer occur there.
HDMS data contains information about species occurrences that have actually been reported to the
Department. Not all of Arizona has been surveyed for special status species, and surveys that have been
conducted have varied greatly in scope and intensity. Such surveys may reveal previously
undocumented population of species of special concern.

4. HabiMap Arizona data, specifically Species of Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN) under our State
Wildlife Action Plan (SWAP) and Species of Economic and Recreational Importance (SERI), represent
potential species distribution models for the State of Arizona which are subject to ongoing change,
modification and refinement. The status of a wildlife resource can change quickly, and the availability of
new data will necessitate a refined assessment.

Locations Accuracy Disclaimer:
Project locations are assumed to be both precise and accurate for the purposes of environmental review. The
creator/owner of the Project Review Report is solely responsible for the project location and thus the correctness
of the Project Review Report content.
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Recommendations Disclaimer:

1. The Department is interested in the conservation of all fish and wildlife resources, including those
species listed in this report and those that may have not been documented within the project vicinity as
well as other game and nongame wildlife.

2. Recommendations have been made by the Department, under authority of Arizona Revised Statutes
Title 5 (Amusements and Sports), 17 (Game and Fish), and 28 (Transportation).

3. Potential impacts to fish and wildlife resources may be minimized or avoided by the recommendations
generated from information submitted for your proposed project. These recommendations are preliminary
in scope, designed to provide early considerations on all species of wildlife.

4. Making this information directly available does not substitute for the Department's review of project
proposals, and should not decrease our opportunity to review and evaluate additional project information
and/or new project proposals.

5. Further coordination with the Department requires the submittal of this Environmental Review Report with
a cover letter and project plans or documentation that includes project narrative, acreage to be impacted,
how construction or project activity(s) are to be accomplished, and project locality information (including
site map). Once AGFD had received the information, please allow 30 days for completion of project
reviews. Send requests to:
Project Evaluation Program, Habitat Branch
Arizona Game and Fish Department
5000 West Carefree Highway
Phoenix, Arizona 85086-5000
Phone Number: (623) 236-7600
Fax Number: (623) 236-7366
Or
PEP@azgfd.gov

6. Coordination may also be necessary under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and/or
Endangered Species Act (ESA). Site specific recommendations may be proposed during further
NEPA/ESA analysis or through coordination with affected agencies
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Special Status Species and Special Areas Documented within 3 Miles of Project Vicinity

Scientific Name Common Name FWS USFS BLM NPL SGCN

Abutilon parishii Pima Indian Mallow SC S S SR

Agosia chrysogaster chrysogaster Gila Longfin Dace SC S 1B

Aquila chrysaetos Golden Eagle BGA S 1B

Athene cunicularia hypugaea Western Burrowing Owl SC S S 1B

Bat Colony

Buteo plagiatus Gray Hawk SC

CH for Echinomastus erectocentrus
var. acunensis

Acuna cactus Designated Critical
Habitat

CH for Empidonax traillii extimus Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
Designated Critical Habitat

CH for Xyrauchen texanus Razorback Sucker Designated Critical
Habitat

Catostomus clarkii Desert Sucker SC S S 1B

Catostomus insignis Sonora Sucker SC S S 1B

Chionactis occipitalis klauberi Tucson Shovel-nosed Snake SC 1A

Cicindela oregona maricopa Maricopa Tiger Beetle SC

Coccyzus americanus Yellow-billed Cuckoo (Western DPS) LT S 1A

Corynorhinus townsendii pallescens Pale Townsend's Big-eared Bat SC S S 1B

Echinomastus erectocentrus var.
acunensis

Acuna Cactus LE HS

Empidonax traillii extimus Southwestern Willow Flycatcher LE 1A

Eriogonum capillare San Carlos Wild-buckwheat SC SR

Falco peregrinus anatum American Peregrine Falcon SC S S 1A

Gopherus morafkai Sonoran Desert Tortoise CCA S 1A

Haliaeetus leucocephalus (wintering
pop.)

Bald Eagle - Winter Population SC,BG
A

S S 1A

Haliaeetus leucocephalus pop. 3 Bald Eagle - Sonoran Desert
Population

SC,BG
A

S S 1A

Lithobates yavapaiensis Lowland Leopard Frog SC S S 1A

Lower San Pedro River IBA

Macrotus californicus California Leaf-nosed Bat SC S 1B

Meda fulgida Spikedace LE 1A

PCH for Coccyzus americanus Yellow-billed Cuckoo Proposed
Critical Habitat

PCH for Thamnophis eques
megalops

Northern Mexican Gartersnake
Proposed Critical Habitat

Poeciliopsis occidentalis
occidentalis

Gila Topminnow LE 1A

Rallus obsoletus yumanensis Yuma Ridgeway's Rail LE 1A

San Carlos Apache Indian
Reservation

San Carlos Apache Indian
Reservation

Terrapene ornata luteola Desert Box Turtle S 1A
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Note: Status code definitions can be found at https://www.azgfd.com/wildlife/planning/wildlifeguidelines/statusdefinitions/
. 

Species of Greatest Conservation Need
Predicted within Project Vicinity based on Predicted Range Models

Scientific Name Common Name FWS USFS BLM NPL SGCN

Agosia chrysogaster Longfin Dace SC S 1B

Aix sponsa Wood Duck 1B

Ammodramus savannarum
ammolegus

Arizona grasshopper sparrow S S 1B

Ammodramus savannarum
perpallidus

Western Grasshopper Sparrow 1B

Ammospermophilus harrisii Harris' Antelope Squirrel 1B

Anaxyrus microscaphus Arizona Toad SC 1B

Anthus spragueii Sprague's Pipit SC 1A

Aquila chrysaetos Golden Eagle S 1B

Aspidoscelis flagellicauda Gila Spotted Whiptail 1B

Aspidoscelis stictogramma Giant Spotted Whiptail SC S 1B

Athene cunicularia hypugaea Western Burrowing Owl SC S S 1B

Botaurus lentiginosus American Bittern 1B

Buteo regalis Ferruginous Hawk SC S 1B

Canis lupus baileyi Mexican Wolf LE,XN 1A

Castor canadensis American Beaver 1B

Catostomus clarkii Desert Sucker SC S S 1B

Catostomus insignis Sonora Sucker SC S S 1B

Chilomeniscus stramineus Variable Sandsnake 1B

Chionactis occipitalis klauberi Tucson Shovel-nosed Snake SC 1A

Chordeiles minor Common Nighthawk 1B

Coccothraustes vespertinus Evening Grosbeak 1B

Coccyzus americanus Yellow-billed Cuckoo (Western DPS) LT S 1A

Colaptes chrysoides Gilded Flicker S 1B

Coluber bilineatus Sonoran Whipsnake 1B

Corynorhinus townsendii pallescens Pale Townsend's Big-eared Bat SC S S 1B

Crotalus cerberus Arizona Black Rattlesnake 1B

Crotalus tigris Tiger Rattlesnake 1B

Cynanthus latirostris Broad-billed Hummingbird S 1B

Cyprinodon macularius Desert Pupfish LE 1A

Dipodomys spectabilis Banner-tailed Kangaroo Rat S 1B

Empidonax traillii extimus Southwestern Willow Flycatcher LE 1A

Euderma maculatum Spotted Bat SC S S 1B

Eugenes fulgens Magnificent Hummingbird 1B

Eumops perotis californicus Greater Western Bonneted Bat SC S 1B

Falco peregrinus anatum American Peregrine Falcon SC S S 1A
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Species of Greatest Conservation Need
Predicted within Project Vicinity based on Predicted Range Models

Scientific Name Common Name FWS USFS BLM NPL SGCN

Gila intermedia Gila Chub LE 1A

Gila robusta Roundtail Chub PT,
DPS

S 1A

Gopherus morafkai Sonoran Desert Tortoise CCA S 1A

Haliaeetus leucocephalus Bald Eagle SC S S 1A

Heloderma suspectum Gila Monster 1A

Ictinia mississippiensis Mississippi Kite 1B

Idionycteris phyllotis Allen's Lappet-browed Bat SC S S 1B

Incilius alvarius Sonoran Desert Toad 1B

Kinosternon sonoriense sonoriense Desert Mud Turtle S 1B

Lasiurus blossevillii Western Red Bat S 1B

Lasiurus xanthinus Western Yellow Bat S 1B

Leopardus pardalis Ocelot LE 1A

Leptonycteris curasoae
yerbabuenae

Lesser Long-nosed Bat LE 1A

Lepus alleni Antelope Jackrabbit 1B

Lithobates yavapaiensis Lowland Leopard Frog SC S S 1A

Macrotus californicus California Leaf-nosed Bat SC S 1B

Meda fulgida Spikedace LE 1A

Melanerpes uropygialis Gila Woodpecker 1B

Melospiza lincolnii Lincoln's Sparrow 1B

Melozone aberti Abert's Towhee S 1B

Microtus mexicanus Mexican Vole 1B

Micruroides euryxanthus Sonoran Coralsnake 1B

Myiarchus tuberculifer Dusky-capped Flycatcher 1B

Myiodynastes luteiventris Sulphur-bellied Flycatcher S 1B

Myotis occultus Arizona Myotis SC S 1B

Myotis velifer Cave Myotis SC S 1B

Myotis yumanensis Yuma Myotis SC 1B

Nyctinomops femorosaccus Pocketed Free-tailed Bat 1B

Odocoileus virginianus White-tailed Deer 1B

Panthera onca Jaguar LE 1A

Passerculus sandwichensis Savannah Sparrow 1B

Perognathus amplus Arizona Pocket Mouse 1B

Perognathus longimembris Little Pocket Mouse No
Status

1B

Peucaea botterii arizonae Arizona Botteri's Sparrow S 1B

Peucaea carpalis Rufous-winged Sparrow 1B

Phrynosoma goodei Goode's Horned Lizard 1B
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Species of Greatest Conservation Need
Predicted within Project Vicinity based on Predicted Range Models

Scientific Name Common Name FWS USFS BLM NPL SGCN

Phrynosoma solare Regal Horned Lizard 1B

Phyllorhynchus browni Saddled Leaf-nosed Snake 1B

Poeciliopsis occidentalis
occidentalis

Gila Topminnow LE 1A

Progne subis hesperia Desert Purple Martin S 1B

Rallus obsoletus yumanensis Yuma Ridgeway's Rail LE 1A

Setophaga petechia Yellow Warbler 1B

Strix occidentalis lucida Mexican Spotted Owl LT 1A

Tadarida brasiliensis Brazilian Free-tailed Bat 1B

Terrapene ornata Ornate Box Turtle 1A

Toxostoma lecontei Le Conte's Thrasher 1B

Troglodytes pacificus Pacific Wren 1B

Tyrannus crassirostris Thick-billed Kingbird S 1B

Vireo bellii arizonae Arizona Bell's Vireo 1B

Vulpes macrotis Kit Fox No
Status

1B

Xantusia bezyi Bezy's Night Lizard S 1B

Species of Economic and Recreation Importance Predicted within Project Vicinity

Scientific Name Common Name FWS USFS BLM NPL SGCN

Callipepla gambelii Gambel's Quail

Odocoileus hemionus Mule Deer

Odocoileus virginianus White-tailed Deer 1B

Ovis canadensis mexicana Mexicana Desert Bighorn Sheep 1B

Patagioenas fasciata Band-tailed Pigeon 1C

Pecari tajacu Javelina

Puma concolor Mountain Lion

Ursus americanus American Black Bear

Zenaida asiatica White-winged Dove

Zenaida macroura Mourning Dove
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Project Type: Water Use, Transfer, and Channel Activities, Water diversion/channelization

Project Type Recommendations:

During the planning stages of your project, please consider the local or regional needs of wildlife in regards to movement,
connectivity, and access to habitat needs. Loss of this permeability prevents wildlife from accessing resources, finding
mates, reduces gene flow, prevents wildlife from re-colonizing areas where local extirpations may have occurred, and
ultimately prevents wildlife from contributing to ecosystem functions, such as pollination, seed dispersal, control of prey
numbers, and resistance to invasive species. In many cases, streams and washes provide natural movement corridors
for wildlife and should be maintained in their natural state. Uplands also support a large diversity of species, and should
be contained within important wildlife movement corridors. In addition, maintaining biodiversity and ecosystem functions
can be facilitated through improving designs of structures, fences, roadways, and culverts to promote passage for a
variety of wildlife. Guidelines for many of these can be found
at: https://www.azgfd.com/wildlife/planning/wildlifeguidelines/.

Minimize potential introduction or spread of exotic invasive species. Invasive species can be plants, animals (exotic
snails), and other organisms (e.g., microbes), which may cause alteration to ecological functions or compete with or prey
upon native species and can cause social impacts (e.g., livestock forage reduction, increase wildfire risk). The terms
noxious weed or invasive plants are often used interchangeably. Precautions should be taken to wash all equipment
utilized in the project activities before leaving the site. Arizona has noxious weed regulations (Arizona Revised Statutes,
Rules R3-4-244 and R3-4-245). See Arizona Department of Agriculture website for restricted plants, 
https://agriculture.az.gov/. Additionally, the U.S. Department of Agriculture has information regarding pest and invasive
plant control methods including: pesticide, herbicide, biological control agents, and mechanical control, 
http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usdahome. The Department regulates the importation, purchasing, and transportation of
wildlife and fish (Restricted Live Wildlife), please refer to the hunting regulations for further
information https://www.azgfd.com/hunting/regulations.

Minimization and mitigation of impacts to wildlife and fish species due to changes in water quality, quantity, chemistry,
temperature, and alteration to flow regimes (timing, magnitude, duration, and frequency of floods) should be evaluated.
Minimize impacts to springs, in-stream flow, and consider irrigation improvements to decrease water use. If dredging is a
project component, consider timing of the project in order to minimize impacts to spawning fish and other aquatic species
(include spawning seasons), and to reduce spread of exotic invasive species. We recommend early direct coordination
with Project Evaluation Program for projects that could impact water resources, wetlands, streams, springs, and/or
riparian habitats.

Based on the project type entered, coordination with State Historic Preservation Office may be required
(http://azstateparks.com/SHPO/index.html).

Consider incorporating project components that may allow for the inclusion to promote, enhance, create, or restore
wildlife habitat. Contact Project Evaluation Program for further information and opportunities, PEP@azgfd.gov or (623)
236-7600 or https://www.azgfd.com/agency/offices/

Based on the project type entered, coordination with Arizona Department of Water Resources may be required
(http://www.azwater.gov/azdwr/default.aspx).

Based on the project type entered, coordination with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers may be required
(http://www.usace.army.mil/)

Based on the project type entered, coordination with County Flood Control district(s) may be required.

Based on the project type entered, coordination with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act)
may be required (http://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/arizona/).
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Project Location and/or Species Recommendations:

HDMS records indicate that one or more native plants listed on the Arizona Native Plant Law and Antiquities Act have
been documented within the vicinity of your project area. Please contact:
Arizona Department of Agriculture
1688 W Adams St.
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Phone: 602.542.4373
https://agriculture.az.gov/environmental-services/np1

HDMS records indicate that one or more listed, proposed, or candidate species or Critical Habitat (Designated or
Proposed) have been documented in the vicinity of your project. The Endangered Species Act (ESA) gives the US Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) regulatory authority over all federally listed species. Please contact USFWS Ecological
Services Offices at http://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/arizona/ or:
 
Phoenix Main Office Tucson Sub-Office Flagstaff Sub-Office
2321 W. Royal Palm Rd, Suite 103 201 N. Bonita Suite 141 SW Forest Science Complex

Phoenix, AZ 85021 Tucson, AZ 85745 2500 S. Pine Knoll Dr.

Phone: 602-242-0210 Phone: 520-670-6144 Flagstaff, AZ 86001

Fax: 602-242-2513 Fax: 520-670-6155 Phone: 928-556-2157

  Fax: 928-556-2121
 
 
 

HDMS records indicate that Western Burrowing Owls have been documented within the vicinity of your project area.
Please review the western burrowing owl resource page at: 
https://www.azgfd.com/wildlife/speciesofgreatestconservneed/burrowingowlmanagement/.

HDMS records indicate that Sonoran Desert Tortoise have been documented within the vicinity of your project area.
Please review the Tortoise Handling Guidelines found at: https://www.azgfd.com/wildlife/nongamemanagement/tortoise/

HDMS records indicate that Peregrine Falcons have been documented within the vicinity of your project area. Please
review the Peregrine Falcon Management Guidelines at: 
https://www.azgfd.com/PortalImages/files/wildlife/planningFor/wildlifeFriendlyGuidelines/peregrineFalconConservGuideli
nes.pdf.

The analysis has detected one or more Important Bird Areas within your project vicinity. Please see 
http://aziba.org/?page_id=38 for details about the Important Bird Area(s) identified in the report.

Tribal Lands are within the vicinity of your project area and may require further coordination. Please contact:
San Carlos Apache Tribal Council
PO Box 0
San Carlos, AZ 85550
(928) 475-2361
(928) 475-2567 (fax)

Powered by TCPDF (www.tcpdf.org)
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APPENDIX J 
Noise Model 



Appendix H-RCNM noise model for SCIP EIS
Roadway Construction Noise Model (RCNM),Version 1.1

Report date: 09/03/2015
Case Description: San Carlos Irrigation Project Facilities Phase 2
Rehabilitation

**** Receptor #1 ****

Baselines (dBA)
Description Land Use Daytime Evening Night
----------- -------- ------- ------- -----
Florence 175 feet Residential 39.0 39.0 39.0

Equipment
---------

Spec Actual Receptor Estimated
Impact Usage Lmax Lmax Distance Shielding

Description Device (%) (dBA) (dBA) (feet) (dBA)
----------- ------ ----- ----- ----- -------- ---------
Backhoe No 40 77.6 175.0 0.0
Concrete Mixer Truck No 40 78.8 175.0 0.0
Compactor (ground) No 20 83.2 175.0 0.0
Compressor (air) No 40 77.7 175.0 0.0
Concrete Pump Truck No 20 81.4 175.0 0.0
Dozer No 40 81.7 175.0 0.0
Dump Truck No 40 76.5 175.0 0.0
Excavator No 40 80.7 175.0 0.0
Flat Bed Truck No 40 74.3 175.0 0.0
Front End Loader No 40 79.1 175.0 0.0
Generator No 50 80.6 175.0 0.0
Grader No 40 85.0 175.0 0.0
Crane No 16 80.6 175.0 0.0
Paver No 50 77.2 175.0 0.0
Pickup Truck No 40 75.0 175.0 0.0
Scraper No 40 83.6 175.0 0.0

Results
-------

Noise Limits (dBA)
Noise Limit Exceedance (dBA)

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

Calculated (dBA) Day Evening
Night Day Evening Night

---------------- -------------- -------------
-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
Equipment Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax
Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq
---------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Backhoe 66.7 62.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Concrete Mixer Truck 67.9 63.9 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compactor (ground) 72.3 65.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compressor (air) 66.8 62.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Concrete Pump Truck 70.5 63.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dozer 70.8 66.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
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N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dump Truck 65.6 61.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Excavator 69.8 65.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Flat Bed Truck 63.4 59.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Front End Loader 68.2 64.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Generator 69.7 66.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Grader 74.1 70.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Crane 69.7 61.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Paver 66.3 63.3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Pickup Truck 64.1 60.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Scraper 72.7 68.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A

Total 74.1 77.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A

**** Receptor #2 ****

Baselines (dBA)
Description Land Use Daytime Evening Night
----------- -------- ------- ------- -----
Florence 400 feet Residential 39.0 39.0 39.0

Equipment
---------

Spec Actual Receptor Estimated
Impact Usage Lmax Lmax Distance Shielding

Description Device (%) (dBA) (dBA) (feet) (dBA)
----------- ------ ----- ----- ----- -------- ---------
Backhoe No 40 77.6 400.0 0.0
Concrete Mixer Truck No 40 78.8 400.0 0.0
Compactor (ground) No 20 83.2 400.0 0.0
Compressor (air) No 40 77.7 400.0 0.0
Concrete Pump Truck No 20 81.4 400.0 0.0
Dozer No 40 81.7 400.0 0.0
Dump Truck No 40 76.5 400.0 0.0
Excavator No 40 80.7 400.0 0.0
Flat Bed Truck No 40 74.3 400.0 0.0
Front End Loader No 40 79.1 400.0 0.0
Generator No 50 80.6 400.0 0.0
Grader No 40 85.0 400.0 0.0
Crane No 16 80.6 400.0 0.0
Paver No 50 77.2 400.0 0.0
Pickup Truck No 40 75.0 400.0 0.0
Scraper No 40 83.6 400.0 0.0

Results
-------

Noise Limits (dBA)
Noise Limit Exceedance (dBA)

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

Calculated (dBA) Day Evening
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Night Day Evening Night

---------------- -------------- -------------
-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
Equipment Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax
Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq
---------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Backhoe 59.5 55.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Concrete Mixer Truck 60.7 56.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compactor (ground) 65.2 58.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compressor (air) 59.6 55.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Concrete Pump Truck 63.3 56.3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dozer 63.6 59.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dump Truck 58.4 54.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Excavator 62.6 58.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Flat Bed Truck 56.2 52.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Front End Loader 61.0 57.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Generator 62.6 59.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Grader 66.9 63.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Crane 62.5 54.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Paver 59.2 56.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Pickup Truck 56.9 53.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Scraper 65.5 61.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A

Total 66.9 70.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A

**** Receptor #3 ****

Baselines (dBA)
Description Land Use Daytime Evening Night
----------- -------- ------- ------- -----
Eleven Mile Corner 25 feet Residential 39.0 39.0 39.0

Equipment
---------

Spec Actual Receptor Estimated
Impact Usage Lmax Lmax Distance Shielding

Description Device (%) (dBA) (dBA) (feet) (dBA)
----------- ------ ----- ----- ----- -------- ---------
Backhoe No 40 77.6 25.0 0.0
Concrete Mixer Truck No 40 78.8 25.0 0.0
Compactor (ground) No 20 83.2 25.0 0.0
Compressor (air) No 40 77.7 25.0 0.0
Concrete Pump Truck No 20 81.4 25.0 0.0
Dozer No 40 81.7 25.0 0.0
Dump Truck No 40 76.5 25.0 0.0
Excavator No 40 80.7 25.0 0.0
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Flat Bed Truck No 40 74.3 25.0 0.0
Front End Loader No 40 79.1 25.0 0.0
Generator No 50 80.6 25.0 0.0
Grader No 40 85.0 25.0 0.0
Crane No 16 80.6 25.0 0.0
Paver No 50 77.2 25.0 0.0
Pickup Truck No 40 75.0 25.0 0.0
Scraper No 40 83.6 25.0 0.0

Results
-------

Noise Limits (dBA)
Noise Limit Exceedance (dBA)

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

Calculated (dBA) Day Evening
Night Day Evening Night

---------------- -------------- -------------
-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
Equipment Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax
Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq
---------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Backhoe 83.6 79.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.6 N/A
Concrete Mixer Truck 84.8 80.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4.8 N/A
Compactor (ground) 89.3 82.3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 9.3 N/A
Compressor (air) 83.7 79.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.7 N/A
Concrete Pump Truck 87.4 80.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 7.4 N/A
Dozer 87.7 83.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 7.7 N/A
Dump Truck 82.5 78.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2.5 N/A
Excavator 86.7 82.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 6.7 N/A
Flat Bed Truck 80.3 76.3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.3 N/A
Front End Loader 85.1 81.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 5.1 N/A
Generator 86.7 83.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 6.7 N/A
Grader 91.0 87.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 11.0 N/A
Crane 86.6 78.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 6.6 N/A
Paver 83.2 80.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.2 N/A
Pickup Truck 81.0 77.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1.0 N/A
Scraper 89.6 85.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 9.6 N/A

Total 91.0 94.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 11.0 N/A

**** Receptor #4 ****

Baselines (dBA)
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Description Land Use Daytime Evening Night
----------- -------- ------- ------- -----
Eleven Mile Corner 100 feet Residential 39.0 39.0 39.0

Equipment
---------

Spec Actual Receptor Estimated
Impact Usage Lmax Lmax Distance Shielding

Description Device (%) (dBA) (dBA) (feet) (dBA)
----------- ------ ----- ----- ----- -------- ---------
Backhoe No 40 77.6 100.0 0.0
Concrete Mixer Truck No 40 78.8 100.0 0.0
Compactor (ground) No 20 83.2 100.0 0.0
Compressor (air) No 40 77.7 100.0 0.0
Concrete Pump Truck No 20 81.4 100.0 0.0
Dozer No 40 81.7 100.0 0.0
Dump Truck No 40 76.5 100.0 0.0
Excavator No 40 80.7 100.0 0.0
Flat Bed Truck No 40 74.3 100.0 0.0
Front End Loader No 40 79.1 100.0 0.0
Generator No 50 80.6 100.0 0.0
Grader No 40 85.0 100.0 0.0
Crane No 16 80.6 100.0 0.0
Paver No 50 77.2 100.0 0.0
Pickup Truck No 40 75.0 100.0 0.0
Scraper No 40 83.6 100.0 0.0

Results
-------

Noise Limits (dBA)
Noise Limit Exceedance (dBA)

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

Calculated (dBA) Day Evening
Night Day Evening Night

---------------- -------------- -------------
-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
Equipment Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax
Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq
---------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Backhoe 71.5 67.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Concrete Mixer Truck 72.8 68.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compactor (ground) 77.2 70.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compressor (air) 71.6 67.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Concrete Pump Truck 75.4 68.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dozer 75.6 71.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dump Truck 70.4 66.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Excavator 74.7 70.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Flat Bed Truck 68.2 64.3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Front End Loader 73.1 69.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
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Generator 74.6 71.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Grader 79.0 75.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Crane 74.5 66.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Paver 71.2 68.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Pickup Truck 69.0 65.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Scraper 77.6 73.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A

Total 79.0 82.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A

**** Receptor #5 ****

Baselines (dBA)
Description Land Use Daytime Evening Night
----------- -------- ------- ------- -----
Eleven Mile Corner 400 feet Residential 39.0 39.0 39.0

Equipment
---------

Spec Actual Receptor Estimated
Impact Usage Lmax Lmax Distance Shielding

Description Device (%) (dBA) (dBA) (feet) (dBA)
----------- ------ ----- ----- ----- -------- ---------
Backhoe No 40 77.6 400.0 0.0
Concrete Mixer Truck No 40 78.8 400.0 0.0
Compactor (ground) No 20 83.2 400.0 0.0
Compressor (air) No 40 77.7 400.0 0.0
Concrete Pump Truck No 20 81.4 400.0 0.0
Dozer No 40 81.7 400.0 0.0
Dump Truck No 40 76.5 400.0 0.0
Excavator No 40 80.7 400.0 0.0
Flat Bed Truck No 40 74.3 400.0 0.0
Front End Loader No 40 79.1 400.0 0.0
Generator No 50 80.6 400.0 0.0
Grader No 40 85.0 400.0 0.0
Crane No 16 80.6 400.0 0.0
Paver No 50 77.2 400.0 0.0
Pickup Truck No 40 75.0 400.0 0.0
Scraper No 40 83.6 400.0 0.0

Results
-------

Noise Limits (dBA)
Noise Limit Exceedance (dBA)

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

Calculated (dBA) Day Evening
Night Day Evening Night

---------------- -------------- -------------
-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
Equipment Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax
Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq
---------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Backhoe 59.5 55.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
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Concrete Mixer Truck 60.7 56.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compactor (ground) 65.2 58.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compressor (air) 59.6 55.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Concrete Pump Truck 63.3 56.3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dozer 63.6 59.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dump Truck 58.4 54.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Excavator 62.6 58.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Flat Bed Truck 56.2 52.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Front End Loader 61.0 57.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Generator 62.6 59.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Grader 66.9 63.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Crane 62.5 54.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Paver 59.2 56.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Pickup Truck 56.9 53.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Scraper 65.5 61.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A

Total 66.9 70.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A

**** Receptor #6 ****

Baselines (dBA)
Description Land Use Daytime Evening Night
----------- -------- ------- ------- -----
Florence 200 feet Residential 39.0 39.0 39.0

Equipment
---------

Spec Actual Receptor Estimated
Impact Usage Lmax Lmax Distance Shielding

Description Device (%) (dBA) (dBA) (feet) (dBA)
----------- ------ ----- ----- ----- -------- ---------
Backhoe No 40 77.6 200.0 0.0
Concrete Mixer Truck No 40 78.8 200.0 0.0
Compactor (ground) No 20 83.2 200.0 0.0
Compressor (air) No 40 77.7 200.0 0.0
Concrete Pump Truck No 20 81.4 200.0 0.0
Dozer No 40 81.7 200.0 0.0
Dump Truck No 40 76.5 200.0 0.0
Excavator No 40 80.7 200.0 0.0
Flat Bed Truck No 40 74.3 200.0 0.0
Front End Loader No 40 79.1 200.0 0.0
Generator No 50 80.6 200.0 0.0
Grader No 40 85.0 200.0 0.0
Crane No 16 80.6 200.0 0.0
Paver No 50 77.2 200.0 0.0
Pickup Truck No 40 75.0 200.0 0.0
Scraper No 40 83.6 200.0 0.0
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Results
-------

Noise Limits (dBA)
Noise Limit Exceedance (dBA)

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

Calculated (dBA) Day Evening
Night Day Evening Night

---------------- -------------- -------------
-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
Equipment Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax
Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq
---------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Backhoe 65.5 61.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Concrete Mixer Truck 66.8 62.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compactor (ground) 71.2 64.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Compressor (air) 65.6 61.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Concrete Pump Truck 69.4 62.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dozer 69.6 65.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Dump Truck 64.4 60.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Excavator 68.7 64.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Flat Bed Truck 62.2 58.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Front End Loader 67.1 63.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Generator 68.6 65.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Grader 73.0 69.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Crane 68.5 60.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Paver 65.2 62.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Pickup Truck 63.0 59.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
Scraper 71.5 67.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A

Total 73.0 76.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A None N/A
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Fugitive Dust and Combustion Emission Calculations 

Air quality impacts during construction would include fugitive dust and combustion emissions 
from construction equipment and support vehicles. Fugitive dust emissions, including particulate 
matter between 10 micrometers and 2.5 micrometers in diameter (PM10) and particulate matter 
2.5 micrometers and less in diameter (PM2.5), would vary depending on the type, intensity, and 
duration of construction activity, site conditions, and other factors, and would result from the 
following components of project construction: 

• General construction (canal excavation, material hauling, redeposition of excavated material, 
shaping, compacting, concrete lining, and repair/replacement/installation of structures) 

• Operation of a portable concrete batch plant on-site (loading and transfer of sand, aggregate, 
cement, and cement supplement, weigh hopper and truck mix loading, and raw materials 
storage piles) 

• Vehicle travel on unpaved roads (in addition to that included under general construction, such 
as contractor vehicle travel to and from the work site and materials hauling/equipment 
transport to and from off-site locations) 

• Track-out of materials onto paved roads by haul trucks and other vehicles and subsequent 
fugitive dust generation by passing traffic 

Fugitive dust emissions are described and estimated for each of the action alternatives using 
emission factors developed by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in its guidance 
document AP-42—Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors (EPA 1995) and subsequent 
modifications/refinements (EPA 2001, 2006; Midwest Research Institute 1996, 1999). 

Emissions from engine exhaust (combustion emissions) would depend on the number and type of 
vehicles used during construction but would be minor and short-term (e.g., five years under the 
Proposed Action). Engine combustion associated with construction activities would generate as 
byproducts all of the criteria pollutants, except lead. Regional impacts from the action 
alternatives are unlikely to exceed National Ambient Air Quality Standards for any criteria 
pollutant because of the short-term and relatively small, localized sources of emissions during 
construction. Combustion emissions for each of the action alternatives are estimated based on 
information on the proposed fleet of construction equipment (e.g., equipment types and 
horsepower ratings), year-by-year activity data for each piece of equipment (e.g., hours of 
operation and fuel consumption), and emission factors from the EPA’s NONROAD model 
(EPA 2005). 

General Construction 
Fugitive dust emissions from general construction activities are affected by the type of activity, 
duration, the area of disturbed soils exposed to potential wind erosion, and control measures 
applied. Rehabilitation of the canal system would progress in a linear fashion starting with 
Reach 1, and construction activities would occur over five years under the Proposed Action and 
seven years under the Florence Casa Grande (FCG) Canal and Parallel Canal alternatives. At any 
one time, the active construction area over a length of canal would extend for 5 to 8 miles, with 
an average length of disturbance of 6.5 miles over a one-year period. 
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In the active construction area under each of the alternatives, it is estimated that a maximum of 
2,000 linear feet (100 feet wide) would be subject to materials excavation, placement of fill, 
reshaping, compaction, and concrete lining. These activities have the potential to generate the 
greatest amount of fugitive dust and, therefore, an AP-42 emission factor of 0.42 ton/month/acre 
(representing worst-case conditions) is used to calculate emissions. 

An additional 50-foot easement along this 2,000-foot reach would be used for vehicle and 
equipment maneuvering and staging, and the AP-42 emission factor for general construction 
activities (0.11 ton/month/acre, representing average conditions) is used to calculate emissions. 

For the remainder of the average 6.5-mile active construction area, activities would generally be 
limited to the hauling of fill material and concrete along the canal bank on a 16-foot-wide 
unpaved road, and installation, repair, or replacement of structures at specific locations 
(i.e., turnouts, check structures, road crossings, drainage under crossings, and railroad bridges). 
For these areas, the emission factor for general construction activities (0.11 ton/month/acre) 
is applied. 

Under all action alternatives, areas subject to active construction activities (work areas and the 
haul/access road on the canal bank) would be watered as needed to control dust and would be 
subject to vehicle speed limits; these are expected to reduce fugitive dust emissions by at least 
50 percent (EPA 2006). The inside slopes of the canal outside active work areas would be 
relatively stable (i.e., would form a surface crust) and would generate dust emissions only during 
periods of high wind. Table 1 lists the estimated fugitive dust emissions from general 
construction activities for each action alternative. 

Concrete Batch Plant 
Lining of the canal under the action alternatives would require either importing concrete from an 
off-site commercial source or on-site production by the contractor using a portable batch plant 
(either on-site, in a central location, or in multiple locations). To estimate fugitive dust emission 
from project construction, it is assumed that a portable batch plant (truck mix) would be used. 
Raw materials for concrete batching would most likely be delivered from a commercial pit, so it 
is assumed that no screening or crushing on-site would occur. 

It is further assumed that the portable batch plant would be accessed via paved roads (i.e., there 
would be no fugitive dust emissions from traveling on paved roads to deliver raw materials to the 
batch plant). For portable batch plants, there would be a minimum of one conveyor belt used to 
stockpile aggregate, sand, and rock with sprinkling equipment to maintain proper moisture 
content and dust abatement. Additional equipment would include overhead aggregate storage 
bins, cement silos, cement weigh hoppers, three conveyor belts to feed the plant from the 
stockpiles, and a drum mixer. 
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Table 1. Estimated fugitive dust emissions from general construction activities. 

Activity Alternative 

Average 
Area 

Affected at 
One Time 

(acres) 

Emission 
Factor 

(tons/acre/ 
month) 

Maximum 
Duration 

Construction 
Activity/Year 

(months) 

Maximum 
Controlled 

Annual 
PM10 

Emissions 
(tons/year)a 

Maximum 
Controlled 

Annual 
PM2.5 

Emissions 
(tons/year)b 

Excavation, 
placement 

of fill, 
reshaping, 

compaction, 
and concrete 

lining 

Proposed  

4.59c 0.42 

10 9.64 0.96 

FCG Canal 11 10.60 1.06 

Parallel 
Canal 11 10.60 1.06 

Access 
easement 

adjacent to 
excavation/ 
work area 

Proposed  

2.30d 0.11 

10 1.27 0.13 
FCG Canal 11 1.39 0.14 

Parallel 
Canal 11 1.39 0.14 

General 
construction 

area haul/ 
access road 

Proposed  

11.87e 0.11 

10 6.53 0.651 
FCG Canal 11 7.18 0.72 

Parallel 
Canal 11 7.18 0.72 

Structures 

Proposed  

2.00f 0.11 

10 1.10 0.11 
FCG Canal 11 1.21 0.12 

Parallel 
Canal 11 1.21 0.12 

Total 
Emissions/ 

Year 

Proposed  

20.76 Not 
applicable 

Not 
applicable 

18.54 1.85 
FCG 
Canal 20.38 2.04 

Parallel 
Canal 20.38 2.04 

a. Number is the product of average acres affected at one time, emission factor, maximum months of construction activity, and a control 
efficiency of 50%. 

b. A multiplier of 0.10 is applied to the estimated maximum annual PM10 emissions to obtain the estimated maximum annual PM2.5 emissions 
(EPA 2006). 

c. Based on a maximum 2,000 linear feet length by a 100-foot width that will be subject to these activities at any one time during the construction 
project. 

d. Based on a 50-foot-wide easement along a maximum 2,000-linear-foot work area. 
e. Based on a 16-foot-wide haul/access road for a length of 32,320 feet (6.5 miles [34,320 feet] minus 2,000 feet or 6.12 miles). 
f. Assumes 2 acres of disturbed ground, on average, at any one time during the year. 

Fugitive dust emissions are estimated using emission factors for a typical concrete batch facility 
listed in EPA guidance document AP-42, Fifth Edition, Section 11.12, Table 11.12-5. 
Emission sources include aggregate and sand transfer, cement and cement supplement unloading, 
weigh hopper loading, truck loading, and wind erosion from materials storage piles. Table 2 lists 
the estimated fugitive dust emissions from these sources, based on estimates of the amount of 
concrete needed. Emissions from hauling of concrete in the active construction area are included 
as part of emissions estimates for general construction. 
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Table 2. Estimated fugitive dust emissions from portable concrete batch plant 
operation. 

Process/Source Alternative 
Emission Factor 
(PM10 controlled, 

lbs/yd3)a 

Controlled PM10 
Emissions 

(tons/year)b 

Controlled PM2.5 
Emissions 

(tons/year)c 
Aggregate delivery 
to ground storage 

Proposed  0.0031 0.0351 0.0035 
FCG Canal 0.0281 0.0028 

Parallel Canal 0.0281 0.0028 
Sand delivery 
to ground storage 

Proposed  0.0007 0.0079 0.0008 
FCG Canal 0.0064 0.0006 

Parallel Canal 0.0064 0.0006 
Aggregate delivery 
to conveyor 

Proposed  0.0031 0.0351 0.0035 
FCG Canal 0.0281 0.0028 

Parallel Canal 0.0281 0.0028 
Sand transfer to 
conveyor 

Proposed  0.0007 0.0079 0.0008 
FCG Canal 0.0064 0.0006 

Parallel Canal 0.0064 0.0006 
Aggregate transfer 
to elevated storage 

Proposed  0.0031 0.0351 0.0035 
FCG Canal 0.0281 0.0028 

Parallel Canal 0.0281 0.0028 
Sand transfer 
to elevated storage 

Proposed  0.0007 0.0079 0.0008 
FCG Canal 0.0064 0.0006 

Parallel Canal 0.0064 0.0006 
Cement delivery to 
silo 

Proposed  0.0001 0.0011 0.0001 
FCG Canal 0.0009 0.0001 

Parallel Canal 0.0009 0.0001 
Cement supplement 
delivery to silo 

Proposed  0.0002 0.0023 0.0002 
FCG Canal 0.0018 0.0002 

Parallel Canal 0.0018 0.0002 
Weigh hopper loading Proposed  0.0038 0.0430 0.0043 

FCG Canal 0.0344 0.0034 
Parallel Canal 0.0344 0.0034 

Truck mix loading Proposed  0.0074 0.0838 0.0084 
FCG Canal 0.0670 0.0067 

Parallel Canal 0.0670 0.0067 
Materials storage piles Proposed  0.3650d 0.7300e 0.0730 

FCG Canal 0.7300 0.0730 
Parallel Canal 0.7300 0.0730 

Total Emissions/Year Proposed  Not applicable 0.99 0.10 
FCG Canal 0.94 0.09 

Parallel Canal 0.94 0.09 
a. Units are pounds of pollutant per cubic yard of truck mix concrete, based on AP-42, Section 11.12, Table 11.12-5. 
b. Based on a total of 90,574 cubic yards of concrete for each alternative (78,235 cubic yards for lining and 12,339 cubic yards for structures). 

For the Proposed Action, this is assumed to average 22,644 cubic yards per year for the five-year construction period. For the FCG and Parallel 
Canal alternatives, this is assumed to average 18,115 cubic yards per year for the seven-year construction periods. Units are tons of pollutant 
per year, and number is the product of the average cubic yards of concrete produced per year and the emission factor, divided by 2,000 lbs/ton 
to obtain estimated tons per year. 

c. Units are tons of pollutant per year. A multiplier of 0.10 is applied to the estimated annual PM10 emissions to obtain the estimated annual 
PM2.5 emissions (EPA 2006). 

d. Units are tons per year, based on an estimated 2 pounds of emissions per acre per day or 730 pounds per acre per year. 
e. Units are tons of pollutant per year, and number assumes 2 acres of materials storage piles. 
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Unpaved Haul/Access Road Emissions 
Fugitive dust emissions from vehicle travel on unpaved road surfaces would result from 
contractor personnel vehicles, haul trucks, concrete mixer trucks, and equipment transport trucks 
entering and leaving the active construction area from off-site locations. Emissions from hauling 
of concrete, fill, and other materials along a 16-foot-wide access on the canal bank are included 
in the estimates for general construction activities. 

Calculation of the emission factor listed in AP-42, Section 13.2.2, is based on vehicle miles 
traveled and other related variables. The project area is generally accessible via paved roadways. 
Reach 1 and Reaches 2A and 2B are accessible from the Diversion Dam Road, State Route 
(SR) 287, and other paved roadways in the Florence area. The remainder of Reach 2 and Reach 3 
are accessible via existing paved roadways at one-mile intervals (generally along the section 
lines), with the exception of an approximately one-mile section of Reach 3B along the northeast 
side of Picacho Reservoir. 

Some of the section line roads are not paved all the way to the project area, and some unpaved 
roadways parallel the canal and may be used by contractor vehicles (Table 3). 

Table 3. Unpaved road segments that may be used to access the project area. 

Roadway Description Unpaved Segment Length – 
Proposed Action (miles) 

Unpaved Segment Length – 
FCG and Canal 

Alternatives 
(miles) 

Vah Ki Inn Road (end of paved section to canal) 0.25 0.75 
Canal Road (segment that parallels canal from 
end of paved section south of Florence to SR 79 

2.00 Not applicable 

Martin Road (from Clemans Road to canal) 0.63 Not applicable 
Bartlett Road (from Clemans Road to canal) 0.37 0.75 
Randolph Road (end of paved section to canal) 0.13 Not applicable 
Kleck Road (Wheeler Road to canal) 0.50 1.25 
Total Length 3.88 2.75 

 

Fugitive dust emissions from unpaved roads are estimated based on the following assumptions 
and parameters: 

• Unpaved road segments provide access to approximately 16 percent of the total project length. 
It is assumed that the miles of unpaved road segments identified for each alternative in Table 3 
would be used for a total of 30 days. 

• Twenty-five contractor staff members, each driving up to a two-ton personal vehicle (car or 
light truck), make two trips per day on unpaved roads (entering and leaving the project area 
each day) over the 30-day period. 

• Five haul trucks, with an average weight of 20 tons, make two trips per day on unpaved roads 
to enter and leave the project area over the 30-day period (does not include hauling in the 
project area, which is accounted for under general construction emissions estimates). 

• The emission factor is based on vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and other variables identified in 
AP-42, Section 13.2.2, and is calculated as follows: 
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Emission factor (E) = k (5.9) (s/12) (S/30) (W/3)0.7 (w/4)0.5 (365-p/365) lb/VMT, where E = 
pounds (lbs) of emissions (total suspended particulates) per VMT, k = particle size multiplier 
for PM10 (0.36); s = silt content of road surface (27 percent average based on soil 
descriptions [percent silt in A-horizons] in Hendricks 1985); S = mean vehicle speed 
(assumed 25 miles per hour); W = mean vehicle weight (tons); 5.14 tons average (fleet 
average, see AP-42, Section 13.2.2, page 13.2.2–6); w = mean number of wheels; assumed 
4.84 wheels (fleet average); p = number of days with greater than, or equal to, 0.01 inch of 
precipitation per year (30 days based on AP-42, Section 13.2.2). 

E = 0.36 (5.9) (27/12) (25/30) (5.14/3)0.7 (4.84/4)0.5 ([365-30]/365) lbs/VMT. 

E = 5.85 pounds of PM10 emissions per vehicle mile traveled. 

Under the Proposed Action, 30 passenger vehicles or light trucks making two trips per day on 
3.88 miles of unpaved road for a total duration of 30 days would result in 6,984 VMT on 
unpaved roads. For 6,984 VMT, estimated emissions would be 40,856.40 lbs or 20.43 tons of 
PM10 and 2.04 tons of PM2.5. 

Under the FCG and Parallel Canal alternatives, 30 passenger vehicles or light trucks making 
two trips per day on 2.75 miles of unpaved road for a total duration of 30 days would result 
in 4,950 VMT on unpaved roads. For 4,950 VMT, estimated emissions would be 
28,957.50 lbs or 14.48 tons of PM10 and 1.45 tons of PM2.5. 

Mud and Dirt Track-out 
Fugitive dust from mud and dirt track-out and subsequent resuspension by passing traffic is 
based on methodology found in the EPA guidance document 450/3-88-008, Control of Open 
Fugitive Dust Sources (EPA 1988), where: 

EFPM10 = (e) (M) 

Where EFPM10 is the PM10 emission factor (lbs/day), e = unit emission increase 
(0.03 lbs/vehicle based on more than 25 entering and exiting per day), M = number of 
vehicles that pass by the site per day (most of the project area would be accessed from rural 
agricultural roads, and a 600 vehicle/day average is assumed). 

EFPM10 = (0.03 lbs/vehicle) (600 vehicles/day) = 18 lbs/day per track-out location. 

Assuming five track-out locations at any one time and 250 working days per year, this would 
result in an estimated 10,000 lbs or 5 tons/year of PM10 and 0.5 ton/year of PM2.5 emissions. 

Combustion Emissions 
Combustion emissions of PM2.5 from construction activities under the action alternatives are 
calculated as a fraction of the estimated PM10 emissions from this source. The EPA’s 
NONROAD model, which served as the basis for estimating exhaust emissions from 
construction equipment, converts PM10 emissions from diesel engines to PM2.5 emissions using 
an adjustment factor of 0.97 (EPA 2010). 
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Summary of Estimated Fugitive Dust Emissions 
Table 4 summarizes the estimated fugitive dust emissions from the sources described previously. 
Estimated total PM10 emissions under the Proposed Action and the other two action alternatives 
would be below the 100 tons/year de minimis threshold. 

Table 4. Estimated particulate matter emissions from the project. 

Source Proposed Action FCG Canal  
Alternative 

Parallel Canal  
Alternative 

 

Estimated 
PM10 

emissions 
(tons/year) 

Estimated 
PM2.5 

emissions 
(tons/year) 

Estimated 
PM10 

emissions 
(tons/year) 

Estimated 
PM2.5 

emissions 
(tons/year) 

Estimated 
PM10 

emissions 
(tons/year) 

Estimated 
PM2.5 

emissions 
(tons/year) 

General 
construction 

18.54 1.85 20.38 2.04 20.38 2.04 

Concrete batch 
plant  

0.99 0.10 0.94 0.09 0.94 0.09 

Unpaved 
haul/access 
road emissions 

20.43 2.04 14.48 1.45 14.48 1.45 

Mud and dirt 
track-out 

5.00 0.50 5.00 0.50 5.00 0.50 

Combustion 
emissions 

1.53 1.48 1.64 1.60 1.38 1.34 

Total 46.49 5.97 42.44 5.68 42.18 5.42 
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Technical Memorandum 

August 14, 2012 STI-912029 

To: Leslie Stafford, EcoPlan Associates, Inc. 

From: Stephen Reid and Yuan Du, Sonoma Technology, Inc. 

Re: Estimation of Construction Equipment PM10 Emissions for an Irrigation Project in 
Pinal County Arizona 

Background 

EcoPlan Associates, Inc. is under contract with the Bureau of Reclamation to rehabilitate 
and line a large irrigation system in Pinal County, Arizona.  A portion of the project falls within an 
area that has been designated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as not in 
attainment of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter 10 
microns in diameter or less (PM10).  To support the development of an Environmental Impact 
Statement for the project, EcoPlan has estimated PM10 emissions for sources of fugitive dust.  
To complete the PM10 emissions inventory, EcoPlan asked Sonoma Technology, Inc. (STI) to 
estimate exhaust PM10 emissions from the fleet of construction equipment expected to be used 
on the project.  This document describes the methods STI used to perform these emissions 
estimates and provides a summary of the results. 

Technical Approach 

Overview 

Exhaust emissions from construction equipment are typically estimated using the EPA’s 
NONROAD model (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2005), which calculates emissions 
as the product of engine population, hours of operation, engine power, engine load factor, and 
pollutant-specific emission factors.  For example, PM emissions from excavators operating 
across a region of interest are calculated in NONROAD as follows: 

( )∑ ××××= EFPMLFHPHRSPOPPM  
where: 

 PM = total PM emissions from excavators operating in the area of interest 
 POP = population of excavators with a given engine size (horsepower) 
 HRS = average hours of operation per excavator during the time frame of interest 
 HP = engine horsepower rating 
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 LF = engine load factor (percentage of rated power while under load) 
 PMEF = deterioration-adjusted PM emission factor in g/hp-hr (specific to each 

horsepower rating and engine model year) 

NONROAD is designed to provide county-level emissions estimates for construction 
equipment and other types of non-road equipment, and the model contains a default database 
of equipment populations, activity data (annual hours of operations), load factors, and emission 
factors.   Default load factor values for each type of equipment addressed by the model were 
developed from non-road engine test data performed over various transient cycles (U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, 2004). 

For project-level assessments, if equipment characteristics and hours of operation for 
the project’s fleet of construction equipment are available, load factor and emission factor 
information from NONROAD can be used to estimate emissions of PM10 and other pollutants.  
Alternatively, brake-specific fuel consumption factors (BSFC) from NONROAD can be used to 
develop fuel-based emission factors (e.g., grams emitted per gallon of fuel burned), and these 
factors can be applied to project-level fuel consumption data.  The use of fuel-based emission 
factors eliminates dependence on engine loads or equipment duty cycles, which can vary 
according to the way equipment is used on a given project.  Therefore, given the availability of 
fuel consumption data for this project, we used the fuel-based approach to estimate emissions 
for the three construction alternatives. 

Activity Data 

EcoPlan provided STI with construction equipment fleet information and activity data for 
three project alternatives:  (1) the Preferred Alternative; (2) the Florence-Casa Grande Canal 
Alternative (FCG); and (3) the Parallel Canal Alternative.  For each of these scenarios, EcoPlan 
provided a spreadsheet that listed: 

• Equipment types and horsepower rating for the 26 pieces of equipment expected to 
be used on the project; 

• Hours of operation by month and year for each piece of equipment; and 

• Peak year total hours of operation and fuel consumption for each piece of 
equipment. 

Table 1 summarizes the peak year, equipment-specific activity data for each of the three 
alternatives listed above.  These data show that peak year hours of operation and fuel 
consumption are highest for the FCG Alternative, as this alternative requires more excavation 
than the other two options.  Peak year fuel consumption is slightly higher (+2.5%) for the 
Preferred Alternative than for the Parallel Alternative.  However, it should be noted that the 
overall construction schedule is shorter for the Preferred Alternative than the other two options. 
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Table 1.  Equipment activity (hours) and fuel usage (gallons) for each alternative. 

Preferred FCG Parallel Equipment Type Fuel 
Hours Gallons Hours Gallons Hours Gallons 

Air Compressor - 250 cfm Diesel 960 1,920 960 1,920 960 1,920 
Backhoe - Cat 446B Diesel 1,152 3,456 960 2,880 960 2,880 
Canal Paving Train Diesel 96 1,440 288 4,320 288 4,320 
Canal Trimmer Diesel 96 1,440 288 4,320 288 4,320 
Compactor - Cat 825C Diesel 1,104 16,560 1,344 20,160 1,152 17,280 
Compactor - Cat CP 323 Diesel 528 2,112 960 3,840 720 2,880 
Compactor - 14" Wacker Gas 2,640 7,920 2,736 8,208 2,208 6,624 
Crane - 30 Ton Diesel 2,880 11,520 2,400 9,600 2,400 9,600 
Crane - 75 Ton Diesel 192 960 240 1,200 240 1,200 
Crane - 100 Ton Diesel 288 1,440 528 2,640 528 2,640 
Dozer - Cat D7H Diesel 1,152 10,368 1,056 9,504 672 6,048 
Excavator - Cat 350 Diesel 672 5,376 2,400 19,200 576 4,608 
Generator - 15kW Diesel 2,880 2,880 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 
Loader - Cat 966F Diesel 672 5,376 1,440 11,520 1,104 8,832 
Loader - Cat 988F Diesel 576 5,760 480 4,800 624 6,240 
Motor Grader - Cat 14H Diesel 672 6,048 1,344 12,096 1,344 12,096 
Pickup - 3/4 Ton 4x4 Diesel 19,008 19,008 20,736 20,736 16,800 16,800 
Scraper - Cat 623F Diesel 2,400 31,200 1,440 18,720 1,920 24,960 
Truck - Concrete Mixer Diesel 3,648 14,592 4,704 18,816 4,704 18,816 
Truck - Concrete Pump Diesel 1,152 5,760 960 4,800 960 4,800 
Truck - Bottom or End 
Dump 

Diesel 1,536 6,144 1,152 4,608 384 1,536 

Truck – Flatbed Diesel 2,976 11,904 2,688 10,752 2,880 11,520 
Truck – Mechanics Diesel 576 2,304 480 1,920 480 1,920 
Truck – Pipe Diesel - - - - - - 
Truck – Water Diesel 4,128 12,384 3,840 11,520 2,496 7,488 
Water Tanker - Cat 621F Diesel 672 6,720 816 8,160 816 8,160 
Totals  52,656 194,592 56,640 218,640 47,904 189,888 

Emission Factors 

Emission factors in the NONROAD model vary by equipment type, horsepower rating, 
and model year.  These variances account for increasingly strict emission standards (or “tiers”) 
for non-road equipment that have been implemented by EPA over time, as well as the 
deterioration (and increasing emission rates) that engines experience with use. 

Because the model year of the equipment expected to be used on the irrigation project is 
not yet known, we had to make some assumptions about equipment ages.  The NONROAD 
model includes state- and county-level equipment populations by horsepower bin, model year, 
and emission tier, and users are able to produce outputs by model year that include assumed 
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equipment populations, hours of operation, emission rates, and fuel consumption rates.  
Therefore, we were able to run NONROAD in “by model year” mode for 2012 for the State of 
Arizona and use the outputs to determine the most common model year and emission tier for 
each type of equipment listed in Table 1.  Once the most common model year and emission tier 
was determined, we used the NONROAD outputs to back-calculate a fuel-based emission factor 
for each equipment type that includes NONROAD’s assumed deterioration levels. 

These emission factors were incorporated into an Access database, along with the 
activity data (i.e., fuel consumption estimates) for each alternative provided by EcoPlan.  
Queries were then set up in the Access database to calculate emissions by year and equipment 
type for each alternative. 

Summary of Results 

Estimates of construction equipment exhaust emissions by year and alternative are 
shown in Tables 2 and 3.  For the Preferred Alternative, PM10 emissions are highest in Year 3 
and total 1.53 tons.  For the FCG Canal and Parallel Canal alternatives, PM10 emissions are 
highest in Year 4 and total 1.64 and 1.38 tons, respectively.  Total PM10 emissions across the 
duration of the project are lowest for the Preferred Alternative, which has a shorter overall 
schedule than the other two alternatives.  Note that the PM2.5 emissions shown in Table 3 follow 
the same pattern.  PM2.5 emissions were calculated from PM10 emissions by applying fuel-
specific adjustment factors from the NONROAD model.  For diesel engines, this PM10-to- PM2.5 
adjustment factor is 0.97 (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2010). 

Table 2.  Construction equipment PM10 emissions (tons) by year and alternative. 

Alternative Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

Preferred 0.70 0.59 1.53 1.19 0.00 4.01 
FCG 0.71 0.74 0.96 1.64 1.52 5.57 
Parallel 0.71 0.73 0.79 1.38 1.30 4.91 

Table 3.  Construction equipment PM2.5 emissions (tons) by year and alternative. 

Alternative Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

Preferred 0.68 0.57 1.48 1.15 0.00 3.89 
FCG 0.69 0.72 0.93 1.60 1.47 5.40 
Parallel 0.69 0.71 0.77 1.34 1.26 4.77 
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